
ANNUAL KEPOKT OF THE BOAED OF GOVERNORS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

For the Federal Reserve System an outstanding development of
the year was the enactment of the Banking Act of 1935 which made
important amendments in the Federal Reserve Act. The new law
represents a recognition of broader functions of the System as a
factor in the country's economic life and emphasizes and clarifies
the distribution of responsibility between the component parts of
the System. It preserves the autonomy of the regional banks in
matters of local concern, but places responsibility for national mone-
tary and credit policies on the Board of Governors and the Federal
Open Market Committee.

In the credit situation important developments during 1935 were
a further growth of bank reserves, resulting from a continued inflow
of gold that was due chiefly to- a movement of foreign capital to the
United States. Bank deposits increased, reflecting in part the gold
inflow but in larger part expenditure by the United States Govern-
ment of funds raised through the sale of its obligations to banks.
Banks increased their other investments as well, and their loans,
following declines in earlier years, showed a small growth. Rates
charged customers by member banks in leading cities declined during
the year and open-market money rates and yields on high-grade
bonds remained at near the low levels reached early in the year.

The large volume of deposits accumulated in the financial centers
and the inflow of capital from abroad were important factors in the
activity of the security markets during the year. There was more
extensive use of available investment funds than in other recent
years. Prices of securities rose sharply and trading on stock ex-
changes increased, but there was little growth in the amount of
bank credit used in the stock market until the last 2 months of the
year. New security issues were in larger volume than in the 4
preceding years, but were almost entirely for the purpose of re-
funding at lower interest rates previously existing obligations. Is-
sues to obtain new capital showed some increase but continued small
in total amount as compared with predepression years. The small
volume of issues to obtain new capital reflected the fact that the
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2 ANNUAL REPORT OF FEDERAL RESERVE GOVERNORS

accumulated cash resources of business were nearly sufficient to
finance such expansion as business recovery made necessary.

In business there were further increases in production, especially
in the durable-goods industries, larger sales of goods to consumers,
little evidence of accumulation of inventories, relatively stable com-
modity prices at a level higher than in 1934, and an increase in profits
of corporations. Improvement was widespread, but the volume of
business remained substantially belowT the level attained before the
depression and unemployment continued large. The principal ele-
ments of the national income, however—earnings of workers in
industry and trade, agricultural income, and corporate profits—
showed increases during the

FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

Federal Reserve policy during 1935 continued to be directed
toward monetary ease. In the first 5 months of the year eight Fed-
eral Reserve banks reduced discount rates to 2 percent and one to
iy2 percent. After these reductions rates were 1% percent at the
Federal Reserve banks of New York and Cleveland and 2 percent at
the other 10 Reserve banks. These rates were continued through the
remainder of the year, as there were no developments in the business
and credit situation which warranted a change in existing policy
with respect to discount rates. Minimum rates on industrial ad-
vances were also reduced at three Reserve banks in 1935. Following
passage of the Banking Act of 1935 revising provisions of section
10 (b) of the Federal Reserve Act under which advances may be
made to member banks, each Federal Reserve bank established a rate
on such advances of one-half of 1 percent in excess of the discount
rate. These rates represented a considerable reduction from the
levels in effect at the time the previous provisions of section 10 (b)
expired on March 3, 1935.

In November the Board of Governors announced that effective
January 1, 1936, maximum rates of interest that could be paid on
time and savings deposits by member banks would be 1 percent
on time deposits payable in less than 90 days, 2 percent on time
deposits payable in less than 6 months and not less than 90 days,
and 2y2 percent on all other time deposits and on savings deposits.
A uniform maximum of 2y2 percent had been in effect on all time
and savings deposits since February 1, 1935. Previously the rate had
been 3 percent.

In view of the large and growing volume of excess reserves, no
further action directed toward obtaining easier money conditions
was necessary during 1935. On the contrary, the continued growth
of excess reserves raised the question of taking measures to reduce
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them. In the last 2 months of 1935 total reserves of member banks
averaged about $5,700,000,000, required reserves about $2,700,000,000,
and excess reserves about $3,000,000,000, while holdings of United
States Government securities by the Federal Reserve banks -totaled
$2,400,000,000. Thus excess reserves substantially exceeded the total
amount of open-market securities held by the Reserve banks and
were likewise in excess of $2,700,000,000, the amount by which re-
serve requirements could at that time be increased under the law,
which provides that requirements can be raised to not more than
double existing requirements.

In the latter part of the year the Board gave frequent considera-
tion to probable future changes in the volume of excess reserves, to
possibilities of excessive credit expansion on the basis of these re-
serves, to methods of reducing the reserves and controlling credit
expansion, and to the proper timing of such action. After a meeting
of the Board of Governors with the Federal Open Market Committee
on December 17 and 18, at which these matters were considered, the
Board and the Committee issued the following statement:

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and
the Federal Open Market Committee have given extended con-
sideration to the general business and credit situation and to
the recommendation of the Federal Advisory Council and are of
the opinion:

1. That continued improvement has been made in business
and financial conditions but that the country is still short of a
full recovery.

2. That the primary objective of the System at the present
time is still to lend its efforts to a furtherance of recovery.

3. That there is at the present time no evidence of overexpan-
sion of business activity or of the use of business credit.

4. That the present volume of member bank reserves, which
have been greatly increased by imports of gold from abroad,
continues to be excessive, far beyond the present or prospective
requirements of credit for sound business expansion.

Therefore, the special problem created by the continuing ex-
cess of reserves has had and wTill continue to have the unre-
mitting study and attention of those charged with the respon-
sibility for credit policy in order that appropriate action may be
taken as soon as it appears to be in the public interest.

During the course of the year the Board took action on a num-
ber of other questions of policy not directly concerned with interest
rates, open-market operations, or member bank reserves. The more
important of these actions are described in other appropriate sec-
tions of this report. A record of all actions taken by the Board on
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matters of policy on and after August 23, 1935, together with reasons
for such actions, is given in an appendix to this report, which is
presented in accordance with the provisions of section 10 of the
Federal Reserve Act, as amended by the Banking Act of 1935.

During the year the Federal Open Market Committee held four
meetings and its executive committee held a number of interim meet-
ings. Matters relating to the size, composition, and distribution of
the System investment account, to the problem of excess reserves,
to new United States Government security issues, and to other as-
pects of the business and credit situation were discussed at these
meetings. Recommendations were made regarding changes in securi-
ties held in the System account and regarding transfers of partici-
pations among the various Federal Reserve banks. No specific
changes were recommended as to the total amount of securities to
be held in the account. In accordance with the provisions of section
10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended by the Banking Act of
1935, a record of actions taken by the Open Market Committee from
August 23, 1935, to the end of the year is published in the appendix
to this report.

INDUSTRIAL ADVANCES BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

During the year 1935 the Federal Reserve banks received approxi-
mately 2,500 applications for industrial advances under the provi-
sions of section 13b of the Federal Reserve Act. This is a little less
than half the number received in the 6 months following the enact-
ment on June 19, 1934, of the amendment empowering the Reserve
banks to make such advances. The amount of applications received
in 1935 was $116,000,000, compared with $190,000,000 in 1934. The
Federal Reserve banks approved 973 applications during 1935 repre-
senting an aggregate of $72,000,000, as against 1,020 applications in
1934 for an aggregate of $52,000,000. In other words, although the
number and amount of applications received in 1935 was much less
than in 1934, the number of applications approved was nearly as
large and the amount approved was considerably larger than in 1934.
The smaller proportion of approvals in 1934 was due largely to the
fact that, during the first few months of operation under the new au-
thorization, a relatively large proportion of the applications were
found to be either unsatisfactory credit risks or ineligible under the
law.

The total amount of applications approved by the Federal Reserve
banks up to the end of 1935 was $124,000,000, including $26,000,000
conditionally approved. The largest amount of advances and com-
mitments outstanding at any one time has been $61,000,000, but the
total of such credit actually made available to borrowers up to the
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end of 1935 (including $3,000,000 of approved advances and commit-
ments in process of completion) was $98,000,000, part of which had
been repaid, part unused, and part advanced by participating insti-
tutions.

Vigorous steps were taken by the System to inform the public
that working capital advances might be made by the Federal Re-
serve banks directly to borrowers. I t was realized at the outset
that the new facilities offered by the Federal Reserve banks for
making loans for working capital purposes must be actively
brought to the attention of potential borrowers, since the general
public was not accustomed to dealing with the Federal Reserve-
banks nor was it aware of the fact that these banks might now make
direct loans to industrial and commercial concerns. Articles de-
scriptive of the facilities which the Federal Reserve banks have for
making industrial loans appeared during the year in magazines,,
newspapers, and trade papers. Radio talks were also made, and
pamphlets were issued by various Federal Reserve banks.

Through the medium of conferences in Washington and visits by
a member of the Board to the Federal Reserve banks, the Board has
kept closely in touch with the work of the Reserve banks and indus-
trial advisory committees on industrial loans.

Before making advances directly to borrowers the Federal Re-
serve banks usually encourage local banks to make the advances
under protection of commitments from the Federal Reserve banks,
or to participate with the Federal Reserve banks in the advances that
they make. A commitment, as authorized by the law, obligates a
Federal Reserve bank, upon request of the financing institution, to
discount or purchase an obligation representing an advance by that
institution for the purpose of furnishing working capital to an
established business. The Reserve bank, in assuming such an obli-
gation, will obligate itself for as much as 80 percent of any loss
thereon. The commitment, therefore, assures the local bank of the
loan's liquidity, and protects it against a loss in excess of 20 percent
of the loan.

BANKING ACT OF 1935

Important amendments were made in the Federal Reserve Act
by the Banking Act of 1935, which was signed by the President on
August 23. The act incorporates into law much of the experience
acquired by the System during the more than two decades of its
operation. It reflects a broader conception of the System's functions
in the country's economic life than existed at the time the System
was established, and it defines more clearly and fixes more firmly
the responsibilities of the Board in Washington and of the regional
Reserve banks. It permanently removes from the operations of the
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Federal Reserve banks and the member banks some of the restric-
tions which at critical times prevented them from effectively render-
ing the services for which they were established, and it clarifies and
simplifies a number of features of the administration of the System.

The more important provisions relating to the Federal Reserve
System are contained in title I I of the act. Title I revises the pro-
visions relating to the insurance of deposits, and title I I I contains
many clarifications and improvements in the technical provisions of
existing banking law. The principal provisions of the act are dis-
cussed more fully in a subsequent section of this Annual Report.

Title I I provides for reconstitution of the Federal Reserve Board
under the name of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System with longer terms and larger salaries for its members. As
reconstituted effective February 1, 1936, the Board, instead of con-
sisting of six appointive members and the Secretary of the Treas-
ury and the Comptroller of the Currency as ex-officio members, will
have seven appointive members and no ex-officio members. The law
provides for reorganization of the Federal Open Market Committee
as of March 1, 1936, to consist of the seven members of the Board of
Governors and five representatives of the Federal Reserve banks, in-
stead of, as previously, one representative from each of the 12 Fed-
eral Reserve banks. This change, together with other powers vested
in the Board, places greater responsibility for the exercise of national
credit policies upon the Board of Governors. The law, however,
preserves the local autonomy of the regional banks in their dealings
and relations with the member banks in their respective districts, and
provides for participation of representatives of the regional banks in
the formulation of national monetary and credit policies.

Other provisions broaden the lending powers of the Federal Re-
serve banks by permitting them to make advances to member banks
on paper heretofore ineligible except in exceptional circumstances
and liberalize the conditions under which national banks may make
loans on real estate. The act clarifies and alters the power of the
Board to change reserve requirements of member banks and pro-
vides for periodic review by the Board of discount rates established
by the Reserve banks. Changes are also made in the administrative
organization of the Federal Reserve banks.

The act provides that the Board shall keep a complete record of
actions taken by the Board and the Federal Open Market Committee
upon all questions of policy relating to open-market operations, in-
cluding votes taken and a statement of reasons underlying the action,
and that the Board shall also keep a similar record with respect to
all questions of policy determined by the Board and shall include
in its annual report a full account of actions taken and a copy of
the records required to be kept.
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The record of actions taken on questions of policy, as required by
the law, for the period from the date of the passage of the act,
August 23, 1935, to the end of the year, is published as an appendix
to this report. Discussion of the more important of these actions
is included in the appropriate sections of this report.

After the passage of the banking act, the Board gave considera-
tion to revision of its regulations affected by provisions of the
act. Before the end of the year revisions of five existing regulations
and one new regulation were issued. These regulations are dis-
cussed in a subsequent section of this report, and the considerations
governing the Board in their adoption are given in the record of
policy actions published in the appendix.

INCREASE IN GOLD AND SILVER RESERVES

Monetary reserves of the country were further increased during
J935 by gold imports and Treasury silver purchases. In the 2

years 1934 and 1935 the gold stock showed an increase of $6,100,-
000,000, of which about $2,800,000,000 represents the increment ac-
cruing to the Treasury from revaluation of gold on January 31,
1934, from $20.67 per ounce to $35 per ounce. This increment has
not yet increased member bank reserves to a material extent, for
$1,800,000,000' of it is still held in the stabilization fund and the re-
maining $1,000,000,000 is either in the general fund of the Treasury
or has been utilized in ways that for the most part have left mem-
ber bank reserves unaffected. One of these ways—the use of part of
the gold increment for retiring national bank notes—is described on
page 27. Disregarding the gold increment resulting from revalua-
tion, additions to gold and silver stocks affecting member bank re-
serves during the 2 years amounted to $3,900,000,000, of which $200,-
000,000 represents gold acquired by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and the Treasury before revaluation in January 1934,
but not taken up into gold stock Until that time, and $600,000,000.,
the issuance of silver certificates and coins.

The growth of $3,100,000,000 in the monetary gold stock of the
United States in the period of less than two years since revaluation
was unprecedented in the history of the country. During the 20
years 1914-33, which included the great movements of the war and
post-war periods, gold stock increased by $2,400,000,000. In part the
difference is accounted for by the higher price at which gold now
enters into the account, but a more important feature has been the
unprecedented volume of the gold flow, even when measured in
ounces.

Factors behind gold and silver movement.—Additions to the monetary
gold and silver stocks since revaluation, totaling $3,700,000,000, were
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to the extent of $400,000,000 of domestic origin, such as mine output
of the metals, sale of scrap gold by the public, and nationalization of
silver holdings. The remaining $3,300,000,000 came from abroad.

The sustained movement of gold from abroad, notwithstanding the
heavy purchases of silver by the Treasury, was the outcome of several
factors in the international balance of payments of the United States.
Chief among these factors were an influx of capital from foreign
centers and, to a less extent, a surplus of merchandise exports.

Surplus of merchandise exports.—Reduction in the gold content
of the dollar came after the value of the dollar on the exchanges had
declined, with a consequent stimulus to exports. In the closing
months of 1934, however, with decreased supplies resulting from
the drought and from production-control measures and with the
advance in agricultural prices, exports of farm products dimin-
ished, though exports of manufactured goods continued to
increase. There was also a considerable growth of imports,,
reflecting in part the agricultural situation and in part the effects of
recovery in this country both on the demand for imported raw ma-
terials by industry and on the demand for other imported commodi-
ties by the American public. As a consequence, the export surplus
that developed in the year ending October 1934 to the amount of
$510,000,000 was reduced to $180,000,000 in the succeeding 12 months.
In the closing months of 1935, however, a substantial increase in
several agricultural exports and the continued widening of the market
for American industrial products abroad led to the largest surplus of
merchandise exports since 1930. For the entire period from revalu-
ation to the end of 1935, exports exceeded imports by nearly $700,-
000,000.

Inflow of capital.—A far larger part of the imports of gold and
silver since January 1934 is attributable to the influx of capital from
abroad. The heavy inward movement of capital immediately fol-
lowing revaluation represented in part the return of funds that
had been transferred abroad in 1933. But there were also political
difficulties in France at the time such as have dominated other peri-
ods of international capital movements. A special problem has been
created for the gold-bloc countries as a group by the general aban-
donment elsewhere in the world of previously existing exchange
parities and the introduction of exchange controls by several coun-
tries that still officially adhere to the old parities. A series of crises
has occurred, differing in intensity, but each characterized by a sharp
outward movement of capital and gold from the gold-bloc countries.

The most general movement of this sort, although not the firstr

occurred in the spring of 1935 after Belgium had devalued its cur-
rency. During the ensuing movement Switzerland, the Netherlands,.
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and France lost large amounts of gold. In July and again in Sep-
tember there were further gold withdrawals from the Netherlands
as a result of political difficulties connected with the Government's
economy program. When the substance of this program was ap-
proved early in October, the movement of gold was reversed; but
in November a similar crisis developed in France during the prep-
arations for the meeting of the French Parliament at the end of the
month to debate the 1936 budget. With settlement of the most press-
ing fiscal and political issues the capital outflow ceased.

In addition to the recurrent difficulties of the gold-bloc currencies
other factors operated upon the flow of capital to the United States
in 1935. At the beginning of the year the approaching adjudication
of the gold-clause cases by the Supreme Court led to a movement of
capital to this country. Little of this capital went abroad again
after the Court's decisions were handed down, because the European
difficulties that preceded the gold-bloc crisis in the spring were
already developing. Later in the year another factor became opera-
tive in the growing tension in Europe over the Ethiopian situation.
A transfer of liquid balances from London to New York began in
September and reached its height early in October. The nationals of
many countries who had employed London as a financial center, as
well as the British themselves, were active in the movement.
Toward the end of October this movement subsided, but the con-
tinuance of disturbed conditions abroad militated against a return
flow of the balances during the remainder of the year.

Another type of movement developed in 1935 and was continuing
on a substantial scale at the end of the year. Foreign purchases of
American secur~4ies began to exceed sales in May 1935. The intensi-
fication of this movement in the autumn may be attributable in some
degree to disturbed political conditions abroad, but the movement
as a whole appears to reflect a feeling among foreign investors that
an opportunity for profitable investment of their funds is offered
by the American market. In the final month of the year it was the
sustained purchases of securities in this country by foreign interests
that more than offset a small withdrawal of foreign balances and
continued the net inward movement of capital which had charac-
terized the year.

World gold supplies.—The increase in the monetary gold stock of
the United States in the period of nearly 2 years since revaluation
has not meant a corresponding decline in central gold reserves abroad.
While gold was being shipped to the United States it was being pro-
duced by the world's mines at the rate of $1,000,000,000 a year and
the Indian public continued to make sales from the accumulated
hoards of the past.

56048—36 2
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This was in contrast to the situation that existed before the depres-
sion. For a number of years before the depression, world gold produc-
tion, valued on the old par basis, was at a rate of about $400,000,000
a year. Of this amount from $100,000,000 to $200,000,000 was an-
nually taken for industrial uses or for Indian hoards, leaving $300,-
000,000 or less available for central reserves. Today the sale of
Indian gold exceeds the demand for industrial uses, and mining out-
put has not only increased b}r 50 percent in terms of ounces, but an
ounce of gold is now the equivalent of $35 instead of $20.67. Except
as hoarding develops in Europe, therefore, the amount of new gold
available for central gold reserves exceeds $1,000,000,000 a year.

As a result of this situation the increase of $3,100,000,000 in mone-
tary gold stocks of the United States in the period from February 1,
1934, to the end of 1935, was accompanied by a decline of only $1,100,-
000,000 in the gold reserves of foreign central banks. The larger
part of this decline occurred in gold reserves of the Bank of France,
although there were also substantial reductions in central reserves of
the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Italy.

Silver purchases.—The increase of $600,000,000 in silver certificates
and coin in the United States in 1934 and 1935 reflected, in the main,
operations carried out in accord with the silver-buying program
of the Government. Up to December 27, 1935, acquisitions of
silver, as announced by the Treasury, amounted to 835,000,-
000 ounces, of which 59,000,000 ounces were received from do-
mestic mines, 112,000,000 ounces represented the nationalization of
silver in the United States on August 9, 1934, and 664,000,000 ounces
were purchased abroad under authority of the Silver Purchase Act.

The two principal sources of American silver acquisitions have
been new production and withdrawals from Chinese stocks. The
bulk of this silver has been bought in the London market, where
Treasury operations were the dominant factor during most of 1935,
but considerable amounts of silver have been shipped direct to the
United States from Mexico, Canada, and other producing coun-
tries, and during 1934 direct importations from China were in sub-
stantial volume. The direct shipment of silver from China to the
United States ceased soon after the Chinese Government in October
1934 imposed prohibitive charges on silver exports, but the drain
of silver from China was not stopped by this action. The subse-
quent depreciation of the yuan against its theoretical silver parity
provided a strong incentive to smuggle silver out of the country, and
during 1935 the amount of Chinese silver that reached the London
silver market through various channels was comparable in volume to
the supplies from this source in 1934. Effective November 4, 1935,
the Chinese Government issued a series of decrees providing for the
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compulsory delivery of all silver coin and bullion to the Government
and for the issue of an inconvertible paper currency to be managed
with the object of maintaining a stable value for the yuan in terms of
foreign currencies. The effect of these measures was to remove China
definitively from the silver standard. Subsequently the profit on
smuggling silver out of China was largely eliminated by the sharp
decline in the world market price for silver.

MEMBER BANK RESERVES

Growth of reserves in 1935.—As a result of the increase in gold and
silver stock, the reserves of the Federal Reserve banks and the re-
serve balances of member banks increased further by large amounts
in 1935. as in 1934. Member bank reserve balances showed a growth
of $1,500,000,000 in 1935. The increase in reserve funds resulting
from the growth of $1,900,000,000 in the country's monetary gold
stock and of $400,000,000 in silver money was partly offset by re-
ductions in reserves arising from increases of $350,000,000 in the
amount of money in circulation, of $400,000,000 in funds held by the
Treasury on deposit in the Reserve banks, and of nearly $100,000,000
in nonmember deposits and other accounts at the Reserve banks.

The net increase of $1,500,000,000 in total reserve balances was
partly absorbed by an increase of nearly $500,000,000 in reserve re-
quirements in consequence of a continued growth of member bank
deposits, and excess reserves showed an increase of more than
$1,000,000,000.

Early in December excess reserves reached a total of $3,300,000,000,
a new high level in the history of the Federal Reserve System, but in
the 10 days preceding Christmas a large increase in Treasury de-
posits at Reserve banks, arising from the sale of new securities and
income-tax receipts, together with seasonal currency withdrawals, re-
sulted in a decrease of over $600,000,000 in member bank reserves.
This reduction had no effect on the money market, and before the
end of the year the return flow of currency increased the bank's
reserve funds. At the end of December excess reserves amounted to
$2,850,000,000, and early in January 1936 they again exceeded
$3,000,000,000.

Changes in reserve situation since 1929.—Growth of bank reserves was
a part of a series of developments that, since the reversal of Federal
Reserve policy in the latter part of 1929, have been contributing to
easier money conditions. The nature of these changes is shown in
part on the accompanying chart.

At various times between the autumn of 1929 and the end of 1933
the Reserve banks purchased $2,300,000,000 of Government obliga-
tions. Not all of this amount, however, constituted a net addition to
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MEMBER BANK RESERVES AND RELATED ITEMS
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•member bank reserves. The major part of the reserves thus made
available was utilized by member banks to reduce indebtedness to
the Reserve banks in existence at the beginning of the period and
incurred during the depression at times of currency and gold with-
drawals. The more important net changes for the period as a whole
were a decrease of nearly $900,000,000 in member bank borrowings,
an increase of about $1,000,000,000 in currency in circulation, and an
increase in member bank reserves of $400,000,000. Since, however,
:as shown in the second chart, required reserves of the member banks
had declined by $400,000,000 as a result of the decline in deposits,

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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_( Monthly Averages of Daily Figures >
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member banks had more than $800,000,000 of excess reserves at the
end of 1933. This was a much larger volume of excess reserves than
had ever before been held by member banks. These excess reserves
should be compared with a portfolio of $2,400,000,000 of Govern-
ment securities which were available for sale in the open market if
absorption of reserves should become desirable.

This was the situation at the end of 1933. During the next 2
years the relationship between the Federal Reserve banks and the
money market was fundamentally altered. Because of develop-
ments previously explained, excess reserves increased from $800,000,-
000 to about $3,000,000,000, while the portfolio of Government securi-
ties of the Federal Reserve banks remained at $2,400,000,000. It is
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partly for this reason that Congress gave to the Board the power
to absorb excess reserves through increasing reserve requirements
for member banks to a maximum of double the percentages prevail-
ing in 1935, thus providing the Board with an additional instrument
for preventing injurious credit expansion.

Distribution of member bank reserves.—All classes of member banks
in all Federal Reserve districts held reserves in excess of requirements
throughout 1935. On December 31, 1935, total reserve balances held
with Federal Reserve banks by member banks were more than
double the amount required. As shown in the following table, the
percentage of total to required reserves of all member banks was 204
percent, as compared with 177 percent at the begining of the year.
Similar percentages by classes of banks and by districts as of De-
cember 31, 1935, ranged from 110 percent at reserve city banks in
the New York district to almost 300 percent at country banks in the
Minneapolis, Kansas City, and Dallas districts.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TO REQUIRED RESERVES, BY CLASSES OF MEMBER BANKS,
DEC. 31, 1934, AND DEC. 31, 1935

Dec. 31, 1935 Dec. 31, 1934

Central reserve city banks:
New York
Chicago

Reserve city banks.
Country banks

All member banks

213
204
186
214

171
208
175
180

204

The increase in the percentage of total to required reserves was
largest at New York City banks, -while at Chicago banks there was a
slight decline. Country banks in all districts showed substantial
increases, owing in large part to the reduction in required reserves
that resulted from changes under the Banking Act of 1935 in the
method of calculating net demand deposits, described on page 18.
The increase in the percentage of total to required reserves for all
reserve city banks was relatively small, and in the Minneapolis,.
Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco districts decreases were
shown in the percentages for banks in this class.

Since, as previously explained, the increase in member bank re-
serve balances during 1935 arose mostly from gold imports, addi-
tional reserve funds were generally received first by banks in New
York City. A large part of these reserves were widely distributed
among banks in other sections by the flow of payments from one
region to another. An important factor in this flow of payments
was the investment by banks in Government obligations and the
expenditure of the proceeds by the Treasury, which thus gradually
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transferred the funds to other banks and to other sections of the
country. Reserve city banks and country banks held a part of the
reserve funds thus acquired in the form of excess reserves, invested
another part, and deposited the remainder with correspondent
banks.

The table shows changes in loans and investments and reserves of
the three principal classes of member banks during 1935; figures
showing changes in the various types of deposits at these banks are
given in the table on page 22.

C H A N G E S I N L O A N S AND I N V E S T M E N T S AND RESERVES O F M E M B E R B A N K S

D E C . 31 , 1934, TO D E C . 31 , 1935

[In millions of dollars]

LORDS
Investments _. __ .

Total loans and investments

Reserves with Federal Reserve banks:
Required _
Excess

Total

Balances with banks in United States

Total

+147
+1, 688

+1, 835

+435
+1, 057

+1, 492

+627

Central
reserve

city banks

+219
+ 725

+944

+324
+736

+1,060

+11

Reserve
city banks

+35
+717

+752

+133
+ 193

+326

-1-236

Country
banks

-107
+246

+ 139

- 2 3
+128

+105

+380

A large part of the increase in reserve balances with Federal Re-
serve banks was at central reserve city banks (New York and Chi-
cago), while country banks, where the increase in reserve balances
was smaller, showed a substantial growth in balances held with
other banks. At reserve city banks the total increase in balances
held with the Federal Reserve banks and with other banks was rela-
tively smaller than at other classes of banks.

City banks used a considerable part of their surplus funds in the
purchase of investments, mostly United States Government securities.
Country banks, on the other hand, which showed a smaller increase
in investments and a decline in loans, deposited with other banks the
larger part of the increase in their available funds. Country banks,
therefore, had available a larger volume of idle funds than is indi-
cated by the figures for excess reserves, while a large part of the
excess reserves of the central reserve city banks in New York and
Chicago represented redeposited idle funds held for country banks,
the withdrawal of which would reduce the excess reserves of the
central reserve city banks. Reserve city banks also held a substantial
amount of balances due to banks, which increased in 1935 and which
might be considered as an offset to their excess reserves and balances
with other banks.
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Keserve position of individual member banks.—Substantial excess re-
serves were held in 1935 not only by the various groups of banks but
also by the majority of individual banks. With a view to determin-
ing the reserve position of individual member banks and the possible
effect upon them of an increase in reserve requirements, the Board
of Governors made a study of required and excess reserves of each
member bank on the basis of the call reports of November 1, 1935.
Between that date and the end of the year there wTas little change
in the total volume of excess reserves and probably few important
changes in the distribution of these reserves among individual banks.

These reports showed that on November 1 about 4,200 of the total
of 6,400 member banks held reserve balances that were 50 percent or
more in excess of reserve requirements. The following table shows
a distribution of the number of central reserve city, reserve city, and
country banks according to the ratio of excess reserves to required
reserves.

NUMBER OF MEMBER BANKS ON NOV. 1, 1935, DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO THE
RATIO OF EXCESS RESERVES TO REQUIRED RESERVES

Percentage of excess to required reserves

Total
number
of mem-

ber
banks

Central reserve city
banks

New
York Chicago

Reserve
city

banks
Country

banks

Less than 25 percent
25-49 percent
50-99 percent
100 percent or over

Total number of member banks.

1,283
956

1,227
2, 934

6,400

116
56
64

100

1,148
894

1,154
2,817

336 6,013

On the basis of these figures it appears that the proportion of
member banks holding a large amount of excess reserves was greater
among country banks than among city banks. The number of banks
with excess reserves of 100 percent and over amounted to 47 percent
for country banks, 33 percent for central reserve city banks, and 30
percent for reserve city banks. About 19 percent of all country
member banks held reserves that were less than 25 percent in excess
of requirements, while about 35 percent of central reserve city and
reserve city banks were in this group.

In view of the fact that many banks had deposited, a large part
of their available funds with other banks and could transfer these
funds to the Federal Reserve banks in case additional reserves were
needed to meet an increase in reserve requirements, attention was
also given to the amount of demand balances carried by member
banks on deposit with other domestic banks. Such balances do not
represent additional reserves of member banks taken as a whole,
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but may be a means of shifting reserves from one bank or group of
banks to another.

Of the 1,283 banks which would have had to increase their re-
serves to meet a 25-percent increase in reserve requirements, all but
41, as shown in the following table, had balances with correspondent
banks sufficient to supply the additional reserves required. Of all
the member banks 345, or 5 percent, had excess reserves plus bal-
ances with other banks insufficient to meet an increase of 100 per-
cent in reserve requirements, while 6,055 banks had excess reserves
and other balances sufficient to meet such an increase.

NUMBER OF MEMBER B A N K S ON NOV. 1, 1935, DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO T H E

RATIO OF E X C E S S RESERVES P L U S BALANCES D U E FROM DOMESTIC B A N K S TO-

REQUIRED RESERVES

Percentage of excess reserves plus balances due from
domestic banks to required reserves

Total
number
of mem-

ber
banks

Central reserve
city banks

New
York Chicago

Reserve
city

banks
Country

banks

Less than 25 percent
25-49 percent
50-99 percent...
100 percent or over

Total number of member banks

41
71

233
6,055 20 10

5
19

312

37
61

202"
5,713

6,400 38 336 6,01&

As already shown, there were 1,283 member banks on November 1
which were either deficient in reserves or held excess reserve balances
amounting to less than 25 percent of required reserves. The amount
of additional reserves that these banks would have needed in case
of a 25-percent increase in reserve requirements was $95,000,000 in
the aggregate, representing 2 percent of the total volume of reserve
balances held by member banks on that date. Of this total
$22,500,000 would have been needed by central reserve city banks in.
New York, $14,000,000 by other banks in the New York district,
and $15,000,000 by banks in the San Francisco district. But, as
explained, all but 41 banks had sufficient balances on deposit with
correspondent banks to supply these needs. These 41 banks would
have needed $13,000,000, in addition to their balances with corre-
spondents, to meet a 25 percent increase in requirements.

To provide all banks with excess reserves of 50 percent, i. e., to
enable them to meet a 50-percent increase in reserve requirements,
the 2,239 banks that were short of the necessary reserves on November
1, 1935, needed additional reserves of $266,000,000, and, if bank
balances had been used in full, 112 banks would still have needed
$50,000,000. To meet an increase of 100 percent in reserve require-
ments, nearly $800,000,000 additional reserves would have been
needed by 3,466 banks, and, if other bank balances were employed
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18 ANNUAL REPORT OF FEDERAL RESERVE GOVERNORS

for the purpose, there would still have been 345 banks with an aggre-
gate shortage of $240,000,000. Of this amount $200,000,000 would
have been required by banks in New York City.

These computations make no allowance for the effect upon banks
holding balances of other banks of the withdrawal of a part of such
balances. Eecognition would also need to be given to the fact that
banks would probably not wish to use all of their balances with
correspondents to build up reserve balances. Thus the amounts
which would have to be obtained by member banks in case of an
increase in reserve requirements would be somewhere between the
two sets of figures given above—those assuming no withdrawal of
bankers' balances and those assuming withdrawal of these balances
to the fullest extent needed.

Individual member banks needing additional reserves could bor-
row from the Federal Reserve banks, or they could obtain funds from
other banks holding large surplus reserves not only by drawing on
their balances but also by borrowing from them or by the sale to them
of marketable assets. The sale of assets to others than banks and the
calling of open-market loans would also redistribute reserve funds
among member banks.

New York City banks, which hold large balances for other banks
subject to withdrawal in case of need and which carry practically no
balances with other banks, have relatively large amounts of readily
marketable assets, such as Treasury bills, bankers' acceptances, and
brokers loans, which can be sold or called or allowed to run off with-
out replacement at maturity. It is possible by this method for a
member bank in case of need to tap the large supply of excess reserves
held by other banks. Banking operations of this nature, as well as
the usual flow of payments in connection with governmental, commer-
cial, industrial, and financial transactions, may considerably alter
the distribution of reserves among individual banks without chang-
ing the aggregate amount of reserve balances of all member banks.

Change in method of computing required reserves.—In the Banking Act
of 1935 a change was made in the method of computing net demand
deposits against which reserves must be carried by member banks
with Federal Reserve banks.

Previously net demand deposits were computed for each reporting
bank separately by adding to demand deposits, other than those of
banks and the United States Government, any excess of amounts due
to banks over amounts due from banks. The Banking Act of 1935
prescribes that reserves be carried by member banks against United
States Government deposits and permits deductions to be made from
gross demand deposits instead of only from balances due to banks.
As a consequence, when the new provisions went into effect on Au-
gust 24, banks in New York City, which hold large Government
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deposits, showed an increase in net demand deposits, while country
banks, whose balances due from banks exceed their balances due to
banks and their Government deposits, showed decreases.

It is estimated that as of June 29, 1935, the new method of com-
puting net demand deposits would have resulted in a reduction of
about $35,000,000 in reserve requirements of all member banks.
Requirements of central reserve city banks would have been in-
creased by $45,000,000, while those of country banks would have
been reduced by $75,000,000. Some reserve city banks would have
shown increases and others decreases, with a small decline in the
total for the group.

Late in November the Board issued a revised Regulation D relating
to reserves of member banks. This regulation incorporates the
•changes described above, and also, in accordance with the authority
conferred upon the Board by the Banking Act of 1935 to change re-
serve requirements, provides that the actual net balance which each
member bank is required to maintain on deposit with the Federal
Reserve bank of its district shall be changed by such percentage,
within the limits prescribed by law, as the Board shall prescribe
from time to time in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or
.contraction.

MEMBER BANK CREDIT

Part of the additional lending power obtained from the increase
in reserves was used by member banks during 1935 in the purchase
of investment securities and part was held as excess reserves. In-
vestments were principally in direct and guaranteed obligations of
the United States. Deposits of individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations, and local and State public bodies showed a fur-
ther increase of about $3,800,000,000 during 1935, reflecting
principally the inflow of gold and Treasury expenditures from bal-
ances previously accumulated as well as from funds newly borrowed
from banks during the year. United States Government deposits
at member banks consequently declined. Interbank balances showed
a further substantial increase, reflecting the continued growth of
idle funds held by banks.

Xoans and investments.—Total loans and investments of all member
banks, as shown in the chart, increased by $1,835,000,000 during 1935.
The largest increase occurred in obligations fully guaranteed by the
United States Government, which rose by $780,000,000, while direct
obligations of the Government increased by $600,000,000 and other
securities by $310,000,000. Holdings of direct Government obliga-
tions by all member banks showed a smaller increase during the year
1935 than in any other year since 1930, owing in part to the retirement
of the bonds securing national bank notes, which bonds were almost
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20 ANNUAL REPORT OF FEDERAL RESERVE GOVERNORS

wholly held by banks. The increase in fully guaranteed obligations,,
which occurred in the first three-quarters of the year, reflected in
part exchanges of previously held securities guaranteed only as to
interest, that were retired during the year, in part exchanges for
mortgage loans held by the banks, and in part purchases from other
holders.

Loans to brokers and dealers in securities, which had shown little
change during the first 10 months of the year, increased by more than
$200,000,000 in the last 2 months, and loans to customers on securities,
which had declined steadily since 1930, showed little change in the
last few months of 1935. Other loans to customers, comprising prin-

ALL MEMBER BANKS
BULLIONS OF DOLLARS BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Reserve balances. Cash in vault,
and Balances with other banks

15

10

15

10

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935

cipally loans for agricultural, industrial, and commercial purposes,,
showed a continuous increase during the year, following declines
in all years since 1929.

Most of the increase in total loans and investments during 1935
was at central reserve and reserve city banks, which showed increases
in all three classes of investments and in loans to customers other than
on stocks and bonds. Brokers' loans increased at New York City
banks and declined at other banks, owing largely to an increase in
commissions charged by New York City banks for making such loans
for other banks. Country banks increased their holdings of Govern-
ment-guaranteed obligations and of other securities, but showed
decreases in holdings of direct Government obligations, reflecting
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retirement of bonds bearing the circulation privilege. Loans on
securities by country banks continued to decline, while their other
loans to customers showed little chango.

L O A N S A N D I N V E S T M E N T S OF M E M B E R B A N K S

[In millions of dollars]

Dec. 31,
1935

Dec. 31,
1934 Change

Total loans and investments

Loans to banks _
Loans to other customers:

Secured by real estate _
Secured by stocks and bonds
Reporting banks' own acceptances
Otherwise secured and unsecured- _

Open-market loans:
Acceptances and commercial paper bought
Loans to brokers and dealers in New York City

U. S. Government obligations:
Direct.....
Fully guaranteed

Other securities.

29,985 28,150 +1,835

2,284
3,089

5,00G

482
1,047

10, 501
1,768
5,541

155

2,273
3,296

232
4,708

520
843

9,906
989

5,227

- 5 7

+ 11
-207
- 6 3

+298

-38
+204

+595
+779
+314

Growth of member-bank deposits.—Deposits of the general public at
member banks increased by $3,840,000,000 during 1935 and at the
end of the year were $8,650,000,000 larger than in June 1933, the
report date showing the smallest total in the depression period.
Deposits of foreign banks, including balances due to own foreign
branches, increased by $350,000,000 in the year, and the excess of
deposits of domestic banks over balances due from domestic banks,
representing principally balances due to nonmember banks, increased
by about $500,000,000.

Thus during 1935 deposits at member banks of the public and of
nonmember and foreign banks showed a total growth of $4,700,000,000,
which was derived principally from the following sources: (1) The
increase of $1,900,000,000 in monetary gold stock, from which
should be deducted about $200,000,000 representing the withdrawal
of balances held abroad by member banks; (2) Treasury expenditures
of $800,000,000 withdrawn from their deposits with member banks,
of $600,000,000 derived from the increase in holdings of direct Gov-
ernment obligations by member banks, of $200,000,000 obtained by
sale of securities to the Postal Savings System in return for funds
withdrawn from member banks, and of $400,000,000 from silver
certificates issued; and (3) funds made available by member banks
by additional purchases of nearly $800,000,000 of fully guaranteed
Government obligations and by an increase of about $500,000,000
in their other loans and investments. The principal factor reducing
deposits was an increase of about $300,000,000 in money in circulation
outside of banks.
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Adjusted demand deposits at member banks, representing the check-
ing accounts of individuals, partnerships, corporations, and local and
State public bodies, increased by $3,100,000,000 in 1935. At the close
of the year they amounted to $18,800,000,000, as compared with
$12,100,000,000 at licensed member banks on June 30, 1933, the low-
est point for any call-report date in recent years, and $16,600,000,000*
on December 31, 1929, the pre-depression maximum. Time deposits,,
other than balances of banks and of the Postal Savings System, in-
creased by $730,000,000 in 1935 and on December 31 amounted to about
$10,000,000,000 as compared with $8,100,000,000 in June 1933 and
$12,900,000,000 at the end of 1929. United States Government de-
posits at member banks showed a decline of nearly $800,000,000 in
1935. There was also a decrease of $230,000,000 in postal-savings
deposits, representing funds withdrawn by the Postal Savings System,
because of the inability or unwillingness of banks to pay the required
rate of interest on these deposits. These funds were invested in Gov-
ernment obligations by the Postal Savings System.

Further growth in balances held for domestic banks, amounting to*
$1,140,000,000 for the year as a whole, reflected the continued abun-
dance of funds available to banks. The total of these balances at the
year-end reached a new high level of $5,850,000,000. From 1922 to
1929 they generally fluctuated between $3,000,000,000 and $4,000,-
000,000. Balances of foreign banks increased by $300,000,000 during
1935 and amounts due to own foreign branches increased by $50,-
000,000. At the same time balances with banks in foreign countries
were reduced by $130,000,000 and amounts due from own foreign
branches by $90,000,000. These changes reflected the movement of
balances to this country from abroad by both domestic and foreign
holders, which was an important factor in the large gold imports
of 1935.

DEPOSITS OF ALL MEMBER BA^KS

[In millions of dollars]

Outstand-
ing, all

member
banks,

Dec. 31,
1935

Changes since Dec. 31, 1934

All
member
banks

Central
reserve

city
banks

Reserve
city

banks
Country

banks

Demand deposits—adjusted..
Time deposits 1

U. S. Government deposits..
Postal-savings deposits

Deposits held for domestic banks.
Deposits held for foreign banks

18, 801
10,041

844
218

5,847
449

+3,115
+726
-792
-234

+1,144
+295

+ 1,335
+40

-516
-54

+615,
+ 283

+1,025
+363

-236
-107

+456
+12

+755.
+323

-41 ,
-74

+73".

* Exclusive of postal-savings and interbank deposits.
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Adjusted demand deposits, figures of which were first published
by the Board in 1935, are computed by adding to demand deposits
other than those of banks and the United States Government the
items of certified and officers' checks and cash letters of credit and
travelers' checks outstanding and subtracting checks and other cash
items reported as on hand or in process of collection. Beginning
December 31, 1935, cash items on hand but not in process of collec-
tion, amounting to about $15,000,000, were reported separately and
on that date the figure for adjusted demand deposits was computed
without deducting that item. These collection items, given on the
asset side of the call report, show in part the amount of so-called
"float" outstanding, which varies considerably from time to time and
together with interbank balances involves a double counting of
deposits. Cash items forwarded to correspondent banks for collec-
tion and credit and charged to such banks are in large part included
in balances due from banks and to that extent cannot be deducted in
computing adjusted demand deposits.

Increases during 1935 in adjusted demand deposits, time deposits,
and deposits held for banks, as well as declines in United States
Government and postal-savings deposits, as shown in the table, were
common to all groups of member banks. The increase in adjusted
demand deposits was relatively somewhat larger at city banks than
at country banks. This is in contrast to 1934 when the increase in
deposits was relatively larger at country banks than at city banks.
The increase in time deposits occurred chiefly outside New York and
Chicago, the two central reserve cities. Withdrawal of United States
Government deposits was largely concentrated at city banks. In-
creases in deposits held for domestic and for foreign banks occurred
almost entirely at banks in New York City, Chicago, and other largo
financial centers.

Increase in deposits at all banks.—Although adjusted demand de-
posits of member banks in 1935 were above the 1929 maximum, simi-
lar deposits of all banks in the United States were still somewhat
below 1929 levels. Available figures for nonmember banks for
earlier years are less accurate than those for member banks, because
some of the States did not obtain reports of deposits classified
according to kinds, and also because nonmember banks probably in-
cluded a larger amount of collection items in amounts reported as
due from banks than did member banks, which diminishes the ac-
curacy of any computation of adjusted demand deposits. On the
basis of such information as is available, it appears that adjusted
demand deposits of all banks in the United States declined by about
$8,000,000,000 from June 1929 to June 1933 and increased by about
$6,000,000,000 to June 1935. By June 1935, time deposits of all banks
had recovered nearly $2,000,000,000 of the total decline of about
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$7,500,000,000, while United States deposits and bankers' deposits
were much larger than in 1929. Deposits held by the Postal Savings
System and not redeposited in banks increased by about $800,000,000
between June 1929 and June 1935, and, for reasons subsequently ex-
plained, the amount of currency in circulation outside of banks in
1935 was about $1,000,000,000 larger than in 1929. The total amount
of bank deposits and currency held by the public in June 1935 was,
therefore, about $5,500,000,000 less than in June 1929. This difference
was considerably reduced by a further increase in deposits in the last-
half of 1935, amounting to'$1,800,000,000 for insured banks.

Bank debits and turn-over of deposits.—Volume of debits to individual
depositors' accounts at banks was larger in 1935 than in any of the
3 previous years, reflecting increased business and stock-market ac-
tivity. At banks in 140 cities outside of New York City debits in
the year were 15 percent larger than in 1934. In New York City,
where debits are to a considerable extent affected by stock-market
activity, the increase amounted to about 10 percent. In the last
quarter of 1935 debits in New York City were approximately 25
percent larger and in other cities 20 percent larger than in the last
quarter of 1934.

The increase in debits was not so rapid as the growth in deposits,
and therefore the rate of deposit turn-over continued at a low level.

Member-bank earnings.—Member banks, taken as a whole, showed
net profits in 1935 for the first time since 1931, notwithstanding the
low. level of money rates and the large volume of idle funds on which
the banks received no return. For the first half of 1935 member
banks reported net income of about $80,000,000. Results for the
second half year are not yet available. No other 6-month period
since the first half of 1931 has resulted in net profits for the member
banking system principally because the banks have been obliged to
write off heavy losses. In the first half of 1935 the amount of losses
written off b}̂  member banks was much smaller than in similar periods
of other recent years and recoveries on assets previously written off
were large.

MONEY IN CIRCULATION

Increase in 1935.—The amount of money in circulation increased by
$350,000,000 during 1935, reflecting principally demands for cur-
rency to meet an increase in wage payments and in retail trade.
At. the seasonal peak toward the end of the year the amount of
money in circulation wa$ $6,000,000,000, a larger amount than at
any time in the past, except during the banking crisis in March
1933, and $1,200,000,000 above the seasonal peak in 1928, when the
level of retail trade and pay rolls was considerably higher than in
1935. The larger amount of money in circulation as compared with
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1928 reflects a continuation in private hoards of a substantial amount
of currency which was withdrawn during the period of banking dif-
ficulties, the practice of a number of State and local governmental
bodies of holding funds in currency rather than on deposit in banks,
and the increased use of cash instead of checks to meet current pay-
ments, due to the absence of banking facilities in some localities
and to the growth of service charges by banks.

PAPER CURRENCY, BY DENOMINATIONS, AND COIN IN CIRCULATION

[In millions of dollars]

Gold coin
Other coin _ __ _
Paper currency:

$1
$2
$5
$10
$20
$50 and over

Total money in circulation i

Oct. 31,
1930

63
436

389
43

661
1,029
1, 054

644

4,206

Dec. 31,
1932

181
400

368
34

635
1,109
1,307
1,435

5,388

Dec. 31,
1934

451

423
32

771
1,288
1,326
1,254

5,536

Dec. 31,
1935

478

460
33

815
1,373
1,359
1,369

5.882

i Total shows amounts outside of Federal Reserve banks and the Treasury, while figures by denomina-
tions include holdings of small amounts of unassorted currency in Federal Reserve banks and the Treasury.

Some indication of these various tendencies is afforded by figures
on denominations of currency in circulation, which are shown in the
table, giving the amount of coin and of various denominations of
notes in circulation as of selected dates in recent years. In October
1930, which is the earliest date for which comparable figures on this
basis are available, the amount of currency in circulation was near
the low level for recent years. Wage payments and retail trade had
declined somewhat and the hoarding movement had not begun. Fig-
ures for December 1932 show, on the one hand, the effects of hoard-
ing, without the sharp and temporary movement in the 2 following
months which immediately preceded the bank holiday, and, on the
other hand, the influence of a further decline in the use of currency
in trade and pay rolls. Figures for the later dates illustrate develop-
ments during the subsequent period of business recovery and banking
reconstruction.

From October 1930 to the end of December 1932 circulation of
currency of denominations of $50 and over increased by about
$800,000,000, and that of $10 and $20 denominations increased by a
total of over $300,000,000, and circulation of gold coin increased by
more than $100,000,000, reflecting widespread withdrawal of deposits
from banks and hoarding of currency. Circulation of smaller de-
nomination currency and of other coin, on the other hand, decreased
somewhat, reflecting the decline in industry and trade.
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111 1933, except during the period preceding the bank holiday when
currency withdrawals were widespread, and in 1934 the return of
hoarded currency was responsible for declines in notes of $50 and
over. In those years, however, there were increases in circulation
of small-denomination notes and of coin other than gold, which may
be attributed in part to the demand for currency to meet the expan-
sion in retail trade and pay rolls, in part to a growth in vault cash
holdings of banks, and in part to a tendency to use cash rather than
checks.

The tendency toward the greater use of currency rather than checks
in current payments is in part responsible for the fact that the
amount of currency in active use is larger at present than during the
years before the depression, despite a lower level of pay roils and
retail trade. Figures of currency in circulation by denominations
are not available for 1928, but some indication of this tendency is
afforded by the circulation figures for subsidiary silver, silver dollars,
and $1 notes, which do not reflect the influence of hoarding. From
the end of 1928 to the end of 1935 the amount of subsidiary silver in
circulation increased by $20,000,000 or 7 percent, and the estimated
total of $1 notes and silver dollars in circulation increased by about
$50,000,000, or more than 10 percent.

In 1935 the increase in circulation of small-denomination currency
continued in response to increases in retail trade and pay rolls. Cir-
culation of large-denomination notes also increased in 1935, reflecting
at least in part the holding of public funds in currency because, in
view of low yields on investments and legal restrictions on rates that
banks may pay on deposits, many banks were unable to pay the inter-
est rates which the public bodies were required by law to demand.
That the amount of large-denomination currency in circulation at the
end of 1935 was still some $700,000,000 larger than in October 1930
reflected principally, however, the continued holding in currency of
a part of the savings of the public.

There were substantial shifts during 1935 in the kinds of currency
in circulation, as shown in the following table. All liability for
national bank notes outstanding was transferred from the issuing
banks to the Treasury, and these notes were retired from circulation
to the extent of $360,000,000. The process of eliminating national
bank notes from the circulating medium is described in some detail
below. The retirement of gold certificates and of Federal Reserve
bank notes from circulation also continued during 1935. The reduc-
tions in these classes of currency totaled $420,000,000, and there were
increases of $490,000,000 in Federal Eeserve notes, $240,000,000 in
silver certificates, and $40,000,000 in other forms of money in
circulation.
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K I N D S OF MONEY I N CIRCULATION OUTSIDE OF TREASURY AND FEDERAL RESERVE
B A N K S

[In millions of dollars]

Coin _

Notes in active circulation:
Federal Reserve notes ._
Silver certificates
United States notes . .

Total

Notes in process of retirement:
National bank notes _ . _ - _ _
Gold certificates
Federal Reserve bank notes . __ _
Treasury notes of 1890

Total _

Grand total _.._ _

Dec. 31,
1935

478

3,667
828
275

4,770

458
109
66

1

634

5,882

Dec. 31,
1934

451

3,176
592
265

4,032

820
130
102

1

1,052

5,536

Change

+27

+491
4-236
+ 10

+738

-362
- 2 2
- 3 5

-419

+346

Retirement of national bank notes.—Final retirement of national bank
notes was begun in 1935 with the calling of bonds permanently bear-
ing the privilege of being pledged by national banks as collateral for
circulating notes and with expiration of the temporary grant of that
privilege to other bonds. In March 1935 the United States Treasury
called for redemption on July 1 all outstanding 2 percent consols of
1930 and for redemption on August 1 all 2 percent Panama Canal
loan bonds. These issues were the only outstanding United States
Government securities that carried permanently the circulation privi-
lege. The temporary circulation privilege granted in 1932 to Treas-
ury bonds bearing an interest rate of not more than 3% percent
expired on July 22. Thus all provision for issuing national bank
notes had ceased by August 1.

From early in March, when the bonds were called, to the end of
June national banks deposited with the United States Treasury about
$410,000,000 of funds, thereby transferring to the Treasury the lia-
bility for redeeming these notes upon return from circulation. Dur-
ing this period about $90,000,000 of national bank notes were retired,
largely as they became unfit for further circulation and were returned
to the Treasury. The difference between these two amounts, $320,-
000,000, represented funds temporarily placed at the disposal of the
Treasury. These funds were not specifically earmarked but were
placed in the general-fund balance of the Treasury. Receipts by the
Treasury from this source, as well as from income taxes and payments
for securities in March, increased Treasury balances of cash and de-
posits with Reserve banks and resulted in a temporary decline in
member bank reserve balances, but subsequently these reserves were
replenished by Treasury disbursements from its balances.
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The next stage in the elimination of national bank notes from the
circulating medium of the country was the retirement of the bonds.
On July 1 national banks which still had national bank notes out-
standing against the pledge of consols were allowed to offset this
liability against amounts due to them for redeemed consols and
against balances remaining in their redemption fund with the Treas-
ury applicable to these notes. Funds needed by the Treasury to
redeem consols were acquired principally by withdrawals from de-
positary banks. As a result these transactions w êre completed with-
out any significant change in aggregate member bank reserve bal-
ances. The expiration of the temporary circulation privilege on
July 22 necessitated the deposit of funds with the Treasury to cover
the liability for national bank notes secured by these bonds. Since
no bonds matured on this date the only offsetting item consisted of
the relatively small balance remaining in the redemption fund ap-
plicable to notes outstanding against these bonds. Practically all
of these transactions were completed prior to July 22. The redemp-
tion of Panamas on August 1 required the same sort of transactions
as the redemption of consols, but the amounts involved were much
smaller.

The final stage is the actual redemption of national bank notes.
When the Federal Reserve banks ship unfit national bank notes to
the Treasury for retirement payment is made by a charge against
the Treasury's account at the Reserve banks. The Treasury replen-
ishes its account from time to time by depositing with the Reserve
banks gold certificate credits, based upon the gold increment arising
from the revaluation of the dollar. In this way retirement of these
notes is effected without reduction in member bank reserve bal-
ances or in the Treasury's working balance. That part of the gold
increment not reserved for other uses, amounting to about $640,-
000.000, was set aside for this purpose. This amount was closely
similar to the amount of bonds bearing the circulation privilege
outstanding at the date of the call and also to the amount of national
bank notes secured by bonds. There was at that time an additional
$220,000,000 of national bank notes outstanding for the retirement
of which funds had already been deposited with the Treasury. By
the end of the year $390,000,000 of the gold increment had been
used by the Treasury to retire notes, there were still $470,000,000 of
national bank notes outstanding, and the Treasury held $250,000,000
of the gold increment for further retirement of these notes.

MONEY RATES AND BOND YIELDS

Continued growth during 1935 in the volume of idle funds, held
both in bank reserves and in deposits at banks, was accompanied
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by little further change in short-term open-market money rates and
only small declines in the yields of the highest-grade bonds. Yields
on lower-grade bonds of railroads and public utilities, however, de-
clined substantially during the year.

Short-term money rates continued at low levels during 1935, with
rates on open-market commercial paper at three-fourths of 1 percent
from the middle of January and on 90-day bankers' acceptances at
one-eighth of 1 percent throughout the year. The rate on call loans
on the New York Stock Exchange was reduced from 1 percent to
one-fourth of 1 percent in April and remained at that level until
October, when by joint action of New York banks the rate was in-
creased to three-fourths of 1 percent. Ninety-day time money, which
early in the year was offered at 1 percent with three-fourths percent
bid, beginning in April was quoted at a flat rate of one-fourth of 1
percent, but toward the end of the year was raised to a nominal rate
of 1 percent. Yields on 9-month Treasury bills declined in July to .05
of 1 percent, increased to as high as .25 of 1 percent in September,
and subsequently declined to an average of .09 percent in December.

During the first half of the year nine of the Federal Reserve banks
reduced their discount rates. By Ma}̂  15, 1935, 10 Federal Reserve
banks had established a rate of 2 percent and the other two, New
York and Cleveland, had a rate of iy2 percent.

Rates charged by member banks in principal cities on prime loans to
customers, as indicated by averages compiled by the Board, declined
somewhat more than open-market rates during the year. At the end
of the year rates at New York City banks averaged about 2% per*
cent, those in other northern and eastern cities, 3% percent, and those
in southern and western cities about 4 ^ percent.

Yields on the highest-grade bonds, including long-term United
States Government bonds and high-grade municipal and corporate
bonds, declined further during the first half of 1935 but at a slower
rate than in 1934. In August and September yields on these bonds
increased as prices declined, and subsequent price increases were not
sufficient to carry the yields back to the record low levels of mid-
summer. At the end of the year the yields on long-term United
States Government bonds averaged about 2% percent as compared
with nearly 3 percent at the beginning of the year. Average yields
on high-grade municipal bonds declined during the year from 3*/o
percent to 3 percent, and those on the highest-grade corporate bonds
from slightly above to slightly below 3% percent.

Average prices and yields of lower-grade corporate bonds did not
follow the same course as the highest-grade obligations. During
March the prices of the lower-grade railroad bonds declined sharply,
with a consequent increase in yields. In the subsequent months prices
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of these bonds increased and by the end of the year were again at their
February levels. Prices of lower-grade utility bonds also increased,
with the consequence that average yields on lower-grade corporate
bonds included in Moody's compilation of bond yields reached new
low levels since 1928. At the end of the year average yields on these
bonds were below 5y2 percent as compared with over 6 percent at the
beginning of the year.

STOCK PRICES AND SECURITY LOANS

During 1935 the stock market was more active than at any time
since the summer of 1933. Beginning in March prices advanced
during most of the remainder of the year, and the volume of transac-
tions increased. For the most part the increase in prices reflected
cash purchases and was not accompanied by a corresponding increase
in bank loans on securities. In the absence of flotation of new
security issues, other than for refunding outstanding issues, this
demand from investors was influential in raising the prices of existing
securities.

After a moderate decline in the early part of the year which
was terminated in March, prices advanced during the remainder
of the year, except for brief interruptions beginning in August and
again in November. This was the most sustained advance in
the stock market since 1929. Average prices of the 421 stocks
compiled by the Standard Statistics Co. increased by a little more
than 50 percent from the low point in March to the end of the
year. By the latter part of the summer this average had passed the
previous high point reached in July 1933 and by the end of the year
it was near the level of the middle of 1931. Average prices of 351
industrial stocks increased by 50 percent from March to the end of
the year. Prices of utility stocks, which had declined steadily for
more than a year prior to March 1935, increased by nearly 80 percent
from that month to the end of the year. At the latter date, however,
they were still below the highest levels reached in 1933. Railroad
stocks did not participate fully in the advance until November and
December. By the end of the year average prices of railroad stocks
were 50 percent above their low level of March but considerably
below their high point of 1933.

Security loans.—As indicated in the accompanying chart, during the
first 9 months of 1935 security loans by member banks in leading
cities to borrowers other than brokers and dealers in securities con-
tinued the decline which had been almost uninterrupted since 1930.
Loans by these banks to brokers and dealers in securities to finance
customer^' transactions and dealers' holdings showed increases dur-
ing the year. The increase in April reflected in large part the tak-
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ing over by New York City banks of loans made by nonreporting
banks, when the rate of interest on street loans was reduced to less than
the fee charged by New York banks for making these loans for their

SECURITY LOANS AND STOCK PRICES
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS Wednesday figures BILUONS OF DOLLARS

LOANS ON SECURITIES
BY REPORTING MEMBER BANKS

Loans to Borrowers
cither than Brokers

and Dealers

Loans to
Brokers and Dealers

1932 1933 1934 1935

correspondents. Other fluctuations during the year reflected prin-
cipally borrowings by dealers in Government securities in connection
with public-debt operations. The sharp increase in November and
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December reflected in part Government security operations and tem-
porary borrowing to meet usual end-of-year cash requirements of
brokers and their customers, but was in part sustained during January.

Brokers' advances to their customers on margin accounts showed a
continuous increase after the middle of the year. These advances
were financed by brokers in part by increasing their borrowings
from banks and in part from credit balances held with brokers by
such of their customers as were not indebted to them.

It is an unusual development for a rise of 50 percent in stock prices
in a short period of time not to be accompanied by a substantial in-
crease in the amount of bank credit used for carrying securities.
The abundance of funds in the hands of investors is in large part
responsible for this unusual condition, and the margin requirements
prescribed in accordance with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
for loans by brokers to their customers appear also to have been a
factor. These requirements limited withdrawals of cash from mar-
gin accounts for the purpose of realizing profits from a rise in stock
prices, and thereby reduced the need of borrowing by brokers.

Effect of margin requirements on loans.—The formula for deter-
mining margin requirements, stated (but not required) in the law
and adopted by the Board in its regulation concerning extension
of credit by brokers and dealers in securities, provides that a loan
on a security must not be greater than whichever is the higher of:

(1) 55 percent of the current market price of the security, or
(2) 100 percent of the lowest market price of the security since

July 1, 1933, but not more than 75 percent of the current market
price.

The theory on w ĥich the statutory margin formula was based
was to provide for a constant increase of restraining influences as
the prices of stocks advanced above their lows. So long as the
price of a stock was less than 133 percent of the low price in the
period prescribed, a customer might borrow from a broker as much
as 75 percent of its market price, because up to that point 75 per-
cent of the market price would not exceed 100 percent of the low
price. When the price of a security advanced above 133 percent of
its low price, the amount that could be borrowed on it did not
increase and the percentage margin requirement, therefore, increased
as the price advanced. Under the statutory formula this condition
continued until the price rose above 182 percent of its low, when a
constant 45-percent margin requirement became effective. The rea-
son that the situation! changed at the 182-percent line was that 55
percent of 182 is 100, so that at prices above 182 percent of
the low a loan of 55 percent of the market price would be more than
a loan of 100 percent of the low price and would, therefore, be the
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alternative chosen as the basis of calculating margin requirements
and loan values.

One effect of this formula was that, during the rise of the price of
a security from 133 to 182 percent of the low price, no additional
amount could be borrowed on the security, and consequently the
profits arising out of the rise could not be withdrawn or used as
margin for additional borrowing. In other words profits could not
be pyramided, and the stretch of value between 133 and 182 percent
of the low price of a stock came to be known as the "antipyramiding
zone." When a rise in the price of a stock carried it above 182 per-
cent of its low, however, each additional advance of $1 enabled the
borrower to withdraw 55 cents of his profits or to use that amount as
margin for additional borrowing. Profits could once more be
pyramided.

Toward the end of 1935 stocks in which three-fourths of the trading
was done, including most of the more active and important stocks,
were subject to the 45-percent margin requirement; less than 8 per-
cent required a margin of 25 percent, the lowest permitted under the
regulation; and on the remainder required margins ranged from 25
to 45 percent of their current market prices.

It is estimated that at the end of 1935 margins required on active
issues averaged about 40 percent of current market prices, as com-
pared with about 30 percent at the time the Board's Regulation T was
put into effect in October 1934. This automatic increase in margin
requirements as stock prices advanced represents the effects of the
operation of the statutory formula. During a part of the advance
pyramiding of profits was not possible for most stocks, but the rise
in prices brought an increasing number of stocks to the level at which
pyramiding (with a 45-percent margin) was again possible. Thus
the statutory formula had ceased to operate as a prevention of pyra-
miding on the majority of active stocks.

It was largely because of this situation that in January 1936 the
Board announced that effective February 1 the margins required on
securities which had risen most in price would be raised from 45 to
55 percent of current market price. This had the effect of raising
from 182 to 222 percent of the low price the level to which the price
must have advanced before pyramiding of profits again becomes pos-
sible, because not until the price rises above 222 percent is 45 percent
of the market price more than 100 percent of the low price.

It is estimated that after this change stocks with a volume of
trading amounting to about one-third of the total dollar volume of
trading in stocks on the New York Stock Exchange were in the so-
called antipyramiding zone and stocks in which nearly two-thirds
of the trading is done were subject to the maximum margin require-
ment of 55 percent. On this group of stocks, pyramiding of profits
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would still be possible, since for each dollar of price advance 45 cents
would become available to margin additional borrowing.

-/administration of Securities Exchange Act of 1934.—The Board's
Re filiation T, issued in September 1934, relating to the extension and
maintenance of credit by members of national securities exchanges
and brokers and dealers transacting a business in securities through
the medium of such members, continued in effect during 1935 with-
out substantial amendment. Six amendments promulgated during
the year related to matters of detail, with the exception of an amend-
me it fixing at 100 percent the margin requirement on certain short-
tern warrants. This amendment, which was issued simultaneously
wii h rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission concerning
the registration of warrants for "when issued" trading, was designed
to bring into conformity the margin requirements applicable to all
shcrt-term warrants registered on national securities exchanges,
whether such warrants be issued or unissued. These amendments,

ther with a number of rulings issued during the year in interpre-
tation of Regulation T, were published currently in the Federal
Re erve Bulletin.

he Board established during the year a system of monthly re-
po *ts from brokers and dealers in securities, giving customers' debit
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ances of the reporting firm, the amount of money borrowed, and
a number of other related items. The reporting firms include not

y member firms of the New York Stock Exchange but also mem-
firms of other important exchanges. The purpose of these re-

ts is to provide current statistical information for the use of the
ird in the performance of its duties under the Securities Exchange

of 1934, and particularly the duty to prevent, by prescribing
rgin requirements, the excessive use of credit for the purpose of
•chasing or carrying securities. Current changes in the reported
ires, for all reporting firms as a group or for classes of such firms,
1 provide information needed for this purpose. It is the Board's
ention, after the reliability and accuracy of the figures have been
ed, to arrange for their current publication.

CAPITAL ISSUES

'. during 1935 the capital markets began to respond to the extremely
low level of money rates and the large volume of funds awaiting in-
vestment. Increased activity was confined largely to new security
issues to replace existing obligations bearing higher coupon rates,
me st of which were called for redemption before maturity dates. The
vo ume of refunding issues in 1935 greatly exceeded that of any other
post-war year. Securities issued by domestic corporations to raise
new capital, that is to secure funds for working capital, expansion of
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plant, and repayment of bank loans, were substantially larger than
in the immediately preceding years, but the total was still of nominal
proportions as compared with more nearly normal periods.

Although the large refunding operations during 1935 represented
merely the substitution of one security for another and not a flow of
new investment funds through the capital market into industry, they
were important as indicating the first major step undertaken by cor-
porations and other organizations to take advantage of the easy con-
ditions in the money market. Through them, furthermore, costs of
fixed debt were reduced.

New security issues, including those for refunding other issues,
began to be offered in larger volumn near the end of the first quarter
of 1935 and offerings continued to be large during the balance of the
year. Issues during the entire year, excluding those of the Federal
Government, totaled $4,700,000,000. This compares with average an-
nual issues of $1,700,000,000 during the period 1932-34 and of $8,500,-
000,000 during the period 1925-28. Of the total issues during 1935,
$3,300,000,000, or about 70 percent, were for refunding purposes. Re-
funding operations by domestic corporations, chiefly public utility
companies, aggregated about $1,900,000,000 and those of the Federal
land banks and other Federal credit agencies $1,000,000,000.

Security offerings by domestic corporations were larger during
1935 than in any year since 1931. Issues to raise new capital, which
include issues to repay bank loans, totaled $400,000,000, as compared
with annual averages of $220,000,000 during the period 1932-34, and
of $4,300,000,000 during the period 1925-28.

The larger part of the securities offered during 1935 to secure new
funds came from Federal, State, and local Governments. Out-
standing bonds and notes of the Federal Government, excluding the
Consols and Panamas retired during the year from the gold incre-
ment, increased about $1,800,000,000 and issues of State and local
governments to secure new funds totaled $900,000,000, making an
aggregate amount of $2,700,000,000 of new funds acquired during
the year by the various governments through the sale of obligations
with maturities of 1 year or more.

The refinancing of farm- and home-mortgage loans through the
exchange of mortgages for bonds fully guaranteed by the United
States continued at a slower rate during 1935. Refunding of mort-
gage obligations in this manner has been the work of agencies under
the Farm Credit Administration and of the Home Owners' Loan
Corporation. A large part of these refunding operations were com-
pleted in 1934 when a total of $2,800,000,000 of bonds fully guaran-
teed by the United States were issued, $1,000,000,000 by the Federal
Farm Mortgage Corporation and $1,800,000,000 by the Home Own-
ers' Loan Corporation. Except for about $700,000,000, which included
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bones sold at public and private offering, a small amount sold di-
rectly to the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and
thosj exchanged for partially guaranteed obligations, these securi-
ties were issued in exchange for mortgage loans. During 1935 the
amo mt of these fully guaranteed bonds outstanding increased
furt ler by $1,400,000,000, including an increase of $400,000,000 in
the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation bonds and of $1,000,000,000
in 1 ome Owners' Loan Corporation bonds. From the proceeds of
these issues, however, $325,000,000 was used to refund outstanding
Hone Owners' Loan Corporation bonds guaranteed as to interest
only, and $100,000,000 of the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation
bom s were sold publicly and small amounts sold privately to secure
cash to make mortgage loans and for other purposes.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS

E ;onomic activity in the United States showed a sustained increase
in 1935 following irregular upward movements in 1933 and 1934.
Industrial production for the year, as measured by the Federal Re-
serv} index, was 14 percent larger than in 1934 and was about half
way between the low level of 1932 and the high level of 1929. Em-
plo} ment also increased, but the volume of unemployment continued
muci larger than in predepression years. Distribution of commodi-
ties increased, and there was no general accumulation of inventories.

Industrial output, which had increased in the latter part of 1934,
was maintained during the first half of 1935 and increased consider-
ably after the middle of the year. In the fourth quarter the Board's
index of industrial production averaged 99 percent of the 1923-25
avei age as compared with an index of 90 percent for the year.

In the two and a half years preceding 1935 there were four periods
of i icreasing industrial activity; each of the first three of these was
foil >wed by a sharp decline, whereas the upturn in late 1934 was
mai itained in 1935.

T he nature of these developments is indicated in the accompanying
cha *t, which shows the Board's seasonally adjusted index of indus-
tria \ production, together with important component indexes of pro-
duction for various industries or groups of industries, all expressed in
terns of points in the total index, so that it is possible to see how
much of a movement in the total index was accounted for directly by
cha lges in activity in any of these industries.

I i the summer of 1932 there was a small increase in industrial
pro iuction, reflecting in large part an increase in textile output from
an unusually low level. This increase was followed by a decline and
by March 1933, at the time of the banking crisis, the index of indus-
trial production was at about the same low level as in the summer of
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1932. Output increased rapidly from March 1933 to July of that
year, stimulated by the reopening of banks, the low level of stocks
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of certain commodities, and the prospects of higher costs and higher
prices in many lines. This advance was partly speculative and was
followed immediately by a sharp decline. The third advance, be-
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tween November 1933 and May 1934, and the subsequent decline in
activity in the summer of 1934 reflected primarily fluctuations in the
outp it of steel, which had been produced in substantial quantities
for s ock in anticipation of price advances in the third quarter. The
advaice from September 1934 to January 1935 was general for the
industries shown on the chart, except for meat packing.

Di ring 1935 production increased further and in most individual
industries was larger than in 1934, with the greatest expansion in
outp it of durable manufactures, such as automobiles, machinery,
steel and lumber, which had been produced in extremely small vol-
ume during the depression. In the industries producing nondurable
manufactures, the principal changes were a sharp increase in activity
lat woolen mills and a considerable decline in activity at meat-packing
estat lishments. There were increases in output of most other non-
durable products.

Construction work continued at a relatively low level, and as in
othe • recent years a large part of the work was publicly financed.
Eesi lential building, which had been exceptionally small in amount
in t ie three preceding years, showed a widespread and sustained
growth, reflecting improvement in the real estate situation and in
the availability of mortgage funds. For the year as a whole the
volune of residential building was nearly double that of the pre-
cedi: lg year but still only about one-fifth as large as in the peak years
of t ie post-war period. Value of contracts awarded for other con-
stru ;tion increased sharply in the last part of 1935 and for the year
as a whole was slightly larger than in 1934.

Ir agriculture, output of crops, particularly grain crops, was sub-
stantially larger than in 1934, when drought conditions prevailed,
but marketings of livestock showed a sharp decline.

Accompanying larger output in 1935, employment and pay rolls
also increased. The growth in employment at factories, however,
was considerably smaller than that in production or pay rolls, owing
in large part to an increase in the average number of hours worked
by employees, particularly in the last half of the year. Unemploy-
ment, although somewhat reduced from the large volume of the
three preceding years, continued at a much higher level during 1935
than in the peak years of business activity in the post-war period,
reflecting a rate of activity which was still considerably lower than
in that period and also an increase in the number of persons of
working age and further technical improvements in industrial
ope: -ations.

The volume of domestic trade was larger in 1935 than in 1934.
Dej artment-store sales increased during the year, and the Board's
ann ual index was 79 percent of the 1923-25 average, compared wTith
75 i ercent in 1934. Sales of general merchandise in rural areas wereDigitized for FRASER 
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substantially larger than in any year since 1930. The number of
automobiles sold showed a considerable advance during 1935 and was
the largest since 1929. The dollar volume of sales at chain grocery
stores increased somewhat, owing in part to higher food prices, while
at chain variety stores sales were about the same in amount as a
year earlier. Freight-car loadings increased slightly during the
year.

Value of foreign trade in 1935 was 14 percent larger than in 1934.
Exports increased by about 7 percent, while imports were about 24
percent greater, and the excess of exports amounted to $234,000,000
as compared with $478,000,000 in 1934. In the last part of the year
exports showed a substantial increase. Of the commodities ex-
ported, machinery and vehicles showed the largest increase, while
exports of animal products and wheat declined considerably. The
growth in imports was general, with food products and industrial
raw materials showing the largest increases. The increase in imports
of food products reflected in part the effects of the drought in 1934
upon domestic output.

Wholesale commodity prices, w ĥich advanced rapidly in 1933 and
1934, showed little further increase during 1935 from the general
level reached early in the year. The average for the year, according
to the index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was 7 percent above
that for 1934 and 23 percent above 1932. During 1935 there were
substantial increases in prices of livestock, meats, and hides, while
prices of coffee and of grains other than wheat declined considerably.
Commodities other than farm products and foods continued to show
little change in the average level of their prices from that reached
in the latter part of 1933. Prices of leading basic raw materials,
which had risen most sharply in 1933 and had as a group increased
further in 1934, on the average were at about the same level at the
end of 1935 as a year earlier.

Retail prices of foods, according to the index of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, advanced considerably during the first quarter of
1935, reflecting increases in the price of meats and fruits and vege-
tables, but showed relatively little change during the remainder of
the year. The Bureau's index of the cost of living wTas somewhat
higher in 1935 than in the three preceding years.

Income in both urban and rural areas continued to increase. Pay
rolls at manufacturing establishments, mines, railroads, and public
utilities showed a combined increase of about 11 percent over the
1934 level. The largest increases were at factories, while smaller
increases were reported by mines, railroads, and public utilities.
Farm income, including Government benefit payments, was about
9 percent larger than in 1934.
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Profits of large industrial corporations during 1935 were larger
than in the previous year. Although the recovery of profits from
the deficits of 1932 has been substantial, the levels attained in 1935
were less than half those of 1929. Industries showing the most
marked improvements in profits during the year 1935 included
manufacturing of automobiles and automobile accessories, electrical
equipment, machinery, building materials, steel, and textile products.
Owing to profits from operations during the last 4 months of the
year, railroads as a group reported a substantial increase in earnings,
which almost covered their annual fixed charges, as compared with
large aggregate deficits in every other year since 1931. Profits of
public utilities were somewhat larger than in 1934. Dividend dec-
larations also increased in 1935, and, according to one compilation,
were larger in December than for the same month of any year since
1931.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BANKING STRUCTURE

During 1935 the country's banking structure showed a greater
degree of stability than in any other recent year and the number of
banking offices was approximately the same at the end of the year
as at the beginning. According to preliminary figures, 149 new
banks were organized and 84 suspended or unlicensed banks wrere
reopened during the year, while 34 banks were suspended and 307
banks were merged, absorbed, consolidated, or liquidated, making
a net decrease of 108 in the number of banks. There was, on the
other hand, an increase of 133 in the number of branches in 1935,
as shown in the table on page 42, so that the number of banking
offices increased from 18,950 to 18,975 during the year.

Changes in membership.—The number of member banks of the Fed-
eral Reserve System decreased by 55 in 1935 to 6,387 at the end of
the year. This decrease was due largely to the merger, absorption,
consolidation, or liquidation of 122 banks, partly offset by the organ-
ization of 33 new national banks and the admission of 38 State banks
to membership in the Federal Reserve System. The 6,387 member
banks on December 31, 1935, included 5,386 national banks and 1,001
State member banks. At the end of December 1935 loans and in-
vestments of member banks constituted 66 percent of the total loans
and investments of all banks and 84 percent of the total loans and
investments of all banks other than mutual savings banks. Changes
in the number of member banks during 1935 are summarized in the
following table.
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CHANGES IN NUMBER OF MEMBER BANKS DUKING 1935

Number of active member banks at beginning of year 6, 442
Increases:

Organizations of national banks (including successions and conver-
sions) : 33

Admissions of State banks to membership 38
Reopening (licensing) of suspended and unlicensed banks 3

Total additions 74

Decreases:
Withdrawals of State banks from membership 3
Suspensions 4
Mergers, absorptions, consolidations, and liquidations 122

Total decreases 129

Net decrease 55
Number of active member banks at end of year 6, 387

Changes in the number of nonmember banks.—The number of banks
not members of the Federal Reserve System decreased during 1935
from 9,406 to 9,353. This decrease was due to the merger, absorp-
tion, consolidation, or liquidation of 185 banks, the suspension of
30 banks, and the admission of 38 State banks to membership in
the Federal Reserve System, partly offset by the organization of 116
new banks and the reopening of 81 suspended or unlicensed banks.
Preliminary figures showing changes in the number of nonmember
banks during 1935 appear in the following table.

CHANGES IN NUMBER OF NONMEMBER BANKS DURING 1935

Number of active nonmember banks at beginning of year 19, 406

Increases:
Organizations of new banks (including successions and conversions) - 2116
Withdrawals of State banks from membership 3
Reopenings of suspended and unlicensed banks 81

Total additions 200

Decreases:
Admissions of State banks to membership 238
Suspensions 30
Mergers, absorptions, consolidations, and liquidations 185

Total decreases 253

Net decrease 53
Number of active nonmember banks at end of year : 19, 353

1 Exclusive of trust companies and other financial institutions which do not receive
deposits but which are included in State bank abstracts; inclusive of mutual savings
banks and of private banks under State supervision. See also footnotes appended to table
on page 42.

2 Includes 3 new banks which were admitted to membership in the Federal Reserve
System on the dates of opening.
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Branch offices.—There was a net increase during 1935 of 133 in the
number of branches maintained by banks (including mutual savings
banks and private banks). The number of branches of national banks
increased by 84; the number of branches of State member banks de-
creased by 29; and the number of branches of nonmember banks in-
creased by 78. The number of banks maintaining branches increased
from 796 to 883. Of this net increase of 87, 72 were nonmember
banks, the number of national banks with branches increasing only
by 6 and the number of State members by 9. For the most part the
nonmembers responsible for this increase maintain only 1 branch
each.

The increase in branches maintained was accounted for wholly by
branches outside head office cities, there being a decrease of 29 in the
number of branches maintained inside head office cities. The bank-
ing offices at the beginning and end of the year 1935 are shown in the
following tabulation:

NUMBER OF B A N K S AND B ANKING OFFICES

[Active banks, operating without restrictions]

Class of bank

National banks
State banks (members of Federal Reserve System)...

Total members of Federal Reserve System
Nonmember commercial banks *
Mutual savings banks _.
Private banks under State supervision 2 _.

Total.

Dec. 31, 1934

Num-
ber of
banks

5,462
980

6,442
8,680

579
147

15,848

Num-
ber of

branch
offices

1,243
981

2,224
749
126

3

3,102

Total
bank-
ing of-
fices

6,705
1,961

8, 666
9,429

705
150

18,950

Dec. 31, 1935

Num-
ber of
banks

5.386
1,001

6,387
8,647

568
138

15, 740

Num-
ber of

branch
offices

1,327
952

2,279
820
133

3

3,235

Total
bank-
ing of-
fices

6,713
1,953

8,666
9,467

701
141

18,975

1 Exclusive of trust companies and other financial institutions which do not receive
deposits but which are included in State banking department abstracts.2 The figures for both 1934 and 1935 include 46 private banrs not under State super-
vision on Dec. 31, 1934, which reported to the Comptroller of the Currency on that date
but which were placed under State supervision during the year 1935 ; other private banks
(not under State supervision) are not included. Private banks not under State supervision
which reported to the Comptroller of the Currency under the provisions of sec. 21 (a)
of the Banking Act of 1933 numbered 140 on Dec. 31, 1934, and 144 on June 29, 1935 ;
under amended provisions of law, private banks no longer report to the Comptroller of the
Currency.

NOTE.—Figures for banks not members of the Federal Reserve System are preliminary.

Insured deposits.—The Banking Act of 1935 established the Federal
deposit insurance fund on a permanent basis, continuing the insurance
of each depositor in each insured bank in a sum not exceeding $5,000.
Banks participating in the fund were made subject to annual assess-
ments equal to one-twelfth of 1 percent of their deposit liabilities as
defined in the law.

On December 31,1935,14,177 banks with deposits of $45,101,000,000
were participating in Federal deposit insurance. Of these, 6,387
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banks with deposits of $38,454,000,000 were members of the Federal
Keserve System. The tabulation shows that the number of insured
banks increased by 49 in the 15 months beginning with October 1,
1934. The number of insured accounts and the volume of insured
deposits for this date are also shown. More recent comparable figures
are not available.

NUMBER AND DEPOSITS OF BANKS PARTICIPATING IN THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CORPORATION

Class of bank

National
State (members of the Federal Reserve

System)
Mutual savings - _ .
Other

Total

Dec. 31, 1935

Number

5,386

1,001
56

7,734

14,177

Total
deposits
(000,000

omitted)

$24,802

13,652
978

5,669

45,101

Oct. 1, 1934

Number

5,451

970
68

7,639

14,128

Total
deposits
(000,000

omitted)

$20,073

10,971
1,038
4,944

37,026

Insured
deposits
(000,000

omitted)

$8,491

3,583
801

3,581

16, 456

Number
of

insured
accounts

(000
omitted)

26, 376

9,561
1,495

13,814

51, 246

Bank suspensions and receiverships.—Bank suspensions in 1935 num-
bered 34, compared with 57 in 1934, and were fewer than in any
other post-war year. Of the 34 banks with deposits of $10,099,000
which suspended during 1935, 26 with deposits of $9,160,000 were
participating in the Federal deposit insurance fund.

The Comptroller of the Currency has reported that all of the
1,417 * national banks which were unlicensed after the banking holi-
day of 1933 have since been licensed or placed in liquidation or re-
ceivership. In 489 of them the creditors were paid in full and for the
group as a whole unsecured depositors recovered 75 percent of their
claims.

At the end of 1935 there were about 1,400 active receiverships of
national banks which had deposit liabilities of $1,842,000,000 at the
time they closed. To the end of 1935, unsecured depositors in
these banks have been repaid more than $1,068,000,000. Comparable
figures for State bank receiverships are not available.

During the year the Eeconstruction Finance Corporation made
aggregate loans of $114,000,000 to further the disbursement of funds
to depositors of banks in process of liquidation. The investment of
the Eeconstruction Finance Corporation in the capital structure of
bank's increased slightly during the year to $882,000,000.

1 Includes 6 national banks which were licensed on Mar. 15, 1933, but whose licenses
were subsequently revoked, and 1 which suspended before the banking holiday and was
placed in conservatorship subsequent thereto; also includes 10 nonnational banks in the
District of Columbia subject to the supervision of the Comptroller of the Currency.
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EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Gross earnings of the Federal Reserve banks in 1935 amounted to
$42,752,000, or $6,151,000 less than in 1934. After adding other in-
come and deducting current expenses of $31,577,000, reserves for
depreciation on bank premises, reserves for losses, self-insurance, etc.,
there remained net earnings of $9,437,000, or $5,794,000 less than the
amount of net earnings for 1934. Earnings, expenses, dividend pay-
ments, etc., for all Federal Eeserve banks combined for 1935 and
1934 are shown in the following table.

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1935 AND 1934

[In thousands of dollars]

1935 1934

Total earnings
Current expenses.

42,752
31, 577

48,903
29,242

Current net earnings... 11,175 19,661

Additions (profits on sales of U. S. Government securities, e t c ) .
Deductions (depreciation and other reserves, etc.)

6,914
8,652

8,926
13, 356

Net deductions from current net earnings.
Net earnings

1,738
9,437

4,430
15, 231

Dividends paid
Payment to United States Treasurer (sec. 13b).
Transferred to surplus (sec. 13b)_ -._ _.
Transferred to surplus (sec. 7)

8.505

'27
607

8,781

- 6 0
6,510

r Revised.

All Federal Eeserve banks paid dividends to member banks at the
rate of 6 percent per annum on paid-in capital. These dividends
amounted to $8,505,000.

Gross and net earnings during the year 1935 and the distribution of
net earnings of each Federal Eeserve bank are shown in the following
table.

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1935

Federal Reserve bank Gross
earnings

Net
earnings

Dividends
paid

Payment to
U. S. Treas-

urer (sec.
13b)

Transferred
to surplus
(sec. 13b)

Transferred
to surplus

(sec. 7)

Boston
New York
Philadelphia..
Cleveland

Richmond
Atlanta
Chicago
St. Louis

Minneapolis..
Kansas Ci ty . .
Dallas
San Francisco.

Total...

$2, 727, 242
13,131,386
3,123,918
3, 674,866

2, 231,854
1, 672, 606
6,177, 615
1, 850, 595

1,455, 877
1,946,902
1, 507, 244
3, 251, 854

$670, 565
4,336, 264
867, 763
780,861

388, 328
345, 668
771, 220
235, 288

-69,179
239, 859
266, 857
603, 631

$621, 553
3,411,268
856, 286
772,127

293,644
260, 538
753, 583
236,187

185, 448
239,859
237, 615
636, 866

' $49,012
64, 238
41,984
8,734

66, 714
9,066
17, 637

$33,340

27,970

16,854

' 23,428
-33,235

42, 751,959 9, 437,125 8, 504,974 ' 297, 667 27,176

$860, 758
-63,847

76,064

-271,481

5,814

607,308
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Earnings on total bills and securities were about $6,200,000 less in
1935 than in 1934. This decrease in earnings was due primarily to
a reduction from 1.91 percent to 1.68 percent in the average rate of
earninge, but also in part to a reduction of about $26,000,000 in aver-
age daily holdings of bills and securities. Average daily holdings of
bills and securities together with average rates and amounts of earn-
ings thereon are shown for recent years in the following table.

EARNINGS ON B I L L S AND SECURITIES

[Amounts in thousands of dollars]

Daily average holdings:
1932
1933 _
1934
1935

Earnings:
1932
1933
1934
1935

Average rate of earnings (percent):
1932
1933
1934
1935—.

Bills and securities

Total

2,062,446
2,421,566
2,495,497
2,469,542

47,992
47,995
47,655
41,472

2.33
1.98
1.91
1.68

Bills
discounted

520,637
283,229

35, 788
7,306

17,881
9,137
1,231

156

3.43
3.23
3.44
2.14

Bills bought
in open
market

70,902
82,882
24, 742
4,922

2,785
1,238

141
36

3.93
1.49
.57
.73

United States
Government

securities

1,461,258
2,052,160
2,431,673
2,430,821

26,924
37,530
46,131
39, 796

1.84
1.83
1.90
1.64

All other
bills and
securities

9,649
3,295

i 3,294
i 26,493

402
90

i 152
i 1,484

4.17
2.74

14.61
15.60

i Includes industrial advances.

Current expenses of the Federal Eeserve banks in 1935 were
$31,577,000 or $2,335,000 more than in 1934.

Salary payments during 1935 including contributions to the re-
tirement system of the Federal Eeserve banks were $1,800,000 in
excess of such payments in 1934. Substantial increases over 1934
in other items of expenditure were as follows: Taxes on banking
house, $50,000; repairs and alterations, banking house, $50,000;
postage and expressage, $180,000; cost of printing Federal Reserve
notes, $820,000. Substantial reductions in expenses were reported
as follows: Insurance on currency and security shipments, $60,000;
other insurance, $50,000; printing and stationery, $50,000; and taxes
on Federal Reserve bank notes, $370,000.

The average number of officers and employees during 1935 was
11,649 compared with 11,727 in 1934. The average number of
officers and employees assigned to fiscal agency, custodianship, and
depositary work for the United States Government and govern-
mental agencies during 1935 was 2,656.

The volume of work handled in the principal operating depart-
ments of the banks, of which a measurement is available, during each
of the last 4 years was as follows.
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VOLUME OF OPERATIONS IN PRINCIPAL DEPARTMENTS

NUMBER OF PIECES HANDLED l

Bills discounted:
Applications _
Notes discounted

Industrial advances:
Notes discounted
Commitments to make industrial

advances
Bills purchased in open market for own

account
Currency received and counted.__
Coin received and counted __.
Checks handled
Collection items handled:

U. S. Government coupons paid 2__
All other

Issues, redemptions, and exchanges by
fiscal agency department:

U. S. Government direct obliga-
tions

All other
Transfers of funds.. _

AMOUNTS HANDLED

Bills discounted
[ndustrial advances:

Notes discounted
Commitments to make industrial

advances . _.
Bills purchased in open market for own

account __ _
Currency received and counted
Coin received and counted
Checks handled _
Collection items handled:

U. S. Government coupons paid *__
All other

Issues, redemptions, and exchanges by
fiscal agency department:

U. S. Government direct obliga-
tions

All other . . . -
Transfers of funds

1932

178,000
779,000

76,000
2,025,552,000
2, 654, 787,000

734, 538,000

17,710, COO
7,468,000

1,956,000

1,469,000

$18,648,306,000

762, 755,000
10,952, 597,000

360, 295,000
176, 591, 791,000

529, 086,000
5, 427,817,000

19, 444,110, 000

116,040,041,000

1933

81,000
346,000

79.000
2,013,459,000
2,497,928,000

688, 933, 000

18,099, 000
8, 371, 000

3,502,000

1, 290,000

$9, 632,808,000

898,001, 000
11, 710, 364, 000

624,617, 000
157,833, 692, 000

578,082, 000
5, 539, 659, 000

24, 622, 726, 000

85, 059," 151,000

1934

15,176
42,128

463

227

7,400
2, 067,835,000
2, 565,164, 000

818,847,000

21,555,000
7, 436, 000

5,281,000

1,125,000

$714, 361, 000

14,884,000

11,443,000

75,903,000
9,932,601,000

298, 297, 000
179, 544,488, 000

699, 325, 000
6, 742,974, 000

29,941, 049, 000

73, 077,156, 000

1935

5,084
12, 702

973

552

1,932
2,148, 485, 000
2, 590,859,000

885,190,000

22,633, 000
7,119, 000

6,838,000
3, 742,000

982, 000

$229, 546,000

28, 479,000

29,223, 000

31,446,000
9,837, 681,000

275, 608,000
202, 989, 742, 000

751,916, 000
7,948, 641, 000

30, 755, 611, 000
3, 346,189, 000

80, 483,190, 000

1 Two or more checks, coupons, etc., handled as a single item, are counted as one "piece."
2 Includes coupons from obligations guaranteed by the United States.
s Figures for years prior to 1935 not available.

NEW BUILDING FOR BOARD OF GOVERNORS

In the Annual Eeport for 1934 the steps which had been taken up
to the point of holding a competition for the selection of an architect
for the Board's new building and the selection of a jury to pass upon
the designs submitted were described. On May 18, 1935, the Board
selected Paul P. Cret, of Philadelphia, as its architect on the basis of
the results of the competition, Mr. Cret's design having been given
first place by unanimous choice of the jury. The studies prepared
by Mr. Cret following his selection as architect were approved by the
National Capital Park and Planning Commission and the Fine Arts
Commission and on January 8, 1936, the plans and specifications
drawn as a basis for letting a contract for the construction of a new
building were approved by the Board. Invitations to builders to
submit bids for the construction of the new building were issued
immediately and January 29, 1936, was fixed as the date for opening
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the bids, with a view to the completion of the new building before
July 1, 1937. In the meantime a ^contract was awarded for the
demolition and removal of the existing temporary building on the
Board's property; but, because of occupancy of the building by an-
other Government agency which had difficulty in finding suitable
quarters elsewhere, the work of demolition was not started until
January 2,1936. In the development of the plans for the new build-
ing and in arrangements for beginning its construction the Board has
had the benefit of the constructive advice, assistance, and cooperation
of the Procurement Division of the Treasury Department, the Archi-
tect of the Capitol, and the National Park Service, as well as of the
National Capital Park and Planning Commission and the Fine Arts
Commission.

BUILDING OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Construction of additions to the buildings occupied by the Federal
Reserve banks of New York and Philadelphia was nearing completion
at the end of 1935. All Federal Reserve banks and their branches
are now housed in buildings owned by the banks except the Cincin-
nati, Charlotte, Portland, Seattle, and Spokane branches.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

The 25 branches and 2 agencies which were in operation at the end
of 1934 continued to function throughout the year 1935. Beginning
June 1, 1935, the agency located at Habana, Cuba, has been operated
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta as a System agency instead
of as an agency of the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank as heretofore.
The following table shows a comparison of the volume of work han-
dled in certain departments by branches during the years 1932, 1933,
1934, and 1935.

V O L U M E 1 OF OPERATIONS OF FEDERAL RESERVE BRANCHES AND AGENCIES

Checks handled:
Number
Amount

Currency received and counted:
Number of pieces --
Amount

Coin received and counted:
Number of pieces
Amount

1932

205,505,000
$34,048,272,000

470, 285,000
$2,222,943,000

574,622,000
$71,273,000

1933

193,799,000
$33, 618, 776,000

472,870,000
$2, 543,130,000

526,189,000
$126, 211,000

1934

233, 518,000
$43,109,445,000

489, 527,000
$2,195,428,000

531, 547, 000
$68,136,000

1935

255, 210,000
$49,995, 681,000

520,823,000
$2,319,907,000

485,403, 000
$62,246,000

i Two or more checks, etc., handled as a single item, are counted as one "piece."

Current expenses during 1935 of the branches and agencies
amounted to $6,311,000, compared with $5,917,000 during 1934.
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FEDERAL RESERVE INTERDISTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM

At the end of 1935 there were* 12,653 banks on the Federal Reserve
par list, comprising all member banks (6,387) and 6,266 nonmember
banks that pay, without deduction of exchange charges, such checks
drawn upon them as are presented or forwarded for payment by the
Federal Reserve banks. During the year the number of nonmember
banks on the par list decreased by 198, partly as a result of the reduc-
tion in the number of banks in operation, and the number not on the
par list increased by 51. Of the 2,694 banks not on the par list at
the end of 1935, 1,447 were located in 11 Southern States and 1,129
in the West North Central States and the adjoining State of Wis-
consin. As will be seen from the following table, all of the banks
in the Boston, New York, and Philadelphia districts and all but two
banks in the Cleveland district were on the Federal Reserve par list.

INTEBDISTBICT COLLECTION SYSTEM *

Federal Reserve district

United States

Boston _
New York
Philadelphia. _
Cleveland

Richmond
Atlanta __ _
Chicago
St Louis

Minneapolis
Kansas City _
Dallas
SanjFrancisco

Member banks

Dec. 31,
1935

6,387

365
793
656
622

404
328
702
390

501
726
550
350

Dec. 31,
1934

6,451

371
792
656
629

401
332
683
394

524
734
555
380

Nonmember banks, other than mutual
savings banks

On par list

Dec. 31,
1935

6,266

175
301
267
642

327
93

1,690
888

198
1,062

315
308

Dec. 31,
1934

6,464

174
314
268
638

336
99

1,740
926

214
1,108

335
312

Not oi

Dec. 31,
1935

2,694

2

319
666
226
387

709
178
174
33

l par list

Dec. 31,
1934

2,643

1

310
663
211
376

697
168
183
34

1 Includes all banks on which checks are drawn, whether operating with or without re-
strictions, and all private banks, whether or not under State supervision.

AMENDMENTS TO THE LAW RELATING TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The Banking Act of 1935 making important changes in the
Federal Reserve System and in the law relating thereto was approved
by the President on August 23, 1935. Provisions of this act and of
other legislation enacted during 1935 affecting the Federal Reserve
System are summarized below.

JOINT RESOLUTION OF JUNE 14, 193 5

The provisions of section 22 (g) of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended by the Banking Act of 1933, prohibiting the making of
loans by member banks to executive officers, permitted such loansDigitized for FRASER 
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made before June 16, 1933, to be renewed or extended for not more
than 2 years if in accord with sound banking practice. By joint
resolution of Congress, approved by the President June 14, 1935,
it was provided that loans made to an executive officer prior to June
16, 1933, may be renewed or extended for not more than 5 years from
such last-mentioned date where the board of directors of the member
bank shall have satisfied themselves that it is in the best interest of
the bank and that the officer indebted has made reasonable effort
to reduce his obligations, these findings to be evidenced by resolution
of the board of directors spread upon the minute book of the bank.
A similar provision was later included in the Banking Act of 1935,
referred to below.

JOINT RESOLUTION OF JUNE 2 8, 1935

By a joint resolution of Congress, approved by the President June
28, 1935, the insurance of bank deposits under the Temporary Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Fund was extended from July 1, 1935, to
August 31, 1935. Before the expiration of the period as thus ex-
tended, the Banking Act of 1935 was passed, which set up an imme-
diately effective permanent plan of deposit insurance superseding
the temporary plan of insurance.

ACT OF AUGUST 23, 193 3, "BANKING ACT OF 1935"

The Banking Act of 1935 contained many important amendments
to the Federal Reserve Act and to the laws relating to the Federal
Reserve System, some of the more important of which are sum-
marized below. The act consisted of three divisions, title I, Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance; title II , Amendments to the Federal Re-
serve Act, and title I I I , Technical Amendments to the Banking
Laws.

Federal deposit insurance.—-The act contained a complete revision of
section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act relating to insurance of
bank deposits by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. At
the time of the enactment of the Banking Act of 1935, bank deposits
were insured under the provisions of a temporary plan of insurance
and, although the law had contained provisions for a permanent
plan of insurance, this had not come into effect. The Banking Act
of 1935 set up a new permanent plan of insurance, effective imme-
diately, superseding the existing temporary plan. Onty a few of
the most important provisions of this section as revised are noted
here.

In lieu of the previous provisions of the permanent plan of de-
posit insurance, under which there would have been insured 100
percent of deposits up to $10,000, 75 percent of deposits between
$10,000 and $50,000, and 50 percent of deposits above $50,000, the
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act provided that $5,000 shall be the maximum amount insured for
one depositor, conforming in this respect to the amount of deposits
insured under the temporary plan of insurance existing at the time
of the enactment of the Banking Act of 1935. Under the amended
law deposits of trust funds are insured to the extent of $5,000 for
each trust estate in addition to the insurance of other deposits owed
the trust beneficiary.

In lieu of the assessments aggregating not more than 1 percent
of insured deposits to which banks insured under the temporary
insurance plan were subject and of the requirement that banks which
were to be insured under the permanent plan purchase stock in the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and then be liable for
unlimited assessments, insured banks under the plan set up in the
act are subject to an annual assessment of one-twelfth of 1 percent
of their deposits payable semiannually. It was provided that a
separate insurance fund for mutual savings banks may be estab-
lished by the Corporation and for such separate fund a lower rate
of assessment may be provided.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was directed to pro-
hibit by regulation the "payment of interest on demand deposits in
insured nonmember banks." For that purpose the directors may
define the term "demand deposits", but such exceptions must be made
to the prohibition as are made for member banks. The Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation directors also "shall from time to
time limit by regulation the rates of interest or dividends which may
be paid by insured nonmember banks on time and savings deposits."
The directors are required to "define what constitutes time and sav-
ings deposits in an insured nonmember bank" and they shall "pre-
scribe different rates for such payment on time and savings deposits
having different maturities, or subject to different conditions respect-
ing withdrawal or repayment, or subject to different conditions by
reason of different locations, or according to the varying discount
rates of member banks in the several Federal Reserve districts."
The regulations must prohibit the payment of any time deposit be-
fore maturity except upon conditions prescribed by the directors,
and must prohibit the waiving of any requirement of notice before
payment of a savings deposit except as to all savings deposits having
the same requirement. A penalty of $100, recoverable by the Cor-
poration, is provided for violation.

It was provided that any nonmember bank of the Federal Eeserve
System may under certain conditions become an insured bank. The
insured status of a member bank is terminated when it ceases to be
a member bank; but for 2 years thereafter the bank remains liable
for assessments and retains the insurance on insured deposits held
by it when it ceased to be a member bank, less subsequent withdraw-
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als. In lieu of the former provisions which would have terminated
the insurance of all nonmember banks on July 1, 1937, it was pro-
vided that no State bank which during the calendar year 1941 or
any succeeding calendar year has average deposits of $1,000,000 or
more shall be an insured bank or have any part of its deposits
insured after July 1 following the calendar year in which it had
such deposits, unless such bank be a member of the Federal Reserve
System; but the restriction was made inapplicable to a savings bank,
mutual savings bank, Morris Plan bank, or trust company doing
no commercial banking business, or to a bank located in Hawaii,
Alaska, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands.

President and vice presidents of Federal Reserve banks.—Paragraph
"Fifth" of section 4 of the Federal Reserve Act was amended, ef-
fective March 1, 1936, to provide specifically for a "president" and
"vice presidents" at each Federal Reserve bank. Under the amended
law, the president is the chief executive officer of the bank and is
appointed by the board of directors, with the approval of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, for a 5-year term; and
all other executive officers and all employees of the bank are di-
rectly responsible to him. The first vice president is appointed in
the same manner and for the same term as the president, and is
to serve as chief executive officer of the bank in the absence or dis-
ability of the president or during a vacancy in that office. Vacan-
cies in the office of president or first vice president are filled in the
same manner as original appointments, and for the remainder of
the term of the predecessors.

Requirements for admission to Federal Eeserve System.—A new para-
graph was added to section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act so that, in
order to facilitate the admission to membership of any State bank
which is required to become a member bank in order to be an insured
bank, the Board of Governors may waive in whole or in part the
requirements of section 9 relating to the admission of such bank to
membership. If such a bank is admitted with capital less than that
required for the organization of a national bank in the same place
and its capital and surplus are not, in the Board's judgment, adequate
in relation to the bank's liabilities to depositors and other creditors,
the Board may require such bank to increase its capital and surplus
to such amount as the Board may deem necessary within such period
as the Board may deem reasonable; but no such bank shall be required
to increase its capital beyond that required for the organization of a
national bank in the same place.

NOTE.—Under the law it cannot be determined before the end of the year 1941
what banks will be required to become members of the Federal Reserve System
in order to be insured banks and, therefore, the Board cannot exercise its
authority to waive eligibility requirements before the end of the year 1941.
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Names of Board, governor, and vice governor.—The act provided that
hereafter the Federal Reserve Board shall be known as the "Board
of Governors of the Federal Eeserve System" and that the governor
and vice governor shall be known as the "chairman" and "vice chair-
man", respectively, and shall be designated from among the members
of the Board by the President for a term of 4 years.

Organization of Board.—Section 10 of the Federal Eeserve Act was
amended to provide that the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System shall be composed of seven members appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. Under the
amendment, it was provided that the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Comptroller of the Currency, and the six appointive members in
office on the date of the enactment of the Banking Act of 1935 should
continue to serve as members of the Board until February 1, 1936:
and the term of each successor is fixed by the President at not more
than 14 years, so that not more than one term will expire in any
2-year period. Thereafter, instead of serving a 12-year term, each
member will hold office for a term of 14 years from the expiration of
the term of his predecessor, unless sooner removed for cause by the
President. Upon the expiration of their terms of office, members
of the Board will continue to serve until their successors are ap-
pointed and have qualified. A member appointed to fill a vacancy
shall serve for the unexpired term of his predecessor.

Salaries and reappointment of Board members.—The act increased
Board members' salaries from $12,000 a year to $15,000; and added
a new provision that a person appointed after enactment of the act
shall not be eligible for reappointment after he has served a full
term of 14 years.

Record of action by Board and Open Market Committee.—Section 10 of
the Federal Reserve Act ŵ as amended so as to require the Board
to keep a complete record of action taken by it and by the Federal
Open Market Committee, and the reasons underlying such action, on
all questions of open-market operations and all other questions of
policy, and to include in its annual report a full account of all
such action together with a copy of the record required to be kept.

Advances to member banks.—Section 10 (b) of the Federal Eeserve
Act, which, prior to its expiration on March 3, 1935, authorized any
Federal Reserve bank, under rules and regulations prescribed by
the Board, to make advances to any member bank on its time or de-
mand notes secured to the satisfaction of such Federal Reserve bank,
was reenacted as permanent law and amended in certain respects.
The requirement that such advances be made only "in exceptional
and exigent circumstances" and when the member bank cannot ob-
tain adequate credit accommodations under other provisions of the
Federal Reserve Act was eliminated; and the requirement that such
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note must bear interest at a rate not less than 1 percent per annum
higher than the highest discount rate in effect at such Federal Re-
serve bank on the date of such note was changed to a requirement
that the rate of interest be not less than one-half percent per annum
higher. A provision was added requiring the notes of the member
bank to have maturities of not more than 4 months.

Open-market operations.—Section 12A of the Federal Reserve Act
was amended, effective March 1, 1936, so that instead of the Federal
Open Market Committee consisting of one member from each Fed-
eral Reserve district, it consists under the amended law of the seven
members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
and five annually-elected representatives of the Federal Reserve
banks. One of the five Reserve bank representatives is elected by
the directors of the Federal Reserve banks of Boston and New York;
one by the directors of the Federal Reserve banks of Philadelphia
and Cleveland; one by the directors of the Federal Reserve banks of
Chicago and St. Louis; one by the directors of the Federal Reserve
banks of Richmond, Atlanta, and Dallas; and one by the directors
of the Federal Reserve banks of Minneapolis, Kansas City, and San
Francisco. An alternate for each representative is elected in the
same manner as the representative. The Committee is required to
''consider, adopt, and transmit to the several Federal Reserve banks,
regulations relating to the open-market transactions of such banks."
Not only are Federal Reserve banks forbidden to engage in open-
market operations except in accordance with such regulations, but
they also are forbidden to "decline to engage" in such operations
except in accordance with the direction of and regulations adopted
by the Committee.

Purchase and sale of Government obligations and Government guaranteed
obligations.—Section 14 (b) of the Federal Reserve Act was amended
to provide that obligations of the United States and those fully guar-
anteed as to principal and interest by the United States may be
bought and sold without regard to maturities, but only in the open
market.

Discount rates of Reserve banks.—Section 14 (d) of the Federal Re-
serve Act which provided that Federal Reserve banks may from
time to time establish discount rates, subject to review and determina-
tion of the Board, was amended to require that "each such bank
shall establish such rates every 14 days, or of tener if deemed necessary
by the Board."

Reserve requirements of member banks.—Section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act was amended to permit the Board to change the reserve
requirements of member banks "in order to prevent injurious credit
expansion or contraction"; and to eliminate the necessity for first
having a declaration, upon the affirmative vote of five Board mem-
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bers and the approval of the President, that "an emergency exists
by reason of credit expansion." The changes may be made for
member banks located in reserve and central reserve cities, for
member banks not in reserve or central reserve cities, or for all
member banks; but the affirmative vote of not less than four Board
members is required for such a change, and the reserves required of
a member bank as a result of such a change may not be less than the
requirements on the date of enactment of the Banking Act of 1935
nor more than twice such requirements.

Real-estate loans by national banks.—Section 24 of the Federal Re-
serve Act, relating to real-estate loans by national banks, was
amended to eliminate the requirement that the real estate upon which
such loans are made must be located in the bank's Federal Keserve
district or within 100 miles of the place in which the bank is located.
The requirement that the bank take the entire amount of an obliga-
tion secured by real estate was retained as to such an obliga-
tion purchased by the bank. The limitation to 50 percent of the
actual value of the property was changed to 50 percent of the ap-
praised value; and in addition to retaining the exemption of mort-
gages insured under title I I of the National Housing Act from the
5-year limitation on maturities and 50 percent limitation on ap-
praised values, the amendment permitted amortized loans to be
made in amounts not exceeding 60 percent of the appraised value of
the real estate and for terms not longer than 10 years if installment
payments are sufficient to amortize at least 40 percent of the principal
within 10 years.

The permissible aggregate of real-estate loans of a national bank
was changed from 25 percent of the bank's paid-in and unimpaired
capital and surplus or 50 percent of its savings deposits, whichever
is greater, to 100 percent of its paid-in and unimpaired capital and
surplus or 60 percent of its time and savings deposits, whichever is
greater.

Salary and appointment of Comptroller of the Currency.—Section 325
of the Revised Statutes was amended to increase the Comptroller of
the Currency's salary as Comptroller from $5,000 a year to $15,000
a year, thus replacing the portion of his salary which he formerly
received as a member of the Federal Reserve Board and also increas-
ing his salary to the same extent that Board members' salaries were
increased. The provision that his appointment be made upon the
recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury also was
eliminated.

"Accidental" holding company affiliates eliminated.—Section 2 (c) of
the Banking Act of 1933 was amended to eliminate from all the
provisions regarding "holding company affiliates" (except section
23A of the Federal Reserve Act, which deals with a member bankV
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loans to such affiliates and investments in and loans on the securi-
ties of such affiliates), any corporation all the stock of which is
owned by the United States or any "organization which is deter-
mined by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
not to be engaged, directly or indirectly, as a business in holding
the stock of, or managing or controlling, banks, banking associations,
savings banks, or trust companies."

Section 21 of the Banking Act clarified; inapplicable to banks selling
mortgages.—Section 21 (a) (1) of the Banking Act of 1933 was
amended to make it clear that it does not prohibit any financial
institution or private banker from engaging in the securities busi-
ness to the limited extent permitted to national banks under section
5136 of the Revised Statutes. (Section 5136 limits national banks,
in dealing in and underwriting securities, to United States Govern-
ment obligations, general obligations of States or subdivisions, obli-
gations issued under the Federal Farm Loan Act or by the Federal
Home Loan banks or the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, and
certain obligations insured under section 207 of the National Hous-
ing Act.) I t also was made clear that section 21 (a) (1) does not
prohibit a bank from selling, without recourse or agreement to
repurchase, obligations evidencing loans on real estate.

Receipt of deposits by persons not subject to State or Federal regulation.—
Section 21 (a) (2) of the Banking Act of 1933, which prohibited any
person not subject to examination and regulation under State or
Federal law from engaging in the business of receiving deposits un-
less such person submitted to examination by the Comptroller of the
Currency or the Federal Reserve bank of the district, was amended
so as to prohibit any person from engaging in such business with other
than his or its own officers, agents, or employees, unless such person
(1) is incorporated under and authorized to engage in such business
by Federal or local law; or (2) is permitted by local law to engage
in such business and is subject under such law to examination and
regulation; or (3) submits to periodic examination by the banking
authorities of the locality where the business is conducted and makes
and publishes periodic reports of condition under the same condi-
tions as required by local law in the case of incorporated banking
institutions.

Seasonal agencies of national banks.—Section 5155 of the Revised
Statutes was amended to permit a national bank in a State which by
statute permits State banks to maintain branches within county or
greater limits, to establish, with the approval of the Comptroller of
the Currency, without regard to the capital requirements of the sec
tion, a "seasonal agency in any resort community" in the same county
as the main office of such bank. However, the privilege applies only
if no other bank is doing business in the place where the agency is to
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be located, and any permit for such an agency must be revoked upon
the opening of a State or national bank in such community. By
reason of the provisions of section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act, State
member banks may, with the approval of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, establish such agencies under the same
conditions.

Interlocking relationships between member banks and securities com̂
panies.—Section 32 of the Banking Act of 1933 was rewritten, effec-
tive January 1, 1936, to make the prohibitions against interlocking
relationships between member banks and securities companies extend
to the employees of both such organizations in addition to their
officers and directors; and individuals engaged in the securities busi-
ness are subjected to the same prohibitions as officers, directors, and
employees of companies and members of partnerships so engaged.
Permission of the Board for such interlocking relationships may be
given "in limited classes of cases" and by "general regulations"
rather than by individual permit. Such relationships may be per-
mitted when they "would not unduly influence the investment policies
of such member bank or the advice it gives its customers regarding
investments", rather than when they would be "not incompatible with
the public interest." The description of the securities businesses in
question was changed from those "engaged primarily in the business
of purchasing, selling, or negotiating securities" to those "primarily
engaged in the issue, flotation, underwriting, public sale, or distribu-
tion, at wholesale or retail, or through syndicate participation, of
stocks, bonds, or other similar securities." The prohibition against
correspondent relationships between member banks and securities
companies was eliminated.

Change in amount of investment securities of one obligor that may be
held by member bank.—Section 5136 of the Revised Statutes was
amended to eliminate the existing prohibition against a member bank
purchasing and holding more than 10 percent of a particular issue
of investment securities, but the total obligations of one obligor
which may be purchased and held by a member bank was reduced
from 15 percent of the bank's paid-in and unimpaired capital and
25 percent of its unimpaired surplus, to 10 percent of each, though
banks were not required to dispose of securities lawfully held on the
date of enactment of the bill.

Purchase of stocks for account of customers.—It was made clear, in
conformity with previous rulings of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency and the Board, that national and other member banks may
purchase and sell stocks for the account of their customers but not
for their own accounts.

Obligations insured under section 207 of National Housing Act.—Section
5136 of the Revised Statutes was amended to include within the group
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of securities that may be dealt in by member banks free from the
restrictions of that section, obligations insured under section 207 of
the National Housing Act, if the debentures to be issued in payment
of such insured obligations are guaranteed as to principal and interest
by the United States.

Separation of member bank stock certificates from those of other corpora-
tions.—The requirement of section 5139 of the Revised Statutes and
section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act that stock certificates of national
banks or State member banks may not "represent the stock" of any
other corporation, except a member bank or a corporation existing on
the date the requirement became effective "engaged solely in holding
the bank premises", was changed so that such certificates merely may
not "bear any statement purporting to represent the stocks" of any
other corporation, and the transfer of such a certificate may not be
conditioned upon the transfer of stock of any corporation, except a
member bank or a corporation "engaged on June 16, 1934, in holding
the bank premises." A provision also was added to the effect that
the section shall not operate to prevent the transfer of stock of
another corporation being conditioned upon the transfer of a member
bank stock certificate.

Yoting permit unnecessary for liquidation.—Section 5144 of the Re-
vised Statutes was amended to eliminate the necessity for a voting
permit in cases where shares of a member bank held by a holding
company affiliate are to be voted merely in favor of placing the bank
m voluntary liquidation or taking any other action pertaining to
voluntary liquidation of the bank.

Limited voting permits and cumulative voting clarified.—Section 5144
of the Revised Statutes was amended to make it clear that holding
company affiliates which have obtained a voting permit are entitled
to the right of cumulative voting given other shareholders by the
section, and also to make it clear that the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System may issue limited voting permits and is not
confined to issuing general voting permits.

Assets required of holding company.—Section 5144 (c) of the Revised
Statutes wa3 amended to relieve a holding company affiliate, to the
extent that the bank stock owned by it is not subject to statutory
liability, from the provisions of section 5144 (b) which require a
holding company affiliate after June 16, 1938, (1) to possess and
maintain readily marketable assets other than bank stock in an
amount not less than 12 percent of the aggregate par value of all
such stock controlled by it and to increase such amount by 2 per-
cent per annum of such par value until such assets amount to 25
percent of the par value of such bank stock; and (2) to reinvest in
readily marketable assets other than bank stock all net earnings
over 6 percent per annum on the book value of its own shares until
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such assets amount to 25 percent of the aggregate par value of all
bank stock controlled by it. In lieu of these requirements, a holding
company affiliate, to the extent that the shares of bank stock held
by it are not subject to statutory liability, was made subject to the
provisions of section 5144 (c) which require the holding company
affiliate after June 16, 1938, to establish and maintain out of the
net earnings over 6 percent per annum on the book value of its own
shares, a reserve of readily marketable assets of not less than 12
percent of the aggregate par value of such bank stock controlled
by it.

Reduction in Federal Reserve bank stock to conform to reduction in mem-
ber bank's surplus.—Section 5 of the Federal Reserve Act was amended
to require member banks to reduce their holdings of Federal Reserve
bank stock upon a reduction in their surplus, just a$ they were
already required to do upon a reduction in their capital.

Certification to Comptroller of the Currency upon change in capital stock
of Federal Reserve bank.—The provisions of section 5 of the Federal
Reserve Act requiring the directors of a Federal Reserve bank to
execute a certificate to the Comptroller of the Currency upon an
increase in the capital stock of such bank, and the provisions of
section 6 of the Federal Reserve Act requiring a similar certification
upon a reduction in such capital stock, were repealed.

Publication of condition reports of State member banks.—Section 9 of
the Federal Reserve Act was amended to authorize the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System to prescribe the informa-
tion to be contained in, and form of, condition reports of State
member banks, and to require publication of such reports under
regulations of the Board.

Limitation on loans by member banks on Government obligations.—Sec-
tion 11 (m) of the Federal Reserve Act was amended to place
State member banks on a parity with national banks in lending on
the security of bonds or notes of the United States issued since April
24, 1917, certificates of indebtedness of the United States, Treasury
bills of the United States, or obligations guaranteed as to principal
and interest by the United States, by changing the limitation on loans
to one individual on such security, from 10 percent of the bank's
unimpaired capital and surplus to 25 percent thereof, as provided for
national banks in section 5200 of the Revised Statutes. The latter
provision was amended to make it cover Treasury bills of the United
States and obligations guaranteed as to principal and interest by the
United States, as well as the other Government obligations listed
above.

Indorsement or other security sufficient for Reserve bank discounts for
individuals.—The third paragraph of section 13 of the Federal Reserve
Act was amended to require either indorsement or othor security,
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rather than both, for paper discounted by Federal Reserve banks for
individuals or corporations unable to secure adequate credit accom-
modations from other banks.

Definition by Board of various classes of deposits.—The definitions of
"demand deposits" and "time deposits" were stricken from section 19
of the Federal Eeserve Act, and instead the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System was authorized to define for the pur-
poses of the section the terms, "demand deposits", "gross demand
deposits", "deposits payable on demand", "time deposits", "savings
deposits", and "trust funds", to determine what is to be deemed a
paymeet of interest and to prescribe regulations to effectuate the
purposes of the section; but the term "time deposits" continues to
include "savings deposits" for the purposes of the provisions regard-
ing member bank reserve requirements.

Deduction of "amounts due from banks" in computing reserve require-
ments.—Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act was amended so that,
for purposes of computing member bank reserves, amounts due from
other banks (except Federal Reserve banks and foreign banks) and
cash items in process of collection payable immediately upon presen-
tation in the United States may be deducted from gross demand de-
posits rather than merely from amounts due to other banks.

Payment of deposits and interest thereon by member banks.—Section 19
of the Federal Reserve Act was amended to add to the exemptions
from the prohibition against the payment of interest by member
banks on demand deposits: (1) contracts existing when a bank joins
the System, and (2) deposits payable outside the States of the United
States and the District of Columbia (rather than merely those pay-
able in foreign countries). The exemption of deposits made on
behalf of any State or subdivision thereof as to which interest is
required by State law and of deposits made by mutual savings banks,
is terminated, under the amended law, 2 years after the date of
enactment of the Banking Act of 1935; and during this 2-year period
there are added to these exemptions deposits made by savings banks
and deposits of trust funds on which interest is required by State
law. So much of existing law as requires the payment of interest
on funds deposited by the United States or any territory or posses-
sion thereof as is inconsistent with the provisions of section 19 was
repealed.

The provision authorizing the Board, in limiting the rate of inter-
est which may be paid by member banks on time and savings depos-
its, to prescribe different rates in different circumstances, was
changed to a provision that the Board "shall prescribe different rates
for such payment on time and savings deposits having different ma-
turities, or subject to different conditions respecting withdrawal or
repayment, or subject to different conditions by reason of different
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locations, or according to the varying discount rates of member
banks in the several Federal Reserve districts." The absolute pro-
hibition against the payment of time deposits before maturity was
relaxed to permit such payments under conditions prescribed by the
Board; and deposits payable only at offices of member banks located
outside the States of the United States and the District of Colum-
bia were exempted from all restrictions on payment before maturity
and all restrictions on interest rates.

Eeserves required against Government deposits.—At the end of section
19 of the Federal Eeserve Act a new paragraph was added requiring
member banks to keep the same reserves against deposits of the
United States as against other deposits, thus repealing the contrary
provisions of the Liberty Bond Acts.

Waiver of reports or examinations of affiliates.—A new paragraph was
added to section 21 of the Federal Reserve Act to permit the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or the Comptroller of
the Currency, as the case may be, to waive examination of, or reports
from, affiliates of a member bank, when they are '"not necessary to
disclose fully the relations between such affiliate and such bank and
the effect thereof upon the affairs of such bank."

Criminal provisions clarified, extended to insured banks.—Section 22 (a)
was amended to make it clear that the prohibitions against loans or
gratuities to bank examiners from member banks, and their officers
and employees, apply only to banks subject to examination by such
examiners; and also to make it clear that the prohibitions and pen-
alties set forth in section 22 (a) apply to State examiners examining
member banks as well as to Federal examiners, but not to private
examiners. The prohibitions were extended to cover insured banks.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation examiners subjected to criminal
provisions.—The prohibition in section 22 (b) of the Federal Reserve
Act against a national bank examiner receiving compensation from
any bank, or officer or employee thereof, was extended to Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation examiners; and the restrictions
against examiners revealing the borrowers or collateral of member
banks was extended to cover insured banks.

Borrowings by executive officers of member banks; elimination of crimi-
nal penalty.—Section 22 (g) of the Federal Reserve Act forbidding
executive officers of member banks to borrow from their banks was
amended by adding a provision giving the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System power to remove such officers for viola-
tions, in lieu of the provision subjecting such officers to fine or im-
prisonment. The $10,000 fine on the bank was eliminated. Such
loans as were outstanding on June 16, 1933, may, under the amended
law, be extended or renewed until June 16, 1938, if a finding by the
bank directors that such renewal is in the bank's interest and that
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the officer has made reasonable effort to reduce his obligation is
spread on the bank's minute book. With the prior approval of a
majority of the bank's directors, loans not exceeding $2,500 from a
member bank to an executive officer are permitted. Borrowing by
a partnership in which one or more executive officers have indi-
vidually or collectively a majority interest are within the prohibition.
It was made clear that executive officers may, for the protection of
the bank, indorse paper previously taken by it in good faith or may
incur indebtedness to the bank for the purpose of protecting the bank
against loss or giving financial assistance to it. The Board was
given power to define terms used in the section and prescribe regu-
lations to effect its purposes.

Restrictions on loans to affiliates relaxed.—The exemptions from the
limitations of section 23A on member banks' loans to affiliates and
loans on any investments in the securities of affiliates were broadened
so as to include among such exemptions (1) affiliates "engaged on
June 16, 1934", in holding the bank premises (the old law required
them to be "solely" so engaged) or in maintaining and operating
properties acquired for banking purposes prior to that date; (2)
wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign banking corporations organized
under the Federal Reserve Act; (3) wholly owned subsidiaries of
similar corporations in which national banks are authorized to invest
under section 25 of the Federal Eeserve Act; (4) affiliates engaged
solely in holding obligations of, or fully guaranteed as to principal
and interest by, the United States (the previous exemption applied
only to affiliates holding such direct obligations) ; (5) affiliates which
became such through a bona fide previous debt; and (6) affiliates
which are such because their shares are held by the bank as fiduciary
(except when the beneficiaries are a majority of the bank's stock-
holders).

The section also was made inapplicable to affiliate indebtedness
arising from the unpaid balance due on assets purchased from the
bank, and to loans secured by, or extensions of credit against obliga-
tions of, or fully guaranteed as to principal and interest by, the
United States.

Industrial loans relieved of real-estate restrictions.—Section 24 of the
Federal Eeserve Act was amended to exempt from the restrictions
of that section on real estate loans, all "working capital" loans to in-
dustry in which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or a Fed-
eral Reserve bank has participated or made a commitment, or which
it has discounted, loaned upon, or purchased.

Interlocking bank directorates.—The provisions of the Clayton Act
relating to interlocking bank directorates were rewritten to provide
that "no private banker or director, officer, or employee of any mem-
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ber bank of the Federal Reserve System or any branch thereof shall
be at the same time a director, officer, or employee of any other bank,
banking association, savings bank, or trust company organized under
the National Bank Act or organized under laws of any State or of the
District of Columbia, or any branch thereof, except that the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System may by regulation per-
mit such service as a director, officer, or employee of not more than one
other such institution or branch thereof." However, the prohibition
does not apply in the case of (1) a bank of which more than'90 per-
cent of the stock is owned by the United States or by any corporation
of which the United States owns more than 90 percent of the stock;
(2) a bank formally in liquidation or receivership; (3) a corporation
principally engaged in foreign banking which has entered into an
agreement with the Board pursuant to section 25 of the Federal Re-
serve Act; (4) a bank of which more than 50 percent of the common
stock is owned by persons who own more than 50 percent of the com-
mon stock of the member banks; (5) a bank not located and having
no branch in the same place where the member bank or branch thereof
is located, or in a place contiguous or adjacent thereto; (6) a bank
not engaged in a class or classes of business in which the member bank
is engaged; and (7) a mutual savings bank having no capital stock.
Until February 1,1939, the amended section will not affect the service
of any director, officer, or employee of any member bank or branch
thereof who was lawfully serving on the date the amendment was
enacted.

Reduction in stock of national bank.—Section 5143 of the Revised
Statutes was amended to eliminate the necessity for a national bank
obtaining the approval of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in addition to the approval of the Comptroller of the
Currency, before reducing its capital stock.

Branches of State member banks.—Section 9 of the Federal Reserve
Act was amended to require the approval of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System instead of the Comptroller of the
Currency, for State member banks to establish or maintain out-of-
town branches.

Interest on postal-savings deposits.—Section 8 of the Postal Savings
Depository Act of June 25, 1910, was amended so as to permit the
withdrawal of postal-savings deposits by depositors without notice
and without loss of interest, except that no interest may be allowed
for any period of less than 3 months. Under the amended law, the
rate of interest paid on such deposits may not exceed the rate which
may lawfully be paid on savings deposits by member banks located
in or nearest to the place where the depository office is situated, and
postal-savings depositories may deposit funds on time with member
banks subject to the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act and regu-
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lations thereunder regarding payment of time deposits and interest
thereon.

Preferred stock and capital notes and debentures.—It was provided by
the act that in a case in which a national bank, State member bank,
or bank applying for membership in the Federal Reserve System has
outstanding preferred stock, the determination of whether or not its
capital is impaired and the amount of such impairment shall be
based upon the par value of its stock, even though the amount which
the holders of the preferred stock are entitled to receive in the event
of retirement of the stock or liquidation of the bank shall be greater
than the par value of such stock. Capital notes and debentures of
the type which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation may pur-
chase, and obligations expressly subordinated thereto, may be ex-
cluded from the total liabilities of such a bank in determining
whether its capital is impaired.

Other provisions.—In addition to the provisions which have been
specifically referred to above, the Banking Act of 1935 contained a
number of other provisions relating to national banks and to non-
member banks whose deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, as well as certain miscellaneous provisions
of lesser importance.

CHANGES IN THE REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD

During the year 1935, a number of changes were made in the regu-
lations of the Board. These will be mentioned briefly below.

Payment of interest on deposits.—Late in the year 1934 the Board
announced a change in its Regulation Q relating to the payment of
deposits and interest thereon by member banks, effective February 1,
1935, under which the maximum rate of interest payable on time and
savings deposits by member banks was reduced from 3 percent to 2y2

percent, and certain other detailed amendments were made.
In the latter part of November 1935, this regulation was revised,

effective January 1, 1936.' Up to that date the maximum rate pay-
able by member banks on both time and savings deposits had been
2y2 percent per annum. Under the revised regulation, the maximum
rate payable on savings deposits continued to be 2y2 percent, but with
regard to time deposits the following schedule of maximum rates was
prescribed: On time deposits having a maturity of 6 months or more
or payable upon written notice of 6 months or more and on postal-
savings deposits, 2y2 percent; on time deposits having a maturity of
less than 6 months and not less than 90 days or payable upon writ-
ten notice of less than 6 months and not less than 90 days, 2 percent;
and on time deposits having a maturity of less than 90 days or pay-
able upon written notice of less than 90 days, 1 percent.
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In lieu of the requirement theretofore contained in the regulation
that savings deposits shall consist of funds accumulated for bona fide
thrift purposes, there was substituted a requirement that they shall
consist of funds of one or more individuals or of an organization
operated primarily for religious, philanthropic, charitable, educa-
tional, fraternal, or other similar purposes, and not operated for
profit. The provision of the regulation requiring the presentation
of the pass book whenever a withdrawal is made was liberalized so
as to permit withdrawals through payment to any authorized person
presenting the pass book and to permit withdrawals without presen-
tation of the pass book where payment is made to the depositor in
person or is remitted by an instrument payable to the depositor.

The revised regulation defined the term "interest" so as to in-
clude, among other things, the payment or absorption of exchange
or collection charges which involve out-of-pocket expenses. How-
ever, pending action by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion on its regulation relating to the payment of interest on de-
posits by insured nonmember banks, the Board, on December 28,
1935, deferred until further action by the Board, the effective date
of subsection 1 (f) of the regulation, which contains the definition
of the term "interest." The regulation also permitted the payment
of time deposits before maturity in certain circumstances, and au-
thorized loans to depositors on security of time or savings deposits
at a rate of interest not less than 1 percent in excess of the rate paid
on the deposits.

Reserves of member banks.—The Board also issued, effective January
1, 1936, a revision of Regulation D relating to the reserves which
member banks are required to maintain with the Federal Reserve
banks, making a number of changes in the regulation to conform
to amendments to the law contained in the Banking Act of 1935.
Reserve requirements were not changed in the revised regulation
but, in accordance with the authority conferred upon the Board by
the Banking Act of 1935 to change reserve requirements, the revised
regulation provides that the actual net balance which each member
bank is required to maintain on deposit with the Federal Reserve
bank of its district shall be changed by such percentage, within the
limits prescribed by law, as the Board shall prescribe from time to
time in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or contraction.

Loans to executive officers.—The Banking Act of 1933 amended sec-
tion 22 of the Federal Reserve Act by adding thereto a new sub-
section which prohibited member banks from making loans to their
executive officers and prohibited such officers from borrowing from
such banks, under a criminal penalty. The criminal penalty was
discontinued by the Banking Act of 1935 and the Board of Govern-
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nors was authorized by that act to issue regulations with respect
to this subject and to remove offending officers from office for viola-
tion. The Board's new Regulation O was issued pursuant to this
authority to become effective January 1, 1936, and contains, among
other things, definitions of the terms "executive officer", "extension
of credit", and similar terms. The Board's old Regulation O, issued
in 1915, and containing instructions to Federal Reserve agents re-
garding the issuance and retirement of Federal Reserve notes, was
revoked, and revised instructions on the subject were issued in a
letter addressed to the Federal Reserve agents.

Extension of credit by brokers, dealers, and members of securities ex-
changes.—During the year the Board approved six amendments to its
Regulation T relating to the extension and maintenance of credit by
brokers, dealers, and members of national securities exchanges. Four
of these amendments became effective on May 10, 1935, one on August
8, 1935, and one on October 29, 1935. The amendments, which were
largely of a clarifying or technical character, related to cash trans-
actions and such administrative matters as maintenance of credit in
limited cases without collateral or required collateral, the payment of
interest and dividends from restricted accounts under certain limita-
tions, the transfer of accounts from one customer to another, and the
elimination of loan value for short-term warrants evidencing rights
to subscribe to securities.

Membership of State banking institutions in the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem.—The Board also approved a revision of its Regulation H relat-
ing to membership of State banking institutions in the Federal Re-
serve System to become effective January 1, 1936. A number of
changes made necessary by recent amendments to the law were incor-
porated in the revised regulation, and the standard conditions of
membership to be accepted by State institutions upon admission to
the Federal Reserve System were revised and simplified.

Issuance and cancelation of Federal Eeserve bank stock.—The Board's
Regulation I, relating to the increase or decrease of capital stock of
Federal Reserve banks and the cancelation of old and the issue of
new stock certificates, was revised, effective January 1, 1936. The
procedure for the issuance and cancelation of Federal Reserve bank
stock was simplified in the, revised regulation, which also contains
certain changes necessary to conform to recent amendments to the
statute.

Holding company affiliates—voting permits.—Regulation P relating to
holding company affiliates and voting permits was amended, effective
January 1, 1936, so as to incorporate certain changes, mostly of a
technical character, made necessary by amendments to the law con-
tained in the Banking Act of 1935.
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CREDIT AGREEMENTS WITH FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS

Federal Reserve participation in the two credits granted to the
National Bank of Hungary in 1931 by the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, with the approval of the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve System and in association with other Federal Reserve
banks, the Bank for International Settlements, and a number of
foreign central banks, was reduced during 1935 from $3,140,000 to
$2,520,000. Most of the reduction occurred on April 18, partly by
anticipation of the schedule of repayments embodied in the consoli-
dated agreement of 1933, to which reference was made in the annual
report of the Board for that year. Federal Reserve participation in
the credits takes the form of purchases of prime commercial bills
guaranteed by the National Bank of Hungary.

The demand deposit at the Bank for International Settlements
made by the Federal Reserve banks with the approval of the Board
of Governors for the purchase from time to time of bills guaranteed
by that bank, as well as Federal Reserve holdings of bills purchased
under the arrangement, remained substantially unchanged during
1935. At the end of the year the deposit amounted to $540,000 and
bill holdings amounted to $2,000,000.

On February 20, 1935, the Federal Reserve banks, acting through
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and with the approval of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, granted a
credit of $200,000 to the National Bank of Nicaragua secured by
gold. The credit was to run for a period of approximately 4 months,
but by May 8 it was completely repaid. Between November 6 and
December 23, additional short-term credits secured by gold were
granted by the Federal Reserve banks in an aggregate amount of
$350,000, to mature between February 8 and April 21, 1936. These
credits were granted to the National Bank of Nicaragua for the pur-
pose of meeting a seasonal shortage of dollar exchange pending the
sale abroad of the Nicaraguan coffee crop.

BANK EXAMINATIONS

Under the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, State member
banks are subject to examinations made by direction of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or of the Federal Re-
serve banks by examiners selected or approved by the Board of
Governors. The examination of State member banks made pursu-
ant to such provisions are made by examiners for the various Federal
Reserve banks, whose appointments are approved by the Board of
Governors and who work under the direction of the Federal Reserve
agents. The policy approved by the Board of Governors of the
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Federal Reserve System provides that at least one regular examina-
tion of each State member bank, including its trust department, be
made during each calendar year by examiners for the Federal Re-
serve banks, either independently or jointly with State banking
authorities.

In accordance with the policy of making joint examinations wThere-
ever practicable in order to avoid duplication of examinations and
minimize any inconvenience to the banks examined, most of the
examinations of State member banks made during the year by ex-
aminers for the Federal Reserve banks were joint examinations
made in cooperation with the State banking authorities.

In the latter part of 1933 and in accordance with the procedure
approved by the Board of Governors, each of the Federal Reserve
agents made arrangements to add to his staff one or more examiners
especially qualified to make examinations of trust departments. The
development of more complete examinations of the trust depart-
ments of State member banks was an important feature of the ex-
aminations of such banks during the year 1934 and this phase of
examination procedure was further developed in the program of
examinations of State member banks in 1935. Particular emphasis
in the examination of trust departments of State member banks con-
tinued to be laid upon policies and practices of the banks in the
investment of trust funds and the discharge of their fiduciary
responsibilities.

A conference of the assistant Federal ^Reserve agents in charge
of examinations for the Federal Reserve banks, the chief examiners
and the trust examiners for the Federal Reserve banks, and repre-
sentatives of the Board of Governors, was held in Washington in
the fall of 1935. The conference, similar to the one held in 1934,
was called at the request of the Board of Governors for the purpose
of further coordinating the examination activities of the various
Federal Reserve banks and developing a more uniform procedure
with respect thereto.

Under the provisions of section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act,
as amended June 16, 1934, the Board of Governors was required to
certify to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, in connection
with the inauguration of the permanent plan for insurance of de-
posits which had been postponed until July 1, 1935, whether or not
the assets of each State member bank which had made application
to become a class A stockholder of the Corporation were adequate
to enable it to meet all of its labilities to depositors and other cred-
itors as shown by the books of the bank. As had been the case in the
preceding year, a program of examinations of State member banks
was developed by the Board of Governors and the Federal Reserve
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agents to provide current reports of examination on the basis of
which the required certifications might be made. In anticipation
of the inauguration of the permanent plan of insurance on July 1,
1935, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation submitted to the
Board of Governors the names of a number of Slate member banks
which had made application to become class A stockholders of the
Corporation and requested the Board to make the required certifica-
tions of the banks named. A number of certifications were made
by the Board of Governors to the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration prior to July 1, 1935, but the necessity for further action
in this connection was removed by the postponement of the effective
date for permanent insurance of deposits and the subsequent enact-
ment of the Banking Act of 1935 which eliminated the requirement
for certification.

All of the 12 Federal Keserve banks were examined during the
year by the Board's Division of Examinations.

An examination by the Board's Division of Examinations was
made during the year of the head office of the only banking corpora-
tion now in operation organized under the provisions of section
25 (a) of the Federal Keserve Act, generally referred to as the Edge
Act, to engage in foreign and international banking business,

TRUST POWERS OF NATIONAL BANKS

During the year 1935 30 national banks were granted authority
by the Board to exercise tone or more trust powers under the pro-
visions of section 11 (k) of the Federal Keserve Act? and 15 national
banks surrendered their right to exercise such powers.

In addition to granting trust powers as stated above, the Board
also gave consideration to a number of applications for trust powers
where the condition of the bank, the character of the management,
the need for fiduciary powers or other related matters were such
that the grant of unrestricted trust powers did not appear to be
warranted. The disposition of such applications varied according
to the facts and circumstances in each case. Certain applications
were denied; others were approved in restricted form to permit the
applicant bank to acquire certain trust accounts from a predecessor
bank but not to acquire new fiduciary business; while in other cases
action by the Board was deferred pending an examination of the
applicant bank, the strengthening of its capital structure, or action
in connection with changes or corrections in the asset condition of
the bank, its management or other pertinent factors.

On December 31, 1935, 1,923 national banks were holding permits
to exercise trust powers. A list of such banks appears on pages
273-292 of this report. In addition, 13 national banks were author-
ized at that time to exercise restricted trust powers only.
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REDUCTIONS IN CAPITAL STOCK OF NATIONAL BANKS

The Banking Act of 1935, effective August 23, 1935, eliminated
the requirement that reductions in capital stock of national banks
be approved by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. During the period from January 1, 1935, to August 23,
1935, the Board approved the applications of, 76 national banks for
permission to reduce the amount of their capital stock. In a great
majority of the cases the reductions were in connection with the is-
suance of preferred stock, the released capital being used to provide
for the elimination of worthless and undesirable assets.

ADMINISTRATION OF SECTIONS 8 AND 8A OF THE CLAYTON ANTITRUST ACT

Section 329 of the Banking Act of 1935 amended the Clayton
Antitrust Act by repealing section 8A thereof and by substituting
for the first three paragraphs of section 8 a provision prohibiting
a private banker or a director, officer, or employee of a member bank
of the Federal Reserve System from being at the same time a direc-
tor, officer, or employee of any other bank, banking association,
savings bank, or trust company organized under the National Bank
Act or organized under the laws of any State or of the District of
Columbia except in certain classes of cases described in the statute
and in such other cases, involving not more than one other such
institution, as the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
may by regulation permit. Under the provisions of the act as
amended individual permits are no longer issued by the Board.

From January 1, 1935, to August 23, 1935, the effective date of the
Banking Act of 1935, the Board acted upon the applications of
approximately 680 persons for individual permits to serve at the
same time as director, officer, or employee of more than one bank,
banking association, savings bank, or trust company where such
service was, without such a permit, within the prohibitory provisions
of the law.

On August 23, 1935, the applications of 20 persons not previously
acted upon by the Board were pending in the Board's offices in
Washington. A number of these cases involved relationships which
were no longer prohibited by the Clayton Act as amended. In ad-
dition a small number of cases consisting of applications previously
disapproved were awaiting reconsideration.

Pursuant to the authority contained in the act as amended, the
Board granted permission to any person who had filed an application
for permission to serve two or more banks within the prohibitions
of section 8 of the Clayton Antitrust Act which had been received
at the offices of the Board in Washington on or before August 23,
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1935, and on which the Board had taken no action prior to such
date, to serve as director, officer, or employee of any member bank
named in such application and of any other one bank, banking asso-
ciation, savings bank, or trust company named in such application, in
addition to any service otherwise lawful under the Clayton Antitrust
Act, until the adoption of general regulations by the Board or until
March 1, 1936, whichever was the earlier. On January 4, 1936, the
Board adopted and issued a revision of its Regulation L relating to
Interlocking Bank Directorates Under the Clayton Act based upon
the provisions of section 8 as amended by the Banking Act of 1935.
In the revised regulation the permission above referred to was made
applicable to individuals whose applications were pending on August
23, 1935, at the offices of the Federal Reserve agents as well as at
the Board's offices in Washington, and was made effective until the
next election of directors of the institutions involved or until March
1, 1936, whichever was the earlier, provided the Board had taken
no adverse action on such application prior to August 23, 1935.
Permission was granted under similar circumstances to a private
banker to serve one bank included in his application.

ADMINISTRATION OF SECTION 3 2 OF THE BANKING ACT OF 193 3

Section 32 of the Banking Act of 1933 made it unlawful for an
officer or director of a member bank to be an officer, director, or
manager of an organization engaged primarily in the business of
purchasing, selling, or negotiating securities, and prohibited corre-
spondent relationships between such organizations and member
banks, except when authorized by a permit therefor issued by the
Board; and the Board was authorized to issue such permit if in its
judgment it was not incompatible with the public interest and to
revoke such permit if the public interest required.

During 1935 the Board acted upon 28 applications of individuals
under the provisions of that section. Of this number, 5 were denied,
and in the remaining cases, it was found that the statute was not
applicable. In connection with such cases, there was no change in
the policy of the Board which was outlined in its annual report
for 1934. The Board also considered a number of requests for rulings
as to the applicability of this section in cases in which formal appli-
cations were not filed, and also gave further consideration to a
number of applications which had previously been denied.

The Board also extended until January 1, 1936, the blanket permit
referred to in its annual report for 1934 authorizing member banks
to have correspondent relationships in connection with underwriting
and dealing in United States Government obligations, municipal
bonds, and certain other specified types of securities which member
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banks are authorized to underwrite and deal in under other provi-
sions of law.

As indicated elsewhere in this report, section 32 of the Banking
Act of 1933 was amended, effective January 1, 1936, by the Banking
Act of 1935. The amendments eliminated the provisions dealing
with correspondent relationships, and made several other changes,
one of which authorized the Board to permit interlocking personnel
relationships between member banks and securities organizations of
the kind referred to above in limited classes of cases, by general
regulations rather than by individual permits.

AFFILIATES OF MEMBER BANKS

The Banking Act of 1935 amended former provisions of law per-
taining to reports of affiliates by authorizing the Comptroller of
the Currency and the Board to waive the requirement of reports of
affiliates of national banks or State member banks, respectively, in
cases in which, in their judgment, a report is not necessary to dis-
close fully the relations between the affiliate and the bank and the
effect thereof upon the affairs of the bank. Under authority of the
amended provisions both the Board and the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency have prescribed conditions with respect to the waiving of such
reports. In substance, the waiver applies in all cases where the
member bank has no financial interest in the affiliate, either as stock-
holder or creditor, in an amount in excess of $5,000 or 1 percent of
the bank's capital and surplus, whichever is the less, and in all
cases where the affiliation arises purely from a fiduciary relation-
ship. The effect is to exempt banks from furnishing reports of
organizations which technically are their affiliates, but where the
relationship has no practical effect upon the affairs of the banks
concerned.

Section 301 of the Banking Act of 1935 amended section 2 of the
Banking Act of 1933 by providing that the term "holding company
affiliate" shall not include (except for purpose^ of section 23A of
the Federal Eeserve Act) any organization which is determined by
the Board not to be engaged, directly or indirectly, as a business in
holding the stock of, or managing or controlling, banks, banking
associations, savings banks, or trust companies. Under authority
of this provision the Board made such determinations with respect
to 72 organizations.

During the year 1935 the Board acted upon the applications for
voting permits submitted by holding company affiliates of member
banks in accordance with the provisions of section 5144 of the Re-
vised Statutes, as amended, and section 9 of the Federal Eeserve
Act, as amended, and authorized the issuance of permits as follows:
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For general purposes, 34; for miscellaneous limited purposes only,
such as issuance of preferred stock, reduction of common stock, etc.,
72; for the election of directors for the year 1935 and the transaction
of routine matters only, 7; for the election of directors for the year
1935, the transaction of routine matters and for other miscellaneous
purposes, 8; for the election of directors for the year 1936 and the
transaction of routine matters only, 9.

In connection with the issuance of general voting permits, the
Board approved, after careful consideration, a form of agreement
containing certain standard provisions which, in its opinion, would
be appropriate to accomplish the purposes of the law, to be executed
by each holding company affiliate as a condition precedent to the
issuance of a general voting permit, in addition to such special con-
ditions as the Board might see fit to prescribe in authorizing the
issuance of general permits in particular cases. The standard form
of agreement is discussed more fully on page 217.

MEETINGS OF FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE

In accordance with the provisions of the first paragraph of section
12A of the Federal Reserve Act, four meetings of the Federal Open
Market Committee were held in Washington during 1935. These
meetings were held on February 5, May 27-28, October 22-24, and
December 17-18, 1935. The executive committee of the Federal
Open Market Committee met from time to time throughout the
year as occasion required.

MEETINGS OF FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Four meetings of the Federal Advisory Council were held in Wash-
ington during 1935 on the following dates: February 19-20, April 10;

September 23-24, and November 20-21.

ORGANIZATION, STAFF, AND EXPENDITURES

On January 2, 1935, Philip E. Bradley was appointed assistant
chief of the Division of Security Loans.

Effective May 1, 1935, George B. Vest and B. Magruder Wingfield
were appointed assistant general counsel to the Board; R. F. Leon-
ard and C. E. Cagle were appointed assistant chiefs of the Division
of Examinations; and J. E. Horbett was appointed assistant chief of
the Division of Bank Operations.

On May 9,1935, Elliott Thurston was appointed as special assistant
to the Governor of the Board. Mr. Thurston's title was changed to
special assistant to the Chairman, effective August 23, 1935.
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Effective August 23, 1935, the title of Lawrence Clayton, formerly
assistant to the Governor, was changed to assistant to the Chairman.

The total cost of conducting the work of the Board during the
year 1935 was approximately $1,457,435.70. This is exclusive of
expenditures in the amount of $825,431.38 made in connection with
the acquisition of a site for, and expenses in connection with, the
new building to be erected by the Board. Two assessments were
levied against the Federal Reserve banks aggregating $1,405,897.96,
or somewhat less than one-half of 1 percent of their average paid-in
capital and surplus for the year. Under an arrangement with the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland the accounts of the Board were
audited four times during the course of the year 1935 by the auditor
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland and certify by him to be
correct.

56048—36 6
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Early in 1936, in accordance with the provisions of the Banking Act
of 1935, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System was
reconstituted and the Federal Open Market Committee was reorganized.
Presidents and first vice presidents of the twelve Federal Reserve banks
were elected by their boards of directors for five-year terms and were ap-
proved by the Board of Governors. After the new Board of Governors
took office it appointed chairmen of the boards of directors of the Federal
Reserve banks, and initiated a procedure looking toward placing the
chairmanships upon a largely honorary basis. A detailed statement of
changes in the organization and personnel of the System is given on pages
43-46 of this report.

During 1936 the Federal Reserve System, as reconstituted, continued to
pursue the policy of monetary ease which had been in effect since the
beginning of the depression, and money was available in abundance at
the lowest rates of interest the country has known.

Reserves of member banks continued to increase rapidly throughout
the year. They had been built up in recent years largely by the acquisi-
tions of gold which followed revaluation of the dollar in January 1934.
Notwithstanding an increase in required reserves resulting from a rapid
rise in deposits, excess reserves by the summer of 1936 amounted to over
$3,000,000,000. On the basis of these excess reserves and the legal reserve
ratios then in effect, bank credit could have been expanded to twice the
volume in use at the peak of business activity in 1929; and the gold
inflow was still in progress.

In July 1936 and again in January 1937 the Board of Governors took
action to increase reserve requirements and thereby to eliminate a large
part of the excess reserves that had accumulated. The combined effect
of these two actions of the Board was to double the reserve requirements
of member banks. Thus the power conferred upon the Board by the
Banking Act of 1935 to increase reserve requirements for the purpose of
preventing injurious credit expansion was fully utilized. In December
1936 the United States Treasury inaugurated a policy of setting aside in
an inactive stock all gold purchased subsequent to December 23, 1936,
and thereby preventing the further acquisition of gold from increasing
bank reserves. The Treasury and Federal Reserve measures taken to-
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gether largely eliminated the basis of a potential credit expansion arising
from the large movement of gold to this country which had begun in
1934 and had greatly expanded the credit base of the country. A more
complete discussion of changes in the reserve position of banks since the
establishment of the Federal Reserve System, and particularly in recent
years, is given in a later section of this report, beginning on page 9.

These measures did not reflect changes in Federal Reserve credit policy,
which continued to be directed toward monetary ease. They were
adopted with a view to reducing redundant reserves created by the gold
movement and did not affect the existing volume of currency and bank
deposits which had been built up in recent years. The growth of deposits
since 1933 has been in part the direct result of the movement of gold, but
a far more important factor was the purchase by banks of United States
obligations issued to finance the Government's relief and recovery pro-
gram. As a result of the gold movement member banks had large
amounts of unused reserves, and since the demand for credit for business
purposes was relatively small, the banks bought Government issues in
large volume. They paid for these securities principally by crediting
the Government account on their books. Subsequently, as the Govern-
ment spent the proceeds, funds were transferred from its accounts to
deposits of the general public and were distributed through all parts of
the country. Chiefly by these two means—gold imports and Govern-
ment borrowing—to which in 1936 was added a substantial increase in
bank loans, the volume of deposits was expanded to an amount larger
than in 1929, when the national income and business activity were much
greater.

The great volume of accumulated cash resources held by individuals
and business concerns, which was well in excess of present needs, was not
reduced by the actions taken to diminish excess reserves of member
banks. Banks continue to have a substantial amount of excess reserves
on which to expand credit and can obtain additional reserves by recourse
to Federal Reserve banks, but the necessity of calling Federal Reserve
credit into use would once again make the banking system more directly
responsive to Federal Reserve policy. The existing volume of bank
deposits, moreover, was not reduced by the increase in requirements, and
these deposits, if more actively utilized, would be sufficient to finance a
volume of business far greater than was transacted in 1936.

During 1936 business borrowing from banks and in the capital market
showed a marked increase. In the early phases of the recovery unused
plant capacity was brought into use as production schedules expanded,
and the rapid expansion of earnings, as plant capacity became more fully
utilized, largely served to finance the necessary increases in inventories.
Later, as new plant and equipment began to be needed, many businesses
found their existing cash resources sufficient for meeting these require-
ments. The great expansion of bank credit in connection with Govern-
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merit borrowing had made additional funds available to business enter-
prise and to investors. During 1936, however, business drew upon the
banks and upon investors' funds to a considerably larger extent. Com-
mercial loans to bank customers, after three years of little change, in-
creased by $1,000,000,000, and securities issued by corporations to obtain
new capital (as distinct from refunding issues) amounted to $1,200,000,-
000, or more than the aggregate for the previous four years combined.
Since both banks and other investors had unused cash resources, financ-
ing of new capital needs, as well as an unusually large amount of refund-
ing, was effected at exceptionally low interest rates. The large volume of
idle funds still in the hands of investors should assure business of ample
funds at moderate rates to finance further recovery, even without expan-
sion of bank credit.

The pressure of these investment funds in the security markets was
supplemented by foreign investments in American securities amounting
on balance since March 1935 to about $1,000,000,000. The rise in stock
prices since March 1935 had been rapid and nearly continuous, and from
the autumn of 1935 to the spring of 1936 it was accompanied by an in-
crease in credit extended for margin trading in securities, as well as by
greater stock market activity. Under these circumstances it was con-
sidered advisable to restrict further buying on the basis of borrowed
funds—buying that would be encouraged both by the speculative oppor-
tunities that existed in the stock market and by the extremely low rates
at which loans on securities were available by reason of the accumulation
of excess bank reserves. The Board, therefore, in January and March
1936 took action to increase the margin requirements applicable to secu-
rity loans made by brokers and dealers in securities and in March also
made these requirements, as increased, applicable to loans made by banks
on stocks for the purpose of purchasing or carrying stocks registered on
national securities exchanges. By these measures the Board undertook
to check the growing use of borrowed funds for speculation in securities,
without limiting the supply or raising the cost of credit available for
commercial, industrial, or agricultural purposes. Extensions of credit by
brokers and banks to finance margin trading declined somewhat after
the Board's action but in the latter part of the year showed a small in-
crease, which continued during the early months of 1937.

Progress in industry and trade was substantial in 1936. Production
of durable goods increased considerably and output of nondurable prod-
ucts also showed growth, particularly in the latter half of the year. The
increase in durable goods production reflected purchases of equipment
both by industry and by individuals as well as further expansion in con-
struction. There was a general rise in employment, and income in both
urban and rural areas was considerably larger than in other recent years.
Capital values increased during the year, and in the latter part of the
year there was a general advance in commodity prices. Total national
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income rose to $03,800,000,000 for the year, as compared with $55,000,-
000,000 in 1935 and a low of $39,500,000,000 in 1932.

The advance from a depression of extreme depth and long duration
toward fuller employment of the nation's labor and productive resources
has been considerable and at times increases in activity and in prices
have been rapid. A period of expansion after a prolonged depression
places on regulatory agencies the responsibility for timely and effective
action toward maintenance of a balanced recovery. The steps taken in
1936 and 1937 to absorb excess reserves and limit their further expansion
placed the Federal Reserve System in a better position to make its credit
policies effective on the member banks and upon the credit situation
generally.

GOLD AND INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

The growth of United States monetary gold stock continued on a large
scale in 1936. During the period of nearly three years from January
1934, when the gold content of the dollar was fixed at its present amount,
the increase in monetary gold stock amounted to $4,200,000,000, of which
$1,100,000,000 occurred in 1936.

There were also substantial purchases of silver under the silver pur-
chase program during this period. To the extent that silver has been
acquired abroad the resulting imports have, in general, taken the place
of equivalent gold imports in settling the balance of international pay-
ments to the United States. From January 1934 to the end of 1936 the
combined increase in gold and silver stocks amounted to $5,100,000,000,
of which $600,000,000 came from domestic sources and $4,500,000,000
was acquired abroad.

Factors behind the gold and silver movement.—While acquisitions of
foreign gold and silver by the United States have been heavy and vir-
tually uninterrupted over the whole period since revaluation of the dollar,
the several factors contributing to the movement have varied greatly in
importance. The balance of payments due to the United States by
foreigners on merchandise and service account, which was substantial at
the beginning of the period, was reversed in 1936. The net inflow of
capital from abroad has progressively become more important as a factor
in the gold and silver movement, and the character of the capital inflow
itself has undergone certain changes as different influences have been
brought to bear upon it.

The shift in the balance of international payments of the United States
on merchandise and service account since 1934 reflects mainly a reduc-
tion in the excess of exports, but also an increase in the balance paid to
foreigners for tourist expenditures, immigrant remittances, interest,
dividends, and other service items. Imports have continued to expand
more rapidly than exports, with the result that the export excess, which
in 1934 amounted to $481,000,000, was reduced by 1936 to $59,000,000.
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1934, 1935, AND 1936

(+) indicates net foreign payments to Americans. (—) indicates net American payments to foreigners!

[In millions of dollars]

Gold and silver movement

Gold
Silver

Trade and service transactions

Merchandise x

Services

Capital movement

Stocks and bonds
Short-term funds
Direct investments and other capital transactions

Residual item

1934

- 1 , 3 0 3

- 1 , 2 1 7
- 8 6

+461

+481
- 2 0

+360

+224
+192

- 5 6

+482

1935

- 2 , 0 7 5

- 1 , 7 3 9
- 3 3 6

+ 183

+255
- 7 2

+1,537

+411
+970
+ 156

+355

1936

- 1 , 2 1 0

- 1 , 0 3 0
- 1 8 0

- 1 5 3

+59
- 2 1 2

+1,172

+792
+404

- 2 4

+191

Total
1934-1936

-4,588

-3,986
-602

+491

+795
- 3 0 4

+3,069

+1,427
+ 1,566

+76

+1,028

1 Includes merchandise adjustments.

The substantial rise in the net amount payable to foreigners for services
in 1936 reflected mainly increased tourist travel abroad by Americans
and larger dividend payments to foreigners by corporations in the United
States.

The reported net movement of capital to the United States from
abroad amounted to $3,100,000,000 from the end of 1933 to the end of
1936. Half the total consisted of an inflow of short-term banking funds;
most of the remainder represented net foreign purchases of American
securities and, to a lesser extent, of foreign securities in this market.
The movement reflected a variety of influences which, operating with
varying degrees of force, brought about changes in the character and
extent of the capital inflow during the period. The more important of
these are discussed in succeeding paragraphs. The net capital inflow for
1936 was not as large as in 1935, but much larger than in 1934.

Inflow of short-term banking funds.—Movement of short-term bank-
ing funds to the United States amounted to $1,550,000,000 in the three
years 1934-1936. A portion of these short-term funds came in a com-
paratively steady flow, reflecting the accumulation of foreign working
balances in the United States and the gradual liquidation of frozen
American claims abroad. A far larger part was received at intervals in
sharp movements, usually associated with a financial or political crisis
in the former gold-bloc countries—France, Netherlands, and Switzer-
land. Great Britain and other European countries were also affected by
these developments and by international uncertainties in Europe of a
political character. These special influences, which stimulated the with-
drawal of American funds from abroad as well as the inflow of foreign
balances, were particularly active in 1935 when the inflow of short-term
funds reached a peak. They continued to operate in 1936 but did not
lead to so great an inflow as in the previous year.
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One of the reasons for a smaller inflow of short-term funds during 1936
was that by the middle of 1935 American balances in England and the
gold-bloc countries had been reduced close to a working minimum.
Beginning in January 1936, moreover, some uncertainty abroad as to
the course of American monetary policy and as to prospects for the
budget of the Federal Government led to a withdrawal of European
short-term balances from the United States during the first quarter of
the year. In this period French funds, under the influence of continuing
political and financial uncertainty in France, sought refuge in London
rather than in New York.

During May and June, when events reached a critical stage in France,
the inflow of foreign balances to the United States again attained sub-
stantial proportions. While much French capital continued to go to Eng-
land in this period, British capital moved in substantial amounts to the
United States. The effect of French purchases of sterling upon the for-
ward market for sterling exchange made it profitable to move British
funds to New York, notwithstanding lower short-term interest rates in
New York than in London. Hence there was a large inflow of British,
as well as of gold-bloc, funds to the United States. The end of this crisis
in mid-June was followed by a period of several weeks in which Euro-
pean deposits in American banks were again reduced.

The outflow of capital from France was resumed in August 1936. At
first French capital again went mainly to England, but in September
the French and nationals of other gold-bloc countries began to acquire
substantial amounts of dollar funds. As in previous gold-bloc crises,
British balances in this market also increased.

On September 25 the Governments of the United States, France, and
the United Kingdom issued similarly worded statements in which each
Government declared "its purpose to continue the policy which it has
pursued in recent years, one constant object of which is to maintain the
greatest possible equilibrium in the system of international exchange
and to avoid to the utmost extent the creation of any disturbance of
that system"; and "its intention to continue to use appropriate available
resources so as to avoid as far as possible any disturbance of the basis
of international exchange resulting from the proposed readjustment" of
the French currency. Each Government stated that it "must, of course,
in its policy towards international monetary relations take into full
account the requirements of internal prosperity."

Following this statement redemption of notes in gold was suspended in
France, Switzerland, and the Netherlands, and the currencies of these
countries were allowed to decline on the exchanges. In France and
Switzerland exchange fluctuations were limited by law to a range of 66
to 75 per cent of the previous parity. Central bank gold reserves were
revalued on the basis of the upper of these two limits, and stabilization
funds were set up out of the revaluation profit. The Swiss National Bank
was instructed by the Federal Council to maintain the Swiss franc atDigitized for FRASER 
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approximately 70 per cent of the old parity, and for the remainder of
the year the French stabilization fund also maintained the French franc
at about the same level. The Netherlands established no legal limits to
the fluctuation of the guilder, and gold reserves of the Netherlands Bank
were not revalued; but a stabilization fund similar to that of the British
was established, and the guilder was maintained on the exchanges at a
level of about 80 per cent of the former parity. The Netherlands,
Switzerland, and Belgium subsequently declared their adherence to the
general principles stated in the tripartite declaration. Belgium had re-
duced the value of its currency by 28 percent in 1935.

With the readjustment of gold-bloc currencies and the tripartite decla-
ration looking toward greater stability in international currency rela-
tionships the flight of European funds into American bank deposits
ceased. During the last quarter of the year a moderate amount of short-
term funds moved back to Europe—particularly to England where rates
in the short-term money market firmed toward the year-end. Thus during
much of 1936—i.e. the first quarter, the early summer, and the last
quarter of the year—European deposits in American banks were being
reduced rather than increased. This, together with the fact that little
further return flow of American balances from abroad was possible owing
to the small amount of free balances abroad, accounts for the much
smaller movement of short-term funds to the United States in 1936 than
in 1935.

Foreign buying of American securities.—The cessation of the flight
of short-term capital to the United States, following the events of Sep-
tember 1936, did not, however, prevent the continued investment of
foreign money in American securities. This movement into securities
had been in progress since May 1935. In contrast to the shifts of fright-
ened money into American bank deposits during gold-bloc or war-threat
crises, followed by periods of inactivity, the movement of foreign invest-
ment funds into American security markets had been proceeding week
after week almost without interruption. Europeans were increasing their
holdings of American equities. The greater assurance of stability in
international currency relationships in the last quarter of the year did
not diminish the attractiveness of the United States as a field for invest-
ment and speculation. In fact the new international currency arrange-
ment was followed by a burst of activity in the capital markets of all the
participating countries. There seems to have been a general movement
to get idle funds invested now that the chief currency difficulties appeared
to have been surmounted. Stock prices in France, Switzerland, and the
Netherlands rose sharply and at a more rapid rate than in the United
States. In England there was a moderate advance.

In conjunction with this expansion of stock-market activity capital
flowed to the former gold-bloc countries as well as to the United States—
much of it coming from gold and other resources previously held idle in
London. The movement to France was short-lived, but Switzerland, theDigitized for FRASER 
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Netherlands, and the United States continued to draw capital and gold
for the remainder of the year. During the six weeks from the latter part
of September until the middle of November foreign investments in Amer-
ican securities were at four or five times the rate prevailing in the first
three quarters of the year. Announcement in November that measures
were being considered which would make American investment less
attractive to foreigners, together with a slowing down of the stock market
advance, contributed to a decrease in the movement; but at the end of the
year foreign purchases of American securities were proceeding on about
the same scale as during the first nine months of 1936. This investment
movement in the final quarter of the year was the chief factor in the
heavy inflow of gold from abroad.

New Treasury gold policy.—On December 21, 1936, the Secretary of
the Treasury announced a change in practice designed to prevent future
acquisitions of gold from increasing, and sales of such gold from reducing,
member bank reserves.

Under this practice, as under the old, the Treasury pays for gold by
drawing upon its balance with the Federal Reserve banks, thus trans-
ferring funds from Treasury account to member bank account at the
Federal Reserve banks. The Treasury's balance is reduced by the opera-
tion and member bank reserves are correspondingly increased. At this
point the change of practice is introduced. Before the adoption of the
new gold policy it was the practice of the Treasury to replenish its bal-
ance with the Federal Reserve banks by utilizing the newly purchased
gold to give the Federal Reserve banks equivalent credits in the gold-
certificate account. Replenishment of its balance in this manner had no
effect upon member bank reserves, which therefore retained the increase
that had occurred when the gold was sold to the Treasury. Under the
new policy effective December 24, however, the Treasury has followed
the practice of setting aside its current gold purchases in an inactive
account and replenishing its balance with the Federal Reserve banks by
drawing funds from the market either through the use of existing bal-
ances or through borrowing. Thus funds are transferred back from
member bank reserves to the Treasury account at the Federal Reserve
banks, cancelling the increase in member bank reserves that occurred at
the time the Treasury purchased the gold. While the net result of these
operations is to leave unchanged the total volume of member bank
reserves, they may have altered the distribution of these reserves among
member banks.

The new Treasury policy has been applied not only to gold imports,
but also to purchases of domestically mined gold. The factor which has
been chiefly responsible for the growth of member bank reserves in recent
years has thus been eliminated as a current influence in this direction.
The excess reserves that had accumulated, however, were unaffected by
the Treasury's action.
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MEMBER BANK RESERVES

The growth of member bank reserve balances, which had proceeded
with only temporary interruptions since 1933, continued in 1936, but the
volume of reserves in excess of legal requirements was reduced in the

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

12

MEMBER BANK RESERVES AND RELATED ITEMS
(WEDNESDAY FIGURES) BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936

year as the result of an increase in reserve requirements by the Board
of Governors. Total reserve balances increased by $1,000,000,000 in the
year and toward the end amounted to approximately $6,800,000,000,
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compared with a level of about $2,300,000,000 that prevailed with rela-
tively small changes from 1926 to 1931. Required reserves increased by
$1,900,000,000 in 1936, reflecting the increase on August 16 in the per-
centages of deposits required to be held as reserves, together with a con-
tinued growth in deposits at member banks. The amount of excess re-
serves, which had increased from practically nothing prior to 1931 to over
$3,000,000,000 toward the end of 1935, was reduced by $900,000,000
during 1936. Changes in member bank reserves and in factors affecting
them are shown by weeks since 1929 on the accompanying chart.

Changes in reserves during 1936.—Gold imports continued to be the
most important factor in the increase in reserves in 1936, while a growth
of money in circulation was a factor reducing reserves. Wide fluctuations
in reserves during the course of the year reflected principally changes
in deposits of the Treasury with the Federal Reserve banks, which were
increased periodically by tax receipts and cash payments for new Gov-
ernment securities sold to the public and then gradually decreased by
current expenditures of the Treasury. Redemption of adjusted service
bonds after June 15 resulted in a rapid increase in reserves during the
summer. Substantial reductions in member bank reserve balances at
quarterly financing dates were possible without restraint on member
banks, because of the existence of large excess reserves.

Increase in reserve requirements.—Problems raised by the large vol-
ume and continued increase in member bank reserves were given careful
consideration by the Board of Governors in the latter part of 1935 and
in 1936. Excess reserves held by member banks in June 1936 were
sufficient to provide the basis for almost doubling the existing volume of
deposits, which was already as large as at any previous time. In order
to eliminate the possibility of these excess reserves becoming the basis
of an injurious credit expansion, the Board on July 14 decided to raise
member bank reserve requirements by 50 per cent, effective after the
close of business August 15, 1936. On January 30, 1937, the Board took
action to increase requirements by another 50 percent of those prescribed
in the Federal Reserve Act, one half of this second increase to become
effective March 1 and the other half May 1,1937. This action completed
the use of the Board's power under the law to raise requirements to twice
the percentages prescribed in Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act.

The accompanying table shows the reserve requirements prescribed
under Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act and how they were changed
by the actions of the Board.

Growth of member bank reserves in recent years.—The rapid growth
of member bank reserves, which was the occasion of the Board's action
to increase requirements, had resulted from a number of developments.
Additional reserves were created from 1929 to 1933 through purchases
of United States Government securities by the Federal Reserve banks as
a part of the System's policy to ease money conditions with a view to
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Classes of depos

On net demand deposits
Central reserve city
Reserve city banks.
Country banks

On time deposits:
All member banks..

MEMBER

its and banks

banks

BANK RESERVE REQUIREMENTS
[Percent of deposits]

June 21, 1917,
to

Aug. 15, 1936

13
10
7

3

Aug. 16, 1936,
to

Feb. 28, 1937

15 2

ioy2

Mar. 1,
to

Apr. 30,

1937,

1937

2 2 ^
1 7 ^

Beginning
May 1, 1937

26
20
14

6

NOTE.—For reserve requirements prior to 1917 see table on page 17.

counteracting deflationary forces and encouraging recovery. Until 1933,
however, reserves created through open-market operations were largely
absorbed by increases in money in circulation and through repayment of
borrowings by member banks. In the autumn of 1933, when excess
reserves had increased to $800,000,000, the System discontinued its open-
market purchases. Since that time the principal source of additions to

SOURCES OF EXCESS RESERVES
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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-1000
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All figures are for end-of-month dates, except that for excess reserves as of August 15,
1936. Cumulated gold imports are imports minus exports since December 31, 1931.

member bank reserves has been the importation of gold from abroad.
These facts are illustrated by the chart, which shows United States Gov-
ernment security holdings of the Federal Reserve banks, cumulated gold
imports, and excess reserves from 1932 to 1936. It is clear from the chart
that until the autumn of 1933 increases in excess reserves corresponded
approximately to purchases of United States Government securities by
the Reserve banks, and after that time to other factors, principally gold
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imports which amounted to about $4,000,000,000 during the three years
1934-1936.

In addition to gold imports member bank reserves were increased in
these three years by additions to the monetary gold stock from domestic
production and other domestic sources, amounting to about $500,000,000,
and by the issuance of about $800,000,000 of silver coin and currency by
the Treasury. Of the reserves originating from gold and silver purchases,
more than $1,000,000,000 was absorbed by an increase in currency in
circulation, and required reserves increased by about $1,200,000,000 as a
result of the growth in member bank deposits and by $1,500,000,000
because of the Board's action increasing reserve requirements.. As a
result of these factors and others of less importance, excess reserves at
the end of 1936 amounted to about $2,000,000,000.

Member bank reserves, which were increased chiefly through gold im-
ports, were distributed among the different groups of member banks and
the different sections of the country through industrial, commercial,
financial, and governmental transactions involving the continuous shift-
ing of funds among regions and among banks. Since most of the foreign
exchange transactions, which are the basis of gold imports, take place in
New York, the effect of gold imports on member bank reserves has been
as a rule immediately reflected in additions to the reserves of New York
City banks, but in time these reserves have become widely distributed
among banks elsewhere. In some cases the gold import may have re-
flected a foreign demand for dollars to be transferred directly from New
York to other parts of the country in payment for goods bought in the
United States, for example, or for securities purchased from an American.
More generally, the continuous flow of funds in connection with a variety
of internal payments, which are not directly related to the international
transaction that has led to the inflow of gold, has resulted in a broad dis-
tribution of the additional reserves among different banks and regions.

It is not possible to measure quantitatively the complex elements that
made up this flow of payments, but several of the more important move-
ments of recent years may be enumerated. Improvement in agricultural
conditions since 1933 and the increase in farm income carried a larger
volume of funds to agricultural regions in payment for their crops. Like-
wise industrial expansion in various sections of the country resulted in a
substantial shifting of funds to such sections. Perhaps the most impor-
tant factor in the geographical distribution of surplus funds of banks
since 1933, however, was the expenditure by the Treasury of funds raised
by the sale of Government obligations to banks.

Funds spent by the Treasury are not necessarily raised in the locality
in which they are spent and do not necessarily remain in the particular
section in which payments are made. The bulk of them may be trans-
ferred from one locality to another for the purpose of investment or in
payment for goods and services, and with each transfer there is a shift of
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 13

member bank reserves through the clearing system. City banks, espe-
cially those in New York City, have until recently bought relatively more
Government securities than the so-called country banks, but expenditure
by the Government throughout the nation of funds obtained from city
banks has tended to reduce the excess reserves of city banks and to dis-
tribute them widely among country banks in different regions.

Country banks thus acquiring new funds have kept a portion as excess
reserves with Federal Reserve banks, have invested a portion, and have
placed a substantial amount on deposit with correspondent banks in
financial centers. Balances carried by country banks with city corre-
spondents in 1936 were about twice as large as they were at any time
prior to 1934. Consequently, while city banks owned a large part of
legal excess reserves, a considerable portion of these reserves in effect
belonged to country banks, which could obtain them on demand by with-
drawing balances from correspondents.
. In December 1936 all classes of member banks had much larger excess
reserves than in January 1934, and, notwithstanding the August increase
in reserve requirements, the ratio of excess to required reserves for mem-
ber banks in the aggregate was not much less than at the beginning of
1934.

DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS RESERVES, BY CLASSES OF BANKS

[Averages of daily figures]

Central reserve city banks:
New York
Chicago

Reserve city banks
Country banks

All member banks

Amount of excess reserves
(in millions of dollars)

Jan..
1934

147
171
305
242

866

Aug. 1-15.
1936

1,226
290
970
619

3,105

Dec,
1936

697
175
675
498

2,046

Percent of excess to required
reserves

Jan.,
1934

20
110
52
64

46

Aug. 1-15,
1936

96
103
104
131

105

Dec,
1936

35
41
46
67

44

Aggregate reserve balances of member banks at the end of 1936 were
44 percent in excess of requirements. Banks in reserve cities held reserves
46 percent above requirements, while the so-called country banks held
reserves 67 percent above requirements. Central reserve city banks in
New York City, with reserves of about 35 percent above requirements,
had the smallest percentage of excess reserves of any class of banks.

Bankers' balances.—Owing to the large volume of balances that banks
outside of New York City carry with correspondents, the effective, as
contrasted with the technical, reserve position of these banks is con-
siderably understated when their balances with Federal Reserve banks
alone are considered. Banks outside of New York require balances with
correspondents to serve as secondary reserves and for clearing and other
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purposes, but the volume of such balances during the past two or three
years has been much larger than ever before.

On December 31, 1936, all member banks held demand balances with
other domestic banks of $3,900,000,000, whereas from 1922 to 1929 they
held an average of $1,900,000,000. New York City banks have continued
to hold only small working balances with correspondents. Of the total
bankers' balances at the end of 1936 nearly $1,900,000,000 belonged to
country member banks, compared with $900,000,000 held by them at the
end of 1929. When balances with correspondent banks, as well as excess
reserves, are considered, it appears that total unutilized funds owned by
country banks at the end of 1936 were sufficient to provide the basis
for a very substantial further increase in loans and investments by these
banks.

Reasons for increase in requirements.—The section of the law which
authorizes the Board to change reserve requirements for member banks
states that this power may be exercised uin order to prevent injurious
credit expansion or contraction." The significance of this language is
that it places responsibility on the Board to use its power to change
reserve requirements not only to restrict and minimize an injurious
credit expansion or contraction after it has developed, but to anticipate
and prevent such an expansion or contraction.

By its action in the summer of 1936 the Board eliminated as a basis
of possible credit expansion about $1,500,000,000 of excess reserves, and
its action in the spring of 1937 absorbed a further similar amount of
excess reserves. The part of excess reserves thus eliminated was super-
fluous for prospective needs of commerce, industry, and agriculture, and,
if permitted to become the basis of a multiple expansion of bank credit,
might have resulted in an injurious credit expansion.

The summer of 1936 was an opportune time for an increase in reserve
requirements. As previously shown, reserves at the time were so large
and well distributed that all but a relatively small number of member
banks were in a position to meet the increased requirements either by
utilizing their excess reserve balances with the Reserve banks or by
drawing upon their excess balances with correspondent banks. While
there was no evidence of actual excessive expansion in bank loans, the
excess reserves provided the basis for such an expansion and it was
considered far better to sterilize a part of the superfluous reserves while
they were still unused than to permit a credit structure to be erected
upon them and then to withdraw the foundation of the structure.

The first increase in reserve requirements brought excess reserves to
a level of $1,800,000,000, but before the end of the year a continued
expansion of member bank reserves arising from gold imports raised
excess reserves to a level of $2,200,000,000. The action taken early in
1937 to raise the required reserve percentages to the limit permitted by
law, together with the Treasury's policy of sterilizing new gold acqui-
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sitions, reduced excess reserves to about $900,000,000. Thus the Federal
Reserve System is again placed in a position where such reduction or
expansion of member bank reserves as may be deemed in the public
interest may be effected through open-market operations, a more flexible
instrument, better adapted for keeping the reserve position of member
banks currently in close adjustment to credit needs.

In raising reserve requirements it was not the intention of the Board
to reverse the policy of monetary ease which has been pursued by the
System since the beginning of the depression. Rather it was an adjust-
ment to a changed reserve situation brought about through the extraor-
dinary inflow of gold from abroad. At the time of taking action to
increase reserve requirements the Board announced that the Federal Re-
serve System proposed to continue its policy of exerting its influence
toward the maintenance of easy money conditions for the encouragement
of full economic recovery.

Effect of increase in reserve requirements.—The increase in require-
ments in August 1936 was accomplished with little change in the position
of member banks or in money rates. In the week including the effective
date of the increase a few scattered banks borrowed at the Reserve
banks, but the total amount of borrowing was negligible. Some banks
drew upon their balances with other banks in order to meet the increase.
Except for a slight advance in the rate on bankers' acceptances at the
time of the announcement of the increase, short-term money rates were
unaffected and yields on long-term securities subsequently declined fur-
ther to new low levels.

The increase in reserve requirements in August had no immediate effect
upon the supply of credit in the money market because member banks
held sufficient excess reserves to meet the increase. Its result was to limit
the potential increase in credit, not only by reducing the amount of excess
reserves upon which expansion may be based, but also by lowering the
amount of expansion possible on each dollar of reserves. The average
effective ratio of deposit expansion for member banks, which was about
$12 of deposits to each $1 of reserves prior to the Board's action, was
reduced by the full increase in reserve requirements completed May 1,
1937, to about $6 of deposits for every $1 of reserves.

Effect on position of Reserve banks.—The assets and liabilities of the
Federal Reserve banks were in no way changed by the increases in
reserve requirements of member banks, except to the small extent that
member banks borrowed to meet the increase. Since member banks had
excess reserves out of which to meet the increase, it did not affect the
total amount of deposits at the Reserve banks, but merely converted a
portion of the member bank deposits already held from "excess reserves"
to "required reserves." It did not add to the volume of funds available
to the Reserve banks for investment.

The lending power of the Federal Reserve banks is not based uponDigitized for FRASER 
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funds deposited with them by member banks, but is derived from the
authority to issue Federal Reserve notes and to create deposits on the
basis of a 40 and a 35 percent reserve, respectively, to be held against
notes and against deposits. If member banks were permitted to with-
draw all of their reserve balances in currency, the assets of the Reserve
banks or the ability of the Reserve banks to expand their assets would
not be affected, except to the extent that their reserve requirements would
be slightly increased. If deposits were withdrawn in gold or currency
redeemed in gold, then the reserves of the Federal Reserve banks and
their potential lending power would be reduced.

When a Reserve bank purchases in the market a United States Govern-
ment obligation and pays for it, directly or indirectly, with a deposit
credit on its books, it adds to the reserve deposit of some member bank.
It is for this reason that the Reserve banks purchase United States
Government securities when they wish to ease the credit situation by
placing additional funds at the disposal of member banks. Mechanically
the process is as follows: when a Reserve bank purchases a Government
obligation, it pays for it by a check drawn on itself. The seller of the
obligation deposits this check at his bank, and the bank in turn deposits
it at the Federal Reserve bank where it is credited to the depositing
bank's account. Similarly when a Reserve bank purchases United States
Government obligations or acceptances from a member bank or discounts
paper or makes an advance to it, the member bank's reserve account is
credited with the amount involved. In all these cases member bank
deposits at. the Federal Reserve banks are increased.

Limits of possible expansion by the Reserve banks are not related to
the legal distinction between required and excess reserves, but are deter-
mined by the amount of cash reserves of the Reserve banks themselves.
In practice, use of the lending power of the Federal Reserve banks is
determined not by the theoretical possibilities of expansion on the basis
of available reserves or by the possible earnings from such expansion, but
primarily by a consideration of the amount of reserve funds required by
member banks for the accommodation of commerce and business and the
maintenance of sound credit conditions.

History and purpose of reserve requirements.—Required reserves
against bank deposits have long been a part of the system of banking in
this country. Throughout the world banks hold as reserves varying pro-
portions of funds deposited with them. In most countries this amount
is determined, not by law, but by custom and the mandates of banking
prudence. In this country, however, the proportion of deposits that the
banks must keep as reserves has long been prescribed by law. A little
more than 100 years ago banks were not required to carry any reserves
either against notes or against deposits. At that time bank notes were
the common medium in which loans were extended and frequent over-
issue of State bank notes led to the enactment of reserve requirements in
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one form or another by most States. When the National Bank Act was
passed, the principle of required reserves found in State laws was carried
over into the new national banking system and, with subsequent modi-
fications, was retained until the establishment of the Federal Reserve
System. Various reserve requirements of national banks and of member
banks of the Federal Reserve System are shown in the following table:

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS OF NATIONAL BANKS AND MEMBER BANKS
[Percentages of deposits]

Under National Bank Act:
Prior to November 16, 1914—total

In vault—minimum requirement
With correspondents

Under Federal Reserve Act:
Provided in original act2—total

With Federal Reserve bank—minimum requirement
In vault—minimum requirement
In vault or with Federal Reserve bank

June 21, 1917 to August 15, 1936—
With Federal Reserve bank

Beginning May 1, 19374—
With Federal Reserve bank

On demand deposits

Central
reserve

city banks

25

25

18

7
6
5

13

26

Reserve
city banks

25

12M
12H

15

6
5
4

10

20

Country
banks

15

6
9

12

5
4
3

7

14

On time
deposits

All banks

0)

0)
0)

5

(3)
(3)
(3)

3

6

1 Same as on demand deposits.
2 The distribution of reserves here shown for reserve city banks and country banks was to become effective in

November 1917. At the beginning of the System country banks were required to hold a minimum of 1/6 of
required reserves with Federal Reserve banks and 5/12 in vault, and reserve city banks were required to hold
1/5 with Reserve banks and 2/5 in vault, while the remainder could be held optionally in vault, with the Reserve
banks, or with national banks in central reserve or reserve cities. These fractions, under the Act, were gradually
changed to approach those shown in the table.

3 For each class of bank required reserves against time deposits were distributed in same proportions as those
against demand deposits.

4 For intermediate changes in requirements in the short period from August 16, 1936, to April 30, 1937, see
table on page 11 of this report.

NOTE.—In addition to these changes in ratios, changes were also made from time to time, principally in
1917 and 1935, in scope and definition of net demand deposits against which reserves were required to be held.

Under the national banking system, prior to the Federal Reserve Act,
so-called country banks were required to hold a reserve equal to 15 per-
cent of deposits, of which three-fifths or 9 percent of deposits could be
held in balances with correspondents. Reserve city banks were required
to hold reserves of 25 percent, of which one-half could be held in central
reserve city banks; and central reserve city banks were obliged to hold
25 percent of their deposits in cash. No distinction was made between
time and demand deposits. When the Federal Reserve Act was passed
it was believed that, because reserves were to be concentrated in twelve
regional reserve banks, it would be safe to lower the required ratios of
reserves to deposits; and they were reduced, respectively, to 18, 15, and
12 percent on demand deposits at central reserve city, reserve city, and
country banks and to 5 percent on time deposits at all member banks, of
which part could be held as vault cash and part on deposit with Federal
Reserve banks. In 1917, in order to centralize reserves further, member
banks were no longer permitted to count cash in vault as legal reserves.
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18 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

To compensate for this exclusion of vault cash, which banks had to con-
tinue to carry to meet day-to-day needs of customers, the ratios of
required reserves to demand deposits were reduced by five points to 13,
10 and 7 percent and those on time deposits by two points to 3 percent.

Changes made in the reserve structure by the Federal Reserve Act and
its amendments had the consequence of reducing operating reserves to a
lower level than was contemplated at the time the law was passed. The
more important of these changes were the provision that vault cash was
not to be counted as legal reserves and the reduction of reserves against
time deposits to 3 percent. Owing to the ease with which cash could be
obtained from the Reserve banks, member banks found that they no
longer needed to carry as much cash in vault as previously, but could
reduce the amount considerably. An increasing proportion of bank de-
posits, moreover, began to be classified as time deposits requiring only a
3 percent reserve. As a consequence, the ratio between the total of
reserves and cash actually held by all member banks and the total of their
time and net demand deposits declined until it reached in 1928 a low point
of less than 9 percent, as compared with about 13^2 percent in 1917. This
change in effect made possible an expansion in member bank credit of
about $12,000,000,000 more than could have occurred with the same
volume of reserves on the 1917 basis. This amounted to about two-thirds
of the expansion that actually occurred in the period.

The principal purpose of reseive requirements was originally to assure
the convertibility into cash of bank notes and deposits, i.e., to assure the
ability of individual banks to meet liabilities on demand during a period
of strain. Although required reserves were never adequate to serve banks
in case of large withdrawals or to prevent bank failures, nevertheless it
was on the basis of the increased ability to obtain cash to meet deposit
withdrawals that reserve requirements were reduced when the Federal
Reserve Act was passed in 1913. From the point of view of safety and
convertibility an organized banking system with centralized reserves,
with discount facilities, and with an elastic currency could afford to
operate on a much smaller proportion of reserves than could an unorgan-
ized system consisting of thousands of banks without those facilities.
For this reason also larger reserves continued to be required against
demand deposits at city banks, where financial transactions and corre-
spondent bank relationships occasion larger and more sudden withdrawals
than at banks in country districts. Smaller reserves were required against
time deposits than against demand deposits on the theory that time
deposits turn over much more slowly and that the privilege of requiring
notice of withdrawal provided a safeguard against sudden losses of such
deposits.

In the course of the years before the establishment of the System, how-
ever, it had already become evident that reserves alone were not an ade-
quate protection to banks and their depositors. Since withdrawal of
deposits results for an individual bank in an equal reduction in reserveDigitized for FRASER 
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funds and a much smaller reduction in reserve requirements, reserves are
soon exhausted in case of substantial withdrawals. Gradually it has
become more clearly understood that safety of deposits depends much
more upon the character of other assets of banks than upon legal reserves.

More important than the concentration of reserves, from the standpoint
of helping banks to meet withdrawals, was the additional liquidity given
to bank assets by the Federal Reserve System, with its facilities for redis-
counting. The ability of individual member banks to meet large with-
drawals of deposits has always been dependent much more upon the pos-
session of balances due from other banks in excess of current needs and
of loans and investments that can be readily sold in the open market than
upon legally required reserves. The Reserve Act increased this ability
by providing additional discount and borrowing facilities for member
banks.

Under the Federal Reserve System reserve requirements have served
primarily as an instrument through which undue bank credit expansion
may be checked and undue contraction of credit mitigated, rather than as
a means of preserving liquidity of banks. Bank reserves are the principal
medium through which the Federal Reserve System exercises its policies
to accelerate or retard credit expansion. If it were not for its power to
influence the volume of reserves and control the cost of obtaining addi-
tional reserves, the Federal Reserve System would be unable to discharge
its responsibilities towards maintaining a more stable banking system
and indirectly a more stable economy. The fact that the volume of bank
credit is several times the volume of reserves gives the Federal Reserve
authorities a leverage with which to operate.

AVhen the banking system obtains additional reserves, banks can lend
or invest the funds thus obtained and, as these funds flow through the
clearing system, other banks can relend or reinvest them, and thus the
volume of bank deposits may be gradually expanded to several times the
amount of reserves. For this reason there is an important distinction
between reserves and other money. Reserve money is susceptible of a
multiple expansion, whereas cash or deposits in the hands of the public
cannot be the basis of expansion. The former may be called "high-
power" money and the latter "low-power" money, with the low-power
money in the hands of the public and the high-power money in the hands
of the Federal Reserve banks.

Federal Reserve policy, however, is not the only factor affecting re-
serves of member banks. Individual member banks may obtain reserves
through the clearing system, i.e., through the shifting of funds from other
banks, but for the banking system as a whole reserves are generally
created only through additions to monetary stocks of gold and silver,
through a reduction in the public demand for money in circulation, or
through Federal Reserve operations. Treasury operations at times affect
reserves, but their effects are generally temporary, except when they
involve the issuance or retirement of Treasury currency. Gold move-Digitized for FRASER 
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ments and the public demand for currency are not directly influenced by
Federal Reserve policy, except so far as gold movements may be in-
fluenced by changes in interest rates. Reserves created through these two
channels are accepted by the Federal Reserve System, which may then
decide whether their effect should be allowed to operate or should be
offset by Federal Reserve operations. The only source of reserves for
which the Reserve System has direct responsibility is its own operations.
The Federal Reserve banks may supply reserves to member banks either
by lending them money or by buying securities or acceptances in the
open market or may reduce member bank reserves by the reverse of these
operations.

When member banks are required to borrow from the Federal Reserve
banks, credit expansion is restrained, since banks are likely to adopt more
restrictive lending policies when they are in debt. Furthermore, the
Reserve banks can make borrowing expensive by raising discount
rates. The System can also influence the volume of reserves directly
by open-market operations. When the System buys Government
securities or acceptances, it pays for them by checks on the Reserve
banks; these checks are deposited with member banks and come to the
Reserve banks where they become member bank reserve balances. The
Reserve System can diminish reserves by selling Government securities
or acceptances or by not replacing them upon maturity. These are paid
for by withdrawals from member bank balances at the Reserve banks,
thereby reducing member bank reserves. Open-market operations are,
therefore, the most direct way of influencing the volume of member bank
reserves. Discount rate policy supplements the effects of open-market
operations. If the banks find themselves short of reserves and borrow,
either because they have lost reserves because of the sale of Govern-
ment securities by the Reserve banks or through other causes, then the
Federal Reserve System can make the borrowing less or more expen-
sive by changing the discount rate. Open-market operations, therefore,
prepare the way for discount rate policy and make that policy effective.

These, very broadly, are the instruments through which the Reserve
banks can influence the volume of credit. To these instruments the
Banking Act of 1935 added the power to change member bank reserve
requirements within certain limits fixed by law. This enabled the Board
of Governors, when it decided that member banks should have less idle
reserves, to sterilize a part of them by increasing the proportion of re-
serves that member banks must hold against their deposits.

When reserve requirements are considered from the point of view of
credit control, it appears that with and following the establishment of the
Federal Reserve System not only were member bank reserve requirements
reduced but that in addition the increased elasticity of credit and cur-
rency introduced by the System made possible a wider expansion of
credit on a given basis of reserves than was possible under the old bank-
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ing mechanism. From this point of view the recent increases in reserve
requirements may be considered not only as a method of absorbing
reserves obtained from the gold imports of recent years but also as a
method of reducing the ratio of credit expansion on a given reserve base,
and thereby offsetting the reduction in effective reserve requirements
introduced by the Federal Reserve Act and by developments since its
adoption. These changes will make the instruments of credit policy
exercised by the Federal Reserve System more effective in encouraging or
discouraging the growth of bank credit as may be required in the public
interest.

MEMBER BANK CREDIT

During 1936 there was a considerable growth, for the first time since
1929, in bank loans for commercial and industrial purposes, a cessation
of the prolonged rise in bank holdings of United States Government
obligations, and an increase in holdings of other securities. Deposits
showed a further large increase, and by the end of the year the total of
bank deposits and of currency outside banks was larger than at any
previous time. Bank profits improved considerably in 1936.

LOANS AND INVESTMENTS OF MEMBER BANKS
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS ( JUNE 3O THROUGH 1928; CALL DATES THEREAFTER ) BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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Increase in bank loans.—Resumption on a substantial scale of bor-
rowing from banks for commercial purposes began early in March 1936.
From the middle of 1933 until that time, as shown on the chart, commer-
cial loans of member banks had been less than half of the pre-depression
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volume. A part of the increased supply of funds made available through
large-scale borrowing and spending by the Federal Government found its
way into the accounts of individuals and firms, thus not only enabling
them to repay debts but also relieving them of the necessity of borrowing
from banks for the purpose of financing business expansion. As a conse-
quence for a time repayments equalled or exceeded the extension of new
loans. Writing off of doubtful loans, which had been widespread during
the depression, also continued at many banks, although in diminishing
volume.

Growth in commercial loans to customers in 1936 was almost entirely
at banks in the larger cities throughout the country. The following table
shows for the year the increase in so-called "other" loans to customers
at central reserve city banks in New York and Chicago, at reserve city
banks in the various Federal Reserve districts, and at country banks.
These loans include all loans other than loans on securities, loans to
banks, loans on real estate, acceptances, and commercial paper bought.
They cover, therefore, loans for commercial, agricultural, and industrial
purposes, instalment loans, personal loans, etc., not secured by stocks or
bonds or by real estate. In addition to these loans, holdings of accept-
ances and of commercial paper bought in the open market also reflect
commercial borrowing.

"OTHER"

All member banks

Central reserve city banks:
New York City
Chicago

Reserve city banks, by districts:
Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Richmond
Atlanta . . . .
Chicago
St Louis
^Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas .
San Francisco

Country banks—total

LOANS TO CUSTOMERS BY MEMBER BANKS

Dec. 31,
1936

(million
dollars)

6,041

1,527
402

213
59

172
221
96

166
170
144
109
156
149
574

1,881

Change since
Dec. 31, 1935

Million
dollars

+ 1,035

+431
+152
4-21

++
+

+15
+29
+63
+31
- 3

+22
+25
+89
+72

Percent

+21

+39
+61

+11
+29
+12
+36
+19
+711
+58
+27

- 3
+16
+?0
+18
+4

NOTE.—Includes all loans other than loans on securities and on real estate, loans to banks, acceptances, and
commercial paper bought.

At member banks in the two central reserve and 60 reserve cities these
loans to customers increased by $950,000,000, or by 30 percent, during
1936, and increases occurred in all Federal Reserve districts except Min-
neapolis, where there was a slight decline. At so-called country banks,
most of which are in the smaller cities and in agricultural areas, "other"
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loans showed an increase of only $70,000,000 for the year. Increases
at city banks were generally larger in the second half than in the first
half of the year, although at reserve city banks in the Boston, Philadel-
phia, Cleveland, and Chicago districts larger increases occurred in the
first half of the year. Some of the growth was the result of special trans-
actions, such as the purchase of Commodity Credit Corporation notes and
the granting of loans to receivers of closed banks. The first of these had
a substantial influence on the figures for the city of Chicago in July,
and the second was important during the spring in Detroit. The bulk of
the increase in "other" loans, however, reflected a demand for additional
funds by producers and distributors of goods. Loans on real estate by
all member banks increased by $120,000,000 in 1936, the increase being
largely in loans on urban real estate at country banks. In addition to
the increase in loans to customers, reserve city banks reported a small
increase in their holdings of acceptances, but at New York City banks
holdings of acceptances, including own acceptances held by reporting
banks, declined by about $70,000,000.

Loans on securities to brokers and dealers, made mostly by city banks,
increased during the year by $170,000,000, while other loans on securities
declined further by about $100,000,000.

Member bank investments.—Investment holdings of member banks,
which have increased rapidly since 1931, continued to grow in the first
half of 1936, but declined slightly in the latter half. This decrease re-
flected a reduction by New York City banks in holdings of Government
obligations. Security holdings of member banks outside New York gen-
erally increased throughout the year.

Fluctuations in member bank holdings of investments since 1922 are
shown on the chart on page 21. They showed a rapid increase from
1930 to the middle of 1936, accompanying a decline in loans and an
increase in member bank reserves. In the years 1930-1935 total invest-
ments of member banks rose by $8,000,000,000. In this period United
States Government obligations, direct and fully guaranteed, increased
by $8,400,000,000, while holdings of other types of securities declined by
about $400,000,000. The increase in member bank holdings of Govern-
ment obligations comprised nearly half of the additional securities issued
by the Government and its agencies in financing the relief and recovery
program. Over this period country banks took about one-sixth of the
Government obligations acquired by member banks, member banks in
New York City about one-third, and banks in Chicago and other reserve
cities about one-half.

In the first half of 1936, as shown by the table, member banks acquired
another $1,400,000,000 of Government obligations, of which about one-
sixth was at country banks, about the same amount at reserve city banks,
and the remainder at banks in New York City.
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C H A N G E S I N I N V E S T M E N T S OF M E M B E R B A N K S , 1936

[In millions of dollars]

All member banks

Central reserve city banks:
New York
Chicago

Reserve city banks
Country banks

Total investments

First
half

+1,907

+1,043
+27

+431
+405

Second
half

-77

-603
+48

+137
+340

United States Gov-
ernment obligations

First
half

+1,402

+937
-43

+268
+240

Second
half

-126

-554
+95

+123
+210

Other securities

First
half

+504

+106
+69

+162
+166

Second
half

+50

-48
-46
+14

+129

The decline in holdings of Government obligations in the second half
of the year was entirely at New York City banks, while at other member
banks there were further increases. In the first half of the year there was
a growth in member bank holdings of other securities of $500,000,000,
which was fairly evenly distributed among the three classifications of
banks. In the last half of the year the increase continued at country
banks, while at city banks there was a slight decline.

The decrease in holdings of Government obligations by member
banks in the last half of 1936 reflected in part adjustments by New York
City banks of their reserve positions in anticipation of possible increases
in reserve requirements and in part the smaller volume of new borrowing
by the Treasury in that period and a change in the type of securities
offered. It would appear that purchases of Government obligations by
nonbanking investors increased in 1936. This was connected with the
fact that of the Treasury issues in 1936 a greater portion consisted of
long-term bonds than in other recent years, and the amount of Treasury
notes and Treasury bills outstanding was reduced. Member banks in
the larger cities, particularly in New York where there are large amounts
of bankers' balances and other deposits subject to quick withdrawal,
generally hold more of the shorter-term obligations than of bonds, but
in 1936 they, too, substantially increased their holdings of bonds. Even
in the latter half of the year, when New York City banks reduced their
total holdings of Government obligations, they bought more long-term
Treasury bonds.

Further growth of member bank deposits.—D e p o s i t s of member
banks increased further in 1936, reflecting a growth of $3,000,000,000 in
loans and investments, an addition of over $1,000,000,000 to monetary
gold stock, and expenditures by the Treasury from previously accumu-
lated balances. Funds from these sources, however, were not reflected
entirely in an increase in deposits, but were partly absorbed by an
increase of nearly $700,000,000 in the volume of currency in circulation.

Total adjusted demand and time deposits of member banks increased
during the year by $3,500,000,000, of which about $2,800,000,000 was
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in demand deposits and $700,000,000 in time deposits. These figures
of deposits are adjusted to exclude bankers' deposits, Government
deposits, Postal Savings redeposited in banks, and cash items in process
of collection. Increases in deposits took place during the year in each
of the Federal Reserve districts but were smallest in the Northeastern
part of the country, particularly in the Boston district, and in the
Western agricultural districts of Minneapolis and Kansas City, which
suffered from severe drought. The largest percentage increases in
deposits were in the Federal Reserve districts of Cleveland, Chicago,
Dallas, and San Francisco. During the first half of the year there were
substantial increases in deposits at central reserve city banks in New
York City and Chicago, aggregating over $700,000,000, but in the second
half the increase at New York City banks was much smaller and at banks
in the city of Chicago there was practically no change.

ADJUSTED DEPOSITS OF MEMBER BANKS

[In millions of dollars]

All member banks

Central reserve city banks:
New York City
Chicago

Reserve city banks

Country banks

Dec. 31,
1929

29,500

5,900
1,400

10,000

12,200

June 30,
1933

20,200

5,000
1,300

6,900

7,000

Dec. 31,
1935

28,800

6,800
1,800

10,200

10,000

Dec. 31,
1936

32,400

7,600
2,000

11,400

11,400

NOTE.—Demand and time deposits other than United States Government deposits, interbank deposits,
and Postal Savings redeposited in banks, and less cash items in process of collection.

As shown by the table, deposits at all classes of member banks have
increased substantially in recent years. Deposits of member banks in
central reserve and reserve cities at the end of 1936 were $3,700,000,000 or
21 percent greater than at the end of 1929, but those at country banks
were somewhat smaller than in 1929. This difference is due to a combina-
tion of factors, among which is the fact that losses of deposits through
bank failures during the depression were relatively larger among country
banks than among city banks. A more important factor was the accumu-
lation of idle funds, especially during the early stages of depression, at
banks in the financial centers. Percentage increases in deposits since 1933
have been somewhat smaller at banks in New York and Chicago than
elsewhere, and during the latter half of 1936 the percentage increase at
country banks was half again as large as at city banks. Deposits at
banks in New York City and Chicago showed much smaller increases
than in other cities. The recent movement has been toward a redistri-
bution of deposits more in accordance with the pre-depression pattern.

Deposits at all banks.—At the end of 1936 the volume of deposits in
all banks, including mutual savings banks, nonmember commercial
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banks and the Postal Savings System, as well as member banks, was
larger than ever before. The extent to which bank deposits have ex-
panded since the low point of 1933 is brought out by the chart, which
shows the estimated volume of deposits in all banks and the Postal Sav-
ings System, beginning with 1920. As a result of bank failures, currency
hoarding, and the decline in bank loans and investments, the volume
of deposits fell sharply between 1930 and the middle of 1933 to about
what it was in 1921. There had been a rapid growth in deposits,
accompanying the inflow of gold from abroad and the expansion in

DEPOSITS AT BANKS IN UNITED STATES

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS C J U N E 3 0 ™ R 0 U GH 1928; CALL DATES THEREAFTER )
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Total Deposits
( Excluding interbank

Demand Deposits-Adjusted
(including U.S.Government deposits)

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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20
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1920 1922 1924 1926 1928 1930 1932 1934 1936
Demand deposits are adjusted to exclude interbank and United States Government deposits
and cash items in process of collection, and time deposits at commercial banks exclude
Postal Savings redeposited. Figures included for nonmember banks, other than mutual

savings banks, are partly estimated. Deposits at private banks are not included.

member bank credit, during the 1920's. In that decade the growth in
deposits was largely in time deposits. Growth in deposits since the
middle of 1933 has been more rapid and has occurred mostly in deposits
subject to check, reflecting in part requirements by banks of minimum
balances on checking accounts and refusal by many banks to accept
and pay interest on large amounts of time deposits. Demand deposits
at the end of 1936 reached an all-time peak of $25,100,000,000 and were
12 percent larger than in 1929. There has also been considerable increase
in the amount of currency in circulation outside the banking system.
During 1936 the total of deposits and currency increased by $5,100,000,-
000 to a peak of $57,100,000,000, which was about $2,500,000,000 or 5
percent above the pre-depression level.

Velocity of deposits.—The volume of checks drawn against bank
deposits in 1936 remained well below the volume of pre-depression years,
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indicating that the average rate of turnover of deposits, as measured
by the ratio of check payments to deposits, was relatively low, owing
in part to the large volume of bank deposits held idle awaiting invest-
ment or other use. The rate of turnover of deposits in all banks, exclud-
ing interbank deposits and deposits in mutual savings banks, has con-
tinued since 1933 at about 15 times per annum. This compares with
a turnover of about 20 times per annum in the period 1922-1926, prior
to the stock-market boom that culminated in 1929.

Bank earnings and expenses.—Member banks in 1936 showed a large
increase in net profits, notwithstanding the continued low level of interest
rates. Current earnings and expenses increased slightly over 1935 and
net earnings continued at about 1.3 percent of total loans and invest-
ments, compared with 1.7 percent in 1928. The increase in profits resulted
from a substantial decline in losses and a considerable increase in re-
coveries and in profits on securities sold, and reflected principally im-
provement in business and agricultural conditions, rising commodity
prices and security and real estate values, and general betterment in the
financial standing of individuals and business firms.

Net profits of member banks in 1936 were about 9 percent of total
capital funds, or more than double the corresponding ratio for 1935 and
close to those for 1928 and 1929. In 1932, 1933, and 1934 the banks
showed deficits, owing to the charging off of large losses on loans and
investments, but net profits reappeared in 1935 when total losses and
depreciation charges declined to the smallest amount since 1930 and
recoveries, profits on securities sold, etc., increased. In 1936 recoveries,
profits on securities sold, etc., exceeded losses and depreciation.

MONEY IN CIRCULATION

There was a further increase during 1936 in the volume of money
in circulation, that is, currency outside of the Treasury and the Federal
Reserve banks. The growth amounted to $660,000,000 during the year,
following one of $350,000,000 in 1935. The continued increase in circu-
lation during 1936 reflected principally an increase in payrolls and retail
trade at rising wage rates and retail prices. A factor in midsummer
was the redemption in cash of veterans' adjusted service bonds. Other
factors accounting for the continued increase in demand for currency
during recent years were the continued spread of service charges on
small bank accounts, the holding of local government funds in cash
because of the prevalence of low interest rates, the effect of low rates
on the inclination of the general public to hold more funds in cash rather
than on deposit with banks, and the fact that banking facilities are less
conveniently located for some communities than before the depression.
This increased currency demand apparently has not been met to any
considerable extent by a return into active circulation of currency pre-
viously withdrawn for hoarding.
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For most denominations of currency the increase during 1936 was
about 10 percent. The increases in coin and paper money in denomina-
tions of $20 or less reflected growing demands for business purposes and
for pocket money. Larger denomination currency increased in part
as a result of the redemption of adjusted service certificates.

MONEY IN CIRCULATION BY DENOMINATIONS

[Amounts in millions of dollars]

Denomination

$5 and less
$10
$20
$50 and $100
$500 and over

Total1

Dec. 31,
1935

1,786
1,373
1,359

985
384

5,882

June 30,
1936

1,832
1,468
1,466
1,081

397

6,241

Dec. 31,
1936

1,957
1,563
1,501
1,106

425

6,543

Increase

Amount

171
190
142
121
41

661

for year

Percent

10
14
10
12
11

11

1 Total excludes unassorted amounts held n Treasury and Federal Reserve banks and $1,000,000 of
currency of unknown denominations reported by the Treasury as destroyed, which are included in the
figures by denominations.

Most of the increase in currency was in Federal Reserve notes, of
which $4,230,000,000 were in circulation at the end of the year as against
$3,670,000,000 a year earlier. There was an increase of $230,000,000 in
silver certificates. Redemption of national bank notes, Federal Reserve
bank notes, and gold certificates continued and reduced these kinds of
currency in circulation by $190,000,000 during the year.

The largest monthly increase in circulation in 1936 occurred during
June. Under the Adjusted Compensation Payment Act of 1936 redemp-
tion of adjusted service certificates was begun on June 15, 1936. Pay-
ment to veterans holding certificates was made by issuance of bonds in
denomination of $50, together with checks for odd amounts. The bonds
will mature on June 15, 1945, but were redeemable immediately, and
many were cashed. This was responsible for a much larger than seasonal
increase in the amount of money in circulation during the latter part
of June. In other recent years the increase during the last three weeks
of June had been about $50,000,000, while in 1936 it was $310,000,000.
In this period the growth was largest in currency of denominations of
from $10 to $100.

During the following month the return of currency from circulation
was $50,000,000 larger than usually occurs during July but considerably
smaller than the increase during June. Currency of $10 to $100 denomi-
nation showed a larger than seasonal return, although in each case the
return was not as much as the earlier increase. Smaller denominations
decreased by about the usual seasonal amount in July. During the
following months there was a seasonal increase in the amount of
currency in circulation.
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MONEY RATES AND BOND YIELDS

Short-term money rates continued at exceptionally low levels during
1936, and long-term rates, as reflected in bond yields, declined further.
In the summer of 1936, at the time of the announcement of the increase
in reserve requirements, the rate on 90-day bankers' acceptances was
raised from 1/8 to 3/16 of 1 percent. There were no other changes
until December when some of the more sensitive short-term open-market
rates showed small increases. This upward movement continued in the
early months of 1937.

As shown in the chart, money rates declined almost continuously from
1929 to 1935, with brief interruptions in the autumn of 1931, when
England and a number of other countries suspended specie payments
and gold was leaving this country in large volume, and again during
the banking crisis in 1933. From the middle of 1934 to the end of 1936
rates in the open market on short-term paper were extremely low and
showed little change, and rates charged customers by banks in leading
cities and bond yields continued to decline in 1935 and 1936.

MONEY RATES

Treasury Notes
\ 4 | ( 3 - 5 years )

V

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

Monthly figures; those for customer loans are averages of prevailing rates charged by
banks in 36 cities; others are averages of daily figures: Moody's Aaa corporate bonds,

outstanding Treasury notes of 3-5 year maturities, and 90-day bankers' acceptances.

Rates on bankers' and Treasury bills were generally below ^ of 1
percent from the middle of 1934 through 1936. The lowest level reached
by bankers' acceptances before 1930 was 2 percent in 1924. The rate on
call loans with stock exchange collateral, until recent years the most im-
portant open-market rate, declined to % of 1 percent in 1935, but was
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fixed in May 1936 at 1 percent. There were only six scattered years in
the period from 1890 to 1930 when this rate averaged below 2 percent and
in only one month did it average less than 1 percent. Open-market com-
mercial paper, which for more than half a century has been a popular
medium for investment of short-term funds by country banks, was at a
rate of % of 1 percent from early in 1935 until early in 1937. The lowest
quoted commercial paper rate prior to 1930 was 3 percent in 1924.

Prices of bonds continued to rise in 1936, and yields on high-grade
long-term bonds, which were at the lowest levels since the early years
of this century, declined further. Long-term United States Government
bonds sold in the latter half of 1936 on a yield basis of less than 2%
percent. The lowest level reached by these bonds in the twenties was
d1/^ percent. Pre-war rates are not comparable because most United
States Government bonds then bore the circulation privilege, which
was at that time of considerable value. The highest-grade corporate
bonds sold in 1936 on a yield basis of 3 to 3% percent, compared with
a low level for the twenties of 4 to 4% percent and with 3*4 to 3y2

percent in the years around the turn of the century.
Low money rates prevailing in recent years were the result of the

large supply of funds seeking profitable use and the small demand from
acceptable borrowers. Excess reserves of banks were the principal factor
of supply in the short-term market and were also an important influence
in the decline in long-term rates. The abundant supply of available
funds, together with the small demand for loans, encouraged banks to
buy large amounts of securities, particularly United States Government
obligations, and bank holdings of securities were the largest on record
not only in total amount but also in proportion to total bank assets.

The abundant supply of investment funds held by others than banks
was also a factor in the low yields on long-term obligations. Insurance
companies, other institutional investors, corporations, and individuals
have in recent years held a large volume of idle deposits awaiting invest-
ment. Continued business recovery and improved corporate earnings
to some extent encouraged active investment of these funds. Many
investors, holding idle funds awaiting the return of what they would
consider as normal interest rates, gradually began to put funds to use
at prevailing rates.

STOCK MARKET AND SECURITY LOANS

Prices of stocks, as well as of bonds, advanced further in 1936, reflecting
both investment and speculative demand. There was a sharp decline in
stock prices in the spring of 1936, following a sustained advance during the
preceding year and a marked increase during January in 1936. The
spring decline was brief and the advance was soon resumed. The sharp-
est increase of the year occurred between late September and early
November. For the year as a whole average prices of common stocks
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increased by about 25 percent, and during the latter part of the year the
average for shares of industrial corporations was at its highest level since
the middle of 1930 and utility and railroad shares were higher than at
any time since the latter part of 1931. The volume of trading in stocks
on the New York Stock Exchange as measured in number of shares sold
was larger during 1936 than in 1934 or 1935.

While buying of securities during 1936, as in 1935, was largely with
funds already available and was not to any considerable extent based on
additional credit, there was some growth in the amount of credit used for
speculative activity. Stock exchange firms reported an increase of about
$140,000,000, or 10 percent, in advances to their customers for margin
trading, and loans by banks to brokers and dealers in securities showed
a similar increase. There was an increase of nearly $100,000,000 in
advances by brokers to customers during the first quarter of the year and
a corresponding decline in the next two months, after the Board increased
margin requirements. In the last half of the year they showed a steady
increase, which continued in the early months of 1937. Other loans on
securities by banks showed little change during 1936.

Foreign buying of securities in the United States was substantial in
the course of the year, amounting on balance to about $600,000,000 of
American securities and about $190,000,000 of foreign securities.

Increase in margin requirements.—In January and again in March
the Board of Governors took measures to restrict the use of credit for
purchasing and carrying securities. On January 24, 1936, the Board of
Governors, acting under the powers granted it by the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, amended Regulation T, effective February 1, to increase
margin requirements on loans made by brokers and dealers in securities.
Under the new rule, the minimum required margin on loans collateraled
by securities that had had the largest increases in price was raised from
45 to 55 percent of the current market value of the securities.

At the time of this action of the Board, the stock market had been
showing increasing activity at advancing prices for a period of nearly
10 months. Average prices of common stocks had increased by about
50 percent during the first 8 months of this period, from March to Novem-
ber, 1935, representing the most sustained advance in the stock market
since 1929. In the late autumn of 1935 the upward movement was in-
terrupted but it was resumed before the end of the year and at the time
of the Board's action in January 1936 the advance was proceeding at
an accelerated rate. By this time most stocks had advanced in price to
a point at which, notwithstanding the margin requirements then in
effect and their so-called "anti-pyramiding" feature, withdrawal of pro-
fits or their use as margin for further commitments was again possible.
At that time there also were evidences of increased borrowing by brokers'
customers, and to some extent by the brokers themselves, for the purpose
of purchasing and carrying securities.
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Customers7 borrowings from brokers had shown a continuous increase
after the middle of 1935, and during the last 4 months of 1935
had increased by about $200,000,000, while brokers' borrowings from
banks during the same period had increased by approximately $150,000,-
000, or about 20 percent. Funds making it possible for brokers to in-
crease their loans more rapidly than their borrowings were derived largely
from an increase in the credit balances held with brokers by their cus-
tomers.

Regulation U.—On March 24, 1936, the Board adopted a regulation
(Regulation U) relating to loans by banks for the purpose of purchasing
or carrying stocks registered on national securities exchanges. This
regulation, which applies to all banks in the United States, whether or
not members of the Federal Reserve System, was issued pursuant to the
provisions of Section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and
relates to loans made on or after May 1, 1936.

The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 required the Board to issue regula-
tions with respect to loans on registered securities by brokers and dealers
in securities. In order to prevent circumvention of such regulations, the
act also authorized the Board to issue regulations relating to loans made
by banks and others for purchasing or carrying registered securities. For
a year after October 1, 1934, the effective date of Regulation T, relating
to loans by brokers and dealers, bank loans on securities to others than
brokers and dealers had declined. In the autumn of 1935, however, the
decline had ceased. Since liquidation of old security loans continued, it
appeared that banks had been making new loans on securities. Margin
requirements on loans by brokers increased during the period, largely as
a result of the automatic operation of the statutory margin formula pre-
scribed in Regulation T and partly because of the increase in margin re-
quirements made by the Board effective February 1, 1936. As a result
of these increases there was a growing differential between the amount
that could be borrowed on a given security from a broker and from a
bank.

In order to place borrowing for speculative purposes, whether from
brokers or from banks, on as nearly an equal basis as the law and the
differences in the nature of the enterprises would permit, and in order to
place the Board of Governors in a better position to control a speculative
expansion, the Board adopted Regulation U, fixed a uniform margin
requirement of 55 percent on loans subject to Regulation U, and amended
Regulation T, effective April 1,1936, to place the margin requirements on
loans by brokers and dealers on the same basis. Adoption of the 55-per-
cent requirement in Regulation T made the required margins on all regis-
tered securities the same as those previously required on securities that
had had a rapid rise in price. About three-fourths of the trading in stocks
on the exchanges was in securities already subject to these higher require-
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merits, and the new rule raised the requirements for all registered securi-
ties to the same level.

Change in basis of determining margins.—In prescribing a minimum
margin of 55 percent, the Board departed from the formula stated as a
standard but not prescribed in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Modification of the margin formula laid down in the act, in accordance
with changes in conditions, is specifically authorized by the act. The
formula provided for a sliding scale of required margins varying from
25 to 45, later from 25 to 55, percent of market value, according to the
extent that a security had advanced in price above its lowest price since
July 1, 1933. Under this formula there occurred an automatic advance
in margin requirements with rising prices of securities.

The average level of margin requirements on actively traded securities
had advanced, without any action by the Board, from about 30 percent
of current market value at the time when Regulation T went into effect
in October 1934 to over 40 percent early in 1936, and by March 1936 the
margin required on most active stocks had reached 55 percent, the
maximum figure of the sliding scale.

A margin requirement expressed as a single percentage of current mar-
ket value is simpler and more easily understood than the statutory
formula, and has also long been generally used by banks in determining
margins on security loans. It was the judgment of the Board, therefore,
that a flat rate for banks would best serve the public interest. For the
sake of uniformity the same requirement was adopted also for loans by
brokers.

By raising margin requirements the Board is in a position to restrain
the demand for credit from speculators in the stock market without
restricting the supply available for other borrowers. This method differs
from other means of credit control in that it affects directly the demand
for credit rather than the available supply or cost, thus exercising a
restraint on speculation without limiting the supply or raising the cost of
credit to agriculture, trade, and industry.

CAPITAL ISSUES

Security issues by domestic corporations showed a marked expansion
in 1935 and 1936 in response to improved business prospects, the abun-
dance of investment funds, and low interest rates. Securities sold by
domestic corporations during 1936 reached a total of about $4,600,000,-
000, double that of 1935. The 1936 total is about 70 percent of the
annual average for the pre-depression period 1925-1929, and is to be com-
pared with an annual average of $500,000,000 during the period 1932-
1934, as shown in the following table.
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CAPITAL ISSUES

[In millions of dollars]

Period

1925-1929—annual average
1932-1934—annual average
1935—total
1936—total

Total
domestic

and
foreign

9,134
1,658
4,699
6,214

Domestic corporate

Total

6,322
505

2,267
4,579

Refunding

1,249
283

1.864
3,387

New
capital

5,073
221
404

1,192

NOTE,—Figures for domestic issues were compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle and exclude
U. S. Government issues other than guaranteed issues publicly offered.

Corporate issues in 1936 comprised three-fourths of all capital issues7

according to statistics compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chron-
icle, which exclude direct obligations of the United States Government.
In 1935 corporate issues were about half and in the period 1932-1934
they were less than a third of the total.

Publicly-offered issues by States and municipalities and by Federal
agencies, excluding direct obligations of the United States Government,
declined from $2,400,000,000 in 1935 to $1,500,000,000 in 1936, reflecting
principally the completion of substantial refunding operations by the
Federal land banks.

In contrast with the 1925-1929 period, the major part of the securities
issued by domestic corporations during 1936, as during the preceding
year, was for the purpose of refunding outstanding issues. In 1936, how-
ever, there was an increase in the amount and proportion of security
issues for new capital purposes, and the total of $1,200,000,000 for the
year was three times that for 1935. It was, however, still small as com-
pared with the 1925-1929 period when the annual average was about
$5,000,000,000, including a substantial amount of funds raised for pur-
chase of securities and some used for payment of loans. Available in-
formation indicates that during the past two years an increasing propor-
tion of the issues for new capital has been for working capital purposes
and for real estate, plant, and equipment rather than for repayment of
bank loans and other unfunded debt.

Notwithstanding the larger volume of corporate security issues in 1936
for new capital purposes, the major part of public offerings of securities
for new capital funds continued, as in other recent years, to come from
the Federal Government and from State and local governments. In
addition to about $800,000,000 of issues to raise new funds offered
by State and local governments and by Federal credit agencies in 1936,
the Federal Government showed an increase of about $3,600,000,000
during the year in the outstanding amount of its publicly offered secu-
rities with maturities of 1 year or more. New funds were raised by the
Federal Government during 1936 in part for redemption of $1.,300,000,000
of the adjusted service certificate bonds issued to veterans in June.
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During the period 1932-1935 issues for new capital purposes by State
and local governments and by Federal credit agencies, together with the
increase in outstanding publicly offered bonds and notes of the United
States Government, averaged about $3,700,000,000 per year. This com-
pares with an annual average amount of $300,000,000 offered by domestic
corporations for new capital purposes. In 1936 the issues by govern-
mental bodies and credit agencies were slightly above the annual average
for the 1932-1935 period, while the total issued by domestic corporations
was more than four times as large as in that period.

In 1936 Federal credit agencies issued small amounts of obligations
guaranteed by the United States Government not included in the statis-
tics of publicly-offered issues. The increase during 1936 of $170,000,000
in amount outstanding compares with an increase of $1,400,000,000 for
the year 1935, in which the emergency programs of refinancing distressed
farm and home mortgages were practically completed. The major part
of the 1936 increase was in Home Owners' Loan Corporation bonds, which
were issued last year largely in payment of subscriptions for shares
of building and loan associations. Lending operations of the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation ceased in June 1936.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS

Recovery in business proceeded further in 1936. The volume of in-
dustrial production and of construction increased considerably and there
was also a general rise in the number employed. Income in both urban
and rural areas was larger than in 1935, and the distribution of com-
modities to consumers increased substantially. There was a widespread
advance in wholesale commodity prices toward the close of the year.
Capital values increased during the year, with security prices rising
sharply and real estate prices, for both urban and rural property, show-
ing a gradual upward movement.

The volume of industrial output for the year as a whole was 105 per-
cent of the 1923-1925 average as compared with 90 in the preceding
year and a low of 64 in 1932. The movement during 1936 was generally
upward, with an average in the third quarter of 108 and in the fourth
quarter of 115, a level not far below the average of 119 for the year 1929.
Accompanying the increase in production there was an even greater in-
crease in the demand for goods, with the consequence that a substantial
volume of unfilled orders had accumulated by the end of the year.
Shortages of equipment appeared in some industries, and orders for new
machinery increased further.

Continued increase in activity in steel-consuming industries and at
steel mills was an outstanding development of 1936. Buying by rail-
roads and the construction industry showed a marked rise from relatively
low levels and many other industries, particularly those producing
machinery, also increased their purchases of steel. Sustained general
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strength in demand for steel was reflected in a 40 percent increase in out-
put of steel ingots and in price advances for finished steel as well as for
steel scrap and pig iron. Automobile production in 1936 amounted to
4,450,000 cars, representing an increase of 13 percent from 1935 and the
largest annual output for any year except 1929 when 5,360,000 cars were
produced. In the lumber industry output showed a further increase,
reflecting in large part continued growth in the volume of building and
increased activity in the furniture and other wood-fabricating industries.
Altogether, output in industries manufacturing durable goods increased
over 1935 by approximately a third, and by the end of the year was at
about the level of the latter part of 1928, as is shown on the accompany-
ing chart.

INDEX OF MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION
(ADJUSTED FOR SEASONAL VARIATION, 1923-25 AVERAGE FOR TOTAL MOO)

POINTS IN TOTAL INDEX

130
POINTS IN TOTAL INDEX

130

All Manufactures
( IN F. R. INDEX )

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936

Output of nondurable manufactures increased considerably in 1936,
particularly during the second half of the year, and by the close of the
year output in this group of industries was above the 1929 level. Activity
in the textile industry, after a moderate decline during the early part of
the year, showed a rapid advance to new high levels, and total output in
1936 was about as large as in the peak years 1927 and 1929. Petroleum
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refining and output of tobacco and leather products readied new high
levels in 1936.

Production at mines also increased during 1936. Output of petroleum
was larger than in any previous year and about 50 percent above the
1923-1925 average. Coal production increased to about 80 percent of the
1923-1925 average. Output of nonferrous metals and of iron ore also ex-
panded considerably.

In construction there was a further increase in activity in 1936 and
the total physical volume of construction was at a level about two-thirds
that in the latter half of the 1920's. As in other recent years, public proj-
ects continued to constitute a greater proportion of all construction work
than in the period preceding the depression. During 1936, however, as
in 1935, the expansion that occurred was largely in privately-financed
projects. Residential building continued the increase begun in the early
part of 1935 and there was a considerable expansion in industrial and
commercial construction. Rents on residential properties increased dur-
ing the year as additions to the supply of dwelling units were small in
relation to the increase in demand accompanying recovery.

The electric power industry operated at record levels in 1936 and
increased its construction expenditures, as compared with the excep-
tionally small outlays of recent years. Although plant expansion by this
industry continued at a high level later than in most other industries—
the peak being in 1930—it appears that in the latter part of 1936 con-
sumption, at least in some areas, was close to productive capacity.

On the railroads there was likewise a considerable expansion in activ-
ity, particularly in the latter half of the year, and as volume of traffic
expanded, outlays for construction and equipment increased somewhat.
The financial position of the railroads, however, while showing consid-
erable improvement in 1936, has been a factor limiting expansion in cap-
ital expenditures.

Agricultural production, which, as a whole, shows much smaller fluctua-
tions from year to year than manufacturing, mining, or construction, in-
creased slightly in 1936 over the low level of the preceding year, accord-
ing to figures of the Department of Agriculture. Cotton production was
larger and output of truck crops and of citrus fruits was in record volume,
while other fruit crops were small and output of feedstuffs was sharply
reduced as a result of the drought. Livestock slaughter increased con-
siderably.

The substantial growth in economic activity in 1936 was accompanied
by a general rise in the number employed and also in the average number
of hours worked per week. The most marked increases in employment
were at factories and on construction projects, but increases in many other
lines were considerable. Employment by the public utilities, which at the
beginning of 1936 was little above the depression low, increased some-
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what during the year and employment on railroads showed a more
marked increase than in any other year of the recovery period. The
number of workers in trade and service industries also rose further.
Altogether, 2,000,000 more were employed in non-agricultural pursuits
at the end of 1936 than a year earlier.

While the total number of unemployed continued large, it was con-
siderably reduced during the year and shortages of skilled labor developed
in certain occupations, particularly the metal trades. During the depres-
sion many skilled workers in some lines, such as the building trades, had
shifted to other types of work and there had been little training of ap-
prentices. With increased demand for skilled workers, however, some
returned to former occupations and the number of apprentices in training
increased.

PER CENT

110

1OO

WHOLESALE PRICES
(I926 = IOO) PER CENT

1OO

1932 1933 1934 1935 1936

Wholesale prices showed a general advance during the last two months
of 1936, following a period of three years in which price changes had been
limited for the most part to agricultural commodities. At the end of the
year the general level of wholesale prices, according to the index of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, was at 84 percent of the 1926 average, com-
pared with 81 percent at the beginning of the year.

Price changes during 1936 and other recent years are shown for three
groups of commodities in the accompanying chart. Prices of farm prod-
ucts and foods declined in the spring of 1936, reflecting primarily reduc-
tions in prices of livestock and their products. Invalidation of process-
ing taxes in January 1936 contributed directly to declines in the prices of
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pork and flour and also to a decline in cotton textiles. During the sum-
mer prices of agricultural commodities advanced, owing in part to reduc-
tions in many crops as a result of widespread drought, and in the last
two months of the year prices of agricultural commodities rose further.
Throughout the year consumers' demands for agricultural products
were increasing. Toward the end of the year there was a marked
rise in prices of industrial commodities, with the most pronounced in-
creases in raw and semi-manufactured materials, particularly metals,
lumber, rubber, wool, and hides and leather. This price advance for in-
dustrial commodities reflected the continued growth in consumption of
industrial materials both in domestic and foreign markets, declining
stocks of many commodities, buying for armament purposes, and some
speculative buying. Many industrial and commercial purchasers placed
large forward orders, partly to avoid price increases and to be assured of
supplies adequate for an increased volume of business. Retail prices of
commodities were somewhat higher in 1936 than in the preceding year.

National income in 1936 was about $63,800,000,000, according to esti-
mates of the Department of Commerce, and the rate of payment in the
latter part of the year was higher. This compares with a high level of
$80,800,000,000 in 1929 and a low level of $39,500,000,000 in • 1932.
Prices, it may be noted in this connection, were lower than in 1929 and
higher than in 1932.

Factory payrolls continued to expand rapidly during the year and
there was also a sharp rise in payrolls on private construction projects.
In trade and other types of nonmanufacturing activity wage payments
showed increases of somewhat smaller proportions. For the most part
the growth in payrolls represented an increase in the number of em-
ployees and in the average number of hours worked, but part of the
growth at the end of the year reflected numerous wage rate increases,
the first significant change in rates in more than two years. The principal
increases in wage rates were in manufacturing, but there were also ad-
vances in the mining and construction industries.

Cash agricultural income increased 11 percent in 1936 to $7,900,000,000
as compared with a low of $4,300,000,000 in 1932 and an average level of
•$10,000,000,000 in the second half of the 1920's. Income from marketings
increased by $1,100,000,000 over 1935, while Government payments to
farmers declined by $300,000,000.

Profits of large industrial corporations for which reports are available
were about 50 percent larger in 1936 than in 1935 and more than double
those of 1934. Net earnings of public utility companies in 1936 showed
an increase of about 20 percent, and railroads reported a substantial net
income in 1936 in comparison with a deficit in 1935. Corporate cash
dividend declarations, according to figures compiled by the New York
Times, reached a total of $4,100,000,000 in the calendar year 1936, an
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increase of 40 percent over 1935. A large part of this increase occurred
during November and December 1936 when cash dividend declarations
were $1,360,000,000 or 82 percent more than in the corresponding months
of 1935.

Distribution of commodities to consumers increased steadily through-
out 1936 and at a more rapid rate than in any other year of the recovery
period. With considerably larger individual incomes in both urban and
rural areas, the expansion was general for practically all lines of whole-
sale and retail trade and for all parts of the country. There was a growth
in the proportion of retail business done on an installment basis, reflect-
ing a marked rise in consumer purchases of automobiles and other durable
goods, which are commonly bought on the installment plan, and an
increasing tendency to finance purchases of less durable goods such as
clothing.

Merchandise foreign trade of the United States showed a further in-
crease in 1936, but was still considerably below the volume of pre-depres-
sion years. Value of imports rose by a greater amount than value of
exports, and the excess of exports was only $34,000,000, compared with
$235,000,000 in 1935. The greater part of the rise in exports in 1936,
as in the two preceding years, was in finished manufactures but there
was also some further growth in exports of semifinished manufactures.
Total exports of agricultural products declined, reflecting chiefly smaller
shipments of cotton.

The rise in imports was general. Imports of crude and semifinished
materials increased further, accompanying growth in industrial activity,
and imports of foodstuffs showed a continued rise, partly as a result of
drought in this country. There were also larger imports of many types
of finished manufactures.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COMMERCIAL BANKING STRUCTURE

During 1936 there was a small decrease in the number of commercial
banking offices. A decrease in the number of banks, exclusive of mutual
savings banks, was partly offset by an increase in the number of
branches. The decline in the number of banks reflected largely consoli-
dations, absorptions, and mergers of banks, especially among institutions
not members of the Federal Reserve System. Bank suspensions in 1936
numbered 44, involving $11,000,000 of deposits, most of which were
covered by deposit insurance. The number of member banks of the
Federal Reserve System showed a slight decrease in the year. There was
an increase in branches, largely within the membership of the Federal
Reserve System and located outside of the city in which the head office
of the bank is located.

Banks, branches, and banking offices.—During 1936 the number of
commercial banks decreased from 15,217 to 15,023, while the number of
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branches increased from 3,118 to 3,235. As a result there was a decline
of only 77 banking offices, that is, from 18,335 to 18,258. The number
of banks was reduced by 176 because of consolidations, absorptions, etc.,
by 58 because of voluntary liquidations, and by 44 as the result of sus-
pensions. These reductions were offset by 69 primary organizations and
15 reopenings following suspensions.

During the year 88 branches were established de novo, 16 banks were
converted into branches, while 47 branches were discontinued. Most of
the additional branches were located outside the head office city of their
parent banks, while many of the discontinued branches were located
in the head office city of the parent banks. Many of the additional
branches established were located in Pacific Coast States. Changes in
the number of banks, branches, and banking offices by classes of banks
are shown in the following table.

CHANGES IN BANKS, BRANCHES, AND BANKING OFFICES, DURING 1936, BY CLASS OF
BANK

Clasa of bank

National
State member

Total member

Nonmember:
Insured
Uninsured

Total

Dec. 31, 1936

Banks l

5,325
1,051

6,376

7,592
1,055

15,023

Branches

1,401
983

2,384

808
43

3,235

Banking
offices

6,726
2,034

8,760

8,400
1,098

18,258

Increase (+) or decrease ( —)
in 1936

Banks 1

- 6 1
+50

- 1 1

- 1 4 2
- 4 1

- 1 9 4

Branches

+72
+31

+103

+ 14

+ 117

Banking
offices

+11
+81

+92

-128
-41

- 7 7

1 Exclusive of mutual savings banks, private banks not under State supervision and trust companies and
other financial institutions which do not receive deposits but which are included in State bank abstracts.

Changes in membership.—The number of Federal Reserve member
banks decreased by 11 during 1936 to 6,376 at the end of the year.
There were 61 fewer national banks and 50 additional State member
banks. Additions to membership, as shown in the following tabulation,
resulted principally from admissions of State banks to membership, while
the largest losses of members were due to the discontinuance of banks
through consolidations, absorptions, and liquidations. There were 17
national banks which converted to State nonmember banks and 7 State
banks which withdrew from membership. The primary organization of
6 national banks during 1936 constitutes the smallest number of such
organizations in any calendar year since the beginning of the Federal
Reserve System. On December 31, 1936, member banks constituted
42 percent of the number and held 84 percent of the loans and invest-
ments of all banks in the United States other than mutual savings banks.
These ratios were substantially the same as those of December 31, 1935.
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CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF MEMBER BANKS DURING

Number of active member banks at beginning of year

Increases:
Primary organizations
Reopenings of suspended banks
Conversions (including successions):

National banks from nonmember banks . .
National banks from State member banks
State member banks from national banks

Admissions of existing State banks to Federal Reserve membership

Total increases

Decreases:
Suspensions
Conversions (including successions):

National banks into nonmember banks
National banks into State member banks
State member banks into national banks

Withdrawals of State banks from Federal Reserve membership
Consolidations, absorptions, liquidations, etc

Total decreases

Net change

Number of active member banks at end of year

National

5,386

6
1

6
4

17

1

17.
1

59'

78

- 6 1

5,325

1936

State
member

1,001

»

1
70

73

4.
7

12

23

+50

1,051

Total

6,387

8
1

6
4
1

70

90

1

17
1
4
7

71

101

- 1 1

6,376

1 Includes a newly organized State member bank which succeeded a State member banic, a national bank,
and an insured nonmember bank.

Additional information regarding the nature of the changes in State
bank membership during the year 1936 is given in the following tabu-
lation :

Deposits as of
Dec. 31, 1936

Admissions of State banks to membership:
68 insured State banks $145,485,000
2 noninsured State banks 3,174,000
1 newly organized bank—to succeed a State member bank, a na-

tional bank, and a nonmember insured bank 12,790,000
1 newly organized bank—to succeed a national bank 627,000
1 newly organized bank—primary organization 264,000

Deposits as of
Dec. 31, 1935

Decreases in State bank membership:
1 voluntary liquidation $50,000
6 voluntary withdrawals—banks continuing as insured nonmember

banks 2,128,000
1 voluntary withdrawal—bank also withdrawing from F. D. I. C.

insurance 2,642,000
4 conversions into or successions by national banks. 10,938,000
6 absorptions by or consolidations with national banks 6,781,000
4 absorptions by or consolidations with other State member banks. . 17,646,000
1 absorption by an insured nonmember bank 105,000

Suspensions.—During 1936 there were 44 bank suspensions involving
$11,306,000 of deposits. For the third consecutive year there were no
suspensions among State member banks. The one national bank which
suspended had deposits of $507,000. Of the remaining 43 suspensions,
40 with deposits of $10,207,000 were insured nonmember banks and 3
with deposits of $592,000 were uninsured institutions. About 90 percent
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of the deposits of the insured suspended banks and 99.5 percent of the
depositors were fully covered.

Reconstruction Finance Corporation investments in banks.-^-At the be-
ginning of 1936 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation had an invest-
ment of $889,000,000 in the preferred stock, capital notes, and debentures
of banks, including a small amount of loans on such securities. During
the year this investment was decreased by $225,000,000 to $664,000,000.
More than one-half of the reduction resulted from the complete retire-
ment of such issues by four large banks. Loans to the receivers of
closed banks and other loans to banks by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation were substantially reduced during the year.

REORGANIZATION OF SYSTEM UNDER BANKING ACT OF 1935

In accordance with the provisions of the Banking Act of 1935, changes
were made during 1936 in the membership of the Board of Governors
and of the Federal Open Market Committee and in officers of the Federal
Reserve banks.

Reconstitution of the Board,— The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System was reconstituted as of February 1, 1936, in compliance
with the Banking Act of 1935, section 10 of which provides that the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall be composed
of seven members, to be appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate. Each member of the Board was appointed for a
term of not to exceed fourteen years, with not more than one term expir-
ing in any two-year period. Each member hereafter appointed is to serve
for a term of fourteen years from the expiration of the term of his
predecessor, except that a member appointed to fill a vacancy is to hold
office for the unexpired term of his predecessor. The Act also provides
that any person appointed as a member of the Board after the date of
enactment of the Banking Act of 1935 shall not be eligible for reap-
pointment as a member after he shall have served a full term of fourteen
years. The Board prior to February 1 consisted of eight members, in-
cluding the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller of the
Currency who were members ex officio.

The Act further provides that, of the persons appointed as members
of the Board, one shall be designated by the President as chairman and
one as vice chairman of the Board, to serve for a term of four years,
and that the chairman of the Board, subject to its supervision, shall be
its active executive officer. Marriner S. Eccles, who was governor of
the former Board, was designated as chairman of the new Board for a
term of four years from February 1, and on August 6, 1936, Ronald
Ransom was designated as vice chairman for a term of four years. The
following members of the Board were appointed for terms beginning
February 1, 1936, as shown:
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Joseph A. Broderick, New York district, 14 years.
M. S. Szymczak, Chicago district, 12 years.
John K. McKee, Cleveland district, 10 years.
Ronald Ransom, Atlanta district, 6 years.
Marriner S. Eccles, San Francisco district, 4 years.
Ralph W. Morrison, Dallas district, 2 years.

Effective June 25, 1936, Chester C. Davis of the Richmond district was
appointed a member of the Board for the unexpired portion of the term
of eight years from February 1, 1936. On July 9, 1936, Mr. Morrison
resigned as a member of the Board.

The members of the Board who went out of office on February 1, 1936,
were as follows: Marriner S. Eccles,1 Chairman; J. J. Thomas, Vice
Chairman; Charles S. Hamlin, Adolph C. Miller, George R. James,
M. S. Szymczak.1

Reorganization of the Federal Open Market Committee.—Effective
March 1, 1936, the Federal Open Market Committee, which previously
consisted of the governors of the twelve Federal Reserve banks, was
reorganized in accordance with Section 12A of the Federal Reserve Act,
as amended by the Banking Act of 1935. This amendment provides
that the Committee shall consist of the members of the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System and five representatives of the Federal
Reserve banks, with an alternate for each such representative, to be
elected annually. In January 1936, the Board took the position that the
intent of the law was that members and alternates representing the Re-
serve banks should be selected from the official personnel of the Reserve
banks. The members of the Committee, elected by the Federal Reserve
banks to serve for one year beginning March 1, 1936, were George L. Har-
rison, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, with Roy A.
Young, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, as alternate;
M. J. Fleming, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, with
John S. Sinclair, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
as alternate; B. A. McKinney, President of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Dallas, with Oscar Newton, President of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta, as alternate; George J. Schaller, President of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago, with William McC. Martin, President of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, as alternate; and George H. Hamil-
ton, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, with William
A. Day, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, as
alternate.

In accordance with the provisions of the law, four meetings of the
Federal Open Market Committee were held in Washington during the
year 1936. These meetings were held on January 21, March 18-19,
May 25, and November 19-20, 1936. The executive committee of the
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Federal Open Market Committee met from time to time throughout the
year as occasion required. A record of actions taken by the Committee
on questions of policy is published as an appendix to this report.

Changes in Federal Reserve bank officers.— The original Federal Re-
serve Act provided that of the three Class C directors of each Federal
Reserve bank, appointed by the Federal Reserve Board, one should be
designated by the Board as chairman of the board of directors of the
Federal Reserve bank and as Federal Reserve agent. The Act also pro-
vided that each Federal Reserve bank should have the power "to appoint
by its board of directors such officers and employees as are not otherwise
provided for in this Act, to define their duties, require bonds of them
and fix the penalty thereof, and to dismiss at pleasure such officers and
employees." The board of directors of each Federal Reserve bank under
this authority appointed a governor of the bank and such other officers
as were deemed necessary. In some instances there developed an over-
lapping of functions of the positions of chairman and Federal Reserve
agent and of governor, which was unsatisfactory as a matter of organiza-
tion, as well as productive of unnecessary expense.

The Banking Act of 1935 provided that, beginning March 1, 1936, the
chief executive officer of each Federal Reserve bank should be a president
—appointed for a term of five years by the board of directors of the
bank, subject to the approval of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. The Act also provided for the appointment by the
directors, subject to the approval of the Board of Governors, of a first
vice president to serve for a term of five years. Recognizing the fact
that most of the statutory functions of the Federal Reserve agent are
of a ministerial nature and in view of the legislative establishment of
the position of president as chief executive officer of the bank, the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System adopted the policy of
placing the chairmanships upon an honorarium basis and of placing
under the presidents of the banks the nonstatutory duties previously
performed in the office of the chairman and Federal Reserve agent. Un-
der this arrangement the technical duties of the office of Federal Reserve
agent in respect to the issuance and retirement of Federal Reserve
notes are performed by an assistant Federal Reserve agent under the
general direction of the Federal Reserve agent, making it possible for
the chairman to discharge the other important responsibilities of his
office without being required to devote more than a limited portion of
his time to the bank.

At the beginning of 1936, the Board of Governors, as then constituted,
reappointed for a term of two months the chairmen and Federal Reserve
agents of those Reserve banks at which no vacancy existed in this office.
After reconstitution of the Board of Governors and adoption of the new
policy regarding chairmen, the new Board appointed the following chair-
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men and Federal Reserve agents for the remainder of the calendar
year 1936:

Boston F. H. Curtiss
New York Owen D. Young (Deputy Chairman)
Philadelphia R. L. Austin
Cleveland E. S. Burke, Jr.
Richmond F. A. Delano
Atlanta H. W. Martin
Chicago R. E. Wood (Deputy Chairman)
St. Louis. Paul Dillard (Deputy Chairman)
Minneapolis W. B. Geery
Kansas City J. J. Thomas
Dallas C. C. Walsh
San Francisco W. N. Moore

At the end of 1936, the position of chairman and Federal Reserve agent
at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis was filled by the appointment
of W. T. Nardin; Robert Lassiter was appointed chairman and Federal
Reserve agent at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, vice F. A.
Delano; and A. 0. Stewart, was appointed chairman and Federal Re-
serve agent at San Francisco, vice W. N. Moore. At the same time
H. W. Martin resigned as chairman and Federal Reserve agent at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta and W. H. Kettig, redesignated deputy
chairman at that bank, became acting chairman.

Presidents and first vice presidents of the Federal Reserve banks,
appointed for the five year terms ending February 28, 1941, and approved
by the Board, are as follows:

First
Presidents Vice Presidents

Boston R. A. Young W. W. Paddock
New York G. L. Harrison Allan Sproul
Philadelphia J. S. Sinclair F. J. Drinnen
Cleveland M. J. Fleming F. J. Zurlinden
Richmond Hugh Leach J. S. Walden, Jr.
Atlanta Oscar Newton R. S. Parker
Chicago G. J. Schaller H. P. Preston
St. Louis W. McC. Martin O. M. Attebery
Minneapolis J. N. Peyton O. S. Powell
Kansas City G. H. Hamilton C. A. Worthington
Dallas B. A. McKinney R. R. Gilbert
San Francisco W. A. Day Ira Clerk

At the various Reserve banks titles of other officers were altered to
conform to the changes in those of the chief executive officers.

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Total earnings of the Federal Reserve banks in 1936 amounted to
$37,901,000 or $4,773,000 less than in 1935, and net operating expenses,
after deduction of reimbursements for certain fiscal agency and other
expenses, to $26,016,000, or $1,540,000 less than in the preceding year.
In addition to net operating expenses, assessment for expenses of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System amounted to $1,-
680,000, and the cost of Federal Reserve currency to $2,178,000. Net
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earnings, representing total earnings plus profits on sales of United States
Government securities, etc., and less current expenses, additions to
reserves for contingencies, charge-offs and special additions to reserves
on bank premises, prior service contributions to the Retirement System,
etc., amounted to $8,513,000 compared with $9,437,000 in the preceding-
year. Earnings, expenses, dividend payments, etc., for all Federal
Reserve banks combined for 1936 and 1935 are shown in the following
table:

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1936 AND 1935

[In thousands of dollars]

1936 1935

Total earnings

Current expenses:
Net operating expenses
Assessments for Board's expenses
Cost of Federal Reserve currency . . . .

37,901

26,016
1,680
2,178

r42,674

r27,556
1,406
1,477

Total . . 29,874 r30,439

Current net earnings..

Additions (profits on sales of U. S. Government securities, etc.)..
Deductions (reserves for contingencies, etc.)

8,027

9,487
9,001

r12,235

6,914
9,712

Net additions..
Net earnings...

486
8,513

-2,798
9,437

Payment to United States Treasury (sec. 13b)
Dividends paid
Transferred to surplus (sec. 13b)
Transferred to surplus (sec. 7)

227
7,830

103
353

298
8,505

27
607

r Revised.

All Federal Reserve banks paid dividends to member banks at the rate
of 6 percent per annum on paid-in capital. These dividends amounted
to $7,830,000.

Gross and net earnings during the year 1936 and the distribution of
net earnings of each Federal Reserve bank are shown in the following
table:

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1936

Federal
Reserve

bank

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland

Richmond . . .
Atlanta
Chicago
St I ouis

Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco

Total

Gross
earnings

$2 573 553
10,537,030
3,256,497
3,537,159

2,056,153
1,524,121
4,423,476
1,863,217

1,362,018
1 973,304
1,574,705
3,219,406

37,900,639

Net
earnings

$522,122
3,699,112

869,927
718,906

-62,452
254,262
932,178
225,165

163,439
247,792
331,954
610,028

8,512,433

Payment
to U. S.
Treasury
(sec. 13b)

134,488
13,752
83,968
14,431

28,354

16,460
10,959
25,036

-227,448

Dividends
paid

$563,728
3,036,704

736,185
752,931

280,136
254,262
725,553
225,724

179,052
236,833
228,445
610,028

7,829,581

Transferred
to surplus
(sec. 13b)

$94,119

-26,247

25,030
-559

10,601

102,944

Transferred
to surplus

(sec. 7)

$_76 094
648,656

-44,345
-48.456

-316,341

153,241

-32,073

67,872

352,460
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Earnings on total bills and securities were about $4,600,000 less in
1936 than in 1935. This decrease in earnings was due to a reduction
from 1.68 percent to 1.49 percent in the average rate of earnings.
Average daily holdings of bills and securities, together with average rates
and amounts of earnings thereon, are shown for recent years in the
following table:

EARNINGS ON BILLS AND SECURITIES
[Amounts in thousands of dollars]

Daily average holdings:
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

Earnings:
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

Average rate of earnings (per cent):
1932
1933.
1934
1935
1936

Total

2,062,446
2,421,566
2,495,497
2,469,542
2,469,688

47,992
47,995
47,655
41,472
36,909

2.33
1.98
1.91
1.68
1.49

Bills and securities

Bills
discounted

520,637
283,229
35,788
7,306
6,135

17,881
9,137
1,231

156
108

3.43
3 23
3.44
2.14
1.76

Bills
bought in

open market

70,902
82,882
24,742
4,922
3,725

2,785
1,238

141
36
30

3.93
1 49

.57

.73

.81

United States
Government

securities

1,461,258
2,052,160
2,431,673
2,430,821
2,430,535

26,924
37,530
46,131
39,796
35,181

1.84
1 83
1.90
1.64
1.45

All other
bills and

securities1

9 649
3,295
3,294

26,493
29,293

402
90

152
1,484
1,590

4.17
2 74
4.61
^.60
5.43

1 Includes industrial advances in 1934, 1935, and 1936.

Total operating expenses of the Federal Reserve banks in 1936, includ-
ing reimbursable expenses, were $31,994,000, which was about the same
as in the preceding year. Salary payments during 1936, including Retire-
ment System contributions except those for prior service, were $730,000
less than in 1935. Taxes on bank premises were $30,000 less and postage
and expressage $690,000 more than in 1935. Reimbursements for certain
fiscal agency and other expenses in 1936 amounted to $5,977,000, com-
pared with $4,460,000 in 1935, and net operating expenses after deduct-
ing all reimbursable expenses totalled $26,016,000 in 1936 as compared
with $27,556,000 in 1935. Assessments on the Federal Reserve banks for
expenses of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
showed an increase of $270,000 and the cost of Federal Reserve currency
an increase of $700,000. Total current expenses were about $565,000
less than 1935.

The average number of officers and employees of the Federal Reserve
banks during 1936 was 11,297, compared with 11,649 in 1935. The
average number of such officers and employees engaged in fiscal agency,
custodianship and depositary work for the United States Government
and governmental agencies during 1936 was 2,822, or 166 more than in
the preceding year.

The volume of work handled in the various departments of the Re-
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serve banks for which a measurement is available for the last four years
is as follows:

VOLUME OF OPERATIONS IN PRINCIPAL DEPARTMENTS

NUMBER OF PIECES HANDLED*

Bills discounted:
Applications
Notes discounted

Industrial advances:
Notes discounted . . .
Commitments to make industrial ad-

vances
Bills purchased in open market for own

account
Currency received and counted
Coin received and counted
Checks handled
Collection items handled:

U. S. Government coupons paid2

All other
Issues, redemptions, and exchanges by

fiscal agency department:
U. S. Government direct obligations..
All other

Transfers of funds

AMOUNTS HANDLED

Bills discounted
Industrial advances:

Notes discounted . . . . . . .
Commitments to make industrial ad-

vances
Bills purchased in open market for own

account
Currency received and counted
Coin received and counted
Checks handled
Collection items handled:

U. S. Government coupons paid2

All other
Issues, redemptions, and exchanges by

fiscal agency department:
U. S. Government direct obligations..
All other

Transfers of funds

1933

81,000
346,000

79,000
2,013,459,000
2,497,928,000

688,933,000

18,099,000
8,371,000

3,502,000

1,290,000

$9,632,808,000

898,001,000
11,710,364,000

624,617,000
157,833,692,000

578,082,000
5,539,659,000

24,622,726,000

85,059,151,000

1934

15,176
42,128

463

227

7,400
2,067,835,000
2,565,164,000

818,847,000

21,555,000
7,436,000

5,281,000

1,125,000

$714,361,000

14,884,000

11,443,000

75,903,000
9,932,601,000

298,297,000
179,544,488,000

699,325,000
6,742,974,000

29,941,049,000

73,077,156,000

1935

5,084
12,702

973

552

1,932
2,148,485.000
2,590,859,000

885,190,000

22,633,000
7,119,000

6,838,000
3,742,000

982,000

$229,546,000

28,479,000

29,223,000

31,446,000
9,837,681,000

275,608,000
202,989,742,000

751,916,000
7,948,641,000

30,755,611,000
3,346,189,000

80,483,190,000

1936

3,293
7,502

678

286

1,388
2,232,980.000
2.665,190,000
1.009,264,000

18,806,000
6,968.000

27,919,000
1,538,000

951,000

$167,600,000

8,519,000

. 12,583,000

25,207,000
10,059,637,000

276,323,000
234,417,787,000

798,925,000
7,089,008,000

25,196,825,000
2,223,136,000

87,001,630,000

'Two or more checks, coupons, etc., handled as a single item, are counted as one "piece."
2 Includes coupons from obligations guaranteed by the United States.
3 Figures for years prior to 1935 not available.

BUILDING OPERATIONS OF T H E FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Construction of additions to the buildings occupied by the Federal
Reserve banks of New York and Philadelphia was completed by the end
of 1936. All Federal Reserve banks and their branches are now housed
in buildings owned by the banks except the Cincinnati, Charlotte, Port-
land, Seattle and Spokane branches.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

The 25 branches and 2 agencies which were in operation at the end
of 1935 continued to function throughout 1936. The table on the follow-
ing page shows a comparison of the volume of work handled in certain
departments by branches from 1933 to 1936.

Current expenses during 1936 of the branches and agencies were
$5,965,000 compared with $6,142,000 during 1935.
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VOLUME X OF OPERATIONS OF FEDERAL RESERVE BRANCHES AND AGENCIES

Checks handled:
Number .
Amount

Currency received and counted:
Number of pieces
Amount

Coin received and counted:
Number of pieces
Amount

1933

193,799,000
$33,618,776,000

472,870,000
$2,543,130,000

526,189,000
$126,211,000

1934

233,518,000
$43,109,445,000

489,527,000
$2,195,428,000

531,547,000
$68,136,000

1935

255,210,000
$49,995,681,000

520,823,000
$2,319,907,000

485,403,000
$62,246,000

1936

275,040,031
$58,324,415,148

554,598,497
$2,422,588,942

517,490,187
$55,954,949

1 Two or more checks, etc., handled as a single item, are counted as one "piece."

FEDERAL RESERVE INTERDISTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM

At the end of 1936 there were 12,395 banks on the Federal Reserve
Par List, comprising all member banks (6,376) and 6,019 nonmember
banks that pay, without deduction of exchange charges, such checks
drawn upon them as are presented or forwarded for payment by the
Federal Reserve banks. During the year the number of nonmember
banks on the Par List decreased by 247, principally as a result of a
reduction in the number of banks in operation. There was a net increase
of 38 in the number of nonmember banks not on the Par List. This is
accounted for largely by withdrawals of State banks from the Par List
in the St. Louis Federal Reserve district and withdrawals of State banks
from the Par List and conversions of national banks into nonmember
non-par banks in the Minneapolis Federal Reserve district. Of the
2,732 banks not on the Par List at the end of 1936, 1,443 were located
in 11 Southern States and 1,167 in the West North Central States and
the adjoining State of Wisconsin. As will be seen from the following
table, all of the banks in the Boston, New York and Philadelphia dis-
tricts and all but 2 banks in the Cleveland district were on the Federal
Reserve Par List.

INTERDISTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM X

Federal Resei

United S ta tes . . . .

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland

Richmond
Atlanta
Chicago
St Louis

Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco

ve district

Member banks

Dec. 31,
1936

6,376

360
789
658
627

404
330
741
388

481
726
550
322

Dec. 31,
1935

6,387

365
793
656
622

404
328
702
390

501
726
550
350

Nonmember banks,
savings

On par list

Dec. 31,
1936

6,019

171
288
261
637

324
94

1,622
815

184
1,027

305
291

Dec. 31,
1935

6,266

175
301
267
642

327
93

1,690
888

198
1,062

315
308

other than mutual
banks 2

Not on par list

Dec. 31,
1936

2,732

2

321
672
228
414

724
174
164
33

Dec. 31,
1935

2 694

2

31°,
666
226
387

709
178
174
33

1 Includes all banks on which checks are drawn, whether operating with or without restrictions.
2 Includes private banks reported as either on the Par List or not on the Par List.Digitized for FRASER 
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AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

By a resolution of Congress, approved by the President April 21, 1936,
section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act was amended so as to extend
until July 1, 1938, the period in which the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation may make loans, under certain conditions, upon the assets
of an open or closed insured bank, purchase such assets, or guarantee
any other insured bank against loss by reason of its assuming the liabili-
ties and purchasing the assets of an insured bank. Such action may
be taken if in the judgment of the Corporation it will reduce the risk
or avert a threatened loss to the Corporation and will facilitate a merger
or consolidation of an insured bank with another insured bank, or will
facilitate the sale of the assets of an insured bank to and assumption
of its liabilities by another insured bank.

This was the only amendment to the Federal Reserve Act enacted
during the year 1936.

CHANGES IN REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

During the year 1936 the regulations of the Board of Governors were
revised or amended in a number of particulars. These changes are de-
scribed briefly below.

Reserves of member banks.—Pursuant to the authority contained in
section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act, the Board issued a supplement to
its Regulation D effective after the close of business August 15, 1936,
increasing by 50 percent the reserve requirements which member banks
were required to maintain with the Federal Reserve banks against de-
mand and time deposits.

Trust powers of national banks.—Regulation F, relating to the exer-
cise of trust powers by national banks, was revised effective June 1, 1936,
to incorporate certain principles of trust administration which appeared
to be desirable, certain prior rulings of the Board, and other changes
which were deemed to be appropriate. The revised regulation contains
new provisions relating to the supervision of trust departments by the
directors and officers of the banks and to "self-dealing" in connection
with the investment of trust funds and sale of trust assets, together with
numerous other provisions.

Interlocking bank directorates under the Clayton Act.— The Banking
Act of 1935, which was approved August 23, 1935, made certain amend-
ments to the provisions of the Clayton Act relating to interlocking bank
directorates, and in view of these amendments to the law, the Board's
Regulation L relating to this subject was revised effective January 4,
1936. Prior to these amendments the Board was authorized under cer-
tain conditions to issue permits in individual cases for interlocking bank
directorates. Under the amended statute the Board no longer has this
authority, but is authorized to permit such relationships within certain
limitations by regulation only. In its Regulation L the Board has
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granted permission for such interlocking bank directorates in certain
limited classes of cases.

Interlocking relationships between member banks and securities com-
panies.—Section 32 of the Banking Act of 1933, regarding the service of
a dealer in securities at the same time as an officer, director or employee
of a member bank, was amended, effective January 1, 1936, by the Bank-
ing Act of 1935, and in view of these amendments the Board on January
4, 1936, issued a revision of its Regulation R relating to this subject.
Under the amended statute the Board no longer has authority to issue
permits in individual cases for interlocking personnel relationships be-
tween dealers in securities and member banks, but is authorized to permit
such relationships in limited classes of cases by general regulations only.
The Board's revised Regulation R grants permission for such relationships
only where the business of the securities dealer is restricted to obligations
of the United States, its Territories, dependencies and insular possessions,
and certain of its instrumentalities.

Extension of credit by brokers, dealers, and members of securities ex-
changes.—Effective February 1, 1936, the Board adopted a supplement
to Regulation T increasing margin requirements for loans made by
brokers and dealers in securities. As thus increased, the minimum re-
quired margin for loans collateraled by registered securities that had
advanced in price by less than 33 percent above their lowest price since
July 1,1933, continued to be 25 percent of current market price; the mar-
gin for loans on registered securities which had had the largest increases
in prices was set at 55 percent instead of 45 percent as theretofore; and
margins required on other registered securities varied between 25 and
55 percent of current market price, depending upon the degree of their
price advance. Effective April 1, 1936, these requirements were changed
by another supplement to Regulation T in which the Board fixed a margin
requirement of 55 percent on all registered securities serving as collateral
for loans subject to the regulation, except for certain loans to members,
brokers and dealers in securities and to certain distributors, syndicates,
etc. The Board also adopted certain detailed amendments to its Regula-
tion T which became effective July 1, 1936.

Loans by banks for the purpose of purchasing or carrying stocks regis-
tered on a national securities exchange.—Pursuant to the provisions of
section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Board issued Regula-
tion U effective May 1, 1936. With certain exceptions, this regulation
required a margin of 55 percent on stocks serving as collateral for loans
made by any bank upon the security of stock for the purpose of purchas-
ing or carrying stocks registered on a national securities exchange.
Regulation U was amended effective July 1, 1936, in certain detailed
particulars.

Open-market operations.— Section 12A of the Federal Reserve Act as
it existed prior to March 1, 1936, provided for regulations by the Board
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of Governors of the Federal Reserve System relating to open-market
operations of the Federal Reserve banks; the law as amended, effective
March 1, 1936, by the Banking Act of 1935, provides for regulations on
this subject to be prescribed by the Federal Open Market Committee.
Accordingly, the Board's Regulation M, which related to open-market
operations of the Federal Reserve banks, automatically became ineffective
at the close of business February 29, 1936. Pursuant to the provisions
of the amended statute, the Federal Open Market Committee on March
19, 1936, adopted a regulation relating to open-market operations of the
Federal Reserve banks, which became effective immediately.

DEFINITION OF INTEREST IN REGULATION Q

The Federal Reserve Act, as amended by the Banking Act of 1933,
provides that "no member bank shall, directly or indirectly, by any de-
vice whatsoever, pay any interest on any deposit which is payable on
demand* * *." In the amendments to the Federal Reserve Act which
were made by the Banking Act of 1935, Congress retained this prohibi-
tion upon the payment of interest on demand deposits and added to the
law a provision authorizing the Board of Governors to determine what
shall be deemed to be a payment of interest and to prescribe such rules
and regulations as would effectuate the purposes of the law and prevent
evasions thereof. Accordingly, in the latter part of November 1935, the
Board adopted a revision of its Regulation Q relating to the payment of
interest on deposits by member banks, to become effective January 1,
1936, and this revision contained in subsection (f) of section 1 thereof
a definition of the term "interest" as used in the regulation.

The Banking Act of 1935 also required the board of directors of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, by regulation, to prohibit the
payment of interest on demand deposits in insured nonmember banks.
In December of 1935 the Board learned that the regulation which the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was preparing to issue on this
subject, effective January 1, 1936, contained a definition of interest which
differed from that prescribed in Regulation Q.

Thereupon the Board deferred the effective date of its definition of
"interest" so that an opportunity would be provided to consult with the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation with a view to harmonizing if
possible the provisions of the two regulations governing the payment of
interest on deposits by member banks and by insured nonmember banks.
However, efforts of the two organizations during the year 1936 to ac-
complish this end were unsuccessful, and on December 21, 1936, the
Board of Governors announced that it had taken action making effective
on February 1, 1937, subsection (f) of section 1 of Regulation Q contain-
ing the definition of the term "interest".

Subsequently the Board was requested by the Chairman of the House
Banking and Currency Committee and the Chairman of the Senate
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Banking and Currency Committee to postpone the effective date of the
definition of interest and, in view of these requests, the Board postponed
from February 1 to May 1, 1937, the effective date of subsection (f) of
section 1 of the regulation. There is printed below the text of a press
statement issued by the Board of Governors on January 30, 1937, with
reference to this action:

Chairman Steagall, of the House Banking and Currency Commit-
tee, and Chairman Wagner, of the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee, have requested the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System to postpone the effective date of the definition of
interest contained in subsection (f) of section 1 of the Board's Regu-
lation Q, which the Board on December 21, 1936, announced would
become effective on February 1, 1937.

The Board, after careful consideration, had reached the conclusion
that the law and the existence of certain banking practices required
the adoption of this definition but the Board feels that the request
which these two Chairmen have now made should be granted in view
of the fact that the Board has been informed that a number of Mem-
bers of Congress are giving consideration to the question of the
advisability of amending the law under which the Board's regulation
was issued, and desire additional time for that purpose. The Board,
therefore, has postponed from February 1 to May 1, 1937, the effec-
tive date of subsection (f) of section 1 of Regulation Q, which con-
tains the definition of interest.

Following this action, the Board of Governors and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation conferred again with a view to finding a basis
upon which the differences between their regulations in this respect could
be eliminated, with the result that, effective February 11, 1937, the
respective regulations were amended by striking out subsection (f) of
section 1 of each regulation and by inserting after the first sentence of
subsection (a) of section 2 the following sentence:

Within this regulation, any payment to or for the account of any
depositor as compensation for the use of funds constituting a deposit
shall be considered interest.

There is printed below a press statement which was released on Febru-
ary 12, 1937, jointly by the Board of Governors and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation in connection with this matter:

In view of widespread differences of opinion in the law-making
and administrative branches of the Government as to the intent of
the law and as a result of further consultations between the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, their respective regulations relating to the
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payment of interest on demand deposits have been brought into uni-
formity by amendments adopted by the Board and by the Cor-
poration.

The definition of "interest" has been eliminated from Regulation
Q of the Board and from Regulation IV of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and paragraph (a) of section 2 of each regu-
lation has been amended by inserting after the first sentence the fol-
lowing: "Within this regulation, any payment to or for the account
of any depositor as compensation for the use of funds constituting
a deposit shall be considered interest."

The effect of these amendments is to declare existing law rather
than to interpret and apply the law to particular practices. This will
permit the general application by each agency of a uniform law and
a determination of specific cases based upon the facts involved. It
will also permit each agency to determine, with respect to cases com-
ing before it, whether or not any practice involved in any such cases
is a "device" within the meaning of the statute employed by the
banks to evade the prohibition of the law.

The Board of Governors, in its original definition of the term
"interest" (section 1 (f)), specified that such term should include
the payment or absorption of exchange or collection charges which
involve out-of-pocket expenses. The present action of the Board of
Governors removes this finding or specification from its regulation.

Henceforth under both regulations the question of what in a par-
ticular case is a payment of interest upon a demand deposit or a
device to evade the prohibition against the payment of such interest,
becomes, for both agencies, a matter of administrative determina-
tion under the general law in the light of experience and as specific
cases may develop.

CREDITS TO FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS

The participation of the Federal Reserve banks in the First and Second
Syndicate Credits granted to the National Bank of Hungary in 1931
was renewed at maturity on October 18, 1936, with approval of the
Board of Governors, for a further period of nine months, i.e., until July
18, 1937. The share of the Federal Reserve banks, which amounted
to $2,520,000 on December 31, 1935, was reduced to $2,506,000 at the
close of 1936.

In May 1936 a considerable reduction was made in the special de-
mand deposit maintained by the Federal Reserve banks at the Bank
for International Settlements and in the volume of bills purchased under
the arrangement with that bank. The deposit originated in 1931 when,
with the approval of the Federal Reserve Board, several of the Reserve
banks placed a total of $10,000,000 on deposit at the Bank for Interna-
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Honal Settlements for the purchase of prime commercial bills guaranteed
by that bank. The greater part of this sum was withdrawn in 1932.
At the beginning of 1936 the special demand deposit amounted to $540,-
000 and the total face amount of bills purchased under the agreement to
$2,000,000. In view of the disappearance of the need for such use of
the funds it was determined in April, by arrangement with the Bank for
International Settlements, to reduce the demand deposit to approximately
$100,000 and the investment in bills to approximately $400,000. On
December 30, 1936, the demand deposit plus bills bought amounted to
$547,000.

An advance of $2,500,000 on gold in transit was made on September 30,
1936, to the Bank for International Settlements on behalf of a foreign
central bank. The loan was made under authorization granted on Septem-
ber 28, 1936, by the Board of Governors to the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York in association with other Federal Reserve banks to make ad-
vances to the Bank for International Settlements on gold in transit up to
an approximate value of $20,000,000. This was similar to an authorization
granted by the Board in 1934, described in the Annual Report for that
year, for advances secured by gold up to $50,000,000. No loans were
made under the authorization of 1934. The amount of the 1936 advance
was paid in full in October upon sale of the gold to the United States
Assay Office.

Various loans secured by gold, made in November and December 1935
by the Federal Reserve banks, were repaid in the spring of 1936. During
the year new loans on gold were made to an aggregate amount of $500,-
000. The amount outstanding at the end of the year was $300,000.

BANK EXAMINATIONS

State member banks are subject, under the provisions of the Federal
Reserve Act, to examinations made by direction of the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System or of the Federal Reserve banks by
examiners selected or approved by the Board of Governors. As a matter
of practice, the examinations of State member banks made pursuant to
such provisions are made under the direction of the various Federal
Reserve banks by examiners for the respective Federal Reserve banks,
whose appointments are approved by the Board of Governors. During
the year the nonstatutory functions of the Federal Reserve Agents were
transferred to the Federal Reserve banks, and in this connection the
examination work at the Federal Reserve banks which theretofore had
been under the direction of the Federal Reserve Agents was transferred
to the Federal Reserve banks, with the understanding, however, that this
function would, as previously, be conducted under the general supervision
of the Board of Governors.

In accordance with the practice of previous years, a conference of rep-
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resentatives of the bank examination departments of the Federal Reserve
banks, including the officers in charge of the examination departments,
the chief or senior examiners, and the trust examiners, was held in
Washington in the fall of 1936. The conference was called by the Board
of Governors, and the representatives of the Reserve banks met with
members of the Board of Governors and members of the Board's staff
to consider questions involved in the examination of State member banks.

The policy approved by the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System provides that at least one regular examination of each
State member bank, including its trust department, be made during each
calendar year by examiners for the Federal Reserve banks, either inde-
pendently or jointly with State banking authorities. Most of the exami-
nations of State member banks made during the year by examiners for
the Federal Reserve banks were joint examinations made in cooperation
with the State banking authorities pursuant to the policy of making joint
examinations wherever practicable in order to avoid duplication of exam-
inations and minimize any inconvenience to the banks examined.

All of the 12 Federal Reserve banks were examined during the year by
the Board's Division of Examinations.

An examination by the Division was made during the year of the head
office of the one banking corporation now in operation organized under
the provisions of section 25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act, generally
referred to as the Edge Act, to engage in foreign and international bank-
ing business.

TRUST POWERS OF NATIONAL BANKS

During the year 1936, 17 national banks were granted authority by
the Board to exercise one or more trust powers under the provisions of
section 11 (k) of the Federal Reserve Act. This figure includes six banks
which had previously been granted certain trust powers and during the
year were granted one or more additional powers; it also includes one
bank which had previously been authorized to exercise restricted trust
powers and during the year was granted full trust powers. Four banks
surrendered the trust powers which had previously been granted them.

On December 31, 1936, there were 1,908 national banks holding permits
to exercise trust powers. A list of such banks appears on pages 270-288
of this report. In addition, 13 national banks had authority at that time
to exercise restricted trust powers only.

The term "restricted trust powers" as used above refers to powers
granted a bank to acquire certain trust accounts but not to acquire other
fiduciary business. Such restricted powers have been granted to enable
a newly organized, consolidated or converted institution to acquire the
trust business held by a predecessor bank or banks, or to enable a bank
to administer certain specific trust accounts, when, in the light of all the
facts and circumstances in the particular case, such action was deemed
warranted.
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Regulation F, relating to trust powers of national banks was revised
effective June 1,1936. Further reference to the revision of the regulation
may be found on page 51.

HOLDING COMPANY AFFILIATES

During the year 1936 the Board acted upon the applications for voting
permits submitted by holding company affiliates of member banks in
accordance with the provisions of section 5144 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended, and section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, and
authorized the issuance of permits as follows: For general purposes, 4;
for miscellaneous limited purposes only, such as reduction of common
stock, amendments of articles of associations, etc., 7; for the election
of directors for the year 1936 and the transaction of routine matters only,
5; for the election of directors for the year 1937 and the transaction of
routine matters only, 4; for the election of directors for the year 1937, the
transaction of routine matters, and for other miscellaneous purposes, 2.

Under the authority of section 301 of the Banking Act of 1935, the
Board determined that 19 organizations were not engaged directly or in-
directly as a business in holding the stock of, or managing or controlling,
banks, banking associations, savings banks or trust companies, and that,
therefore, they were not holding company affiliates except for the pur-
poses of section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act.

As set forth more fully in the record of policy actions on pages 214 and
219, the Board amended the standard form of agreement, originally ap-
proved by the Board in December, 1935, which is required to be executed
by holding company affiliates as a condition precedent to the issuance of
general voting permits.

MEETINGS OF FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Four meetings of the Federal Advisory Council were held in Wash-
ington during 1936 on the following dates: February 11-12, May 18-19,
September 9-10, and November 16-17. Other material relating to the
Federal Advisory Council appears in the appendix.

BOARD STAFF AND EXPENDITURES

On February 4, 1936, Charles S. Hamlin was appointed as Special
Counsel to the Board of Governors, effective as of the same date.

Effective January 8, 1936, J. P. Dreibelbis was appointed an Assistant
General Counsel to the Board.

George W. Blattner was appointed Assistant Director of the Division
of Research and Statistics, effective as of May 1, 1936.

Effective as of May 31, 1936, Frank J. Drinnen resigned as Federal
Reserve Examiner to accept appointment as First Vice President of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
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The total cost of conducting the work of the Board during the year
1936 was approximately $1,582,447. This is exclusive of expenditures
in the amount of $1,507,015 made in connection with the new building
being erected by the Board. For the general expenses of the Board two
assessments were levied against the Federal Reserve banks aggregating
$1,679,565.37, or about one-half of 1 percent of their average paid-in
capital and surplus for the year. Under an arrangement with the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland the accounts of the Board were audited three
times during the course of the year 1936 by the Auditor of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland and certified by him to be correct.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

During 1937 the principal objectives of Federal Reserve policy were
to assure the continued availability of bank credit at low rates for cur-
rent requirements of business and at the same time so to regulate the
available volume of member bank reserves as to avoid the likelihood of
injurious credit expansion in the future. Further adjustment of the
country's reserve structure to the changed conditions that had resulted
from a heavy inflow of gold from abroad was made by the System in
the early part of the year through a final increase of reserve require-
ments for member banks. This placed the System in a position to make
current adjustments to developments in the credit situation through
open-market operations. As a result of such operations in April and
again in November, together with a release by the Treasury in Septem-
ber of gold from its inactive account at the request of the Board of
Governors, the aggregate volume of idle funds at the disposal of mem-
ber banks was ample throughout the year and money rates remained low.

OUTLOOK AT OPENING OF YEAR

At the opening of 1937 economic activity was increasing rapidly. The
output of mines and factories, after a steady rise for two years, had
reached the average level of 1929. Increased activity was manifested
both in the industries producing goods for immediate consumption and
in those producing durable goods. Capital expenditures by manufactur-
ing industries were increasing rapidly, in line with output and profits.
There was some revival in residential construction, which had dwindled
to a very low level during the depression and was still far from normal.
Employment was expanding and wage payments were rising even more
rapidly, as the result both of reduction in part-time employment and of
increases in hourly wage rates. Increased farm income, a large volume
of dividend disbursements, and larger wage payments resulted in an
increase in retail and wholesale distribution. Prices of securities were at
the highest level since the early part of the depression; yields on bonds,
both Government and corporate, had reached exceptionally low levels,
and capital issues of corporations were in the largest volume of the
recovery years.
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Many commodity prices were rising rapidly. Advances were particu-
larly pronounced in agricultural and other raw materials; prices of fin-
ished goods were also rising. Increased domestic demand, together with a
considerable volume of foreign demand, contributed to the advance. A
wave of buying was in progress. The rate of advance in business activity
was, in fact, so fast that there were evidences of unsound developments.
There was a large increase in forward orders in anticipation of further
price and wage increases, together with uncertainties regarding deliveries,
partly due to labor disputes, and shortages were developing in plant and
equipment and in some classes of skilled labor. Notwithstanding the
fact that recovery was far from complete and that there was still a large
amount of unemployment, boom conditions were developing in particular
industries and boom psychology began to be manifested.

The total volume of bank deposits and currency continued to grow
and at the beginning of 1937 was at the highest level in the country's
history. Bank loans to trade and industry had increased considerably
and were growing. New York City banks were reducing their holdings
of Government securities, but total investments of banks had changed
little in the last half of 1936.

Idle funds in the hands of institutions and individual investors con-
tinued large and long-term money rates were exceptionally low. The
average yield on long-term Government bonds at the beginning of 1937
was about 21

/4 percent. The highest-grade corporate bonds were selling
• on a 3% percent basis and yields on lower-grade corporate bonds had
declined to about 4% percent. At these levels long-term interest rates
were one percent or more lower than in the 1920's.

In August 1936 the Board of Governors had raised reserve require-
ments for member banks by 50 percent in order to absorb a part of the
$3,000,000,000 of reserves in excess of requirements held by member
banks. Under the law the Board has the responsibility of changing
reserve requirements in order to prevent injurious credit expansion or
contraction, and the Board had acted to eliminate from the credit base
a part of the redundant reserves accumulated through a large volume of
gold imports. The Board's action was in the nature of a precautionary
measure to prevent an uncontrollable expansion of credit in the future.
The policy of maintaining easy money and credit conditions pursued by
the System since the beginning of the depression continued to be in effect.

The increase in requirements had no perceptible effect on the credit
situation, and money rates continued low. Owing to disturbed conditions
abroad and a large inflow of capital to this country, an extraordinarily
large volume of gold imports continued in the second half of 1936 and
member bank reserves were increased by $600,000,000 from this source.
Required reserves had increased as the result of growth in the member
banks' deposits, but excess reserves had grown nevertheless and by
November amounted to $2,200,000,000. In December the United States
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Treasury after consultation with the Board adopted a policy of placing
new gold acquisitions in an inactive account, thus preventing further gold
imports from adding to the reserves of member banks.

FINAL INCREASE IN RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

At the beginning of 1937 the Board of Governors once more reviewed
the general monetary situation and the reserve position of the banking
system and of individual member banks.

TOTAL BANK DEPOSITS AND CURRENCY
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Deposits are for all banks in United States and are partly estimated. Interbank and

United States Government deposits are excluded and demand deposits are adjusted for
float. Deposits in Postal Savings System and in mutual savings banks are included in
time deposits.

Total bank deposits and currency, which represent the most liquid
resources at the disposal of the public, after increasing rapidly from
1933 to 1936, were at a higher level than in 1929. Changes in the volume
of demand and time deposits at all banks in the United States and of
currency held outside of banks are shown in the chart.

Currency outside of banks had increased by about $2,000,000,000 be-
tween 1930 and 1937. Both demand and time deposits declined sharply
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from 1930 to 1933 and subsequently increased. By the end of 1936 de-
mand deposits had risen to the highest level on record while time deposits
had shown a less rapid but continuous growth since 1933.

This volume of deposits and currency, if utilized at a rate of turnover
comparable to pre-depression levels, would be sufficient to sustain a
vastly greater rate of business activity. In order to sustain and expand
recovery, the country's commerce, industry, and agriculture, therefore, re-
quired a more complete and productive utilization of existing deposits
rather than further additions to the amount available. The existence
of excess reserves does not in itself result in the creation of new deposits
nor in a more active use of the existing supply.

It was estimated that the existing excess reserves, if utilized as fully
as had been the case in the past, were sufficient to constitute the basis
for an expansion of deposits and currency of more than $30,000,000,000,
or more than 50 percent, and that, if requirements were increased by an
additional 33% percent, the banking system would still have the basis
of a potential expansion of more than $5,000,000,000 without recourse
to the Federal Reserve banks. The excess reserves of about $1,500,000,-
000 which would be eliminated as a base of further credit expansion by an
increase of 33V3 percent in reserve requirements could, therefore, support
an increase in bank deposits, which, if it occurred, would unquestion-
ably constitute a credit expansion on a scale injurious to the nation's
economy.

As was the case when the Board announced the increase of require-
ments in July 1936, excess reserves were widely distributed among mem-
ber banks, and balances with correspondent banks were twice as large
as they had generally been in the past. All but a small number of mem-
ber banks had more than sufficient excess reserves and surplus balances
with other banks to meet a 33% percent increase in reserve requirements.

As shown by the table below, of the 6,367 member banks on January
13, 1937, there were only 197 that did not have sufficient funds to meet a
33% percent increase in requirements by using their excess balances
with the Reserve banks and as much as half of their balances with cor-
respondent banks.

(January 13, 1937)

Class of banks

Total
Central reserve city banks

New York City
Ch.ica.20

Reserve city banks
Country banks

Number of
member
banks

6,367

37
13

334
5,983

Member banks with reserves insufficient, when
increased by one-half of balances with cor-
respondents, to meet a 33 M percent in-
crease in requirements

Number

197

12
1

16
168

Additional reserves required
(In millions of dollars)

123

100
9

11
2
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Banks that would be under the necessity, if requirements were in-
creased, to undertake any operations other than to draw down their
balances with correspondents by 50 percent or less constituted 3 percent
of all member banks. Additional funds required for the System as a
whole would be $123,000,000, of which $100,000,000 would be needed by
twelve money-market banks in New York City. An analysis of the
position of these banks showed that they had a large volume of liquid
assets, including Treasury bills and short-term notes, bankers' accept-
ances and brokers' loans.

The Board also considered whether in case it was decided to eliminate
a part of the excess reserves, it would be best, in the then existing cir-
cumstances, to accomplish this by reducing the System's open-market
portfolio or by a further increase of reserve requirements. It was de-
cided that action on reserve requirements should come first because it
should be taken while reserves were ample and well distributed. As
was said by the Board in July 1936, "it is far better to sterilize a part
of these superfluous reserves while they are still unused than to permit
a credit structure to be erected upon them and then to withdraw the
foundation of the structure."

An increase in reserve requirements would not diminish the large
volume of deposits of bank customers seeking investment which were
ample to assure the continuance of favorable money rates for capital
purposes. At the same time, with excess reserves reduced to a manage-
able figure, the Reserve System would be in a position to take prompt
action to bring about current adjustments of the reserve position of
member banks to credit needs by employing the more flexible instru-
ment of open-market operations to ease or tighten conditions in the
money market.

In view of these considerations, the Board determined to raise reserve
requirements by the remaining amount permitted by law, namely, by an
additional 50 percent of original requirements, or 33% percent of the
requirements in effect after the first increase. This final advance com-
pleted the use of the Board's power under the law to increase reserve re-
quirements. The Board stated that it was not its intention to request
from Congress additional authority to absorb excess reserves by means of
further raising reserve requirements.

In order to give the banks ample opportunity to adjust to the new re-
quirements, the Board in announcing the increase on January 30 pro-
vided that one-half of it would take effect on March 1 and the other
half on May 1.

ADJUSTMENT TO INCREASED REQUIREMENTS

Prices of United States Government and high-grade corporate bonds,
after a long-continued advance, had reached an extraordinarily high level
in the latter half of 1936. Banks in New York City, which had expanded
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their Government security holdings at a rapid rate in the early part of
1936, had begun to sell in the latter part of that year, and continued to
sell in the early months of 1937. Late in December and in January
prices of Government and high-grade corporate bonds declined somewhat
and their yields correspondingly increased. There were further sales of
Government securities by banks and other investors for the purpose of
realizing accrued profits. Following the announcement of the increase in
reserve requirements on January 30, yields of these obligations, as well
as short-term money rates, showed a further slight advance.

Early in March, in order to meet the increase in reserve requirements
and withdrawals of balances held for interior banks, a few of the large
money-market banks increased their sales of Government securities.
The securities sold were principally long-term bonds, on which they had
profits, rather than short-term notes and bills, which they held in sub-
stantial volume. Other banks and other holders of bonds also sold, at
first for the purpose of realizing profits and then, as prices continued to
decline, to avoid losses. As the result of these sales, the average yield
on long-term Government bonds rose from a little over 21

/4 percent in
February to 2% percent early in April. Yields on high-grade corporate
bonds also advanced.

In order to stabilize conditions in the money market the Federal Open
Market Committee engaged in a series of open-market operations. Be-
tween March 10 and March 31 it increased the System's holdings of
Treasury bonds by $104,000,000 and at the same time reduced its hold-
ings of Treasury notes by $85,000,000 and its holdings of Treasury bills
by $19,000,000, so that the total of its portfolio of Government securities
remained unchanged. On April 4 the Federal Open Market Committee
issued the following statement:

"With a view (1) to exerting its influence toward orderly conditions in
the money market and (2) to facilitating the orderly adjustment of
member banks to the increased reserve requirements effective May 1,
1937, the Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System is
prepared to make open-market purchases of United States Government
securities for the account of the Federal Reserve banks in such amounts
and at such times as may be desirable. This purpose is in conformity
with the policy announced by the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in its statement on January 30, 1937, which declared,
with reference to the increase in reserve requirements, that by this
action the System would be placed in a position where such reduction
or expansion of member bank reserves as may be deemed in the public
interest may be effected through open-market operations."

Between April 4 and April 28 the System purchased $96,000,000 of
Treasury bonds, increasing its account by this amount. Government
and other high-grade bond prices stopped declining in the early part of
April. For the remainder of the year Government security prices moved
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gradually higher, interrupted by a reaction in the latter part of the
summer. Prices of corporate bonds of the highest grade also rose; by
July the recovery amounted to about half of the spring decline and
thereafter prices of these obligations were generally maintained.

Intervention by the Federal Reserve System in the bond market in
March and April, therefore, helped to stabilize that market. In recent
years the bond market has become a much more important segment of
the open money market, and banks, particularly money-market banks,
to an increasing extent use their bond portfolios as a means of adjust-
ing their cash position to meet demands made upon them. At times
when the demands increase they tend to reduce their bond portfolios
and at times when surplus funds are large they are likely to expand them.
Since prices of long-term bonds are subject to wider fluctuations than
those of short-term obligations, the increased importance of bonds as a
medium of investment for idle bank funds makes the maintenance of
stable conditions in the bond market an important concern of banking
administration.

MONEY RATES AND BOND YIELDS
MONTHLY

\l
BANKERS—V/

ACCEPTANCES

1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

Customers' rates are monthly averages of prevailing rates reported by banks in 36 leading
cities; other rates are monthly averages of daily figures for outstanding Government bonds
due or callable after 8 years and 90-day bankers' acceptances.

After the final increase in reserve requirements became effective on
May 1, member banks had excess reserves of about $900,000,000, and at
no time during the remainder of the year did they fall below $700,000,-
000. Yields on Treasury obligations and rates on bankers' acceptances
declined from the March figure and rates charged by banks to their
customers were at the lowest level in history. The chart shows the
course of money rates and Government bond yields since 1926. It
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brings out the fact that in 1936 and 1937 representative rates for long-
and short-term money were extraordinarily low when compared with
any period prior to 1934.

TURN IN BUSINESS SITUATION

Industrial activity continued to increase in the first quarter of 1937.
Orders by fabricators and distributors were in large volume both for
current use and for building up stocks; there was also an expansion of
capital expenditures. Prices of raw and semi-finished materials, as well
as of finished products, continued to rise. Employment increased further;
there were marked advances in wage rates and total payrolls rose at a
rapid rate. Profits of industry continued to be substantial, and prices
of stocks advanced until March.

There was increasing evidence, however, that the buying of goods in
excess of current consumer demands, and the accompanying rise in prices
and costs, were jeopardizing the maintenance of the recovery movement.
Consumer buying, in contrast to a rapid growth in 1936, was not increas-
ing as much as the production of consumers' goods. Expenditures of
the Federal Government were somewhat reduced from the unusually
high level of the preceding year and, owing in part to collection of social
security taxes, were met to a larger extent through taxation. About the
middle of March prices of stocks and of lower-grade corporate bonds
began to decline from the high levels to which they had risen. Advance
buying by industry and trade slackened, and early in April prices of
commodities traded on organized exchanges began to decline. During
the summer increases in crop production contributed to the declines in
prices of cotton and grains, while livestock prices advanced. Industrial
output continued large, however, reflecting to a considerable extent the
filling of orders previously received.

In the spring months there was a decline in offerings of securities for
refunding purposes which had been in record volume in the early part of
1936 when business organizations, particularly the public utilities, were
taking advantage of the prevailing low level of money rates to reduce
the cost of their indebtedness. Corporate security issues for new capital,
however, which are of greater significance in connection with activity
in durable goods industries, were in larger volume in the first half of
1937 than in the similar period of any other recent year.

ANTICIPATING AUTUMN DEMANDS

In view of increasing indications of uncertainty in business prospects,
the Board in midsummer reexamined the banking situation with partic-
ular reference to the reserve position of member banks, for the purpose
of determining whether there was any action which the Federal Reserve
authorities could undertake to counteract possible unfavorable business
developments. This review showed that the volume of funds for pur-
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poses of lending and investment was adequate in all classes of banks;
that there was a continued increase in the banks' lending for business
purposes, and that liquidation by banks of their Government securities
had practically ceased.

In order to bring Reserve bank discount rates into closer relationship
to rates in the money market in anticipation of possible seasonal demands
for credit and currency in the autumn, the Federal Reserve banks in
August and September reduced these rates. After these changes were made,
the rate at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York stood at 1 percent,
the lowest central bank rate in history, and at the other Federal Reserve
banks at 1% percent. By this action the Federal Reserve System made
it easier for individual member banks to meet seasonal or exceptional
demands by borrowing from the Federal Reserve banks, rather than by
liquidating any of their assets. The Board also issued in September a
revision of its regulation governing discounts for and advances to mem-
ber banks, carrying out changes in the law made by the Banking Act of
1935, and explaining the conditions under which member banks can ob-
tain accommodation at the Federal Reserve banks on advances secured
by any sound asset.

Early in August, total excess reserves of member banks were in the
neighborhood of $700,000,000, but, owing to substantial withdrawals of
balances by country banks, excess reserves at New York City banks had
declined to below $50,000,000 as compared with $200,000,000 in May. It
appeared, therefore, that the New York banks might experience some
pressure in meeting the autumn demands for currency and for credit.

To avoid the development of such pressure, easing action in the money
market was undertaken. The Board of Governors in September requested
the Secretary of the Treasury to release $300,000,000 from the inactive
gold account, and at the same time the Reserve System announced that
it would stand ready to buy additional Government securities in order to
meet the expected seasonal demands on the banks for currency and credit
during the coming weeks. The Board stated that the purpose of this
action was to maintain at member banks an aggregate volume of excess
reserves adequate for the continuation of the System's policy of monetary
ease for the furtherance of economic recovery. The action was in con-
formity with the usual policy of the System to facilitate the financing of
orderly marketing of crops and of autumn trade, and together with the
reduction of discount rates at several Federal Reserve banks it placed
the member banks in a position to meet readily any increased seasonal
demands for credit and currency and contributed to the continuation of
easy credit conditions.

As a consequence of the release of gold in September, excess reserves
of member banks increased to $1,000,000,000 and continued around that
level for the rest of the year. At New York City banks, where the effect
of the gold was immediately felt, excess reserves rose to more than
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$400,000,000 and were thereafter maintained near that level. In Novem-
ber the Federal Reserve System purchased an additional $38,000,000 of
Government securities. In the latter part of the year there was another
slight easing of money rates, and yields on long-term Treasury bonds
declined to 2% percent.

Margin requirements on security loans, both by banks and by brokers,
had been 55 percent since early in 1936. This high level had been estab-
lished at a time when security prices were advancing rapidly and security
loans were increasing. High margin requirements earlier in the year had
the effect of diminishing the amount of forced liquidation that a decline
in stock prices might otherwise have caused. When security prices de-
clined in the autumn and the volume of security loans diminished, the
Board of Governors took action, effective November 1, to reduce the
margin requirements on security loans, both by banks and by brokers,
from 55 to 40 percent.

BUSINESS DECLINE IN LAST QUARTER

By the end of the summer the backlog of orders on which industry had
been operating was practically exhausted in some industries and sharply
reduced in others. Also many producers and distributors had been ac-
cumulating considerable inventories. With prices of some commodities
declining and consumer expenditures not increasing as had been antici-
pated, a movement to liquidate inventories got under way. Continued
plant expansion, which had seemed essential earlier in the year, now ap-
peared less urgent, and this led to the postponement of many projects.
Orders for equipment were reduced. Building contracts for private work,
both residential and other, showed a marked decline.

As a consequence of these developments industrial production declined
at an exceptionally rapid rate, and the Board's index, which had averaged
116 in the first eight months of the year, fell to 84 in December. There
were also sharp declines in factory employment and payrolls. Move-
ment of goods over the railroads was reduced and, with costs at a higher
level, the earning prospects and financial positions of many railroads
were impaired. In the commodity markets prices of raw materials and
semi-finished products showed widespread rapid declines, and prices of
finished goods, which had risen somewhat further during the summer, also
decreased. In December prices of some raw materials continued to de-
cline but others, including steel scrap and cotton, advanced.

Reductions in incomes were reflected toward the end of the year in
reduced consumer buying of automobiles, furniture, and other durable
goods. Residential building, which earlier in the year had decreased as
a consequence primarily of higher building costs, declined further in the
autumn, as uncertainties arose regarding income prospects. At this time
there was some reduction in building costs, but with business activity
declining people were reluctant to build new houses or buy old ones.
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Consumer purchases of nondurable goods were maintained, however,
and, with production of commodities such as textiles and shoes sharply
curtailed, inventories of some of these commodities by the end of the year
had declined considerably from the high levels prevailing in the summer.

Output of steel, which had been in excess of consumption during a large
part of the year, had been curtailed so sharply by the end of the year
that inventories of steel were being materially reduced. In some other
durable goods industries, however, declines in output had been less rapid
than the falling off in demand. In view of the fact that there had been
a marked decline in the demand for durable goods, while retail purchases
of textiles and other nondurable products had been maintained, a broad
increase in business activity depended in considerable part on increased
purchases of new houses, automobiles, and other durable goods and on
increased capital expenditures by industry.

Stock prices, which had begun to decline in March after a continuous
and rapid rise lasting for two years, rallied somewhat in midsummer but
declined sharply from September to November. In the latter part of
November these prices were at a level 40 percent below the peak reached
in March and about the same as in the summer of 1935. Prices of lower-
grade corporate bonds followed stocks in their movements and at the end
of 1937 yields on these bonds were 1% percent higher than at the begin-
ning of the year.

Activity in the capital market declined to the lowest levels since the
early part of 1935. While the supply of investment funds continued
ample, sharp declines in security prices and uncertainty of business pros-
pects made corporations hesitant to offer new issues and investors reluc-
tant to put their funds to use.

BANKING DEVELOPMENTS

In the banking developments of 1937 changes in the volume and dis-
tribution of the public debt were an important factor. Banks reduced
their Government security holdings considerably during the year and
other investors absorbed an amount equivalent to the decrease in bank
holdings plus the increase in Government debt. To the extent that the
securities acquired by the public from the banks were paid for out of
funds that had previously been idle, these transactions, even though they
resulted in a decrease of deposits, did not represent a diminution in the
volume of money in active use.

The following table shows the amount and distribution of publicly-
offered direct and fully guaranteed obligations of the United States Gov-
ernment at the end of 1937 and changes for the first and second halves of
the year and for the year as a whole. Outstanding publicly-offered Gov-
ernment obligations increased by one and a quarter billion dollars in the
first half of the year and by a quarter of a billion in the second half. In
the aggregate, member banks reduced their portfolio of Government
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12 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

securities by $1,200,000,000 in 1937. Holdings of nonmember banks,
including mutual savings banks, increased by $200,000,000, so that
liquidation of Government securities by all banks in 1937 amounted
to $1,000,000,000. Purchases by other investors during the year totaled
two and a half billion dollars. Of this total $130,000,000 was taken by
the Federal Reserve banks, $220,000,000 by United States Government
agencies and trust accounts, and $630,000,000 by the large insurance com-
panies. The remainder, about $1,500,000,000, an amount equal to the
increase in the Government debt, was taken by other investors, including
other corporations and individuals.

U. S. GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS OUTSTANDING AND HOLDING BY TYPES
OF INVESTORS, 1937 1

[In millions of dollars]

Obligations outstanding

Holdings of—
Member banks:

New York City banks 2

Other reserve city banks
Country banks

Nonmember banks, including mutual sav-
ings banks ̂

All banks, excluding Federal Reserve
banks

Federal Reserve banks
U. S. Government agencies and trust accounts
Insurance companies
All other

Dec. 31,
1937

38,663

3,595
5,609
3,167

4,250

16,621

2,564
2,025
3,948

13,505

Change during 1937

First half

+1,240

-578
-421
+143

+225

- 6 3 1

+96
+203
+453

+1,119

Second half

+264

- 3 5
- 2 9 4
+12

- 2 0

- 3 3 7

+38
+22

+174
+367

Year

+1,504

- 6 1 4
- 7 1 5
+155

+205

- 9 6 8

+134
+225
+627

+1,486

xDirect and fully guaranteed obligations which are publicly-offered and interest-bearing.
2 Central reserve city banks only.
3Partly estimated.

Other banking developments during the year can be reviewed best by
discussing separately changes at New York City banks, at banks in other
leading cities, and at banks other than central reserve and reserve city
banks, the so-called "country" banks.

At reporting member banks in New York City, which include the large
money-market banks of the country, total loans and investments began
to decline in the middle of 1936 and continued to decline until December
1937. The decline in total loans and investments of New York City
banks from the middle of 1936 to the autumn of 1937, as shown on the
chart, represented sales of Government securities, the holdings of which
had increased sharply in the first half of 1936, when the Treasury was
issuing a large volume of new obligations. Liquidation of Government
securities by these banks continued for about a year, but in the last
quarter of 1937 holdings increased. At that time, however, there was a
substantial liquidation of brokers' loans accompanying the fall in stock
prices and commercial loans declined. During most of 1937, as in 1936,
there was a growth of loans by New York banks to commerce and indus-
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14 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

try, reflecting in part the increased volume of business activity and the
financing of accumulating inventories.

The reserve position of the principal New York City banks is shown on
another chart. Required reserves increased rapidly from 1934 to the
middle of 1937, the increase to the middle of 1936 representing the growth
in deposit liabilities, and after that time largely the increase in reserve
requirements by the Board of Governors. In the last part of 1937 re-
quired reserves declined slightly, reflecting a decline in deposits. Excess
reserves of New York banks had begun to decline in 1936. From the
middle of 1936 to the middle of 1937 the decrease in excess reserves of the
New York banks represented the combined effect of increased reserve re-
quirements and the withdrawal of balances by correspondent banks. In
the latter half of the year excess reserves increased, as some country bank
balances returned to New York and as the result of releases of gold from
the inactive account by the Treasury and of open-market operations by
the Federal Reserve System. New York City banks ended the year 1937
in a favorable reserve position.

At banks in other leading cities developments were somewhat similar
to those in New York. The decline in holdings of Government securities
and in total loans and investments at banks in 100 leading cities did not
begin until 1937 and was much less pronounced. Throughout 1937 these
banks sold Government securities and smaller amounts of other securities.
As at New York, commercial loans of these banks increased during 1936
and most of 1937.

The reserve position of reserve city banks, including Chicago banks,
is shown in another chart. These banks, like New York banks, suffered
a considerable withdrawal of bankers' balances during the first half of
1937, but met this decrease largely by reducing their own balances with
correspondent banks. A decline in excess reserves of these banks in the
first half of the year, when requirements were raised by the Board, was
followed by an increase as the result of additions to total reserves and a
reduction in reserves required, as deposits declined.

A chart of selected assets of member banks outside reserve cities, or
"country" banks, shows a slow growth of loans and investments from the
middle of 1933 to the middle of 1937 and little change during the last
half of that year. In 1936 and 1937 no figures are available for the assets
of these banks for any date between June 30 and December 31. Govern-
ment security holdings showed a fairly continuous slow growth during the
period from 1933 to the end of 1937. Securities other than Governments
declined somewhat in 1937, while loans to commerce, industry, and agri-
culture continued to increase. Notwithstanding a growth of more than
$2,000,000,000 in loans and investments of country banks from the low
point in 1933, however, they were at the end of 1937 still nearly $4,000,-
000,000 less than total loans and investments of country banks in 1929,
when the total number of such banks in operation was larger.
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The lower portion of the chart relating to country member banks shows
items bearing on their reserve position. It brings out the fact that they
met a large part of the increase in reserve requirements in the first half

MEMBER BANKS OUTSIDE RESERVE CITIES
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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1 1
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FROM BANKS > ^

/

REQUIREI
RESERVE

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937
Covers all country member banks. Loans and investments and balances due from banks

are for call report dates; required and excess reserves are monthly averages of daily
figures. Total loans and investments include items not shown separately. United States
Government obligations include direct and fully guaranteed securities. Commercial loans,
which include also industrial and agricultural loans, cover all loans other than loans to
banks, loans on securities and on real estate, and holdings of open-market paper. The
scale of the lower chart is twice as large as that of the upper chart.

of 1937 by withdrawing balances from city correspondents. Even after
the decrease of nearly $400,000,000 in their balances with correspond-
ents, these balances were considerably above the level of pre-depression
years.
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GOLD AND CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

The year 1937 was marked by considerable shifts in foreign view-
points toward the future of the price of gold, accompanied by heavy in-
ternational movements of floating money. This shifting situation did not
develop immediately. For a time following the Tripartite Declaration
in September 1936 and the readjustment downwards of the currencies of
France, Switzerland, and the Netherlands, international currency rela-
tionships appeared to be more settled and flights from one currency to
another ceased. Instead there was a movement to get idle funds in-
vested. It was a period of sweeping advances in most of the leading
security markets in the course of which large amounts of foreign capital
were placed in American stocks. The peak of this movement was passed
in November 1936, but as the year 1937 opened foreign investment in
American securities was continuing at a substantial, though diminished,
rate. An additional influence tending to bring gold to the United States
at this time was the transfer of Argentine funds for redemption of dollar
bonds in this market. The Argentine operations began in December
1936 and were in heavy volume throughout the first quarter of 1937.

Both the stock market developments and the Argentine redemptions
were associated with the vigorous industrial advance. Recovery in the
industrial nations gave Argentina the broadened markets for its products
that enabled it to transfer funds in retirement of outstanding obligations
in this country. Expanding industrial profits, particularly in the United
States, underlay the rise in equities. Toward the end of 1936 it was ap-
parent that the industrial movement was leading to speculative develop-
ments in certain commodity markets. This tendency continued through
the first quarter of 1937.

Spring Inflow.—By spring the combination of a sustained inward
movement of gold to the United States and speculative tendencies in cer-
tain commodity markets had created a situation favorable to rumors
that the American price of gold might be reduced. The shift in the
market's expectations with regard to gold was precipitated by develop-
ments early in April. Substantial sales of Russian gold were being made
in London at the time and the impression got abroad that the bullion
market was depending largely on American purchases. At this stage a
question developed among American banks purchasing gold in London
whether they could with certainty sell their gold to the Treasury at $35
an ounce when it arrived later on in this country. For a few days
purchases by these banks wTere curtailed to such an extent that the price of
gold in London fell to a substantial discount from its American "parity."
This abnormal behavior of the market was a factor in starting wide-
spread discussion of the outlook for gold. Gold dishoarding rose in
volume and floating money began to gravitate to the United States, car-
rying gold with it.

The character of the capital movement in the spring of 1937 was in
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striking contrast to that of the half year that had followed the Tri-
partite Declaration and the readjustment of gold-bloc currencies. For-
eign buying of American securities turned, as the stock market declined,
to selling on balance in April. Argentine deposits of funds for redemp-
tion of dollar bonds ceased at the beginning of May. The extraordinary
flow of capital to this country from the end of March through the first
week of July, amounting to $680,000,000, was, to the extent of $580,000,-
000, in the form of foreign short-term funds transferred for purposes other
than redemption of securities—i.e., largely floating money. Another
$45,000,000 represented the return of American short-term funds from
abroad. These are the figures reported by banks and brokers only; they
do not cover the entire movement of funds between the United States and
foreign countries. That the total inflow may have been even larger is
suggested by the fact that during this period, in which merchandise trade
and service items showed net payments to be made abroad by the United
States, $775,000,000 of gold, an amount larger than the reported capital
inflow, was received from foreign countries.

Early in July, with the passing of the spring gold scare, the movement
of private balances to the United States largely ceased. Certain foreign
central banks, however, which had participated in the spring movement
continued throughout the summer to acquire dollar balances in prefer-

FOREIGN CENTRAL BANK AND PRIVATE BALANCES
IN THE UNITED STATES
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Weekly figures of short-term liabilities to foreigners reported by banks in the United
States, adjusted to exclude the approximate amount of deposits earmarked for redemption
of foreign dollar bonds. Central bank balances are those reported by the Federal Reserve
banks. Balances reported by other banks and bankers are designated "private" although
they are known to include some central bank and other official balances.
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18 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

ence to gold. The action of these banks was the leading factor in sus-
taining the gold flow to the United States, on a diminished scale, until
October. The chart shows the movement during 1937 of central bank
balances held with the Federal Reserve banks and of other foreign bal-
ances with commercial banks in the United States.

Autumn Outflow.—By September the decline in American stock prices,
which had been interrupted earlier in the summer, had become acute and
a recession in business had set in. As the American business outlook
became less favorable, the foreign viewpoint on the dollar shifted. Pri-
vate balances began to be withdrawn in the middle of September and
when in October central banks also started to reduce their balances the
United States lost gold.

The heavy withdrawal of balances continued throughout the final
quarter of the year. Security transactions, notwithstanding the drastic
character of the stock market decline, played little part in the capital
movement. For five weeks beginning with the middle of September there
were moderate net sales of American securities by foreigners; thereafter
the balance of operations was on the buying side. The flow of funds on
account of transactions in foreign securities was also moderately inward.
The large exodus of capital that developed was almost wholly in the
form of balances. It marked the reversal of the spring movement. The
floating money that had been transferred to this country in the spring
when there seemed to be a possibility that the dollar price of gold would
be reduced went out again in nearly the same amount in the final quarter
of the year when the opposite possibility—namely, that the price of gold
might be raised to combat the recession—began to be discussed abroad.
Not only was the total outflow of balances in the autumn nearly as
great as the inflow in the spring but it was divided in about the same
way between central banks and private interests and to a considerable
degree it returned to the same countries from which it had come. Factors
other than the reversal in foreigners' appraisal of the American gold
outlook contributed to the altered flow of capital. In particular the
French situation, which had been extremely difficult in the spring, was
easier in the autumn and a relatively large amount of French capital was
repatriated in October and November. It is also probable that some of
the funds accumulated in the spring by the British and others were for
the purpose of autumn purchases of merchandise. Undoubtedly the chief
factor in the autumn withdrawals, however, was the shift in the foreign
speculative attitude on the dollar price of gold as a result of the altered
business situation.

While the outflow of balances in the last three months of the year was
comparable in magnitude with the inflow in the spring, the total capital
outflow was less since foreigners continued to be buyers on balance of
securities in the American market. The gold outflow in turn wTas much
less than the net withdrawals of capital, for during the autumn the ex-
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cess of merchandise exports, for which foreigners had to pay the United
States, rose to a substantial volume. Nevertheless from October 6 to
the end of the year this country lost a considerable amount of gold.

Reserve Situation Abroad.—While the United States was losing gold
several foreign countries were gaining it. Holdings of foreign stabiliza-
tion funds during the final quarter of 1937 are not published, but the
reported gold reserves of central banks in France, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland increased.

The return of capital to France proved to be temporary. At the turn
of the year a new French crisis was in process of developing. In the
Netherlands and Switzerland, however, the additions in the autumn to
their central bank reserves represented the continuation of a process
that had been going on irregularly since readjustment of their currencies
in September 1936. As a result of the growth in their reserves, which in
Switzerland took also the form of substantial acquisitions of foreign
exchange, these two countries now have potentialities for extensive credit
expansion that are in some respects similar to those in the United States.
The table shows the growth of reserves in these and several other coun-
tries that have made considerable acquisitions in recent years. The
effect of these additional reserves upon the market's holdings of currency
and balances with the central banks is also shown.

This group of countries comprises the greater part of the current inter-
national gold market outside the United States and France. It is ap-

RESERVES, NOTES, AND DEPOSITS AT SELECTED CENTRAL BANKS

[In millions of national currency]

Central bank in—

Switzerland:
December 31, 1929
December 31, 1937

Netherlands:
December 30,1929
December 27,1937

Belgium:
December 26, 1929
December 29, 1937

Sweden:
December 31, 1929
December 31, 1937

England:
December 25,1929
December 29, 1937

Reserves

Gold Foreign
exchange

Notes and deposits

Notes Deposits

Swiss francs

595
2,679

353
513

999
1,531

200
1,716

Guilders

447
1,366

220
5

851
868

19
656

Belgas

1,175
3,525

578 2,685
4,308

190
685

Kronor

245
539

266
1,045

569
980

272
751

Pounds sterling

146
326

380
505

71
121

Note on deposits—Only one of the five banks shows deposits by commercial banks separately. The above
figures represent the following categories of deposits—Switzerland: all deposits; Netherlands and Belgium:
deposits other than those of government; Sweden: deposits other than foreign;England: bank deposits only.
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parent that, as central bank reserves have grown in these five countries,
notes and deposits have increased to a broadly corresponding degree.
The increase in notes undoubtedly represents to some extent a growth of
cash in vault of the commercial banks, and an even larger portion of
the increase in deposits at central banks represents reserve balances of
the commercial banks. It is in these deposits that the greatest relative
increase has occurred. In all the countries except England these deposits
are now many times as great as they were in 1929. Such figures of
commercial bank reserves as are available confirm this indication of
extraordinary growth. For the most part foreign commercial banks are
not subject to legal reserve requirements such as those imposed on Amer-
ican institutions; but in many cases their reserves now appear to be as
much in excess of customary levels as reserves of American banks are in
excess of legal requirements.

Furthermore, in none of the five countries is the full gold strength
shown. Gold reserves in England, Sweden, and the Netherlands have not
yet been revalued in accordance with the current market price for gold,
which is from 20 to 75 percent above the parity prices in those coun-
tries. There is in addition gold held by the stabilization fund or the
government in each of the countries except Sweden. In England stabi-
lization fund gold amounted to £280,000,000 ($1,400,000,000) on Sep-
tember 30, 1937. The potential increase in central bank reserves, and
consequently in the reserves of the commercial banks, is, therefore, far
in excess of the figures shown in the table, aside from questions of future
gold production or redistribution of gold stocks internationally.

World gold production in 1937 is estimated to have been about $1,250,-
000,000. This is considerably more than double the dollar value of the
yearly output prior to revaluation of the dollar in 1934. New production
is a source of continuing enlargement in reserves of the countries that
constitute the chief market for gold. To the extent that central banks in
those countries also acquire foreign exchange, aggregate reserves are
further increased. Reserves in these and many other countries already
appear ample to support a large expansion of credit should the growth
of world business require it.

STATEMENT ON OBJECTIVES OF MONETARY POLICY

On August 2 the Board, in response to a request from a Congressional
Committee, transmitted a statement on objectives of monetary policy.
The text of this statement is published as an appendix to this report.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COMMERCIAL BANKING STRUCTURE

In 1937 the number of commercial banks in the United States con-
tinued to decrease, the reduction for the year amounting to 226 banks.
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The number of banking offices, however, decreased by only 85, because
in 1937, as in 1936, the number of branch offices increased. The increase
during the year in branches was largely outside of the cities in which
the parent banks are located. Fifty-nine banks with deposits of $20,-
000,000 suspended in 1937. About 98 percent of these deposits were
in insured banks.

Banks, Branches, and Banking Offices/—At the end of 1937 there were
14,742 commercial banks (excluding mutual savings and private banks)
in operation, compared with 14,968 a year earlier, the decrease amount-
ing to 226 or 1.5 percent. The percentage decline in number was slightly
lower for national banks than for other commercial banks. As shown
in the table, there were 5,260 national banks with 1,485 branches in
operation on December 31, 1937. Other commercial banks (excluding
mutual savings and private banks) numbered 9,482, and the number of
their branches was 1,922. Branches at the end of the year totaled 3,407,
compared with 3,266 on December 31, 1936. The net increase in number
of branches was 87 for national banks and 54 for other commercial
banks. The increase in number of branches reflected the establishment
de novo of 95 branches and the conversion of 90 banks into branches,
partly offset by the discontinuance of 41 branches. Most of the addi-
tional branches established during the year were located outside the
head office cities of their parent banks, while many of the discontinued
branches were located in the head office cities. Many of the additional
branches established were located in Pacific Coast States. Changes in
the number of banks, branches, and banking offices by classes of banks
are shown in the following table:

CHANGES DURING 1937 IN THE NUMBER OF BANKS, BRANCHES, AND BANKING OFFICES,
BY CLASS OF B A N K 1

Class of bank

National
State member

Total member

Monmember:
Insured
Uninsured

Total

Dec. 31, 1937'

Banks

5,260
1,081

6,341

7,449
952

14,742

Branches2

1,485
994

2,479

891
37

3,407

Banking
offices

6,745
2,075

8,820

8,340
989

18,149

Increase (+) or decrease (—)
in 1937'

Banks

- 6 5
+30

- 3 5

- 1 3 9
- 5 2

- 2 2 6

Branches

+87
+13

+100

+43
o

+141

Banking
offices

+22
+43

+65

—96

- 8 5

r As revised incident to the preparation of the statistical Appendix.
Exclusive of mutual savings and private banks.2 Includes 38 insured and 2 uninsured branches of Morris plan and industrial banks. Such branches

heretofore have not been included in statistics of branches published by the Board.

Changes in Membership.—The number of Federal Reserve member
banks decreased by 35 during 1937 to 6,341 at the end of the year. The
number of national banks was reduced by 65, while the number of State
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member banks increased by 30. Of the 6,341 members of the Federal
Reserve System on December 31, 1937, 5,260 were national banks and
1,081 were State banks. Decreases in the number of member banks
during 1937 are accounted for principally by consolidations, mergers and
absorptions, and increases by admissions of State banks to Federal
Reserve membership. The following table analyzes the increases and
decreases in Federal Reserve membership during 1937:

ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF MEMBER

Number of active member banks at beginning of year

Increases:
Primary organizations
Reopenings of suspended banks
Conversions (including successions):

National banks from nonmember banks
National banks from State member banks
State member banks from national banks

Admissions of existing State banks to Federal Reserve membership

Total increases

Decreases:
Suspensions
Conversions (including successions):

National banks into nonmember banks
National banks into State member banks
State member banks into national banks

Withdrawals of State banks from Federal Reserve membership
Consolidations, absorptions, liquidations, etc

Total decreases

Net change

Number of active member banks at end of year

BANKS DURING 1937

National

5,325

7
1

12
7

27

4

14
2

72

92

- 6 5

5,260

State
member

1,051

i 3

2
58

63

2

7
6

18

33

+30

1,081

Total

6,376

10
1

12
7
2

58

90

6

14
2
7
6

90

125

- 3 5

6,341

1 Includes 1 newly organized State member bank which succeeded 2 national banks, an insured nonmem-
ber bank, and a noninsured private bank.

Additional information regarding the nature of the changes in State
bank membership during the year 1937 is given in the following tabu-
lation :
A i • • P «j , i i i i • Deposits as of
Admissions of State banks to membership: Dec. 31,1937

54 insured State banks $120,345,400
4 noninsured State banks 1,343,000
1 newly organized bank—to succeed two national banks, an insured

nonmember bank, and a noninsured private bank 4,111,000
1 newly organized bank—to succeed a national bank and two sus-

pended State member banks 6,152,800
1 newly organized bank—to succeed a national bank 64,999,700
2 newly organized banks—primary organizations 1,166,300

Decreases in State bank membership: Deposits*
2 suspensions $1,708,500
7 conversions into national banks 67,643,900

10 absorptions by, or consolidations with, national banks 13,700,100
4 absorptions by, or consolidations with, other State member banks 4,190,400
3 voluntary liquidations 429,700
6 voluntary withdrawals—banks continuing as insured nonmember

banks' 3,111,400
1 absorption by an insured nonmember bank 37,634,100

* Deposit figures for suspended banks are as of date of suspension; in all other cases they are
as of date of last call report submitted as a State member bank.
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On June 30, 1937, member banks constituted 42 percent of the number
and held 83 percent of the loans and investments of all banks in the
United States, other than mutual savings banks. These ratios are sub-
stantially the same as those of December 31, 1936.

Suspensions.—During 1937 there were 59 bank suspensions in the
United States. Of the suspended banks 4 were national banks, 2 State
member banks, 47 insured nonmember banks, and 6 uninsured nonmember
banks. Total deposits involved in bank suspensions during the year
amounted to $19,723,000, of which $7,379,000 was held by national
banks, $1,708,000 by State member banks, $10,156,000 by insured non-
member banks, and $480,000 by uninsured nonmember banks. About 95
percent of the deposits of the insured banks and 99.8 percent of the de-
positors were fully protected by insurance, security preferment, or off-
setting debts.

Reconstruction Finance Corporation Investment in Banks.—At the end
of 1937 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation's investment in and
loans on the preferred stock and capital notes or debentures of banks
amounted to $566,000,000. This investment was $98,000,000 smaller
than at the close of 1936, when the amount reported was $664,000,000.
Outstanding loans by the Corporation to banks and to the receivers of
closed banks showed a further substantial reduction and at the end of
the year amounted to about $150,000,000, compared with $200,000,000
on December 31, 1936.

Publication of Statistics Relating to Banking Structure.—In 1937 and
the early months of 1938 the Board published in the FEDERAL RE-
SERVE BULLETIN a number of articles and detailed statistical analy-
ses dealing with various aspects of the banking structure. The Au-
gust 1937 issue of the BULLETIN included tabulations showing the
distribution of commercial banks in the United States as of December
31, 1935, by States and geographic divisions classified according to
amounts of loans and investments, amounts of deposits, ratios of de-
mand to total deposits, ratios of total capital account to total deposits,
and according to population of town or city in which located. The tabu-
lations also included special analyses of banks not on the Federal Re-
serve par list and of banks with capital stock less than the applicable
minimum statutory requirements for Federal Reserve membership or for
the establishment of national banks. The September 1937 issue of the
BULLETIN contained tabulations analyzing in detail the number, de-
posits, and loans and investments of suspended banks by geographic
divisions, States, months, years, size and class of bank, and size of town,
for the period from 1921 through 1936. A textual analysis of these
suspension statistics together with tabulations of significant ratios ap-
peared in the December issue of the BULLETIN. The November 1937
issue of the BULLETIN included a tabular analysis of changes in the
number of national and State banks during 1921-1936, by years, and by
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States. This analysis covered the factors of increase such as primary
organizations, reopenings, etc., and the factors of decrease such as sus-
pensions, conversions, consolidations, mergers, etc. An article on group
banking in the United States as of December 31, 1936, and another on
trends in bank earnings appeared in the February 1938 issue of the
BULLETIN. The study of bank earnings was based primarily on national
bank reports.

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Total current earnings of the Federal Reserve banks in 1937 amounted
to $41,200,000, or $3,300,000 more than in 1936. The increase in total
current earnings reflected principally an increase of $3,800,000 in earn-
ings on United States Government securities, which amounted to $39,-
000,000. Net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks, available for divi-
dends and transfers to surplus, were $10,800,000 in 1937, an increase of
$2,300,000 from 1936. Combined earnings, expenses, net earnings, and
distribution of net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks for 1937 as
compared with 1936 are shown in the following table:

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1937 AND 1936

[In thousands of dollars]

1937 1936

Total current earnings

Current expenses:
Net operating expenses
Assessments for Board's expenses
Cost of Federal Reserve currency

41,233 37,901

25,295
1,748
1,758

Total 28,801

Current net earnings. 12,432

Additions to current net earnings
Deductions from current net earnings....

3,359
4,990

Net deductions..

Net earnings

1,631

10,801

26,016
1,680
2,178

29,874

8,027

9,487
9,001

H86

8,513

Payment to United States Treasury (sec. 13b)
Dividends paid
Transferred to surplus (sec. 13b)
Transferred to surplus (sec. 7)

177
7,941

67
2,616

227
7,830

103
353

1 Net additions.

Net operating expenses in 1937, amounting to $25,295,000, were $721,-
000 less than in 1936. Total current expenses, including assessments for
expenses of the Board of Governors and the cost of Federal Reserve
currency, amounted to $28,801,000 in 1937, a decline of $1,073,000 for
the year. The principal items of operating expenses are shown in the
following table:
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NET OPERATING EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1937 AND 1936

[In thousands of dollars]

Operating expenses:
Salaries and contributions to the Retirement System
Postage and expressage
Taxes on bank premises
Depreciation on bank buildings
Printing, stationery, and supplies
Telephone and telegraph
All other

Total
Less reimbursements for certain fiscal agency and other expenses.

Net operating expenses

1937

19,412
3,288
1,392
1,298

770
536

2,547

29,243
3,948

25,295

1936

20,866
3,941
1,369
1,207

854
654

3,102

31,993
5,977

26,016

The decline in 1937 in reimbursements for certain fiscal agency and other
expenses, which is also reflected in the decreased totals for salaries, post-
age and expressage, etc., is attributable primarily to the fact that in 1936
the Federal Reserve banks incurred unusual expenses as fiscal agents of
the United States in connection with the distribution and redemption of
Adjusted Service bonds.

As shown in the first table presented above, current net earnings
amounted to $12,432,000 in 1937, an increase of $4,405,000 over 1936,
which increase was the result principally of an increase in earnings of
$3,332,000, a decrease in net operating expenses of $721,000, and a de-
crease in the cost of Federal Reserve currency of $420,000. Additions to
current net earnings in 1937 were $3,359,000, including $2,413,000 profits
on sales of United States Government securities. Deductions from cur-
rent net earnings in 1937 were $4,990,000, including $2,520,000 for prior
service contributions to the Retirement System, which will be completed
under the present schedule by the end of 1939, $1,424,000 for the final
assessment for the building for the Board of Governors, and $517,000 for
losses and reserves for estimated losses.

Net earnings amounted to $10,801,000 in 1937, as compared with
$8,513,000 in 1936. All Federal Reserve banks paid dividends to member
banks at the legal rate of six percent per annum on their paid-in capital
stock. Dividend payments totaled $7,941,000 in 1937, compared with
$7,830,000 in 1936. Payments to the United States Treasury under the
provisions of section 13b of the Federal Reserve Act relating to industrial
advances amounted to $177,000 in 1937 and $227,000 in 1936. The
remainder of the net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks, transferred
to surplus accounts, amounted to $2,683,000 in 1937 and $456,000 in 1936.

Gross and net earnings during the year 1937 and the distribution of
net earnings of each Federal Reserve bank are shown in the following
table:
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FINANCIAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1937

Federal
Reserve
bank

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland .

Richmond
Atlanta
Chicago .
St. Louis

Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco

Total

Gross
earnings

$3,016,702
11,548,506
3,559,094
3,986,619

2,249,985
1,791,397
4,575,583
1,802,734

1,350,359
2,134,358
1,623,493
3,594,305

41,233,135

Net
earnings

$643,086
3,544,366
1,009,141
1,081,061

372,033
246,763

1,687,606
362,957

291,408
331,645
305,548
925,633

10,801,247

Payment
to U. S.
Treasury
(sec. 13b)

$6,648
4,997

83,968
13,476

28,354
4,152

9,994
25,036

176,625

Dividends
paid

$562,652
3,070,594

734,768
773,118

291,235
260,851
763,115
229,420

174,057
241,360
231,988
607,808

7,940,966

Transferred
to surplus
(sec. 13b)

""mm

-13,420
-24,263

12,767

-1,751

7,688

67,304

Transferred
to surplus

(sec. 7)

$73,786
468,775
104 122
294,467

94,218
10,175

883,370
129,385

119,102
80,291
40,836

317,825

2,616,352

Total earnings on bills and securities were $3,443,000 more in 1937
than in 1936. This was due to an increase of $72,857,000 in daily average
holdings of bills and securities and to an increase from 1.49 percent to
1.59 percent in the average rate of earnings. Average daily holdings of
bills and securities, together with average rates and amounts of earnings
thereon during the last four years are shown in the following table:

EARNINGS ON BILLS AND SECURITIES

[Amounts in thousands of dollars]

Daily average holdings:
1934
1935
1936
1937 .

Earnings:
1934
1935 . . . .
1936
1937

Average rate of earnings (percent):
1934
1935
1936 .
1937

Total

2 2,495,497
2,469,542
2,469,688
2,542,545

* 47,638
41,473
36,909
40,352

1.91
1.68
1.49
1.59

Bills
discounted

r36,401
7,306
6,135

13,749

rl,240
156
108
212

3.41
2.14
1.76
1.54

Bills
bought in

open market

24,742
4,922
3.725
3,390

141
36
30
24

.57

.73

.81

.71

United States
Government
securities x

2,431,673
2,430,864
2,430,657
2,503,865

46,131
39,797
35,184
39,025

1.90
1.64
1.45
1.56

Industrial
advances

2,143
26,450
29,171
21,541

121
1,484
1,587
1,091

5.65
5.61
5.44
5.06

r Revised.
1 Figures for 1935 and 1936 include $43,000 and $122,000, respectively, of securities guaranteed as to both

principal and interest by the United States.
2 Total includes $528,000 of municipal warrants and $10,000 of Federal Intermediate Credit Bank deben-

tures.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND VOLUME OF WORK OF THE FEDERAL

RESERVE BANKS

The average number of officers and employees of the Federal Reserve
banks during 1937 was 10,459, compared with 11,297 in 1936. The
average number of such officers and employees engaged in fiscal agency,
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custodianship, and depositary work for the Departments and Agencies
of the United States Government during 1937 was 2,202, or 620 less than
in the preceding year.

The volume of work handled in the various departments of the Reserve
banks for which a measurement is available was as follows for the last
four years:

VOLUME OF OPERATIONS IN PRINCIPAL DEPARTMENTS

NUMBER OF PIECES HANDLED 1

Bills discounted:
Applications
Notes discounted
Advances made

Industrial advances:
Advances made
Commitments to make industrial

advances
Bills purchased in open market for own

account
Currency received and counted
Coin received and counted
Checks handled
Collection items handled:

U . S . Government coupons paid 2..
All other

Issues,redemptions, and exchanges by
fiscal agency department:

U. S. Government direct obliga-
tions

Allother
Transfers of funds

AMOUNTS HANDLED

Bills discounted:
Notes discounted
Advances made

Industrial advances:
Advances made
Commitments to make industrial

advances
Bills purchased in open market for own

account
Currency received and counted
Coin received and counted
Checks handled
Collection items handled:

U. S. Government coupons pa id 2 . .
All other . . .

Issues, redemptions, and exchanges by
fiscal agency department:

U. S. Government direct obliga-
tions

All other
Transfers of funds

1934

15,176
29,815
12,313

463

227

7,400
2,067,835,000
2,565,164,000

818,847,000

21,555,000
7,436,000

5,281,000
(3)
1,125,000

$45,781,000
668,580,000

14,884,000

11,443,000

75,903,000
9,932,601,000

298,297,000
179,544,488,000

699,325,000
6,742,974,000

29,941,049,000
(3)

73,077,156,000

1935

5,084
8,164
4,538

973

552

1,932
2,148,485,000
2,590,859,000

885,190,000

22,633,000
7,119,000

6,838,000
3,742,000

982,000

$9,622,000
219,924,000

28,479,000

29,223,000

31,446,000
9,837,681,000

275,608,000
202,989,742,000

751,916,000
7,948,641,000

30,755,611,000
3,346,189,000

80,483,190,000

1936

3,293
4,357
3,145

678

286

1,388
2,232,980,000
2,665,190,000
1,009,264,000

18,806,000
6,968,000

27,919,000
1,538,000

951.00G

$6,886,000
160,714,000

8,519,000

12,583,000

25,207,000
10,059,637,000

276,323,000
234,417,787,000

798,925,000
7,089,008,000

25,196,825,000
2,223,136,000

87,001,630,000

1937

7,453
6,702
6,869

247

141

1,581
2,257,891,000
2,730,387,000
1,044,553,000

18,566,000
6,705,000

3,892,000
661,000
980,000

$16,187,000
516,852,000

4,932,000

6,978,000

25,252,000
10,199,558,000

287,708,000
255,453,609,000

865,465,000
6,159,828,000

19,304,020,000
1,691,863,000

94,596,861,000

1 Two or more checks, coupons, etc., handled as a single item, are counted as one "piece."
2 Includes coupons from obligations guaranteed by the United States.
3 Figures not available.

CHANGES IN TERRITORY ASSIGNED TO BRANCHES

Effective January 18, 1937, the towns of Klamath Falls, Lakeview,
and Merrill in the State of Oregon were transferred from the head office
territory of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco to the Portland
Branch, and the territory previously assigned to the Spokane Branch,
with the exception of the city of Spokane, consisting of 18 counties in
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the eastern part of the State of Washington and 10 counties in northern
Idaho, were transferred to the Seattle Branch of the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco.

INDUSTRIAL ADVANCES UNDER SEC. 13b OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

On June 19, 1934, Congress enacted legislation authorizing the Federal
Reserve banks to cooperate with banks and other financing institutions
in making loans with maturities not exceeding 5 years to established in-
dustrial and commercial enterprises for working capital purposes. The
Federal Reserve banks were also authorized in exceptional circum-
stances, and when credit is not available from the usual sources, to make
such loans direct to established industrial or commercial businesses, pro-
vided the loans are made on a reasonable and sound basis.

Funds available for advances and commitments by the Federal Re-
serve banks are limited by law to the total surplus of the banks as of
July 1, 1934, approximately $140,000,000, plus certain payments author-
ized to be made by the United States Treasury, or a total of about
$280,000,000.

The loans that have been made either by the Federal Reserve banks
direct, or by banks and financing institutions under commitments from
the Federal Reserve banks, vary in size from $250 up to amounts of
several million dollars. The maturities range from a few months to 5
years. Loans have been made to a wide variety of enterprises.

For the period from June 19, 1934, to December 29, 1937, the Federal
Reserve banks received 8,677 applications amounting to $363,292,000.
Of this amount 2,406 applications were approved amounting to $150,-
987,000. These figures by years are as follows:

Year

1934
1935
1936
1937

Total

Applications received

Number

5,108
2,507

764
298

8,677

Amount in thousands
of dollars

190,798
115,910
35,991
20,593

363,292

Applications approved

Number

1,020
973
287
126

2,406

Amount in thousands
of dollars

52,257
72,236
15,336
11,158

150,987

On Wednesday, December 29, 1937, the Federal Reserve banks held
$20,200,000 of industrial loans and had outstanding commitments to
make such loans amounting to $12,780,000.

BUILDING OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

During 1937 a site for a new building for the Helena Branch of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis was purchased, and at the end of
the year a new building for the branch was under construction. All
Federal Reserve banks and their branches are now housed in buildings
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owned by the banks except the Cincinnati, Charlotte, Portland, Seattle,
and Spokane branches.

NEW FEDERAL RESERVE BUILDING IN WASHINGTON

On August 9 the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
moved into its new building which had been under construction since
early in 1936. A brief description of the building was published in the
FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN for September. At the official opening of the
building on October 20, 1937, the President of the United States made
a dedicatory address, which is published as an appendix to this report.

FEDERAL RESERVE INTERDISTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM

At the end of 1937 there were 12,126 banks on the Federal Reserve
par list, which comprises all of the 6,341 member banks and 5,784 non-
member banks. Banks on the par list pay, without deduction of ex-
change charges, such checks drawn upon them as are presented or for-
warded for payment by the Federal Reserve banks.

INTERDISTRICT COLLECTION

Federal Reserve district

United States

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland

Richmond . . .
Atlanta
Chicago . . .
St Louis

Alinneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas ..
San Francisco

Member banks

Dec. 31,
1937

6,341

357
776
655
622

405
324
769
392

469
733
547
292

Dec. 31,
1936

6,376

360
789
658
627

404
330
741
388

481
726
550
322

SYSTEM

Nonmember banks, other than mutual
savings banks 1

On par list

Dec. 31,
1937

5,784

169
275
263
624

320
94

1,568
762

171
985
288
265

Dec. 31,
1936

6,019

171
288
261
637

324
94

1,622
815

184
1,027

305
291

Not on par list

Dec. 31,
1937

2,743

2

310
683
220
436

722
177
161
32

Dec. 31,
1936

2,732

2

321
672
228
414

724
174
164
33

1 Includes private banks reported as either on the par list or not on the par list.

During the year the number of nonmember banks on the par list de-
creased by 235, principally as a result of a reduction in the number of
banks in operation. There was a net increase of 11 in the total number
of nonmember banks not on the par list. In the Atlanta and St. Louis
Federal Reserve districts there were net increases during the year of 11
and 22, respectively, in the number of non-par banks. These increases
resulted from withdrawals of State banks from the par list or conversions
of national banks into nonmember non-par banks. In the Minneapolis
District there were a number of withdrawals of State banks from the par
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list and conversions of national banks into nonmember non-par banks,
but these increases were more than offset by decreases in the number of
non-par banks through suspensions, mergers, and liquidations of non-par
banks. There were also net decreases during the year in the number of
non-par banks in the Richmond, Chicago, and other districts, principally
as a result of mergers and liquidations of non-par banks.

Of the 2,743 banks not on the par list at the end of 1937, 1,442 were
located in 11 Southern States and 1,177 in the West North Central States
and the adjoining State of Wisconsin. As will be seen from the table, all
of the banks in the Boston, New York, and Philadelphia districts and all
but 2 banks in the Cleveland District were on the Federal Reserve par list.

AMENDMENTS TO THE LAW RELATING TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Collateral Security for Federal Reserve Notes.—By act of Congress
approved March 1, 1937, which amended the second paragraph of section
16 of the Federal Reserve Act, the period during which the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System may authorize direct obliga-
tions of the United States to be used as collateral security for Federal
Reserve notes, which would have expired on March 3, 1937, was extended
until June 30, 1939.

Crimes against Member Banks.—By act of Congress approved August
24, 1937, the statute which penalizes robbery of a member bank of the
Federal Reserve System or a bank organized or operating under the laws
of the United States or a bank insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation was extended so as to include also larceny and burglary of
such banks.

CHANGES IN REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Important amendments and revisions made in the regulations of the
Board of Governors during the year 1937 are summarized in the follow-
ing paragraphs:

Discounts for and Advances to Member Banks.—Regulation A, relat-
ing to discounts for and advances to member banks by Federal Reserve
banks, was revised effective October 1, 1937, in order to bring the regula-
tion on this subject into conformity with various amendments to the law
enacted in recent years. One of these amendments, which was contained
in the Banking Act of 1935, authorizes any Federal Reserve bank, under
regulations prescribed by the Board of Governors and certain specified
conditions, to make advances to a member bank on notes secured to the
satisfaction of the Reserve bank. The revised regulation provides that,
when in the judgment of the Federal Reserve bank circumstances make
it advisable to do so, the bank may accept as security for such advances
any assets satisfactory to it, but lists specifically certain preferred classes
of assets which cover the principal fields of financing. In addition, in
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order to encourage member banks to have their real estate loans and
installment paper in a form that would make them acceptable as a basis
for advances at the Federal Reserve banks, the Board in an appendix
to the regulation recommended certain minimum standards for observ-
ance in making such loans. The revised regulation also eliminated a
provision of the old regulation under which certain paper the proceeds
of which were advanced or loaned to other borrowers was made ineligible
for discount at Federal Reserve banks. The elimination of this provision
rendered eligible for discount a large amount of paper of commission
merchants and finance companies, including paper drawn to finance
installment sales of a commercial character.

Increase in Reserves of Member Banks.—By action effective August
16, 1936, the Board had increased by 50 percent the reserve require-
ments against demand and time deposits of member banks, and early in
1937 the Board issued a new supplement to its Regulation D under which
reserve requirements applicable to demand and time deposits of member
banks were increased by 33-1/3 percent of the requirements established
August 16, 1936. One-half of this latter increase became effective on
March 1, 1937, and the other half on May 1, 1937. The result of these
actions was to increase the reserve requirements to the full extent author-
ized by law, namely, to 100 percent above the percentages set forth in
section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act.

Trust Powers of National Banks.—Effective December 31, 1937, the
Board adopted several amendments to its Regulation F relating to the
exercise of trust powers by national banks. One of these amendments
provides for the collective investment of trust funds by national banks
under certain conditions in States where this is permitted by State law.
The amendment (a) permits a national bank, subject to certain regula-
tory provisions, to invest funds of various individual trusts in participa-
tions in a common trust fund, provided that the amount so invested from
any one trust may not exceed $25,000, or 10 percent of the value of the
assets of such common trust fund, whichever amount is less; and (b)
permits a national bank, with a minimum of specific regulatory require-
ments, to make collective investment of funds of individual trusts in
participations in a common trust fund, provided the amount invested
from any one such trust account does not exceed $1,200. Prior to the
amendment the regulation had permitted national banks to make collec-
tive investment of funds of individual trusts only if such funds were too
small to be invested separately to advantage. Other provisions of the
regulation with respect to trust department committees of national banks
were also amended in certain minor particulars.

Corporations Engaged in Foreign Banking Business.—The Board's
Regulation K, relating to banking corporations authorized to do foreign
banking business under section 25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act, required
that against all deposits received in the United States by such a corpora-
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tion a reserve of not less than 13 percent must be maintained. Effective
September 1, 1937, this provision was amended so as to require such a
corporation to maintain the same reserves against deposits received in
the United States as are required of member banks in central reserve
cities, with a proviso that such reserves should at no time be less than
10 percent of such deposits. This action was taken in order that all
foreign banking corporations operating under the supervision of the
Board pursuant to the provisions of either section 25 or section 25 (a) of
the Federal Reserve Act might be placed on substantially the same basis
with respect to reserve requirements.

Suspension of Operations of Foreign Branches.—Effective August 14,
1937, the Board issued its Regulation M relating to foreign branches
of national banks and of corporations organized under the provisions of
section 25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act. The regulation provides that
when such a bank or corporation has established a branch or agency in
any place in a foreign country and there exists in such place a dis-
turbed condition which endangers the lives of the employees or prop-
erty of such branch or agency or renders it impracticable for it to con-
tinue to function, it may under certain conditions suspend operations
until the reason for such suspension has ceased to exist.

Payment of Interest on Deposits.—A revision of Regulation Q, relat-
ing to the payment of interest on deposits by member banks, which had
been adopted by the Board to become effective January 1, 1936, con-
tained in subsection (f) of section 1 a definition of the term interest as
used in the regulation. In view of the fact that the regulation issued by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation regarding the payment of
interest on deposits by insured nonmember banks contained a definition
of interest which differed from that prescribed in Regulation Q, the Board
deferred the effective date of its definition of interest. However, on
December 21, 1936, the Board announced that it had taken action mak-
ing its definition of the term interest effective on February 1, 1937. Sub-
sequently, on January 30, 1937, the Board postponed the effective date
of the provision from February 1 to May 1, 1937. Effective February
11, 1937, the Board amended its Regulation Q by striking out subsection
(f) of section 1 containing the definition of the term interest and by
inserting in section 2 the following sentence: "Within this regulation, any
payment to or for the account of any depositor as compensation for the
use of funds constituting a deposit shall be considered interest." Effec-
tive on the same date, like amendments to the regulation regarding the
payment of interest on deposits by insured nonmember banks were
adopted by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, thus bringing
the two regulations into uniformity on this subject. The definition of
the term interest in Regulation Q had specified that such term should
include the payment or absorption of exchange or collection charges
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which involved out-of-pocket expenses, and the amendment removed
this finding or specification from the regulation. Under the amended
regulations of both the Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration, the question of what in a particular case is a payment of in-
terest upon a deposit or a device to evade the prohibition against the
payment of interest on demand deposits is a matter of administrative
determination under the general law in the light of experience and as
specific cases may develop. The actions of the Board referred to above
and the considerations leading up to them are more fully described in
the Board's Annual Report for 1936.

Extension of Credit by Brokers, Dealers, and Members of Securities
Exchanges.—On several occasions during 1937 the Board amended its
Regulation T, relating to extension and maintenance of credit by brokers,
dealers, and members of national securities exchanges. Effective April
23, 1937, the Board amended the regulation so as to extend from July 1,
1937, until January 1, 1938, the period within which brokers and dealers
subject to the regulation might hold unregistered securities as additional
collateral in certain circumstances, such collateral being held merely for
the brokers' or dealers' own protection and without being given any loan
value or serving as a basis for any additional credit.

Effective November 1, 1937," the Board adopted an amendment to
Regulation T and revised the supplement thereto so as to reduce margin
requirements on advances by brokers to their customers from 55 percent
to 40 percent of current market value of the securities held as collateral
and to require a margin against short sales of 50 percent of current
market value of the securities sold short. In the case of loans to other
members, brokers, and dealers for the purpose of financing customers'
commitments (commonly called omnibus accounts or omnibus loans) the
margin requirement was reduced from 40 percent to 25 percent and on
short sales in these omnibus accounts the margin requirement was placed
at 35 percent.

Early in December 1937, the Board announced a general revision of
Regulation T, effective January 1, 1938, with a view to clarifying and
simplifying the regulation. The revised regulation liberalized require-
ments affecting so-called restricted accounts by providing that in the
case of sale of registered securities in such accounts, customers may
withdraw, under specified conditions, 40 percent of the proceeds of such
sales. It further liberalized requirements affecting such accounts by pro-
viding that a customer may make a deposit which may be placed in a
"special miscellaneous account" instead of being absorbed into the so-
called restricted account. The revision also incorporated rules pre-
scribing margin requirements for dealings in securities on a "when
issued" basis. These requirements agree substantially with those adopted
by the principal national securities exchanges in conformity with certain
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rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The revision required
separation of a customer's transactions in commodity futures from the
customer's margin account in securities and, by an amendment to the
old regulation effective December 6, 1937, provision was made permit-
ting brokers to effect this separation prior to the effective date of the
revised regulation if they so desired. The revision of the regulation also
clarified provisions relating to transactions in special cash accounts by
providing that the 7-day period within which the broker must obtain
settlement from the customer for a purchase of securities shall date in
the typical case from the time of the purchase.

Subsequently on December 28,1937, in order to facilitate the transition
from the old regulation to the revised regulation, the Board prescribed
additional time within which members of national securities exchanges
might obtain certain customers' statements required in connection with
special omnibus accounts under the revised regulation.

Loans by Banks for the Purpose of Purchasing or Carrying Stocks
Registered on a National Securities Exchange.—Regulation U, which re-
lates to loans by banks for the purpose of purchasing or carrying stocks
registered on a national securities exchange was amended by the Board,
effective September 1, 1937. The effect of this amendment was to elimi-
nate the distinction between loans made on and after May 1, 1936, and
loans made prior to that date, so that, on and after September 1, 1937,
withdrawals and substitutions of collateral for loans made before May 1,
1936, became subject to the provisions of the regulation to the same
extent as if the loans had been made after the latter date.

Effective November 1, 1937, the Board revised its supplement to
Regulation U so as to reduce the margin required in connection with
loans by banks on stocks for the purpose of purchasing or carrying
registered stocks from 55 percent to 40 percent of current market value
of the securities held as collateral, and so as to reduce the margin
requirements from 40 percent to 25 percent in the case of loans by banks
to brokers and dealers in securities for the purpose of financing cus-
tomers' commitments.

REMOVAL OF BANK OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Pursuant to the provisions of section 30 of the Banking Act of 1933,
the Board of Governors during the year 1937 in each of two cases which
came before it ordered a director and officer of a member bank of the
Federal Reserve System removed from office for continued violation of
law relating to such bank or continued unsafe or unsound practices in
conducting the business of such bank after having been warned to dis-
continue such violations or practices. These were the only two cases
that have been presented to the Board for consideration under section
30 of the Banking Act of 1933.
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CREDITS TO FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS

Participation of the Federal Reserve banks in the First and Second
Syndicate Credits granted in 1931 to the National Bank of Hungary was
renewed on July 18, 1937, with the approval of the Board of Governors,
for a further period of three years. The share of the Federal Reserve
banks in these credits, which were combined into a single amount under
the new agreement, was reduced from $2,506,000 at the close of 1936 to
$2,282,000 at the end of 1937.

In September 1937 an advance of $1,000,000 on gold in transit was
made to the Bank for International Settlements acting in behalf of a
foreign central bank. This loan was made under an authorization
granted by the Board of Governors on September 17 to the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, in association with other Federal Reserve
banks, to make advances up to $10,000,000 to the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements on gold in transit. The advance of $1,000,000 was
liquidated on October 1, 1937. A similar transaction with the Bank for
International Settlements was described in the Annual Report for 1936.

Loans on gold outstanding at the end of 1936 in the amount of
$300,000 were paid in full at due dates in January and February 1937.
A new loan of $200,000 secured by gold, made to a foreign central bank
in March 1937 was paid at maturity the following month. No further
operations of this type occurred during the year.

BANK EXAMINATIONS

Federal Reserve Banks.—Each of the 12 Federal Reserve banks was
examined during the year by the Board's Division of Examinations.

Edge Act Corporations.—During the year the head office of the one
banking corporation now in operation organized to engage in foreign or
international banking under the provisions of section 25 (a) of the Fed-
eral Reserve Act, generally referred to as the Edge Act, was examined
by the Board's Division of Examinations and certain of its foreign
branches were examined by examiners designated by the Board for that
purpose.

State Member Banks.—State member banks are subject, under the pro-
visions of the Federal Reserve Act, to examinations made by direction
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or of the
Federal Reserve banks by examiners selected or approved by the Board
of Governors. The policy approved by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System for examinations pursuant to such provisions
provides that at least one regular examination of each State member
bank, including its trust department, be made during each calendar year
by examiners for the Federal Reserve banks. Most of such examina-
tions made during the year were made in cooperation with the State
banking authorities pursuant to the policy of making joint examinations
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wherever practicable in order to avoid duplication of examinations and
minimize inconvenience to the banks examined.

Bank examination is but a part of the supervisory function. The facts
and situations as developed by an examination serve as a basis upon
which constructive action may be taken both by the management of the
bank and the supervisory agencies and it has been the aim of the Board
of Governors and of the Federal Reserve banks that the examinations
of State member banks made under the direction of the Federal Reserve
banks prove helpful to the directors and executive management of the
banks examined as well as to the Federal Reserve banks and the Board
of Governors in the discharge of their responsibilities.

As an intensification of efforts along lines upon which the Federal
Reserve banks had been working, a program for strengthening banking
situations where such need might be indicated in the case of State mem-
ber banks was undertaken following discussions at a meeting of the pres-
idents of the Federal Reserve banks wTith the Board in the spring of
1937. The program was aimed at strengthening banking situations where
State member banks had not shown the anticipated improvement since
the banking crisis of 1933 and the rehabilitation program then begun,
or were faced with difficulties, due to the fact that they were in over-
banked communities, or because of inefficient management, or for other
reasons. The emphasis upon the question of management contemplated
that if a bank were suffering because of management, or if its future
appeared uncertain on that account, the situation would be brought
clearly and emphatically to the attention of the directors of the bank,
who would be urged to fulfill their primary responsibility of providing
proper management and that the cooperation of the appropriate State
authorities would be sought in endeavoring to obtain the desired im-
provement in the management. It was suggested that if the directors
were unable or unwilling to provide adequate management in such cir-
cumstances, or if the question were not one of management, but one
of lack of basic justification for the existence of the bank, the Federal
Reserve bank and the State authorities should consider carefully whether
the interests of the depositors, the stockholders, the community itself,
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation would not be served
best by the elimination of the bank as a separate unit. This might be
accomplished through absorption by some other institution or through
voluntary liquidation at a time when deposits might be paid off without
loss to the depositors or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and
the stockholders might yet receive something on their stock.

In working out some situations of this kind, cooperation to the fullest
extent among the Federal Reserve banks, the State authorities, the
Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration is involved, inasmuch as it is important in the public interest to
consider not only the one bank which may be faced with difficulties, but
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the banking situation in the community as a whole. In a community
there may be, in addition to the one bank at which the program is im-
mediately directed, national banks, other State member banks, non-
member insured banks, and uninsured nonmember banks. In some in-
stances the cooperation of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has
been, and in others may be, essential.

TRUST POWERS OF NATIONAL BANKS

During the year 1937, 17 national banks were granted authority by
the Board to exercise one or more trust powers under the provisions of
section 11 (k) of the Federal Reserve Act. This figure includes three
banks which previously had been granted certain trust powers and dur-
ing the year were granted one or more additional powers; it also includes
one bank which previously had been authorized to exercise restricted
trust powers and during the year was granted full trust powers. In ad-
dition, the Board granted full trust powers contingent upon the conver-
sion of an existing State bank into a national banking association, which
conversion, however, had not been effected by the end of the year. The
Board also granted three national banks restricted authority to admin-
ister one or more specific trust accounts. During the year 1937, 8 oper-
ating national banks surrendered their trust powers and 19 other na-
tional banks which had been granted trust powers went into voluntary
liquidation.

On December 31, 1937, 1,895 national banks held permits to exercise
trust powers. In addition 14 national banks had authority at that time
to exercise restricted trust powers only.

The term "restricted trust powers" as used above refers to powers
granted a bank to acquire certain trust accounts but not to acquire other
fiduciary business. Such restricted powers have been granted to enable
a newly organized, consolidated, or converted institution to acquire the
trust business held by a predecessor bank or banks, or to enable a bank
to administer certain specific trust accounts, when, in the light of all
the facts and circumstances in the particular case, such action was
deemed warranted.

Regulation F, relating to fiduciary powers of national banks, was
amended effective December 31, 1937, to permit the operation of Com-
mon Trust Funds within the limitations of the amended regulation.
Further reference to this amendment may be found on page 31.

HOLDING COMPANY AFFILIATES

During the year 1937 the Board acted upon the applications for voting
permits submitted by holding company affiliates of member banks in
accordance with the provisions of section 5144 of the Revised Statutes
and section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act, and authorized the issuance
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of seven permits for general purposes, and of two permits for the limited
purposes of electing directors for the year 1938 and transacting routine
matters.

Under the authority of section 301 of the Banking Act of 1935, the
Board determined that 5 organizations were not engaged directly or in-
directly as a business in holding the stock of, or managing or controlling,
banks, banking associations, savings banks or trust companies, and that,
therefore, they were not holding company affiliates except for the pur-
poses of section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act.

FOREIGN BANKING CORPORATIONS

Three corporations organized under State laws for the purpose of en-
gaging principally in international or foreign banking were operating in
1937 under agreements entered into with the Board in previous years
pursuant to the provisions of section 25 of the Federal Reserve Act. Of
these corporations, the International Banking Corporation is affiliated
with the National City Bank of New York; the First of Boston Inter-
national Corporation is affiliated with the First National Bank of Bos-
ton; and the French American Banking Corporation is owned by the
Guaranty Trust Company of New York, the First National Bank of
Boston, and the Comptoir National D'Escompte of Paris.

The Chase Bank, which commenced business in 1930 and is affiliated
with the Chase National Bank of New York, is the only banking cor-
poration in active operation organized under the provisions of section
25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act, generally referred to as the Edge Act,
to engage in international or foreign banking.

ESTABLISHMENT OF FOREIGN BRANCHES OF MEMBER BANKS

During the year 1937 the Board approved the application of the Cen-
tral Hanover Bank and Trust Company of New York for permission to
establish a branch in London and the application of the Chase National
Bank of New York for permission to establish an additional branch in
London.

MEETINGS OF FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE

Meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee were held in Wash-
ington on the following dates in 1937: January 26, March 15, April 3-4,
May 4-5, June 9, September 11-12, and November 29-December 1. The
executive committee of the Federal Open Market Committee met from
time to time throughout the year as occasion required. A record of ac-
tions taken by the Committee on questions of policy relating to open-
market operations is published as an appendix to this report.
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MEETINGS OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Four meetings of the Federal Advisory Council were held in Wash-
ington during 1937 on the following dates: February 15-16, May 17-18,
October 7-8, and December 13-14.

RESIGNATION OF MR. JOSEPH A. BRODERICK AS A MEMBER OF THE BOARD

OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Effective September 30, 1937, Mr. Joseph A. Broderick of the New
York District, who was serving under appointment for a term of fourteen
years from February 1, 1936, resigned as a member of the Board of
Governors to accept the position of President of the East River Savings
Bank, New York, New York.

BOARD EXPENDITURES

The total cost of conducting the work of the Board during the year
1937 was approximately $1,790,506. This is exclusive of expenditures
in the amount of $2,087,363 made in connection with the new building-
erected by the Board. For the general expenses of the Board two as-
sessments were levied against the Federal Reserve banks aggregating
$1,748,379.60 or about one-half of one percent of their average paid-in
capital and surplus for the year. Under an arrangement with the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of Cleveland the accounts of the Board were audited
twice during the course of the year 1937 by the Auditor of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland, who certified them to be correct.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

FOREWORD

The present, when our banking system is under no stress, is an appro-
priate time to present to Congress a picture of the banking problems of
today. The Board is convinced that it would be derelict in the discharge
of its responsibilities if it failed to call to the attention of Congress such
defects in our banking machinery, from the monetary, credit, and super-
visory point of view, as still exist, notwithstanding the important im-
provements that have been made by Congress in recent years. This is
a necessary first step in preparing the ground for such further improve-
ments, within the general framework of our State and national banking
systems, as Congress may deem advisable in order to enable the
banking mechanism better to withstand stresses and strains to which it
may be subjected in the future as it has been in the past. This report
is confined to a discussion of major problems in the banking field and
no attempt has been made to cover all the matters in this field that
require consideration at this time. The Board stands ready to offer all
the assistance in considering this subject that Congress may desire and
that the Board is able to contribute.

Banking is a business vested with a public interest. The current finan-
cial needs of commerce, industry, and agriculture are met largely through
the individual actions of the 15,000 separate banks in operation in this
country. The volume of their loans and investments has a direct rela-
tionship to the volume of business activity, and the deposits created by
these loans and investments, as they pass from hand to hand, are the
medium through which the bulk of the nation's payments are made.

Successful operation of our banking institutions is, therefore, necessary
to the orderly functioning of the nation's business. It is not merely the
concern of those who have invested their money in the banking business,
nor merely of those who have entrusted their deposits to the banks. It is
also a matter of public concern, both because of the importance of safe-
guarding deposits and because of the part that the banks play in main-
taining the flow of goods and services through the channels of production
and distribution, from the farm, the forest, and the mine to the ultimate
consumer. Interference with the orderly functioning of banks, whether
through bank failures or otherwise, results in the elimination of an
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habitual source of financial assistance on which the banks' customers
have relied, and in the loss or tying up of deposits belonging to the de-
positors who have made their business and personal plans in the assur-
ance that they have this money at their disposal. The degree of eagerness
of banks to extend credit and their ability to do so have an important
influence on the course of business, because these factors result in an
expansion or a contraction of loans and investments, and in changes in
the volume of deposits, which are the country's principal medium of
exchange.

SUMMARY

Composition of the Banking System and Trends in Banking.—At the
present time our banking system, as considered in this report, consists
of about 15,000 banks. National banks, which are chartered by the
Federal Government, constitute about one-third of the number, and
nearly all the rest are chartered by the forty-eight State authorities. All
of the national banks and about 10 percent of the State banks are mem-
bers of the Federal Reserve System, and these members hold 70 per-
cent of total bank deposits and 85 percent of deposits at commercial
banks. All but about 1,500 banks are insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, which covers deposits up to $5,000 for each de-
positor. Of the total of approximately $60,000,000,000 of bank deposits
at the present time, 45 percent is at national banks, 25 percent
at State member banks, and the remainder at nonmember banks.
Although about 85 percent of all bank depositors are protected in whole
or in part by Federal deposit insurance, only about 38 percent of the
aggregate amount of deposits is covered.

Since 1921 the number of banks has been approximately cut in two,
principally by bank failures, which have resulted in losses to depositors
of over $2,000,000,000. While the amount of bank deposits at present is
larger than it has been at any previous time, and while in general the
country has ample and in some localities excessive banking facilities,
there may be some localities that do not have adequate banking service.

The nature of bank operations and the composition of bank assets
have been greatly changed in recent years. Commercial borrowing at
banks has declined. In the last decade, with the growth of the public
debt, securities of the United States Government have become an in-
creasingly important part of bank portfolios and now constitute over
one-third of their total earning assets.

Public Supervision of Banks.—Its Growth and Pattern.—Recognition
of the public interest in banking is indicated by the fact that banks have
been subject to public supervision for nearly a hundred years. Banking
legislation, State and national, has reflected the cumulative results of
attempts by various governmental authorities to meet competitive con-
ditions and specific situations and emergencies. As a consequence, the
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development of the mechanism of supervision has been piecemeal in
character and not in accordance with comprehensive plans made with
reference to the country's banking needs taken as a whole. From this
process the banking picture emerges as a crazy quilt of conflicting powers
and jurisdictions, of overlapping authorities and gaps in authority, of
restrictions making it difficult for banks to serve their communities and
make a living, and of conditions making it next to impossible for public
authorities to apply adequate restraints at a time and in conditions when
this may be in the public interest. A chart showing the confusion of
jurisdictions under which the banks function appears on page 9.

Discriminations.—Different classes of banks are subject to different
laws and jurisdictions, and these differences in many cases constitute
competitive disadvantages, particularly for national banks and other
members of the Federal Reserve System. The Board of Governors and
the officers of the Federal Reserve banks strive to encourage eligible non-
member banks to become members of the Federal Reserve System, yet
there are provisions of law that tend to discourage membership since
they apply to member and not to nonmember banks. Among such pro-
visions, for example, are those that restrict banks in charging exchange,
prescribe the minimum capital for the establishment of banks and
branches, establish requirements for reserves against deposits, and limit
the character of bank investments.1

Supervisory Responsibility Diffused.—Forty-eight State authorities
and the Federal Government share the responsibility for bank super-
vision. Within the Federal Government authority over the banks is scat-
tered among several agencies. The Comptroller of the Currency has the
responsibility for the chartering and closing of national banks and the
primary responsibility for their examination and supervision. The Fed-
eral Reserve System has some degree of supervision over all member
banks, but in matters relating to national banks the primary respon-
sibility is with the Comptroller, and in those pertaining to State member
banks it is with State supervisory authorities. The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation has definite responsibilities in regard to all in-
sured banks? and exercises its supervisory powers particularly in the case
of insured banks which are not members of the Federal Reserve System.
The Treasury Department, under the emergency laws of 1933, still has
the responsibility for licensing member banks and for approval of the
purchase of bank stock by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. This
Corporation, because of its authority to make loans to banks and to pur-
chase preferred stock and debentures from them, has proprietary and
contractual powers of supervision over such banks as receive loans or
capital from the Corporation.

As a consequence of this diffusion of authority, the banks themselves
1 Provisions of law that also result in discrimination include restrictions on interlocking directorates,

on loans to officers, and on other matters discussed on pages 10 and 11.
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are frequently confused about the agency with which they must deal and
by the variety of regulations. While cooperative arrangements have been
worked out among the various governmental agencies by which banks
are generally not subjected to separate examinations by more than one
authority, the power to examine banks is possessed by several agencies
and this power can be used. There are many regulations relating to
various banking operations, the responsibility for which is divided be-
tween several authorities. For example, the power to determine maxi-
mum rates of interest to be paid on time deposits is divided between the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. The same division exists in connection
with enforcement of the law prohibiting the paying of interest on demand
deposits. The power of granting and supervising the exercise of trust
powers by national banks is divided between the Board of Governors and
the Comptroller of the Currency. There are many other similar instances.

As a consequence of the diffusion of responsibility and diversity of
authority over the banks there is often uncertainty of decision and delay
in action where promptness is important in the public interest.

Problem of Uniformity in Examination Policy.—Diffusion of authority
has also been responsible for difficulties in establishing uniform policies
in connection with bank examinations. While a voluntary agreement has
been worked out between the three principal Federal supervisory agen-
cies—the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, and the Board of Governors—the permanence of this ar-
rangement depends on continuous agreement between the agencies on the
policies involved, and its effectiveness depends on a uniform interpreta-
tion of the policies adopted. The interpretation, however, may vary
from time to time in accordance with the points of view of those respon-
sible for the policies of the three agencies.

Relation Between Supervisory and Credit Policies.—The Board wishes
to raise a broad question as to the relationship that should exist between
general credit policies and policies pursued in the examination and super-
vision of banks. There have been times in the past when these policies
have worked in opposite directions, with a consequent aggravation of
deflationary and inflationary trends.

This report presents for consideration the problem whether and, if so,
by what method examination policies could be so harmonized with credit
policies as to become jointly a stabilizing force in the national economy.

Nature and Function of Bank Reserves.—The Federal Reserve Sys-
tem's power to influence credit conditions as an aid to greater economic
stability arises largely out of its ability to regulate the volume of mem-
ber bank reserves. This subject was discussed at length in the Annual
Report for 1936.

To state it briefly, under our system member banks are obliged to keep
reserves in amounts equal to a definite proportion of their deposit lia-
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bilities. Consequently, in order to extend more credit, a bank must have
reserves in excess of its existing requirements or be able to obtain such
reserves. By increasing or decreasing the amount of reserves available
to the banks, the Federal Reserve authorities may encourage or dis-
courage the expansion of bank credit, particularly at times when the
banks have a limited amount of unused reserves. Changes in the amount
of unused reserves of member banks can be effected by the System
through purchases or sales of United States Government securities in
the open market, through discounts for member banks at the discount
rate, and through changes in reserve requirements.

Growth of Reserves in Recent Years.—Bank reserves, however, are
influenced also by developments over which the System has no control,
such as gold imports and issues of silver certificates by the Treasury.
Since the amount of money that remains in circulation is determined by
the people's habits and needs for cash and not by the amount of cur-
rency issued, currency of any kind issued not in direct response to current
needs of the public is deposited in the banks and is added to bank
reserves.

In considering the problems of credit regulation in the future, the
banking authorities are faced with the effects of the rapid growth of
bank reserves in recent years. In the five years from 1933 to 1938 this
growth has amounted to $6,000,000,000, due to additions to the gold
stock and the issuance of silver certificates by the Treasury. When gold
comes into the country and the Treasury purchases it, the funds thus
released by the Treasury come into possession of the banks and become
bank reserves, and when silver certificates are issued by the Treasury
this also adds an equivalent amount to the reserves of member banks.
The amount of reserves needed by banks has been augmented by the
increase in reserve requirements and by the growth in deposits, but their
reserves now exceed requirements by $3,600^000,000. This amount of ex-
cess reserves can be more than doubled, even without further gold im-
ports or silver purchases, through disbursement by the Treasury of
amounts equivalent to the gold it holds in the Stabilization Fund and
elsewhere, by a reduction of its unusually large balances with the Fed-
eral Reserve banks, and by the issuance of silver certificates against the
free silver bullion now in the Treasury's possession. This leaves out of
consideration the Treasury's authority to issue United States notes. The
Treasury can also absorb member bank reserves by increasing its cash
holdings and its Federal Reserve balances. Under existing conditions
the Treasury's powers to influence member bank reserves outweigh
those possessed by the Federal Reserve System.

System's Powers to Control Excess Reserves.—Under the present law
the Federal Reserve System can absorb excess reserves only to the extent
of approximately $800,000,000, the amount by which it can increase
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member bank reserve requirements, and the additional amounts that
could be taken up by such sales out of its portfolio of $2,560,000,000 of
Government securities as may be in the public interest. After the Sys-
tem had done all in its power to absorb excess reserves, a considerable
amount would remain at the disposal of the banks. In view of the
many changes in bank assets and in money market conditions that have
occurred in recent years, only experience can determine at what level
of excess reserves banks will be responsive to Federal Reserve policy.
It is clear, however, that the present and prospective volume of excess
reserves may at some time become the basis of an injurious credit ex-
pansion. If this should develop, the Federal Reserve System with its
present powers might not be in a position to carry out the mandate of
Congress to prevent such an expansion.

The Board is convinced that there is no immediate prospect of ex-
cessive expansion of bank credit and no reason to change the present
policy of monetary ease adopted for the purpose of facilitating recovery.
It believes, however, that the present is an appropriate time to review
our banking, credit, and monetary system in order that Congress may
consider such changes and improvements as appear desirable.

THE BANKING SYSTEM TODAY

Composition of the Banking System.—A brief statement about the
number and size of the different types of banks that exist today, and the
changes that have occurred in recent years in the character of the bank-
ing business, will supply a background for the banking picture with
reference to which banking laws and banking administration will be
considered in this report.

Our banking system is the result of an evolutionary development. At
the time of the passage of the National Bank Act in 1863, all incorpo-
rated banks were under State authority. After establishment of the
national banking system, supervision of a large part of the country's
commercial banking resources passed to the Federal Government. Upon
this composite structure of national and State banks was superimposed
in 1913 the Federal Reserve System, which extended Federal supervision
to such State banks as joined the System. In 1933 the organization of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation extended Federal supervision
to all banks having Federal insurance of deposits.

The number and deposits of the principal groups of banks as of
June 30, 1938, are shown in the following table. The total includes all
commercial banks and trust companies in the United States and some
private banks, as well as mutual and stock savings banks and a few
so-called industrial banks. The figures do not include institutions which
may engage in some banking operations but which are not generally con-
sidered as being primarily banks. For example, security brokers, land
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BANKING STRUCTURE OF THE UNITED STATES

June 30, 1938

All banks

Insured banks:
National
State member
Insured nonmember

Noninsured banks

Number

banks

15,287

5,242
1,096
7,437
1,512

Gross
deposits1

(in millions
of dollars)

59,044

26,763
14,546
7,123

10,612

Percent

Number
of

banks

100

34
7

49
10

of total

Deposits

100

45
25
12
18

1 Include interbank deposits.

banks, building and savings and loan associations, mortgage companies,
finance companies, and credit agencies owned in whole or in part by the
Federal Government are not included.

In this table, so arranged as to show the four principal groups of
banks from the supervisory point of view, the first two groups together
comprise all member banks of the Federal Reserve System, and the first
three together all represent banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation. The table shows that 41 percent of all banks are
members of the Federal Reserve System, that they hold 70 percent of
deposits, that 90 percent of all banks are insured, and that these in-
sured-banks hold 82 percent of all deposits. Of the total amount of
bank deposits about 38 percent is covered by Federal deposit insurance.

Ten percent of the banks with 18 percent of deposits are noninsured
banks. Most of the deposits of noninsured banks are in about 600
mutual savings and private banks. Leaving these out, all but 900 com-
mercial banks with $900,000,000 of deposits are covered by Federal de-
posit insurance.

The number of banks in operation at present is only about one-half
as large as in 1921. Through failures and consolidations the number of
banks has been reduced from 30,000 to 15,000. The banks which sus-
pended held deposits of about $8,500,000,000, of w7hich about one-fourth
has been lost to depositors. The aggregate volume of deposits of the
banking system, however, has generally grown, except in the three years
from 1930 to 1933, and at the end of 1938 was larger than at any pre-
vious time.

Changes in Character of Banking.—The character of the banking
business has undergone considerable change in the past twenty years.
Increasing use of the corporate form of business enterprise, together with
the growth in the importance of large concerns and in the custom of
meeting corporate financial needs through security issues or out of re-
tained earnings, has resulted in a decline in the extent to which business
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relies upon banks for commercial loans. There has also been in recent
years an increase in the amount of savings deposited in banks, which has
placed on the banks the responsibility for the investment of these funds.

During recent years, with the decrease in demand for commercial loans
and the increase in funds held by banks, there has been a pronounced
change in the nature of bank assets. Holdings of Government and other
securities and loans on real estate have increased, while commercial
loans have diminished in importance. Banks have been forced to find
outlets for the funds through channels other than those which were
customary in former days and this has been reflected in revisions of
banking laws relating to mortgages, of regulations applicable to bank
investments, and a liberalization of the basis of borrowing from the
Federal Reserve banks.

Laws and Jurisdictions to Which Banks Are Subject.—As has been
pointed out above, the banks of the country, viewed in relation to the
laws and supervisory authorities to which they are subject, can be divided
into four groups: (1) National banks; (2) State bank members of the
Federal Reserve System; (3) Nonmember State banks covered by Fed-
eral deposit insurance; and (4) Noninsured State banks. Of these four
groups of banks the first three are covered by Federal deposit insurance.
The network of laws and regulations to which these banks are subject is
illustrated by the chart on page 9.

Summarizing the matter briefly, and in reverse order, noninsured State
banks are subject to only a few Federal banking laws and are almost
entirely controlled by State laws and authorities.

Insured nonmember banks are subject to State laws and to such
Federal banking laws as apply to all banks whose deposits are covered
in whole or in part by Federal deposit insurance.

State bank members of the Federal Reserve System are subject to
three sets of laws: State laws; Federal laws connected with Federal
deposit insurance; and other Federal laws applicable to members of the
Federal Reserve System.

National banks are governed by Federal banking laws, some applica-
ble to them as banks chartered by the Federal Government, some as
members of the Federal Reserve System, and some because they are
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Out of this complicated network of independent laws and overlapping
jurisdictions and authorities arise many discriminations against one or
another group of banks. When national laws are compared with State
laws the comparison has to be made with 48 different sets of laws. It
is obvious that such a comparison cannot be made in detail within the
scope of this report. Some of the outstanding differences between the
various laws in effect have to do with capital requirements for the or-
ganization of banks, with the character of loans and investments per-
mitted, with amounts permissible to be loaned to an individual, with
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10 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

the establishment of brandies, and with the charging of exchange on
checks.

Discriminatory Federal Laws.—Some of the principal laws that result
in competitive advantages for one group of banks as compared with the
others may be mentioned. The statements refer only to discriminations
in the Federal laws between member banks and nonmember insured
banks. There may be cases where laws in some States provide for restric-
tions on State banks similar to those imposed by Federal laws on mem-
ber banks.

Member banks are required by statute to remit at par to the Federal
Reserve bank for all checks drawn against the member bank and col-
lected through the Federal Reserve bank. Nonmember banks can make
exchange charges on checks forwarded to them for collection. In many
cases such exchange charges constitute an important source of revenue
for small banks.

Member banks are required to have a fixed minimum capital in ac-
cordance with the size of the town in which they are located, while
for insured nonmember banks there is no fixed Federal requirement
and each case is considered on its merits by the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation. There is also an important discrimination against
member banks in the matter of capital requirements in connection with
authority to establish branches.

Member banks must keep wTith the Reserve banks reserve balances
against their deposit liabilities in proportions determined by the Federal
Reserve Act and the Board of Governors, while nonmember banks are
governed in this matter by State laws which in most cases require
smaller reserves.

The character of investments eligible for purchase by member banks
is subject to Federal regulation while nonmember banks are not subject
to this particular regulation.

Provisions in the Clayton Act which regulate and restrict the service
of persons in various capacities in more than one bank with a view to
preventing concentration of banking power are applicable to member
banks but not to nonmember banks. In view of the fact that obtaining
the services of influential and capable directors is an important and a
difficult task for banks, the greater freedom of choice in this respect
possessed by nonmember banks works to the disadvantage of member-
ship in the System.

Member banks are subject to many restrictions and regulations, not
applicable to other banks, in respect to the affiliates with which they
may be connected. This is a matter of importance principally in con-
nection with membership in banking groups controlled by holding
companies.

Member banks, but not other banks, are also subject to Federal laws
by authority of which officers and directors may be removed by the
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 11

Board of Governors in cases of continued violation of law or continued
unsafe or unsound practices. This provision of law was designed to
strengthen the hand of supervisory authorities in promoting sound bank-
ing conditions, short of taking steps that would result in the suspension
of the bank.

Member banks, but not other banks, are subject to Federal restrictions
and limitations regarding loans to officers.

A list of all Federal statutory provisions that do not apply uniformly
to all banks subject to Federal supervision is too lengthy for the report.
A partial list appears in the Appendix on page 87.

The application of some of these laws singly or in combination tends
to discourage membership in the Federal Reserve System. Specific in-
stances have come to the attention of the Board of Governors during the
past year.

A number of national banks have recently surrendered their national
charters and taken State charters because they can operate branches with
less capital under State law; a number of State banks which desire to
join the Federal Reserve System have been prevented from doing so
because they have branches and do not have the capital required by Fed-
eral law for the operation of branches by State member banks; and a
number of banks have threatened to withdraw from the System rather
than give up valued directors because of the provisions of the Clayton
Act. Many State banks in the Mississippi Valley and the South Atlantic
States refrain from joining the Federal Reserve System because members
of the System are required to be members of the par clearance system
while nonmember banks may deduct exchange charges. There have been
withdrawals from the Federal Reserve System for which the same reason
was given.

These are but a few illustrations of the many ways in which the Fed-
eral banking laws discourage membership in the Federal Reserve System
and encourage banks to continue to operate as nonmember banks.

BANK SUPERVISION

Allocations of Authority.—Not only do laws regulating bank opera-
tions differ for different groups of banks, but banks are also subject to
a number of different supervisory authorities and to diverse regulations
issued and enforced by such authorities.

Supervision and regulation of banks differ materially from State to
State as well as between banks that are chartered by States and those
that are chartered by the Federal Government. Even within the Federal
Government there is extensive diversity, overlapping, and confusion of
jurisdiction in the regulation and supervision of different groups of banks.
There are five Federal agencies engaged in bank supervision. Prior to
1933, Federal supervision of the commercial banking system, in so far as
it was subject to such supervision, was in the hands of the Comptroller
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12 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

of the Currency and the Federal Reserve Board. Since 1933 there has
been added the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which exercises
broad supervisory powers. Certain powers of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation also give it a measure of responsibility for the operation of
banks, and the Secretary of the Treasury, through the exercise of author-
ity under the President's emergency powers, licenses the operation of
member banks and has authority to exercise other regulatory powers.

Broadly speaking, the function of the Comptroller of the Currency is
to charter and supervise national banks and, when necessary, to appoint
conservators or to close and supervise the liquidation of national banks.
When the Comptroller closes a bank, however, on account of its inability
to meet the demands of its depositors, he is required to appoint the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation as receiver.

The Federal Reserve System has authority to supervise and examine
all banks that are members of the System and to lay down requirements
for admission of State banks to membership. But in relation to national
banks its authority is parallel to a considerable extent with that of the
Comptroller of the Currency, and in regard to State banks with those of
State supervisory authorities. When banks receive national charters from
the Comptroller, they become members of the Federal Reserve System,
without any action by the Board of Governors, and State banks, while
they can join the System only with its approval, bring with them charter
rights obtained from State authorities.

The supervisory functions of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion revolve around the insurance of deposits of banks that are insured
and the termination of this insurance. Supervisory functions of the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation relating to State insured banks
parallel to some extent the functions exercised by State authorities and
as to national banks and State member banks duplicate to some extent
the functions of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Re-
serve System. National banks chartered by the Comptroller of the
Currency and State banks admitted to membership in the Federal Re-
serve System are all insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion.

The supervisory activities of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
occur in connection with the purchase and ownership of preferred stock
and capital notes and debentures of banks. These activities are not
based directly on legal requirements but indirectly on the proprietary
and contractual relationships between the Corporation and the banks.

Confusion and Conflict of Authority.—In many matters there are
divisions of authority, both in the law vesting the authority and in its
exercise.

For instance, the Comptroller of the Currency issues regulations defin-
ing and governing the purchase of investment securities by national
banks. The regulations, however, are applicable also to State member
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banks but not to insured nonmember banks. The Comptroller of the
Currency enforces the regulations with respect to national banks and
the Reserve System enforces them with respect to State member banks.

A similar situation exists in relation to the exercise of trust powers
by national banks. Authority to grant trust powers and to issue regula-
tions rests with the Board of Governors. Supervision over the exercise
of these powers and over compliance with these regulations, however, is
in the hands of the Comptroller of the Currency.

Confusion and conflict of authority exist also in the matter of regula-
tion of interest to be paid by banks on deposits. Payment of interest on
demand deposits is prohibited for all insured banks, including national
banks, State member banks, and insured nonmember banks. This would
appear to be a simple matter. But application of the definition of inter-
est to particular cases is not simple and has many implications. It has,
for example, an important bearing on the practice of city banks in
absorbing expenses and exchange charges on items collected for country
correspondents in return for the maintenance of balances. There is,
however, no single authority having power to administer this law. In
regard to member banks it is administered by the Board of Governors
and in regard to nonmember insured banks by the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation enforces
its own regulation, but the Board's regulation, in so far as it applies to
national banks, is administered by the Comptroller of the Currency.

Determination of the maximum rate of interest to be paid on time
deposits is made for member banks by the Board of Governors and for
nonmember insured banks by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration.

The Federal Reserve System is charged with the administration of
the law regarding holding company affiliates of member banks; but the
same holding company sometimes controls national banks supervised
primarily by the Comptroller of the Currency, State member banks su-
pervised principally by the States and the Federal Reserve System,
nonmember insured banks supervised principally by the States and the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and non-banking corporations
which are required to submit to examinations and to furnish reports of
condition to the Federal Reserve System or the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency but usually are not subjected to any further supervision by bank
supervisory agencies. Such situations involve additional overlapping,
conflicts, and gaps in authority.

The conflicts of authority in bank supervision cause much confusion
and delay and not infrequently prevent prompt action in cases where
quick decision is necessary to prevent losses to the public and to remedy
critical situations.

In one case, for example, an excessively long period of time elapsed
between initiation of negotiations and the final consummation of a plan
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fQr the relief of a dangerous banking situation in an overbanked com-
munity in which were located two State member banks and a national
bank, all in an unsatisfactory condition. The lapse of time was largely
due to the fact that the plan for working out the situation had to be
satisfactory not only to the local interests and to the State banking
authorities, but to the following Federal agencies: the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, which purchased preferred stock in the new bank
organized to succeed the three; the Secretary of the Treasury, who had
first to request the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to subscribe to
the preferred stock and then had to license the new bank; the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, which made a loan to the national bank;
the Comptroller of the Currency, whose cooperation was necessary in
order that the national bank might be included in the program; and the
Federal Reserve bank of the district and the Board of Governors, in
connection with the admission of the new bank to membership in the
System. Officials and examiners of all these agencies were participants in
numerous conferences, both at Washington and in the field.

In the case of another national bank, while the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation was preparing to institute proceedings to terminate
the bank's insurance, which might be expected to end in the appointment
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation as receiver, the Comp-
troller of the Currency filed a certificate with the Board of Governors
instituting proceedings against the president of the bank to remove him
from office under authority granted by the Banking Act of 1933. The
Board then initiated a hearing but, while this proceeding was under way,
the Comptroller of the Currency found it necessary to appoint a con-
servator. After the conservator was appointed, the Board proceedings
were concluded and the president of the bank was removed from office.
Subsequently the conservator was supplanted by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation as receiver.

There are cases of banks threatening to give up national charters in
order to escape regulation and supervision by the Comptroller of the
Currency; of other banks threatening to retire from the Federal Reserve
System in order to escape regulation and supervision by the Reserve
System; and of still other banks threatening to join the Federal Re-
serve System in order to escape some requirements or conditions imposed
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

In practice there is less confusion in many of the supervisory activities
of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve System, and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation than in the authority under
which these agencies act. Bank examinations are an example. Generally
speaking, national banks are examined only by the Comptroller of the
Currency; the Federal Reserve System has power to examine all member
banks but does not examine national banks and examines State member
banks in cooperation with State authorities, and State member banks
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are not examined by either the Comptroller of the Currency or the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation; the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration in cooperation with State authorities examines the insured State
banks which are not members of the Reserve System. The Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation has power to examine national banks,
with the permission of the Comptroller of the Currency, and State mem-
ber banks, with the permission of the Board of Governors. Such exam-
inations, however, are seldom made. State banks belonging to the
Reserve System and insured nonmember banks are examined by Federal,
as well as by State, authorities but the extent of duplication in this
respect is reduced through arrangements for joint or alternating exam-
inations. In practice, therefore, the effect of these conflicting authorities
to examine banks has been minimized by agreement by which the Fed-
eral agencies accept each other's examinations, but the authority, never-
theless, exists and can be used.

Somewhat the same situation exists as regards condition, dividend,
and other reports, and their publication. The Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Reserve
System all have powers and responsibilities in this field. They all main-
tain, in addition to examination departments, statistical organizations,
and here again only agreements moderate the bad effects of duplicate
and conflicting requirements.

While duplication in reports and examinations by different Federal
agencies is largely avoided by cooperative arrangements, nevertheless
delays and difficulties arise from the overlapping of responsibility. Even
after an agreement is reached, there may be, and in fact, there are, dif-
ferences of interpretation of the procedure, formula, or policy agreed
upon.

For example, after lengthy negotiations a voluntary agreement be-
tween the agencies in connection with examination policy was reached
last summer.1 The effectiveness of this agreement, however, depends, in
the first place, on the continuance of cooperation between the agencies
and, in the second place, on the nature of interpretations placed by the
different agencies on the agreed principles of examination. A similarity
of interpretation is difficult to attain because the agencies have different
responsibilities and, therefore, different approaches to the problem. The
Comptroller of the Currency is primarily a supervisory and examining
agency and is interested principally in matters affecting the status of
individual banks. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is pri-
marily an insurance agency and is, therefore, primarily concerned about
the protection of the insurance fund. The Board of Governors, in addi-
tion to its supervisory responsibilities, is concerned with national credit
and monetary policies, and is, therefore, interested in supervisory policies

1 See pages 37 and
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that are in conformity with credit policies. Such policies must look not
only to the status of individual banks and the safeguarding of the inter-
ests of depositors, but also to the maintenance of sound credit conditions
in the aggregate and a sound banking system, without which credit
policies cannot be effectively put into operation.

While the ultimate objective of all the agencies concerned is a sound
banking condition and an unimpeded flow of funds to finance commerce,
industry, and agriculture, the different points of approach to the problem
by the different agencies inevitably lead to differences in emphasis in the
interpretation of principles of policy.

RELATION BETWEEN SUPERVISORY AND CREDIT POLICIES

The agreement upon examination procedure which has been mentioned
marks a cooperative forward step by the agencies concerned. The funda-
mental question as to what should be the relationship between the ad-
ministration of national credit policies and of bank examination and
supervision, however, still remains and is of so vital importance as to
deserve careful consideration by Congress.

Criticism has been directed in recent years at supervising authorities
for the influence they have exercised towards the curtailment of credit
at times when such curtailment has been contrary to prevailing national
credit policies and has tended to retard economic recovery. There are
wide differences of opinion on this subject and it deserves full and fair
exploration and consideration.

Some of the questions that may be considered in this connection are
here presented:

What effect does bank supervision have on changes in the out-
standing volume of bank credit?

W ĥat influence do examinations have on the expansion or contrac-
tion of credit during the different phases of the business cycle?

Should examination policy be so directed as to contribute to the
protection of the general economy from the effects of undue expan-
sion or contraction of credit?

What distinction, if any, exists between the considerations upon
which a sound national credit policy should be based and the meas-
ures that should be taken to insure the soundness of individual
banks?

Is harmony between examination policies and credit policies neces-
sary to the discharge of the responsibilities of the agencies vested
with authority to determine these policies?

Consideration should be given to the question whether examiners'
appraisals of loans and investments based on current conditions and
market quotations may at times accelerate the downward spiral of a
depression or delay recovery; also whether at other times examiners,
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in passing on loans which may be currently collectible, fail to take into
consideration the existence of a tendency towards unsound credit condi-
tions and to exert a restraining influence on boom conditions. This may
result from the fact that in a period of decline current quotations may
merely reflect the temporary absence of a fair market, and may under-
state intrinsic values, while in a boom period market quotations may
reflect speculative expectations rather than true values.

May efforts of supervisory agencies to produce increased bank liquid-
ity at times of low business activity and depressed markets have un-
anticipated and unintended adverse effects upon the local community,
and may these local effects, when aggregated, exert'a general deflationary
influence on business and credit conditions in the country as a whole?

In considering relationships between examination policies and general
credit policies, it would be desirable to determine whether bank super-
visory authorities should exert their influence to encourage extension of
sound credit by banks at times when they have funds available and
when such extension of credit may be helpful to the national economy;
and, on the other hand, whether at times of unduly rapid growth of bank
credit the influence of these agencies should be exerted to discourage
banks from freely making loans, even of the kinds that ordinarily could
be made with apparent safety by a particular bank. This question in-
volves consideration of the relationship between the extension of credit
at certain times by particular banks and the broader and longer-range
problem of nationwide credit expansion.

Consideration might also be given to the possible effect on the general
economy of rigid definitions of the character of loans and investments
that may be made by banks. May such definitions cause unnecessary
liquidation at certain times and result in the holding of idle funds at
other times? Has the problem of definition of assets that banks may
acquire been affected by changes that have been made in recent years
in the laws, regulations, and conditions governing assets on which banks
can borrow from the Federal Reserve banks? Can agencies charged with
the responsibility of determining general policies that affect the exten-
sion of credit by banks discharge this responsibility unless examina-
tions, which affect the policies and practices of individual banks, are in
harmony with these general credit policies?

The bank examiner in the field deals with local situations. He at-
tempts to appraise assets in the light of such information as is available
to him and values must be determined in many cases by local conditions.
These conditions may relate to the position of the particular bank being
examined or of the particular community. It is a problem of great com-
plexity to find means by which this local procedure, when multiplied by
the thousands of banks throughout the country, can be brought into con-
formity with national policies.

Can the examination policies of the several Federal supervisory agen-
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cies be further coordinated to promote effective functioning of the entire
banking system, making it a force toward increased national economic
stability? Furthermore, can the responsibilities vested in the Federal
agencies and the agencies of the 48 States charged with the examination
and supervision of their respective State banks also be properly coordi-
nated to the same end?

It seems hardly possible to consider any of these questions singly. If
they are considered as a whole and studied in the light of the past
history of bank examination, of existing banking and credit conditions,
and of the objectives to be sought, answers should be found which will
go far toward producing a sounder and more flexible banking system.

THE PROBLEM OF RESERVES

Reserves and Credit Regulation.—The Federal Reserve System's power
to influence the volume and cost of bank credit arises largely out of its
authority over member bank reserves.

Under our system member banks are obliged to keep an amount equal
to a prescribed proportion of their deposit liabilities in the form of re-
serve balances with the Federal Reserve banks. Reserve requirements
for nonmember banks are determined by State authorities and are gener-
ally lower in effect than those prescribed for member banks. In order to
extend more credit without themselves borrowing, member banks must
have reserves in excess of their legal requirements. By increasing or
decreasing the amount of reserves available to the banks, therefore, the
Federal Reserve System can encourage or discourage the expansion of
bank credit and bank deposits, particularly at a time when banks have
little or no unused reserves. For a complete exposition of the functions
of reserves and of reserve requirements, reference is made to the Board's
Annual Report for 1936.

The usual situation in years gone by, when the pressure for credit
expansion was considerable and the volume of reserves limited, was for
the banks generally to have no reserves in excess of legal requirements.
In other words the banks were at all times practically loaned up. An
aggregate increase in their loans and investments, therefore, involved
borrowing from the Federal Reserve banks in order to acquire additional
reserves. When the banks are borrowing, they are less willing to make
loans and they become subject to the discount rate and to other measures
of regulation of their operations under provisions of the Federal Reserve
Act. When the System wished to encourage the expansion of bank credit,
it could take the initiative in increasing bank reserves by buying Gov-
ernment securities in the open market, which would place at the disposal
of banks funds with which to pay off debt at the Reserve banks or to
expand their own credit. On the other hand, when the System wished
to restrain expansion, it could sell Government securities, thereby taking
money out of the market and reducing reserves to the point where banks
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would have to borrow in order to expand. By further sales the System
could reduce member bank reserves even below the amount needed to
maintain the existing aggregate volume of loans and investments, and
put the banks in a position of having the alternative of borrowing from
the Reserve banks or contracting their loans and investments.

This was the main line of action in encouragement and restraint as
long as the banks did not have a volume of reserves far in excess of
their current needs. In recent years banks have had continuously a large
amount of excess reserves. This is true at present, notwithstanding the
fact that, in accordance with authority under the Banking Act of 1935,
reserve requirements have been increased by approximately 75 percent
above the percentages stated in the statute.

The entire technique of influencing changes in the volume of bank
credit needs to be reconsidered in the light of changed banking and
money market conditions. It is probable that the increased importance
of holdings of Government securities and the shrinkage of the Street-
loan account, through which individual banks were in the habit of mak-
ing adjustments in their position in response to changing commercial
demands, as well as other changes in the situation, have made the bank-
ing system more responsive than formerly to measures of restraint. One
influence in this direction would come from the fact that sales of Gov-
ernment securities by the Reserve System, in addition to their effects on
bank reserves, would have a direct effect on the capital market of which
these securities now constitute an important part. The large holdings
by the banks of such securities make the banks more sensitive to changes
in bond prices. For these reasons it may not prove necessary in the
future, as it has been in the past, for banks to be without excess re-
serves and actually to be borrowing from the Reserve banks in order to
make them responsive to restraining influences.

Only experience can determine to what extent these changes in condi-
tions have altered the effectiveness of existing methods of regulation.
There is no doubt, however, that such a volume of excess reserves as is
held by the banks today and as is likely to be at their disposal in the
near future presents an important problem to the country's credit and
monetary authorities.

Sources of Reserves.—Since the end of 1933 reserve balances of mem-
ber banks have increased three-fold and at the end of 1938 totaled
$8,700,000,000, of which $3,200,000,000 were excess reserves. As shown
in the table, this growth in reserves has been due principally to the
extraordinary inflow of gold from abroad. The country's monetary gold
stock in dollars has increased during the five years by $10,500,000,000,
of which $2,800,000,000 represents the effect of revaluation and $7/700,-
000,000 additions of new gold from abroad and from domestic mines.
A portion of this additional gold is still held by the Treasury in the
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Stabilization Fund and otherwise and some of it was used to retire na-
tional bank notes in a manner that did not add to member bank reserves.

FACTORS OF CHANGE IN MEMBER BANK RESERVES

December 30, 1933, to December 31, 1938
(Approximate figures, in millions of dollars)

Additions due to:
Gold operations 7,422
Issue of silver certificates '. 1,221

Total additions 8,643
Deductions due to increase in money in circulation, growth in Treasury and

nonmember deposits at Federal Reserve banks, etc 2,648

Total increase in member bank reserves 5,995

Increase in required reserves due to:
Increase in percentage requirements 2,342
Increase in member bank deposits 1,307

Increase in excess reserves 2,346
Changes in reserve position from December 30, 1933, to December 31. 1938:

Total reserves Increased from 2,729 to 8,724
Required reserves Increased from 1,870 to 5,519

Excess reserves Increased from 859 to 3,205

Of the inflow of gold from abroad, about two-thirds has resulted
from the movement of foreign capital to the United States. Large and
erratic movements of floating capital from country to country at a time
of political uncertainty and financial disorganization have been one of
the most disturbing factors in the financial fabric of post-war years.
Such movements are not like capital movements for long-term invest-
ment or seasonal movements in connection with foreign trade, nor like
movements in response to differences in interest rates, which have long
been a part of the international financial mechanism. Large and
sudden capital withdrawals tend to cause contraction of credit and
to retard business activity in the country from which the capital is
withdrawn. At the other end, accumulation of foreign funds in the money
market which appears for the time to offer the best security or the
greatest opportunity for profit is disturbing to the monetary and credit
systems of the country where this market is located. These movements
accentuate speculative changes in the security market and create either
a condition of artificial monetary ease or the need of absorbing excess
reserves at public or private expense. International capital movements
account for the greater part of the reserve problem with which this
country has to contend.

In addition to the gold inflow another source of reserves amounting
to $1,200,000,000 has been the issuance by the Treasury of silver coin
and certificates in connection with domestic and foreign silver purchases.

Additions to member bank reserves from the above sources have been
absorbed to the extent of $2,600,000,000 by increases in the demand for
currency and through growth of Treasury and nonmember bank deposits
at the Federal Reserve banks.
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As a net result of all these developments and transactions, $6,000,-
000,000 was added to member bank reserves in the five years 1934-1938.
Of this amount $3,650,000,000 was absorbed by increases in required
reserves, due both to the increase in the prescribed ratios of reserves to
deposits and to the growth in the banks' deposit liabilities. Excess
reserves of member banks increased by $2,350,000,000 and at the end
of 1938 were $3,200,000,000. In the early weeks of 1939, with a return
flow of currency from circulation and a decline in Treasury balances,
excess reserves increased to $3,600,000,000. A continuation of gold inflow
and of silver purchases would further add to excess reserves.

The volume of excess reserves now in existence, furthermore, can be
greatly increased by actions of the United States Treasury. By dis-
bursements of funds equivalent to the gold held in the Stabilization
Fund and elsewhere, by reduction of its unusually large balances with the
Federal Reserve banks, and by the use of its authority to issue silver
certificates against silver bullion now in its possession, the Treasury
could more than double existing excess reserves of member banks. In
addition, the Treasury has authority to issue up to $3,000,000,000 of
United States notes which would also be added to member bank reserves.
The Treasury also has power to absorb member bank reserves; it can
do so by increasing its cash holdings and Federal Reserve balances. With
these powers and the general gold and silver policies in the hands of
the Treasury, its power to influence the volume of member bank reserves
under existing conditions outweighs that of the Federal Reserve System.

Long-view Problem Raised by Excess Reserves.—In considering the
problem of reserves at this time the Board wishes to emphasize that the
long-view problem created by the existing large volume of bank deposits
and bank reserves is distinct from the immediate problem of making
ample bank credit available for the expansion of business from current
levels.

In recent years it has been the policy of the Government and of the
Federal Reserve System to encourage the expansion of credit. This has
constituted the so-called policy of monetary ease, which has been di-
rected at keeping banks supplied with an abundant volume of reserves,
so as to encourage them to expand their loans and investments. This
policy has been one of the factors in the creation of the existing large
volume of deposits in the hands of business enterprises and of individual
and corporate investors, and has resulted in reducing interest rates to
the lowest level in history. It has been reflected in a decline in the carry-
ing charges on mortgage debt for farmers and urban householders, has
enabled many corporations to refund their debt at lower rates, and has
lightened the cost of current financing to commerce, industry, and
agriculture.

Nor is there any immediate reason for considering a reversal of this
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policy. There is nothing in the present monetary or banking situation
that would point to a proximate danger of injurious credit expansion. It is
in such a period as this, however, when there is no call for quick action
to meet emergency situations, that problems that may arise in the future
should be analyzed and the efficiency of existing machinery appraised.

It is from this point of view that the System's existing powers to
absorb excess reserves should be considered. Member banks at present
have excess reserves of $3,600,000,000, and this total may be doubled in
the future. To absorb these reserves the System has the power to raise
reserve requirements by $800,000,000 and to make sales out of its port-
folio of United States Government obligations, which amounts to $2,560,-
000,000. The use of these available means of absorbing reserves, to the
extent that it may be in the public interest to do so, would still leave
the banks with a volume of excess reserves upon which it would be pos-
sible for an injurious credit expansion to develop.

The ability of the banks greatly to expand the volume of their credit
without resort to the Federal Reserve banks would make it possible for
a speculative situation to get under way that would be beyond the power
of the System to check or control. The Reserve System would, therefore,
be unable to discharge the responsibility placed upon it by Congress or
to perform the service that the country rightly expects from it.

In view of this situation the Board has deemed it its duty to point
out to Congress the present and prospective reserve position of our bank-
ing system and the limitations on the powers of the System to regulate it.

COURSE OF BUSINESS IN 1938

Business activity, which had declined sharply in the latter part of
1937, recovered considerably in 1938. Early in the year, while output
in some lines was still declining, residential building started to increase,
and about the middle of the year industrial activity generally began a
rapid advance that continued until the end of the year. The decline in
national income had not been so sharp as that in industrial production,
and during most of 1938 consumption was at a more rapid rate than
production. As a consequence, inventories of industrial products which
had accumulated in 1937 wTere substantially reduced.

In the spring of 1938 the Administration announced a program of
action for the purpose of encouraging economic recovery. As a part of
this program the Treasury discontinued the inactive gold account, and
the Board reduced by one-eighth the percentage of reserve requirements
for member banks. As a result of these actions, together with a large
inflow of gold from abroad, member banks near the end of the year had
a larger amount of funds available for investment than at any previous
time.
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Loans by banks to trade and industry declined during the year, while
their investments increased by a corresponding amount, so that the total
volume of outstanding bank credit showed little change. The gold inflow,
however, had resulted in a sharp increase in bank deposits. At the end
of the year deposits belonging to the public and available for use in
business or for investment were at new high levels.

The banks, therefore, are in a position to contribute to recovery by
easily meeting such legitimate demands for funds as may develop. The
rate of turnover of existing deposits, however, continues to be unusually
low.

Development of Business Recovery.—Output at factories and mines,
as measured by the Board's seasonally adjusted index shown on the
chart, was 79 in the first quarter and 77 in the second quarter of 1938, as
compared with a level of 116 in the first eight months of 1937. Activity
on the railroads was also reduced and in other public utilities, particularly
the electric power industry, output was below the levels of early 1937.
Construction activity was in reduced volume though residential building,
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in contrast to other lines, began to increase early in the year. Owing
primarily to the continued depressed condition of industry, security prices
and prices of industrial materials, which had shown a sharp decrease
in the latter half of 1937, declined somewhat further in the early part of
1938. Prices of farm products and foods also showed a further decline.

Income receipts of individuals in the first half of 1938 were at a lower
level than in the first three quarters of 1937 but the reduction was much
less than in industrial activity and industrial payrolls. Decreases in pay-
rolls in trade and in the service industries and declines in farm income
were considerably smaller, and there were sharp increases in governmental
relief and benefit payments. Reflecting the smaller decline in income,
consumer purchases, although reduced, continued at a level substantially
higher than production of consumers' goods, and consequently there was
a continuous reduction in inventories of finished consumers' goods, which
had been large. There were reductions also in inventories of many semi-
finished materials previously accumulated. Supplies of raw materials,
however, remained large.

Early in the spring, although incomes were still declining, residential
building rose more than seasonally, stimulated by reductions in costs,
particularly financing costs. At the end of the year residential building
contracts, on a seasonally adjusted basis, were at the highest level since
1929. Contracts for non-residential construction also increased to the
end-of-1929 level, reflecting principally an increase in public projects.

By the middle of 1938 a few other major industries had begun to
show increases in activity, and evidence was accumulating that inven-
tories had been materially reduced. In June prices of stocks and lower-
grade bonds began a rapid advance and prices of speculative industrial
materials also rose considerably. Subsequently there was a general and
rapid increase in industrial activity. In December the Board's index
of industrial production reached 104, the volume of freight-car load-
ings was substantially higher than in the summer, and electric power
production was at about the highest level previously reached.

Increases in output were at first most pronounced in industries pro-
ducing nondurable goods, particularly textiles. Steel production, which
had been at less than a third of capacity in the first half of the year,
also increased sharply during July and August, and there were moderate
increases in many other lines. After August output of nondurable man-
ufactures showed little further increase. Steel production advanced
further, reaching a rate of somewhat over 60 percent of capacity in
November, and there were marked increases in output of automobiles
and related products, which earlier had been in small volume. In other
lines recovery was not so rapid as in the textile, automobile, and steel
industries. Activity in the machinery industry had increased only
slightly by the end of the year. In the railroad equipment industry oper-
ations remained at an unusually low level. Mineral production increased
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only gradually, owing partly to the fact that stocks of both metals and
fuels continued large in relation to current consumption.

Accompanying the general rise in activity, there were marked increases
in employment, payrolls, and national income. Unemployment, however,
continued in large volume and relief expenditures remained at the high
levels reached in midsummer. Payrolls increased more than employment,
owing to an increase in the average number of hours worked. Reflecting
largely the increase in payrolls, income receipts began to increase in the
summer and by the end of the year had advanced to within five percent
of the level in the middle of 1937. The volume of retail trade also rose
and toward the end of the year was only moderately below the level
prevailing during most of 1937.

Prices of a number of industrial materials advanced after the middle
of June, while finished industrial products continued to decline in price
and farm products and foods showed little change. The general level of
wholesale prices declined slightly and at the end of the year was at 77
percent of the 1926 average as compared with about 80 during most of
1935 and 1936, prices of industrial commodities being slightly higher than
in that period and farm products and foods considerably lower.

In agriculture, harvests of principal crops in 1938 were abundant and,
with large supplies on hand and reduced demand expected from both
domestic and foreign sources, prices of crops were at the lowest levels
in recent years. Output of livestock and products was larger than
in 1937 and, with lower consumer incomes, prices were considerably
below the high level reached in the previous year. Farm income from
marketings was about 13 percent smaller than in 1937, but Government
payments were larger and total cash farm income in the calendar year
1938 was estimated at $7,600,000,000. This was 11 percent less than in
1937, when farm income was the highest since 1929.

At the close of 1938 the volume of industrial production and of the
movement of goods from producers appeared to be close to the level of
current consumption in most lines. Expenditures by industry on plant
and equipment continued at a low level, however, and further sustained
business recovery seemed to depend largely on a substantial increase
in these outlays with accompanying further growth in consumption.

GOLD AND CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

The year 1938 was marked by a reversal of the gold outflow that de-
veloped in the final quarter of 1937. At that time, with the onset of
business depression and declining prices in this country, the possibility
that the United States might once more resort to devaluation of the
dollar began to be discussed abroad and there were large-scale with-
drawals of foreign short-term balances. In three months foreigners with-
drew $500,000,000 net from their accounts in American banks, an amount
roughly equivalent to the volume of funds accumulated during the pre-
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ceding spring when a reduction in the price of gold was widely anticipated.
The altered economic situation in the United States led also to the de-
velopment of an excess of merchandise exports amounting to about
$100,000,000 a month in the final quarter of 1937. Increased agricul-
tural output in the United States resulted in larger exports and smaller
imports of certain agricultural commodities, and the business recession
was reflected in sharply reduced imports of industrial raw materials.
Although payment for the excess of merchandise exports absorbed more
than half the dollar balances that were being offered in the exchange
market, the total volume of balances withdrawn was such that the
United States lost a substantial amount of gold.

The outward gold movement did not continue long in 1938. Repatria-
tion of foreign funds diminished while the excess of merchandise exports
was maintained close to the level of $100,000,000 a month reached in
1937. For about two months these opposing factors were about in bal-
ance in the exchange market, and little gold moved. With the German
entry into Austria in March, however, the outflow of funds from the
United States was sharply curtailed and ceased to offset the continuing
surplus of merchandise exports, with the result that there was an inflow
of gold at the rate of about $40,000,000 a month from March through
July.

In the second half of the year there was pronounced recovery in Amer-
ican business conditions. The British position, meanwhile, had been
somewhat weakened by industrial recession at home and by less favor-
able conditions in the foreign trade of the United Kingdom and of those
British Empire and other countries that customarily hold the bulk of their
international reserves in London. The shift in the position of these areas
was in part a consequence of the extensive decline that had occurred in
American purchases of industrial raw materials and grains.

Toward the end of July the withdrawal of European short-term money
from the United States largely ceased, and early in August foreigners
began to send their funds back to this country. The inflow of capital
was small at first, but as the Czech crisis developed in August the move-
ment of funds was intensified, and during the critical September weeks
it reached unprecedented proportions. The inflow continued on a sub-
stantial scale through October and thereafter intermittently to the end
of the year. During these developments the international flow of funds
served to reinforce the influence of the surplus of merchandise exports,
with the result that the United States gained about $1,450,000,000 of
foreign gold in a period of five months.

Most of the capital inflow that began in August represented a transfer
of funds from the United Kingdom. Part of these funds were owned by
British nationals but to a large extent they represented foreign short-
term money that had previously been accumulated in London. It is
probable that British gold losses were by far the largest experienced
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since suspension of the gold standard in 1931. Between the end of March
and the end of September, the only dates in 1938 for which figures are
available, the gold holdings of the British Stabilization Fund declined
$730,000,000, and in the last quarter there were undoubtedly substantial
further declines. Sterling exchange rates declined from over $5.00 at the
beginning of 1938 to below $4.70 in the last few weeks of the year. Early
in January 1939 the Bank of England transferred to the Fund gold
valued at about $1,650,000,000, thus raising the resources available for
the support of sterling.

Other countries appear to have lost little gold in the latter part of
1938. For a while in August there was a substantial movement of capital
from France to England. This movement was associated with internal
French difficulties and was largely brought to a halt with reiteration by
the French Government on August 21 that the franc would not be per-
mitted to fall below 179 francs to the pound, the limit of depreciation
established by the Government in May, and that there would be no
exchange control. There was little subsequent movement of capital out
of France, and beginning in November, when the Government adopted
additional measures to deal with the country's economic and financial
difficulties, there was a substantial repatriation of capital.

BANKING AND CREDIT CONDITIONS IN 1938

In 1938 the volume of bank deposits, following a slight decline in
1937, resumed the growth which has been the general trend since 1933.
At the end of the year the combined total of deposits at all banks, exclud-
ing interbank deposits, and of currency in circulation outside banks was
about $58,500,000,000/ a larger amount than at any previous time. Bank
deposits and bank reserves were each increased during the year by about
$1,700,000,000, principally as the result of gold imports. Partly because
of the increase in bank reserves resulting from gold acquisitions and partly
because of the reduction by the Board of Governors of $750,000,000 in
reserve requirements, excess reserves of member banks increased in 1938
by about $2,000,000,000.

Early in December excess reserves of member banks at $3,500,000,000
were larger than at any previous time. After the middle of December
they were reduced substantially by a temporary increase in Treasury
deposits at the Reserve banks and by withdrawals of currency by the
public to meet requirements for the holiday season. At the close of the
year excess reserves were about $3,200,000,000. In January 1939 they
increased again to a new high level.

1 The composition of this figure differs from that of the figure of $59,044,000,000 for gross deposits
of all banks in the United States on June 30, 1938, given in the table on page 7 of this report.
The figure here given is partly an estimate and represents the current means of payment in the
hands of the public plus their savings deposited in banks and in the Postal Savings system and the
deposits of the United States Government; it includes, therefore, in addition to bank deposits,
Postal Savings deposits and money in circulation outside banks but, to avoid double counting,
excludes interbank deposits and checks in process of collection shown on the books of banks. The
figures given on page 7 are designed to show the relative importance of the different groups of
banks in the banking structure and include all types of deposits in banks without adjustment.
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Little Change in Bank Loans and Investments.—Additions to deposits
and reserves of member banks in 1938 resulted largely from gold acquisi-
tions and were not accompanied by increases in bank loans and invest-
ments. This was largely due to a limited demand for loans and a small
supply of new investments of the types most commonly purchased by
banks. With the decline in business activity and reduction in inventories
during the first half of 1938 loans to commerce and industry were re-
duced, and the demand for new loans of this type was smaller than in
1936 and 1937, when bank loans had increased substantially. The im-
provement in business in the latter part of 1938 was not accompanied
by increases in inventories and did not occasion additional short-term
borrowing by commerce and industry. The decline in the stock market,
which began in 1937 and continued through the early months of 1938,
resulted in a reduction in brokers7 advances to their customers and con-
sequently in bank loans to brokers. The subsequent advance in stock
prices was accompanied by some increase in the use of credit, but brokers'
loans continued at a lower level than in 1937. Banks outside the larger
cities showed a steady, although small, increase in their real estate loans
in the course of the year.

In the first half of 1938 when bank holdings of investments declined,
new security issues both public and private were in small volume. In
that period, the outstanding amount of publicly-offered direct obliga-
tions of the United States Government was reduced, as the Treasury
used previously accumulated balances to meet the excess of current
expenditures over receipts and also to retire open-market debt. The
reduction was in Treasury notes and bills, which are largely held by
banks, while offerings of bonds, which are purchased to a greater extent
by investors other than banks, increased. Bank holdings of direct Gov-
ernment obligations, therefore, declined somewhat in the first half of
1938. Later in the year, when there were increased offerings of Treas-
ury securities, banks again increased their holdings of these obligations.
Near the middle of the year they also increased their holdings of obliga-
tions guaranteed by the United States when offerings of short-term issues
were made by Government agencies. Bank holdings of obligations of
States and local governments increased during the year. Holdings of
corporate securities showed little change; member banks in general
reduced holdings of railroad and other public utility securities in the first
half of the year, while in the third quarter, the latest period for which
detailed bank figures are available, there was some increase in corporate
investments of banks, accompanying an increase in the volume of new
corporate issues.

Increase in Idle Funds.—With the small change in total loans and
investments of banks and the large growth in reserves, the supply of
idle funds of banks increased considerably in 1938. For the banking
system as a whole these idle funds are represented by excess reserves
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with the Federal Reserve banks, while for individual banks they may
be represented by the total of excess reserves and excess balances with
other banks. Deposits of other domestic banks at member banks in-
creased during the year to a new high level of over $6,500,000,000.
Most of the growth in deposits, other than interbank, during 1938
was at New York City banks, with some growth at banks in other
cities, and but little increase at country banks. In addition outside banks
placed a part of their funds on deposit with New York City banks, with
the result that the largest part of the increase in excess reserves during
the year was in New York City.

The growth of deposits in 1938 was not accompanied by an increase
in their use by depositors. The estimated rate of turnover of deposits
for all banks, other than mutual savings banks, as measured by the ratio
of checks drawn to outstanding deposits, was at the exceptionally low
level of about 13 times per annum in 1938. This rate had been about
15 in other recent years and averaged 20 in the period 1922-1926 and 27
in 1929.

Reflecting the abundant supply of funds, there was a further small
decline during 1938 in both short- and long-term money rates on the
open market and in rates charged bank customers. At the end of the
year Treasury notes of 3-5 year maturity were yielding less than one
percent, long-term United States Government bonds about 2V> percent,
and the highest grade corporate bonds about 3 percent.

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Current earnings of the Federal Reserve banks in 1938 amounted to
$36,300,000, or $5,000,000 less than in 1937. This decrease in earnings
reflected principally a decrease of $4,600,000 in earnings on United

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1938 AND 1937

I In thousands of dollars]

Current earnings

Current expenses:
Net operating expenses
Assessments for Board's expenses
Cost of Federal Reserve currency

Total

Current net earnings

Additions to current net earnings

Deductions from current net earnings

Net additions

Net earnings

Payment to United States Treasury (sec. 13b)
Dividends paid
Transferred to surplus (sec. 13b)
Transferred to surplus (sec. 7)

1938

120
8,019
-419
1,862

1937

36,261

25,557
1,725
1,629

28,911

7,350

9,827
7,595

2,232

9,582

41,233

25,295
1,748
1,758

28,801

12,432

3,359
4,990

•il,631

10,801

177
7,941

67
2,616

1 Ne t deductions.
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States Government securities, which amounted to $34,400,000 in 1938.
Net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks, available for dividends and
transfers to surplus, were $9,600,000 in 1938, a decrease of $1,200,000
from 1937. Combined earnings, expenses, net earnings, and distribution
of net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks for 1938 as compared with
1937 are shown in the table on page 29.

Net operating expenses in 1938, amounting to $25,557,000, were
$262,000 more than in 1937. Total current expenses, including assess-
ments for expenses of the Board of Governors and the cost of Federal
Reserve currency, were $110,000 more than in the previous year. The
principal items of expenses are shown in the following table:

CURRENT EXPENSES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1938 AND 1937

[In thousands of dollars]

1938 1937

Operating expenses:
Salaries and Retirement System contributions.
Postage and expressage
Taxes on bank premises
Depreciation on bank buildings
Printing, stationery, and supplies
Telephone and telegraph
Allother

Total
Less reimbursements for certain fiscal agency and other expenses...
Net operating expenses

Assessment for expenses of Board of Governors.
Cost of Federal Reserve currency

19,837
3,226
1,433
1,172
752
472

2,753

29,645
4,088

25,557

1,725
1,629

19,412
3,288
1,392
1,298
770
536

2,547

29,243
3,948

25,295

1,748
1,758

Total current expenses., 28,911 28,801

As shown in the table on the preceding page, current net earnings
amounted to $7,350,000 in 1938, or $5,082,000 less than in 1937. This
decrease resulted primarily from a decrease of $4,972,000 in total cur-
rent earnings. Additions to current net earnings in 1938 were
$9,827,000, including $8,276,000 profits on sales of United States Gov-
ernment securities. Deductions from current net earnings in 1938 were
$7,595,000. This included $5,046,000 for contributions by the Federal
Reserve banks to the Retirement System for the purpose of completing
payments on account of service of employees rendered prior to the
establishment of the Retirement System, which heretofore had been
scheduled to be completed by the end of 1939, and $848,000 for losses
and reserves for estimated losses on industrial advances.

Net earnings amounted to $9,582,000 in 1938, as compared with
$10,801,000 in 1937. All Federal Reserve banks paid dividends to mem-
ber banks at the rate of 6 percent per annum on paid-in capital
stock as provided in the Federal Reserve Act. Dividend payments
totaled $8,019,000 in 1938, compared with $7,941,000 in 1937. Payments
to the United States Treasury under provisions of section 13b of the
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Federal Reserve Act relating to industrial advances amounted to
$120,000 in 1938 and $177,000 in 1937. The remainder of the net earn-
ings of the Federal Reserve banks, transferred to surplus accounts,
amounted to $1,443,000 in 1938 and $2,683,000 in 1937.

Gross and net earnings during the year 1938 and the distribution
of net earnings of each Federal Reserve bank are shown in the following
table:

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DURING 1938

Federal
Reserve

bank

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Cleveland

Richmond
Atlanta . . .
Chicago
St Louis

Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco

Total

Gross
earnings

$2,690,183
10,706,348
3,151,090
3,490,621

1,915,952
1,502,189
3,954,026
1,564,278

1,100,472
1,840,455
1,330,456
3,015,358

36,261,428

Net
earnings

$749,527
3,290,671
1,052,956
1,049,626

200,875
253,701

1,090,958
254,607

373,298
260,690
232,260
772,785

9,581,954

Payment
to U. S.
Treasury
(sec. 13b)

$1,544

83,968
227

20,714
1,796

1,005
10,270

119,524

Dividends
paid

$564,369
3,056,972

734,562
799,145

297,732
267,368
791,007
234,488

174,231
249,901
236,294
613,068

8,019,137

Transferred
to surplus
(sec. 13b)

-$286,745
4,735

-115,893-
-17,409

206

-4,034

-419,140

Transferred
to surplus

(sec. 7)

$183,614
520,444
229,691
250,254

19,036
3,742

279,031
18,323

198,0Q2
519

159,717

1,862,433

Total earnings on bills and securities were $4,900,000 less in 1938 than
in 1937. The reduction in earnings was a net result of an increase of
$48,000,000 in daily average holdings of bills and securities and a de-
crease from 1.59 percent to 1.37 percent in the average rate of earnings.
Average daily holdings of bills and securities, together with average
rates and amounts of earnings thereon during the last four years, are
shown in the following table:

EARNINGS ON BILLS AND SECURITIES
[Amounts in thousands of dollars]

Daily average holdings:
1935
1936
1937
1938

Earnings:
1935
1936
1937
1938

Average rate of earnings (percent):
1935
1936
1937
1938

Total

2,469,542
2,469,688
2,542,545
2,590,597

41,473
36,909
40,352
35,404

1.68
1.49
1.59
1.37

Bills
discounted

7,306
6,135

13,749
8,739

156
108
212
124

2.14
1.76
1.54
1.42

Bills
bought in

open market

4,922
3,725
3,390

543

36
30
24
3

.73

.81

.71

.48

United States
Government
securities l

2,430,864
2,430,657
2,503,865
2,564,877

39,797
35,184
39,025
34,446

1.64
1.45
1.56
1.34

Industrial
advances

26,450
29,171
21,541
16,438

1,484
1,587
1,091

831

5.61
5.44
5.06
5.05

1 Figures for 1935 and 1936 include $43,000 and $122,000, respectively, of securities guaranteed as to both
principal and interest by the United States.
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BRANCHES AND AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

In accordance with action taken by the Boards of Directors of the
Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and San Francisco, with the approval
of the Board of Governors, the agency of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta located at Havana, Cuba, and the branch of the Federal Reserve"
Bank of San Francisco located in Spokane, Washington, were discon-
tinued effective October 1, 1938, As of the same date, ten counties in
northern Idaho and four counties in southwestern Washington were
transferred from the Seattle Branch to the Portland Branch of the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of San Francisco. Effective November 1, 1938,
Calhoun and Refugio Counties, Texas, were transferred from the San
Antonio Branch to the Houston Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Dallas.

INDUSTRIAL ADVANCES

By the Act of June 19, 1934, Congress authorized Federal Reserve
banks under certain circumstances to extend credit for the purpose of
furnishing working capital to established businesses.

For the period from June 19, 1934, to December 28, 1938, the Federal
Reserve banks received 9,336 applications amounting to $398,898,000.
Of these applications 2,653 were approved, amounting to $175,011,000.
A somewhat greater number of applications was received in 1938 than in
1937 and there was also an increase in applications approved. Owing
to repayments of previous advances, however, the amount of loans out-
standing declined slightly during the year. Figures for applications and
amounts outstanding by years are as follows:

[Amounts in thousands of dollar^

Year

1934
1935
1936
1937 .
1938

Total

Applicatio

Number

5,108
2,507

764
298
659

9,336

is received

Amount

190,798
115,910
35,991
20,593
35,606

398,898

Applications approved

Number

1,020
973
287
126
247

2,653

Amount

52,257
72,236
15,336
11,158
24,024

175,011

Advances and
commitments

outstanding at
end of year

Amount

24,348
60,142
45 293
30,977
29,916

On Wednesday, December 28, 1938, the Federal Reserve banks held
$15,688,000 of industrial loans and had outstanding commitments to
purchase such loans made by banks amounting to $14,162,000. The
largest amount of advances and commitments outstanding under this
authority at any one time was about $61,000,000 in December 1935.
The credits that have been extended by the Federal Reserve banks under
this authority, either directly to business or in cooperation with banks
and other financing institutions, vary in size from $250 up to amounts
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of several millions of dollars. Loans have been approved for a wide
variety of enterprises.

CREDITS TO FOREIGN CENTRAL BANKS

The share of the Federal Reserve banks in the credit to the National
Bank of Hungary granted in 1931 amounted to $2,055,000 at the end of
1938 as compared with $2,282,000 a year earlier. The terms of the
renewal agreement of 1937, mentioned in the Board's annual report for
that year (p. 35), were carried out in full by the National Bank of
Hungary.

A loan of $80,000 secured by gold was granted to a foreign central
bank in January 1938 under an authorization by the Board of Governors
in the same month. The loan was repaid in full in February, in advance
of the date of maturity. There were no further loans of this type during
the year and none outstanding at the close of the year.

BUILDING OPERATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

The new banking quarters of the Helena Branch of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis were completed and occupied in June 1938. In
August 1938 the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas purchased a lot and
building adjoining the Houston Branch building. All Federal Reserve
banks and their branches, except the Cincinnati, Charlotte, Portland,
and Seattle branches, are housed in buildings owned by the banks.

FEDERAL RESERVE INTERDTSTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM

The number of banks on the Federal Reserve par list at the end of
1938 was 11,973, comprising all of the 6,338 member banks and 5,635

INTERDTSTRICT COLLECTION SYSTEM

Federal Reserve district

United States.

Boston
New York..
Philadelphia
Cleveland

Richmond
Atlanta
Chicago
St. Louis

Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco

r Revised.

Member banks

Dec. 31,
1938

6,338

356
772
655
624

406
320
787
391

461
734
544
288

Dec, 31,
1937

i,341

357
776
655
622

405
324
769
392

469
733
547
292

Nonmember banks, other than mutual
savings banks 1

On par list

Dec. 31,
1938

5,635

169
288

' 258
617

314
90

1,515
727

156
964
283
254

Dec. 31,
1937

5,800

169
r 290

263
624

r 321
94

1,568
762

171
985
288
265

Not on par list

Dec. 31,
3938

2,760

335
690
218
437

710
178
161
29

Dec. 31,
1937

r 2,776

343
683
220
436

722
177
161
32
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nonmember banks. The number of nonmember banks (other than mutual
savings banks) not on the par list was 2,760. Banks on the par list pay,
without deduction of exchange charges, such checks drawn upon them
as are presented or forwarded for payment by the Federal Reserve banks.

During the year the number of nonmember banks on the par list de-
creased by 165, principally because of a reduction in the number of such
banks in operation, and the number of banks not on the par list decreased
16. Of the banks which were not on the par list at the beginning of the
year, 71 went out of existence during 1938 and 10 were added to the par
list. During the year, 28 nonmember banks withdrew from the par list,
25 newly organized banks opened as non-par banks, and 12 member
banks became nonmember non-par banks. This gross addition of 65 to
the number of non-par banks during 1938 took place principally in three
Federal Reserve districts, namely, Atlanta 23, St. Louis 14, and Minne-
apolis 11. The net increase in the number of non-par banks in the
Atlanta district was 7 and in the St. Louis district 1, while in the Minne-
apolis district there was a net reduction of 12 in the number of such
banks.

As will be seen from the table, all of the banks in the Boston, New
York and Philadelphia districts and all but two banks in the Cleveland
district, were on the Federal Reserve par list at the end of 1938. At the
end of the year the distribution of the number of non-par banks by
States was as follows: Minnesota 410, Georgia 254, Mississippi 175,
Tennessee 169, Nebraska 163, North Carolina 163, Wisconsin 161, Ala-
bama 130, Arkansas 129, North Dakota 125, South Carolina 121, Iowa
108, Texas 105, Missouri 105, Louisiana 104, South Dakota 92, Florida
84, Virginia 45, and twelve other States 117.

AGREEMENTS OF NONMEMBER BANKS UNDER SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

Under Section 8 (a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the
Board's Regulation T, brokers and dealers subject to the Act may not
borrow in the ordinary course of business from a nonmember bank on
registered securities (other than exempted securities) unless such non-
member bank has signed an agreement with and in the form prescribed
by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. At the end
of the year there were 152 nonmember banks with such agreements in
force.

AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

Renewal of Loans to Executive Officers of Member Banks.—By Act of
Congress approved April 25, 1938, section 22 (g) of the Federal Reserve
Act was amended so as to permit loans made to an executive officer of a
member bank prior to June 16, 1933, to be renewed or extended, subject
to the other provisions of the law, for periods expiring not later than
June 16, 1939 (instead of June 16, 1938, as the law had previously pro-
vided).
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Waiver of Double Liability of Stockholders of Closed Insured Banks.
—By an Act of Congress approved May 25, 1938, section 12B of the
Federal Reserve Act was amended to provide for the waiver by the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation, in connection with the liquidation
of closed insured banks, of any claim it might otherwise have by reason
of the so-called double liability of stockholders of such banks in States
in which double liability has not already been abolished by statute.

Loans by Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to Insured Banks.—
By an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1938, section 12B of the Fed-
eral Reserve Act was amended to make permanent the authority of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to make loans to or purchase
assets from insured banks in order to facilitate mergers or consolidations
of insured banks and reduce or avert threatened losses to the Corporation.

CHANGES IN REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

The regulations of the Board of Governors were amended and re-
vised during the year 1938 in the following respects:

Reduction in Reserve Requirements of Member Banks.—On April 15,
1938, the Board of Governors issued a new supplement to its Regulation
D reducing reserve requirements on all classes of deposits for all member
banks, effective at the opening of business on April 16, 1938. Under the
new supplement, every member bank is required to maintain on deposit
with the Federal Reserve bank of its district a balance equal to 5 percent
of its time deposits plus: 12 percent of its net demand deposits if not in
a reserve or central reserve city, 17% percent of its net demand deposits
if in a reserve city, and 22% percent of its net demand deposits if in a
central reserve city, except that banks in outlying districts of reserve or
central reserve cities may be permitted by the Board of Governors to
maintain lesser reserves against their demand deposits.

Interlocking Bank Directorates under the Clayton Act.—In Septem-
ber, 1938, the Board of Governors adopted an amendment to its Regula-
tion L, effective February 1, 1939, eliminating the words "Morris Plan
bank'7 from subsection (a) of section 3 of the regulation. The effect
of this action was to revoke the permission which the Board had pre-
viously granted in the regulation to any private banker or any director,
officer, or employee of a member bank to serve as a director, officer or
employee of not more than one Morris Plan bank or similar institution,
in cases where such service would otherwise have been prohibited. How-
ever, by action effective November 7, 1938, the regulation was amended
to permit a relationship of this kind which was lawfully existing on
.January 31, 1939, to continue until August 1, 1939.

At the same time, the Board also adopted an amendment to its regula-
tion affecting a number of other interlocking directorate relationships
which would have become unlawful on February 1, 1939. This amend-
ment permits any such relationship which was lawfully existing on
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August 23, 1935, and which would otherwise have become unlawful on
February 1,1939, to continue as to not more than two banks until August
1, 1939.

The reasons for the Board's actions are set forth in the statement
appearing in the record of policy actions on page 75.

Extension of Credit by Brokers, Dealers, and Members of National
Securities Exchanges.—Effective March 21, 1938, the Board of Gov-
ernors amended its revised Regulation T in certain technical respects in
order to facilitate transactions involving withdrawals from special
omnibus accounts, shipments of securities in connection with special
cash accounts, or financing of odd-lot dealers in special miscellaneous
accounts.

REGULATION OF THE FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE

Effective March 1,1938, the Federal Open Market Committee amended
its regulation relating to open-market operations of Federal Reserve
banks in certain details regarding the purchase and sale of Government
securities and the making of reports by the Federal Reserve banks of
other open-market operations.

REVISED FORM OF CONDITION REPORT

During the year the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System worked out a revised form for the use of
banks in submitting condition reports to Federal banking authorities.
Detailed instructions were also prepared for the purpose of assisting
banks in compiling their. reports of condition. This standardization of
the condition report and of the accompanying instructions was the result
of work and negotiations extending over several years, after consultation
with several groups outside the Federal agencies. The revised form of
report was adopted by each of the Federal agencies in an essentially
standardized form for use beginning with the December 31, 1938, call
for condition reports. In addition, the executive committee of the
National Association of Supervisors of State Banks approved the report
form and recommended that, insofar as practicable, it be adopted by
State banking departments.

BANK EXAMINATIONS

Federal Reserve Banks.—Each of the 12 Federal Reserve banks was
examined during the year by the Board's Division of Examinations.

Foreign Banking Corporations.—The head office of the one banking
corporation now in active operation organized under the provisions of
section 25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act to engage in foreign or inter-
national banking was examined during the year by the Board's Division
of Examinations.
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State Member Banks.—State member banks are subject, under the
provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, to examinations made by direc-
tion of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or of the
Federal Reserve banks by examiners selected or approved by the Board
of Governors. The policy approved by the Board of Governors for
examinations pursuant to such provisions is that at least one regular
examination of each State member bank, including its trust department,
be made during each calendar year by examiners for the Federal Reserve
banks. The general practice is to make one examination a year of each
State member bank. Almost all of such examinations made during the
past year were in cooperation with the State banking authorities pur-
suant to the policy of making joint examinations wherever practicable
in order to avoid duplication of examinations and to minimize incon-
venience to the banks examined.

Revised Examination Procedure.—An important development during
the year in the field of bank examination and supervision was the revi-
sion of procedure in bank examinations agreed to by the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
Directors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Comp-
troller of the Currency. The revised procedure as announced by the
Secretary of the Treasury is published in the appendix to this report.
The agreement was reached in the summer and the revised procedure was
made effective in September after the examination report forms had been
revised to give effect to the changed procedure. Representatives of the
National Association of Supervisors of State Banks were consulted in
regard to the program and the Executive Committee of the Association
agreed in principle with the program as adopted. The revised procedure
has been made effective in many States and is being made effective in
whole or in part in others.

The principal changes in the examination procedure were the aban-
donment of the "slow" classification of assets and recognition of the
principle that bank investments should be considered in the light of
inherent soundness rather than on the basis of day-to-day market
fluctuations.

The "slow" classification had long been a source of irritation, com-
plaint, and misunderstanding. By its very name it emphasized liquidity
but the term was a misnomer inasmuch as the "slow" classification did
not include all loans of longer maturities. The exact meaning of the
term was not clear, nor could a substitute term be found to express
clearly what was intended by the classification. Accordingly the old
classifications of "slow," "doubtful," and "loss" as used in reports of
examinations were discontinued and numerical classifications were
adopted with the reports of examination containing definitions of the
types of assets to be included in each classification. Under the new
designations the principle is clearly recognized that in making loans
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banks should be encouraged to place emphasis upon soundness and in-
trinsic value rather than upon liquidity or quick maturity, and the ex-
aminers are expected to follow this principle in their examinations.

With respect to the appraisal of investment securities, the revised
examination procedure is based on the view that the soundness of the
banking system depends in the last analysis upon the soundness of the
country's business and industrial enterprises and should not be measured
by current market quotations which often fail to reflect true appraisals
of intrinsic worth. Under the revised procedure, as formerly, stocks and
defaulted securities are grouped separately and net depreciation in such
issues based on current market prices is classified as loss to be charged
off. Other securities, however, are divided into two groups which might
be considered, broadly, as (1) securities of investment character, and
(2) securities having distinctly or predominantly speculative character-
istics. Appreciation or depreciation in securities in the first group is
disregarded, and banks are permitted to carry these securities at book
value with proper provision for amortization of premiums. Banks are
also not required to charge off on their books any depreciation in secu-
rities in the second group. Such securities, however, are appraised in
the report of examination on the basis of the average market price for
18 months preceding examination and in the #computation of adjusted
capital account of the bank, as shown in the report of examination, 50
percent of the net depreciation figured on such average basis is deducted.
By separating appraisal of bank investments from current market
quotations it was hoped that banks would be encouraged to purchase
securities for true worth. The revised procedure also recognized the need
for conservation of profits from the sale of securities, emphasized the
necessity for the maintenance of adequate reserves to provide for pos-
sible losses in securities and other assets, and reaffirmed the position
against the practice of speculation in securities.

In considering the question of bank examination and supervision
recognition was given to the great changes which have occurred during
the past 20 years in the composition and character of bank assets, the
substantial decrease in the holdings of short-term, self-liquidating com-
mercial paper, and the great increase in the holdings of investment
securities, both in aggregate amount and as compared with total assets.

As a result of these developments, banks find it necessary to look, to a
considerable extent at least, for other forms of loans to replace the lost
volume of short-term commercial loans and to treat the security account
more as a permanent investment account than as a means for the
temporary investment of idle funds. Changes made by the Banking
Act of 1935 in the law regarding advances by Federal Reserve banks and
the revised regulation on this matter issued in 1937 by the Board of
Governors were designed to assist banks to meet these changed condi-
tions. The new policies with respect to bank examination and super-
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vision were framed with the same end in view. The revised examina-
tion procedure does not represent a relaxation of standards. It was
worked out as a measure which, with its emphasis upon fundamental
soundness of assets of every type, would further the maintenance of a
sound banking system and enable banks better to serve their depositors
and their communities.

TRUST POWERS OF NATIONAL BANKS

During the year 1938 ten national banks were granted authority by
the Board to exercise one or more trust powers under the provisions of.
section 11 (k) of the Federal Reserve Act. This figure includes two banks
which previously had been granted certain trust powers and during the
year were granted one or more additional powers; it also includes two
banks which previously had been authorized to exercise restricted trust
powers and during the year were granted full trust powers. In addi-
tion, the Board granted full trust powers contingent upon the conversion
of an existing State bank into a national banking association, which
conversion, however, had not been effected by the end of the year. The
Board also granted one national bank restricted authority to administer
a specific trust account. During the year ten operating national banks
surrendered their trust powers and ten other national banks which had
been granted trust powers were placed in voluntary liquidation.

On December 31, 1938, 1,883 national banks held permits to exercise
trust powers. A list of such banks, with indication of the power or
powers each bank is authorized to exercise, will be supplied to those
requesting it. In addition 13 national banks had authority at that time
to exercise restricted trust powers only.

The term "restricted trust powers" as used above refers to powers
granted a bank to acquire certain trust accounts but not to acquire
other fiduciary business. Such restricted powers have been granted to
enable a newly organized, consolidated, or converted institution to ac-
quire the trust business held by a predecessor bank or banks, or to enable
a bank to administer certain specific trust accounts, when, in the light
of all the facts and circumstances in the particular case, such action was
deemed warranted.

HOLDING COMPANY AFFILIATES

During the year 1938 the Board acted upon the applications for voting
permits submitted by holding company affiliates of member banks in
accordance with the provisions of section 5144 of the Revised Statutes
and section 9 of the Federal Reserve Act, and authorized the issuance of
three permits for general purposes and one permit for limited purposes.

Under the authority of section 301 of the Banking Act of 1935, the
Board determined that four organizations were not engaged directly
or indirectly as a business in holding the stock of, or managing or con-
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trolling, banks, banking associations, savings banks or trust companies,
and that, therefore, they were not holding company affiliates except for
the purposes of section 23A of. the Federal Reserve Act.

FOREIGN BANKING CORPORATIONS

During the year the number of corporations organized under State
law and operating under agreements entered into with the Board pur-
suant to the provisions of section 25 of the Federal Reserve Act relating
to the investment by member banks in stock of corporations engaged
principally in international or foreign banking was increased from three
to four. Bankers Company of New York, an affiliate of Bankers Trust
Company, New York, a member bank, entered into such an agreement
in connection with the Board's approval of the application of the member
bank to invest in stock of such corporation. The three other corporations
operating under agreements entered into with the Board in previous
years pursuant to the provisions of section 25 of the Federal Reserve
Act are: International Banking Corporation, which is affiliated with the
National City Bank of New York; First of Boston International Corpora-
tion, which is affiliated with the First National Bank of Boston; and
French American Banking Corporation, which is owned by the Guaranty
Trust Company of New York, the First National Bank of Boston, and
the Comptoir National D'Escompte of Paris.

The Chase Bank, which commenced business in 1930 and is affiliated
with the Chase National Bank of New York, is the only banking cor-
poration in active operation organized under the provisions of section
25 (a) of the Federal Reserve Act to engage in international or foreign
banking.

Two of the five corporations referred to above have no foreign
branches. The other three corporations operate, either directly or through
subsidiary corporations, 11 foreign branches or offices distributed as
follows: in England, 3; France, 3; Spain, 2; China, 2; Hong Kong, 1.

FOREIGN BRANCHES OF MEMBER BANKS

During the year the following member banks established foreign
branches with the permission of the Board of Governors in accordance
with the provisions of section 25 of the Federal Reserve Act: The Central
Hanover Bank and Trust Company of New York established an addi-
tional branch in London; the Chase National Bank of New York estab-
lished a branch in Balboa, Canal Zone; and the National City Bank
of New York established branches in Balboa and Cristobal, Canal Zone.
During the year the National City Bank of New York discontinued
operation of its branch in Genoa, Italy.

At the end of the year, seven member banks were operating a total
of 101 branches or offices located in 66 cities in 23 foreign countries or
dependencies or insular possessions of the United States. Of the 101
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branches and offices, four national banks were operating 90, and three
State bank members were operating 11. The foreign branches were
distributed geographically as follows:

Argentina
Belgium
Brazil
Canal Zone
Chile
China
Colombia
Cuba

10
3
4
4
2
7
3

20

Dominican Republic
England
France
Hong Kong
India
Italy
Japan
Mexico

6
13
2
1
4
1
4
I

Panama
Peru
Philippine Islands . .
Puerto Rico
Straits Settlements .
Uruguay
Venezuela

4
1
1
7
1
1
1

MEETINGS OF THE FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE

Meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee were held in Wash-
ington on the following dates in 1938: February 28-March 1, April 21-
22, April 29, August 2, September 21 and December 30. The executive
committee of the Federal Open Market Committee met from time to time
throughout the year as occasion required. A record of actions taken by
the Committee on questions of policy relating to open-market operations
is published in the appendix to this report.

MEETINGS OF THK FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Four meetings of the Federal Advisory Council were held in Wash-
ington during 1938 on the following dates: February 14-15, May 16-17,
September 19-20, and November 28-29. Recommendations of the Federal
Advisory Council to the Board of Governors are published in the ap-
pendix to this report.

APPOINTMENT OF ERNEST G. DRAPER AS A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Effective March 30, 1938, Ernest G. Draper, of Connecticut (Second
Federal Reserve District), was appointed as a member of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System for the unexpired portion of
the term of fourteen years from February 1, 1936, which was made
vacant by the resignation of Joseph A. Broderick on September 30, 1937.

CHANGES IN BOARD STAFF

Charles S. Hamlin, member of the Federal Reserve Board and of the
Board of Governors from August 10, 1914, to February 1, 1936, and
Special Counsel to the Board of Governors since February 4, 1936, died
on April 24, 1938.

Effective March 29, 1938, George W. Blattner resigned as Assistant
Director of the Division of Research and Statistics.

BOARD EXPENDITURES

The total cost of conducting the work of the Board during the year
1938 was $1,707,503.67. This is exclusive of expenditures in the amount
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of $106,972.50 made in connection with the new building erected by the
Board. For the general expenses of the Board two assessments were
levied against the Federal Reserve banks aggregating $1,724,922.40 or
about one-half of one percent of their average paid-in capital and surplus
for the year. Under an arrangement with the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland the accounts of the Board were audited twice during the course
of the year 1938 by the Auditor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleve-
land, who certified them to be correct.

CHANGE IN FORM OF PUBLICATION OF ANNUAL REPORT

This Annual Report of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System will be issued in one edition and not in two editions as has been
customary with Annual Reports. In previous years a brief edition
of the Report has contained the text and the records of policy actions,
and the complete edition which appeared later included in addition a
large number of statistical tables and some other appendix material. This
year's Report contains only a few of the statistical tables and omits some
of the appendix material previously published. The additional material
previously included in the complete edition of the Annual Report will be
made available in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or in some other form.
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SUMMARY 

AT THE beginning of 1939 business activity had recovered about half 
•E*- of the severe decline that had occurred between the middle of 1937 
and the summer of 1938. In the early months of 1939 there was a slight 
recession in industrial output but other types of business activity were 
for the most part maintained. In the middle of the year an upward 
movement got under way, which was sharply accelerated in September 
when war broke out in Europe. In the closing months of the year the 
current rate of output in terms of quantity of goods and services was 
higher than at any time in the country's history. With continued growth 
of population, however, output per capita was no larger than in 1929. 
Unemployment, while reduced materially from the highest level of the 
depression, was still in large volume. In the latter part of the year 
there was an increase in commitments for new industrial plant and par
ticularly for new equipment, which will further increase and improve 
productive capacity. Building activity increased in 1939 but was still 
far below the levels of the 1920's. National income and distribution of 
commodities to consumers also increased in the last few months, and 
exports were considerably larger. In many lines, however, it appears 
that production rose more rapidly than consumption, with a consequent 
increase in inventories in the hands of producers and distributors. Un
filled orders, which had been in unusually large volume after the buying 
wave in the early autumn, had declined somewhat by the end of the year. 

During the year recurring war crises in Europe resulted in an increased 
flow of gold to this country, and at the end of the year our gold stock 
reached the unprecedented total of $17,650,000,000, representing two-
thirds of the world's monetary gold. 

This inflow of gold resulted in a corresponding growth of member bank 
reserves and deposits, and this, together with some expansion of bank 
loans and investments, carried bank deposits to new high levels. Required 
reserves increased correspondingly but this increase fell far short of ab
sorbing the additions to bank reserves, so that excess reserves rose further 
to a volume in excess of five billion dollars. 

The principal medium of Federal Reserve policy during the year was 
open-market operations. In the middle of the year, when rates on Treas
ury bills were practically on a no-yield basis, the Federal Open Market 
Committee decided that, whenever market conditions warranted, hold
ings of Treasury bills wrould be allowed to mature without replacement. 
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In the autumn when hostilities broke out in Europe and United States 
securities, as well as other high-grade fixed-interest obligations, fell rap
idly in price, the System bought Government securities freely with a 
view to cushioning the decline and exerting an influence against dis
organization in the capital market. I t was not the System's objective 
to hold Government security prices at any given level but to prevent 
them from falling so rapidly as to result in panicky conditions in the 
market. When the shock of the outbreak of the war had subsided and 
prices of Government securities, after a substantial recovery, had ad
vanced further, the System sold some securities from its portfolio. 
As a net result of the year's operations, the System's open-market port
folio at the end of 1939 was $80,000,000 lower than at the beginning of 
the year. 

In its annual report for 1938 the Board presented a brief review of the 
problems of banking and bank supervision with which the country is 
confronted. No material changes in the situation described in the report 
occurred during 1939, except a further large expansion of bank reserves. 
In the summer the United States Senate adopted a resolution introduced 
by Senator Wagner of New York, reading in part as follows: "Resolved, 
That the Committee on Banking and Currency is authorized to conduct 
a study and to hold hearings to consider and recommend a national 
monetary and banking policy by which the monetary and banking 
authorities of the Federal Government shall be guided and governed, 
and to consider and recommend the character of governmental machinery 
best calculated to carry out such policy. The Committee shall report to 
the Senate as soon as practicable the results of its study, together with 
its recommendation for the enactment of any legislation it may deem 
necessary." 

FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY 

An important change in the System's open-market policy during 1939 
was the departure from the practice of recent years of maintaining a 
constant amount of securities in the System account. This change re
flected a shift in emphasis in the use of open-market operations from 
their influence on member bank reserves to their direct influence on con
ditions in the capital market. As a corollary of this change it was no 
longer necessary to attach as much importance as previously to having 
at all times a large amount of securities of short maturity. 

Since the autumn of 1933 the System's open-market portfolio had 
been approximately $2,500,000,000. No net changes in the portfolio 

had occurred, except for relatively minor purchases in 
Flexible the spring of 1937 for the purpose of attempting to 
portfolio1* preserve orderly market conditions and in the autumn 

of that year for the purpose of providing funds to meet 
seasonal requirements. Maintenance of a constant portfolio had reflected 
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the judgment of the Federal Open Market Committee that, so long as 
business recovery was incomplete and there was no evidence of over-
expansion of credit, there wTas no occasion for a reduction in the System's 
open-market holdings. On the other hand, there was no occasion to in
crease the portfolio materially so long as excess reserves were abundant 
and growing, bank deposits were in unusually large volume, and interest 
rates were lowr. 

In 1939, however, developments in the market caused the System to 
depart from the practice of maintaining a constant portfolio. These de
velopments were, first, the difficulty of replacing maturing Treasury bills 
without paying a premium over a no-yield basis, and, later, the sharp 
decline in United States Government security prices at the outbreak of 
the war in Europe. 

As early as the last quarter of 1938, the diminution in the supply of 
Treasury bills in the face of a growing demand had resulted in a decline 

in the rate on weekly bill issues almost to zero, and on 
Liquidation of some occasions bills were not obtainable except at a 
lreasury bills #

 x 

premium above a no-yield basis. This matter was 
discussed by the Federal Open Market Committee as early as December 
1938, and the following statement was released to the press on Decem
ber 30: 

"The Federal Open Market Committee announced, following a 
meeting today, that weekly statements of the total holdings in the 
Federal Reserve System's Open Market Account may at times show 
some fluctuation depending upon conditions in the market affecting 
the Committee's ability to replace maturing Treasury bills held in 
its portfolio. The volume of Treasury bills available on the market 
has declined materially during the year and, owing to the large and 
increasing demand, such bills are already selling either on a no-yield 
basis or at a premium above a no-yield basis. It has, therefore, 
become difficult and in some weeks impossible for the System to find 
sufficient bills on the market to replace those that mature. Short-
term notes are also selling on a no-yield basis and longer-term notes 
have at times been difficult to obtain. In these circumstances, it 
may be necessary from time to time to permit bills held in the port
folio to mature without replacement, not because of any change in 
Federal Reserve policy but solely because of the technical situation 
in the market. Because no change in Federal Reserve policy is con
templated at this time, maturing bills will be replaced to the extent 
that market conditions warrant." 

For nearly six months after this announcement it was found possible 
to replace maturing bills each week with other bills or with short-term 
Treasury notes without paying a premium above a no-yield basis or with 
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longer-term Treasury notes without causing undue disturbance in the 
market for such notes. The difficulty of replacing bills, however, became 
continuously more pronounced. On June 21, the Open Market Com
mittee considered the matter again and decided that no useful purpose 
would be served by continuing to replace maturing bills for which there 
was a strong demand in the market and that, therefore, the System's 
holdings of bills should be allowed to run off without replacement unless 
market conditions made this undesirable for any given week. On June 30 
the following statement was issued: 

"As a result of a reduction in holdings of Treasury bills, this 
week's statement of condition of Federal Reserve banks shows a 
decline of $13,378,000 in the System Open Market Account. This 
is in accordance with action taken by the Federal Open Market 
Committee on June 21, 1939. For some time past, Treasury bills 
have been purchased for the System's account at or near a no-yield 
basis and the account at times has had difficulty in replacing its 
maturing bills. I t was decided that it would serve no useful purpose 
to continue full replacement of maturing bills, the supply of which 
is not always equal to the market demand. This action is in response 
to technical conditions in the bill market and does not represent a 
change in general credit policy." 

In the course of 24 weeks the total of Treasury bills held on June 21 
amounting to $477,000,000 was liquidated, and since December 6 no 
Treasury bills have been held in the System's open-market account. 

While the gradual liquidation of the System's Treasury bills was in 
process, world events precipitated conditions in the bond market which 

caused the System to make purchases of other United 
Open-market States obligations on a substantial scale. As early as 
outbre*akSoTwar ^ s meeting on April 19 the Federal Open Market 

Committee had taken cognizance of the possibility 
of serious disturbances in the Government security market in the event 
of an armed conflict in Europe. At that meeting the committee gave 
authority to its executive committee to arrange for large-scale purchases 
of United States Government securities in case war should break out 
and result in serious disturbances in the capital market in the United 
States. This authority was renewed on June 21 at the last meeting of 
the committee before the outbreak of the war. 

On September 1, when war in Europe actually began, prices of United 
States Government and high-grade corporate bonds declined abruptly. 
Prices of Government bonds had advanced almost continuously from 
September 1937 to June 1939 and were at that time at the highest level 
on record, with the average yield on long-term Treasury bonds at 21/4: 

per cent. Even prior to the actual outbreak of hostilities high-grade 
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bond prices had declined somewhat as the result of uncertainties in the 
world outlook, but early in September the break in the bond market be
came more pronounced. 

In the circumstances, the Federal Reserve System deemed it to be in 
the public interest to exert its influence in a positive way toward main
taining orderly conditions in the market for United States Government 
securities. While the System has neither the obligation nor the power 
to assure any given level of prices or yields for Government securities, 
it has been its policy in so far as its powers permit to protect the market 
for these securities from violent fluctuations of a speculative, or panicky 
nature. Prices of fixed-interest rate securities, including those of the 
Government, inevitably adjust to changes in long-time interest rates. 
Consequently, an orderly rise or fall in United States bond prices in re
sponse to changes in underlying credit conditions, as expressed in inter
est rates, does not call for action by the System. Violent temporary 
movements, however, caused by such circumstances as the shock of the 
outbreak of European hostilities, make it in the public interest for the 
System to use its influence toward preventing a disorganized condition 
in the market. 

In undertaking large-scale open-market operations in September 1939, 
the System was guided principally by the following considerations: 

(1) By helping to maintain orderly conditions in the market for 
United States Government securities the System can exert a steadying 
influence on the entire capital market, which is an essential part of the 
country's economic machinery, and disorganization in which would be 
a serious obstacle to the progress of economic recovery. The market 
for United States Government securities is the only part of the capital 
market in which the System is authorized by law to operate, and Gov
ernment securities occupy a vital place in that market. 

(2) The System also has a measure of responsibility for safeguarding 
the large United States Government portfolio of the member banks from 
unnecessarily wide and violent fluctuations in price. The System cannot 
and does not guarantee any current prices of Government obligations, 
nor does it undertake to preserve for member banks such profits as they 
may have on their Government securities, or to protect them against 
losses in this account. The Government security market, however, has 
become in recent years the principal part of the money market, and 
member banks are in the habit of adjusting their cash positions through 
sales and purchases of United States Government securities. This prac
tice has arisen partly because of a shrinkage in the availability of other 
liquid assets, such as Street loans and bankers' acceptances, which in 
earlier years were in much larger volume and were the medium through 
which banks were likely to adjust their positions. In the enhanced im
portance of the Government portfolio to member banks, the System sees 
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an additional reason for exerting its influence against undue disturbances 
in Government security prices. 

On September 1 the System announced that all the Federal Reserve 
banks stood ready to make advances on Government securities to mem
ber and nonmember banks at par and at the discount rate. The dis
count rate at the time was 1 per cent in New York and 1% per cent at 
the other Reserve banks. During September the rate for such advances 
was reduced to 1 per cent at six Federal Reserve banks. The purpose 
of the announcement and of the reduction in the discount rates was to 
assure all banks, as large holders of Government obligations, that a tem
porary decline in prices of Government securities should not be regarded 
as an occasion for selling these securities, as, in case of need, these hold
ings could be the basis for obtaining their par value in cash at the Fed
eral Reserve banks. 

A more tangible expression of System policy, however, was the active 
intervention of the Federal Reserve banks, at the direction of the Fed
eral Open Market Committee, in the market for Government securities. 
In the early part of September the System made substantial purchases 
with a view to preventing the development of disorderly conditions or 
unreasonably abrupt declines in prices. Offerings were increasing and 
there was a scarcity of buyers. Consequently, prices were falling rapidly. 

A few purchases of United States Government securities were made in 
the closing days of August. On September 17 when war actually 
broke out and long-term Government bonds declined by a full point, 
the System purchased more than $100,000,000 of Government secu
rities. This amount included $61,000,000 purchased from dealers in 
order to prevent these holdings from hanging over the market, or from 
demoralizing the market further if the dealers attempted to liquidate 
them at once. The understanding with dealers during this period was 
that they were expected to act in effect as brokers only and were not to 
take positions on either the long or the short side of the market. For a 
brief period from September 1 to September 6 dealers were also requested, 
when offering securities to the Federal Reserve banks, to give the names 
of the sellers of the securities. This plan was adopted as a means of 
detecting possible speculative short sales and in general as a method of 
having better knowledge of developments in the market. The policy of 
requiring the names of sellers was discontinued as soon as market condi
tions justified its abandonment. As a further precaution it was agreed 
that dealers would stop trading in United States Government obligations 
at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 

During the period in September when the Federal Reserve banks were 
making purchases in the open market, many banks cooperated with the 
System's program by refraining from making sales from their portfolios 
of United States Government securities. 
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The aggregate amount of securities purchased by the System from 
August 28, when the purchases began, to September 25, when they ter
minated, was $473,000,000. 

Toward the end of September prices of Government and high-grade 
corporate obligations steadied and shortly thereafter began to advance. 

By the end of the year their level had advanced to 
Recovery of ^na^ prevailing prior to the outbreak of the war in 
bond prices J ^ • 

Europe. Advances m Government security prices dur
ing the last three months of the year were at times so rapid that it was 
thought advisable to sell some of the System's holdings, particularly of 
issues for which there was a strong market demand. In the course of 
these months a total of $77,000,000 was sold. As a net result of the 
year's open-market operations, the System's portfolio at the end of 
December was about $80,000,000 smaller than a year earlier. 

Two charts are presented in this connection. The first chart shows 
for the last five months of 1939 daily changes in the price of a repre
sentative long-term Treasury bond (2% per cent bonds of 1960-65) and 
daily purchases or sales of securities by the Federal Reserve System. 
The chart shows that over a period of a few weeks a sharp drop in the 
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prices of Treasury bonds was followed first by a period of relative 
stability and subsequently by an advance toward the level that had 
prevailed before the outbreak of the war. It is apparent from the 
chart that open-market operations by the Reserve System were so timed 
as to moderate the more extreme daily movements of bond prices but 
not so as to prevent the market from following over the period the gen
eral pattern of decline and recovery. The second chart shows for a period 
of years average yields on long-term Government bonds, excess reserves 
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of member banks, and bank deposits and currency outside of banks. 
The extraordinary inflow of gold has been the principal factor in the 
growth of excess reserves and of bank deposits in recent years with a 
consequent large volume of funds seeking investment. As a result, inter
est rates have declined to record low levels, as is indicated by the course 
of Government bond yields on the chart. The sudden sharp rise in these 
yields in the autumn of 1939, without a change in the deposit and reserve 
position of banks or a substantial increase in credit demands by com
merce and industry, was a temporary development rather than a reflec
tion of a change in underlying credit conditions. 

Adoption by the System in 1939 of a flexible portfolio in place of the 
fixed portfolio held for the preceding six years was in response to mone

tary conditions that had developed over the past few 
Significance of years. In earlier years changes in the System port-
flexible portfolio folio had been made with reference to their effect on 

member bank indebtedness or the volume of excess 
reserves. With bank reserves at an unprecedented and constantly 
mounting level, and with a vast amount of funds in the hands of in
dividual and institutional investors seeking outlets, such changes in 
member bank reserves as are caused by System open-market operations 
are no longer a major factor in easing or tightening credit conditions. 
On the other hand, such operations exert an influence on conditions in 
the capital market. The entry or withdrawal of the System as an active 
buyer or seller has an influence not only on prices of the particular 
issues that the System buys or sells, but also on the market for Govern
ment obligations as a whole and to some extent on the capital market 
in general. In view of the fact that member banks hold a large volume 
of Government and corporate bonds, the endeavors of the System to con
tribute to the maintenance of an orderly bond market tend to stabilize 
banking conditions and, through their effect on the capital markets, they 
contribute to general economic recovery. 

The change in the immediate objective of open-market operations has 
had the incidental effect of making it less important for the Federal 

Reserve System to have its portfolio of United States 
Change in Government securities consist in large part of short-
maturity 
distribution term obligations. The chart following shows the ex

tent of the decrease in the last six months of 1939 in 
the System's holdings of obligations maturing in a year or less and the 
increase in obligations maturing in more than five years. At the end of 
the year about one-tenth of the System's portfolio had a maturity of 
one year or less, compared with one-third at the end of 1938. 

When open-market sales and purchases by the System were primarily 
for the purpose of affecting the volume of member bank reserves, it was Digitized for FRASER 
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10 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

considered important to hold a large amount of securities that would 
mature in a short time or could be sold without sustaining losses or 
causing a disturbance in the market. With the shift in emphasis in open-
market operations from their effect on member bank reserves to their 
effect in contributing to orderly conditions in the market for United 
States Government obligations, it has become less important for the 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS 
HELD BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS 
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System to have a large proportion of its portfolio in short-term obliga
tions. The change in the distribution of maturities in the portfolio 
during the year was consistent with this viewpoint. 

UNITED STATES ACQUISITIONS OF FOREIGN GOLD 

Gold movements to this country in recent years have been influenced to 
an increasing extent by apprehensions of war and by actual hostilities. 
In the last year and a half the movement of capital to the United States 
has been almost entirely determined by the war situation, which has also 
been a powerful influence on American exports. 
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The war flight of capital to the United States assumed large dimen
sions in September 1938 with the events leading up to the dismember

ment of Czechoslovakia. During the year ending 
Tapital inflow August 1939, according to the reported figures, $1,800,-

000,000 of capital came to the United States from 
abroad, a larger sum than in any other period of equal length. Roughly 
half the total inflow occurred during the twelve weeks of severest crisis— 
four in September 1938 on the occasion of the first Czech crisis, five in 
March and April 1939 following the German absorption of Bohemia and 
Moravia, and three in August, immediately preceding the outbreak 
of war. 

The bulk of the capital inflow represented private money seeking 
refuge in the United States, most of which was placed on deposit, but 
foreign central banks and governments also participated in the move
ment. In the year ending August 1939 official balances held with the 
Reserve banks and certain other institutions rose by $260,000,000. The 
increase would no doubt have been much larger were it not for the fact 
that foreign central banks are permitted to hold gold in this country, a 
facility denied to private persons. Gold earmarked for foreign account 
increased $700,000,000 in the year ending August 1939, bringing the total 
accumulation of foreign official resources in the United States during the 
period to approximately $1,000,000,000. 

A second important factor in the gold flow to the United States in the 
prewar period was the excess of merchandise exports. The sudden 

emergence of a large export surplus in the latter part 
Pu e w a .?m£ r i of 1937 was due less to war influences than to the 
chand i se ba l ance 

coincidence of diminishing business activity in the 
United States with increased agricultural output after a year of short 
crops occasioned by drought. Imports of industrial goods declined and 
certain agricultural commodities shifted from an import to an export 
basis. But in addition to these domestic developments there was also a 
strong foreign demand for American manufactures. Military expendi
tures abroad contributed to this demand, partly through enlarging the 
flow of goods and materials needed directly for armament and partly 
through intensifying the whole range of foreign business activity. The 
growth in exports of American manufactures was the chief factor in 
maintaining the export surplus of this country at an unusually high level 
even after the domestic conditions which had played a large part in 
creating the surplus in 1937 had disappeared. 

In the middle of 1938 business began to recover and in the ensuing-
year there was a renewed expansion of raw material imports, while ex
ports of agricultural products, reflecting chiefly a decline in cotton 
exports, receded to an unusually low level; but owing to larger ship
ments of manufactured goods the excess of exports was maintained Digitized for FRASER 
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during the year ending August 1939 at $800,000,000, compared with 
$1,100,000,000 in the previous twelve months. 

Acquisitions of foreign gold by the United States during the year 
ending August 1939 reached the unprecedented total of $3,400,000,000. 

Most of this gold, as already indicated, was received 
acquStfons m c o n n e c ^ o n with the reported inflow of capital and 

the excess of exports, but a substantial portion repre
sents transactions which have not been identified. It seems probable, 
however, that many of these transactions constituted capital transfers 
hidden for the purpose of evading exchange restrictions abroad and 
particularly the compulsory relinquishment of foreign assets to the 
governments. 

With the outbreak of war and the imposition of war controls the 
recorded inflow of capital came to a halt, but the merchandise export 

surplus and credits due to unidentified transactions 
of^a^10111118 r o s e t o £ r e a t e r volume. This country continued to 

acquire gold from abroad on nearly the same scale as 
before. Gold acquisitions in the first four months of the war averaged 
$55,000,000 a week, compared with $65,000,000 a week in the record 
year that preceded the declaration of war. 

The cessation of the recorded capital inflow that occurred following 
the commencement of hostilities in Europe reflected two offsetting move
ments. Capital continued to arrive from the neutral countries of Europe 
at fully as great a rate as before the war, but the inflow from England, 
France, and Canada came to an end and was succeeded by a release of 
funds for account of these countries which offset the continuing receipts 
from other areas. The belligerent countries, with the exception of Ger
many, which had taken such steps some years before, imposed foreign 
exchange restrictions immediately after the outbreak of war. For the 
most part these restrictions were designed to prevent the further transfer 
of capital abroad. In England, moreover, the public was required to offer 
short-term assets denominated in dollars and other leading currencies to 
the Treasury, which was also authorized to requisition stocks and bonds. 
Compulsory sale of foreign assets was not decreed in France, but meas
ures designed to encourage capital repatriation were taken. In the four 
war months of 1939 nationals of England, France, and Canada reduced 
their holdings of short-term balances in the United States by about 
$300,000,000 and sold more than $100,000,000 of American securities. 
Some of the proceeds of this liquidation went into official deposits in this 
country, and there was some further return of United States capital so 
that the net capital outflow to these countries was about $300,000,000. 
The net inflow from the rest of the world was of approximately equal 
magnitude. 

The effect of the war on American foreign trade was equally prompt 
though less spectacular. Exports from the United States increased sharply Digitized for FRASER 
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in September and October and, after a setback in November, rose fur
ther in December. The rise was partly seasonal, but it carried the figures 
well above those of a year previous. By far the largest increase as 
compared with 1938 occurred in exports of raw cotton, which had been 
unusually small the year before. Iron and steel manufactures, aircraft, 
petroleum products, industrial machinery, coal, industrial chemicals, and 
copper also showed large advances. Except for cotton, agricultural ex
ports showed few increases, and shipments of tobacco fell off sharply. 

Imports also increased under the stimulus of rapidly expanding busi
ness activity, but not to the same extent as exports. The export 
surplus increased substantially during the last four months of 1939. At 
$400,000,000 it was the principal known factor bringing gold to the 
United States. Transactions whose nature could not be determined pre
cisely from available figures, but which probably in large part represented 
some form of capital movement, also continued to be important. 

From the outbreak of war to the end of the year the United States 
acquired nearly $1,000,000,000 of foreign gold. In the year and a half 
in which the war influence was predominant the United States acquired 
$4,500,000,000 of gold, an amount larger than the dollar value of the 
entire gold stock of this country at the end of 1933. The gold stock at 
the end of 1939 was $17,650,000,000; and it was increasing at the rate 
of about $2,500,000,000 a year. 

BANKING DEVELOPMENTS 

Bank reserves and bank deposits increased further during 1939 to 
the highest level on record. The principal factor in the increase was the 
inflow of gold from abroad but deposits were expanded also by an increase 
in bank holdings of United States Government obligations. The growth 
of deposits during the year was larger than the rise in economic activity 
with the consequence that the turnover of deposits declined further. 

Total reserves of member banks rose by $3,000,000,000 in 1939, fol
lowing a rise of $2,000,000,000 in 1938; over the two-year period the 

amount of reserves held by banks in excess of legal 
^nd"dtehositseSerVeS r e < l u i r e m e n t s increased from about $1,000,000,000 to 

eposi s a b ^ $5?5oo?000,000, the highest on record. At the 
end of 1939, therefore, nearly half of the $12,000,000,000 of reserves held 
by member banks were excess reserves. Rapid expansion of bank re
serves in recent years has been due chiefly to the acquisition of foreign 
gold, discussed in the preceding section of this report. 

Gold imports, together with the increase in bank loans and invest
ments, have also added to our already swollen volume of bank deposits. 
Although recent increases in bank deposits have been widespread, with 
substantial percentage increases in some of the Southern and far Western 
States, the largest growth has been at banks in New York City. These 
banks are the chief holders of balances of large institutional and indi-
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14 ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

vidual investors and receive most of the deposits of funds representing 
the capital inflow from abroad, which was mainly responsible for our 
gold imports and deposit growth in 1939. 

Banks were purchasers of United States Government securities on a 
large scale in 1939 and their combined holdings of direct and guaranteed 

obligations rose above the previous peak reached in 
Increase in 1936. Changes in bank holdings of Government obli-
secu^m^esf11 gations in recent years have been chiefly at city banks. 

In 1939 the increase was mainly at member banks 
in New York City, and in 1938 it was mainly at member banks in other 
leading cities. As shown by the chart, United States Government securi
ties held by banks in New York and 100 other leading cities increased 
by $1,900,000,000 from June 1938 to the end of 1939; this compares with 
an estimated increase of $2,100,000,000 at all commercial banks. 

MEMBER BANKS IN 101 LEADING CITIES 

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
1 2 

WEDNESDAY FIGURES BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

12 

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
Government securities include direct and fully guaranteed obligations. Commercial 

loans based on new classification, beginning May 12, 1937. 

The chart also shows that city banks experienced a livelier demand for 
loans from commercial and industrial borrowers in the latter half of 

1939, when a sharp increase m business activity 
commercial loans brought a growing need for funds to finance the cur

rent expansion of business operations, including the 
acquisition of enlarged inventories. In this period commercial loans at 
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banks in 101 leading cities rose by nearly $600,000,000, or 13 per cent. 
About half of this increase was at New York City banks. Taking the 
year as a whole, commercial loans increased at city banks in each Fed
eral Reserve district, except the San Francisco district. Outside the 
leading cities there were moderate but widespread increases in com
mercial and industrial loans and in real estate loans. 

During 1939, as during the previous year, there was a decline in the 
number of operating banks which was offset only in part by an increase 
™ . in the number of branches. As a result the number 
Changes in 
banking structure of offices at which banking business is conducted de

clined during the year, continuing the trend of the 
four previous years. The proportion of branches to total banking offices 
again increased but at a slower rate than in most earlier years. Details 
of these changes may be found in tables 15 and 16 on pages 53-54 of this 
report. 

There was a net decrease of 160 operating banks during the year, re
flecting principally 122 consolidations, absorptions, and mergers. There 
were 41 voluntary liquidations and 42 bank suspensions. Thirty new 
banks were organized and 15 were added to the records as a result 
of revisions. The number of Federal Reserve member banks increased 
during the year, while the number of insured nonmember banks and of 
noninsured banks continued to decline. The increase in Federal Reserve 
membership was due mainly to the admission of 85 nonmember State 
banks. 

During 1939 the number of branch offices of banks showed a net in
crease of 49, slightly more than in 1938, but increases in each of these 
years are much less than those of the previous four years. The net in
crease in 1939 was wholly accounted for by branches located outside the 
head-office city; the number of head-office city branches has remained 
almost unchanged for several years. 

BUSINESS CONDITIONS 

By the end of 1939 business activity was at a much higher level than 
at the beginning of the year. A considerable part of the rise was due 
to the influence of war conditions abroad, which in early autumn stimu
lated a general wave of buying and greatly accelerated the rise in pro
duction already under way. The increase in production extended quite 
generally throughout industry and led to large increases in payrolls and 
many other types of income payments. Cash farm income from market
ings rose more than seasonally in the autumn and for the year was about 
the same as in 1938, while Government payments to farmers were larger. 
Distribution of commodities to individual consumers in turn increased 
and this rise, together with larger orders for capital goods, particularly 
equipment, took a large part of the expanded output off the market; also, 
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exports of industrial products expanded. Part of the increased output, 
however, went into inventories and in some lines, as production toward 
the end of the year reached levels clearly in excess of current consump
tion, new orders fell to a level below current output and unfilled orders 
wTere being reduced from earlier peak levels. Such developments indi
cated that in these industries a decline in activity was to be expected 
during the early part of 1940. In some other lines, however, it appeared 
that new orders were continuing at relatively high levels and that the 
volume of unfilled orders on hand at the end of the year was sufficient 
to maintain activity at high levels for a considerable period. The extent 
of any decrease in output as a whole appeared to depend on whether the 
decline would prove cumulative or whether it would be stopped by new 
demands forthcoming from domestic sources or from abroad. 

SELECTED BUSINESS SERIES 
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
MONTHLY BASIS 

1923-25 = 100 

140 

120 

100 

8 0 

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
ANNUAL BASIS 

84 

72 

1 NCOME PAYMENTS 

^ ^ 1 N D USTRIAL PRODUC T10N / 
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1923-25 = 100 
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80 

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
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Sources: Income payments, Department of Commerce; industrial production, Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; common stock prices, Standard Statistics 
Company; wholesale commodity prices, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Income payments 
and industrial production are adjusted for seasonal variation. Digitized for FRASER 
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The course of industrial production, as measured by the Board's sea
sonally adjusted index, is shown for 1939 and other recent years on the 

accompanying chart. During the first half of 1939 
Developments there was some decline, reflecting in large part reduc-
outbreak of war tions in activity in the steel and automobile industries 

and a protracted shutdown at bituminous coal mines 
pending settlement of contract negotiations between mine operators and 
the miners' union. In most important steel-consuming lines, with the 
exception of the automobile industry, activity was maintained during 
this period or increased further; the decline in steel production was due 
largely to the fact that in the latter part of 1938 steel production had 
been in excess of consumption and there had been some accumulation 
of inventories at steel-consuming establishments. Production of textiles, 
shoes, and certain other nondurable goods showed some reduction from 
the levels reached at the end of 1938. 

In the construction industry activity during the first half of 1939 was 
maintained near the highest level in recent years owing to a large volume 
of public work and to a substantial amount of private residential build
ing. 

Total income payments, which include many items not affected directly 
or immediately by changes in industrial activity, did not decline and 
distribution of commodities to consumers showed about the usual sea
sonal fluctuations until May when there was a moderate decline. 

In June industrial output began an advance, which continued through 
the summer. Steel production increased and coal production rose con
siderably, following reopening of mines in the latter half of May. There 
was an increase in automobile production schedules during the remainder 
of the model year, made possible by an improvement in retail sales of 
new and used cars. Activity in the machinery and other steel-consum
ing industries rose further. There were increases also in output of tex
tiles and other nondurable goods. On the railroads, where shipments 
had decreased considerably during the shutdown of coal mines, loadings 
were in larger volume during the summer. In August retail trade ad
vanced to the level prevailing in the first part of the year. 

Throughout the first eight months of 1939 manufacturers and dis
tributors had followed a policy of inventory reduction so that by the 
beginning of September their stocks of industrial materials and products 
were generally in smaller volume than earlier in the year and in some 
instances were at low levels. Stocks of agricultural products, however, 
particularly cotton and wheat, were large. 

Commodity prices as a whole declined somewhat in the period, re
flecting reductions in prices of farm products, particularly livestock; 
prices of industrial products showed little change. Common stock prices 
at the end of August were generally somewhat lower than at the begin-
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ning of the year, although during the summer they had advanced from 
the lower levels reached in the spring during the period of unusual inter
national tension. 

When war broke out in Europe at the beginning of September indus
trial activity had already increased to about the level reached at the 

close of 1938 and a further increase was anticipated 
Developments in many quarters. The outbreak of war greatly ac-
subsequent to the n , i x l •, T v x i ex. 

outbreak of war celerated the advance. Immediately a wave ol buy
ing developed, extending beyond the commodities and 

securities markets to industrial materials and products not traded in on 
organized exchanges, such as steel and textiles, and, for a short time, 
even to some retail markets. For the most part the buying was from 
domestic sources, although foreign demand also increased. Prices of 
basic commodities and of many equity securities rose sharply in this 
period, while bond prices declined. 

The buying wave that occurred at the outset soon subsided but pur
chasing of some materials continued in considerable volume and was 
supplemented by a large volume of orders for finished products, such as 
machine tools and other machinery and railway equipment. By the end 
of October producers in some lines had sufficient orders on their books for 
capacity or near-capacity production throughout the remainder of the 
year and in certain instances well into the first quarter of 1940. Com
modity prices generally showed little change after the sharp advances of 
the first few weeks in September. Prices of semi-finished and finished 
steel for delivery in the first quarter of 1940 were reaffirmed in Novem
ber, and in December prices of grains, cotton, and silk rose substantially, 
while there were declines in prices of steel scrap and some nonferrous 
metals. Commodity prices at the end of 1939 were generally somewhat 
higher than a year earlier but considerably below the levels reached in 
1937 at the culmination of the previous recovery in business. 

Prices of common stocks, particularly those that earlier had risen 
sharply, declined after the middle of October. At the year end stock 
prices were generally about the same as a year earlier. In a few lines, 
however, notably the public utility and aircraft industries and some 
companies producing nondurable goods, especially textiles and foods, 
prices were above the level prevailing at the end of 1938. 

Industrial output rose sharply in September and October and in the 
remaining months of the year continued at a high rate, near capacity 
levels in a number of industries. There were also considerable increases 
in employment, in total income payments, and in distribution of com
modities to consumers. Expenditures on publicly-financed construction, 
other than works projects, continued at the high level reached in the 
summer, but the volume of public construction undertaken declined 
toward the end of the year and was considerably below that of a year 
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earlier when a new Public Works Administration program was initiated. 
Private residential building continued at the highest level in recent years. 
Other private work was at a level somewhat greater than during the 
summer but still considerably below the levels reached in 1937. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OPERATIONS 

Current earnings, current expenses, net earnings and distribution of 
net earnings of the twelve Federal Reserve banks for 1939 as compared 

with 1938 are shown in the following table. 
Earnings and As in other recent years, most of the earnings of the 
e x p e n s e s o f F e d e r a l 771 i i T> U I j i r • x x J 

Reserve banks * ederal Reserve banks were derived irom interest and 
discount on their holdings of United States Govern

ment obligations. 
EARNINGS, EXPENSES, AND DISTRIBUTION OF NET EARNINGS OF FEDERAL RESEEVE 

BANKS DURING 1939 AND 1938 

[In t housands of dollars] 

1939 1938 

Cur ren t earnings 

C urrent expenses: 
Net opera t ing expenses 
Assessments for B o a r d ' s expenses . 
Cost of Federa l Reserve cur rency . 

T o t a l . 

Cu r r en t ne t earn ings . 

Additions to cur ren t ne t earnings 1 

Deduct ions from cur ren t ne t earnings 2 

Net addi t ions . 

N e t earn ings . . 

P a y m e n t to Uni ted States Treasury (sec. 13b). 
Dividends paid 
Transferred to surplus (sec. 13b) 
Transferred to surplus (sec. 7) 

38,501 

25,669 
1,621 
1,357 

28,647 

9,854 

4,814 
2,425 

| 2,389 

12,243 

36,261 

25,557 
1,725 
1,629 

28,911 

7,350 

9,827 
7,595 

2,232 

9,582 

25 
8,110 
- 4 2 6 
4,534 

120 
8,019 
- 4 1 9 
1,862 

1 Principally profits on sales of U. S. Government securities. 
2 Principally charge-offs on bank premises and reserves for losses, and in 1938 contributions to re

tirement system for prior service. 

Since nearly all member banks have reserves substantially in excess of 
requirements, they have had little occasion to borrow from their Fed
eral Reserve banks. As a result, earnings on discounts for and advances 
to member banks amounted to only $61,000 in 1939. Earnings on in
dustrial advances and commitments made under section 13b of the Fed
eral Reserve Act, which authorizes the Federal Reserve banks, under 
certain conditions and limitations, to make industrial advances to estab
lished commercial and industrial enterprises either direct or in participa
tion with financing institutions and to enter into commitments to make 
such advances, aggregated $744,000. Expenses connected with industrial 
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advances and commitments amounted to $424,000 and in addition provi
sion was made in 1939 for estimated losses on such advances in the 
amount of $739,000. 

Net operating expenses of the Federal Reserve banks, which consisted 
of total operating expenses after deducting reimbursements of $4,939,000 
received from the United States Treasury and other Government agen
cies for fiscal agency, depositary and custodianship work, were slightly 
larger in 1939 than in 1938, but decreases in the assessments for expenses 
of the Board of Governors and in the cost of Federal Reserve currency 
resulted in a slightly smaller total of current expenses as compared with 
1938. Principal items of expenses were salaries and contributions to 
the Retirement System, $20,663,000, postage and expressage, $3,356,000, 
taxes and normal depreciation allowances on bank premises, $2,717,000, 
and printing, stationery and supplies, $783,000. 

As shown in the foregoing table current net earnings of the Federal 
Reserve banks amounted to $9,854,000 in 1939. After adding to this 
amount $4,391,000 net profits on sales of United States Government secu
rities and other credits to profit and loss aggregating $423,000 and de
ducting $1,417,000 for special depreciation allowances and charge-offs 
on bank premises, $739,000 for losses and reserves for estimated losses 
on industrial advances, and other charges to profit and loss aggregat
ing $269,000, there remained net earnings of $12,243,000, as compared 
with $9,582,000 in 1938. 

Federal Reserve banks paid dividends to member banks aggregating 
$8,110,000 at the rate of 6 per cent per annum on paid-in capital, as pro
vided in the Federal Reserve Act. Payments to the United States Treas
ury under provisions of section 13b of the Federal Reserve Act, relating 
to industrial advances, amounted to $25,000. These payments are made 
in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act wliich re
quire the Federal Reserve banks to pay to the Secretary of the Treasury 
2 per cent, if earned, on the amounts paid to the Federal Reserve banks 
by the Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose of making industrial 
advances. The remaining net earnings of the Federal Reserve banks, 
transferred to surplus, amounted to $4,108,000, as compared with $1,-
443,000 in 1938. Itemized earnings and expenses in 1939 and distribu
tion of net earnings for each Federal Reserve bank are shown in Table 
5 on pages 40-41. 

Total earnings on bills and securities were $2,177,000 more in 1939 
than in 1938. The increase in earnings was the result of an increase of 
$20,000,000 in daily average holdings of United States Government secu
rities and an increase from 1.34 per cent to 1.43 per cent in the average 
rate of earnings thereon. The increase in the rate of earnings was due 
to the replacement of maturing bills with bonds and notes. Average 
daily holdings of bills and securities, together with average rates and 
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amounts of earnings thereon, during the last four years are shown in 
the following table: 

EARNINGS ON BILLS AND SECURITIES 

[Amounts in thousands of dollars] 

Daily average holdings: 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 

Earnings: 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 

Average rate of earnings (per cent): 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 

Total 

2,469,688 
2,542,545 
2,590,597 
2,602,590 

36,909 
40,352 
35,404 
37,581 

1.49 
1.59 
1.37 
1.44 

m Bills 
discounted 

6,135 
13,749 
8,739 
5,103 

108 
212 
124 
61 

1.76 
1.54 
1.42 
1.20 

Bills 
bought in 

open market 

3,725 
3,390 

543 
440 

30 
24 
3 
2 

.81 

.71 

.48 

.45 

United States 
Government 

securities, 
direct and 
guaranteed 

2,430,657 
2,503,865 
2,564,877 
2,584,268 

35,184 
39,025 
34,446 
36,903 

1.45 
1.56 
1.34 
1.43 

Industrial 
advances 

29,171 
21,541 
16,438 
12,779 

1,587 
1,091 

831 
615 

5.44 
5.06 
5.05 
4.81 

The number of banks on the Federal Reserve par list at the end of 
1939 was 11,758, comprising all of the 6,362 member banks and 5,396 

nonmember banks. The number of nonmember banks 
Interdistnct (other than mutual savings banks and banks on which 
collection system ° 

no checks are drawn) not on the par list was 2,719. 
Banks on the par list pay without deduction of exchange charges such 
checks drawn upon them as are forwarded for payment by the Federal 
Reserve banks. 

Changes in the number of par and nonpar banks during 1939 reflect 
principally changes in the banking structure.1 During the year there 
was a net reduction of 3 in the number of nonpar banks, due to 44 
such banks terminating their existence and 16 becoming par banks, 
offset by 21 new banks opening as nonpar banks and 36 par banks assum
ing a nonpar status. As these figures show, more of the banks which 
were in existence throughout the year withdrew from the par list than 
were added to it. The number of banks on the par list declined 185 
during the year, as a result of mergers, voluntary liquidations, suspen
sions, and withdrawals from the par list. 

Of the gross addition of 57 to the number of nonpar banks, 20 were 
in the Atlanta and 15 in the St. Louis Federal Reserve districts. The 
net increase in the number of nonpar banks in the Atlanta district was 
9 and in the St. Louis district 5. The distribution of the number of 
nonpar banks by States at the end of the year was as follows: Minne
sota 411, Georgia 260, Mississippi 175, Tennessee 171, Nebraska 161, 
Wisconsin 158, Arkansas 132, Alabama 130, North Carolina 126, South 
Carolina 120, North Dakota 117, Iowa 110, Missouri 106, Louisiana 104, 

1 See page 15 and table 17, page 55. 
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Texas 102, South Dakota 93, Florida 87, Virginia 43, and twelve other 
States 113. 

The credit to the National Bank of Hungary, granted by the Federal 
Reserve banks in 1931, was reduced during 1939 in accordance with the 

terms of the renewal agreement of 1937 (Annual Re-
Crntrllbankse ign P ° r t f ° r 193?> P ' 3 5 ^ 0 n D e C e m b e r 3 1> 1 9 3 9 > t h e 

share of the Federal Reserve banks in the outstanding 
amount of the credit was $1,830,000, as compared with $2,055,000 at the 
end of 1938. 

With authorization of the Board of Governors, four loans secured by 
gold earmarked at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York were granted 
by that and other Federal Reserve banks to a foreign central bank in 
June, September, November, and December. The first loan, which had 
been renewed once, and the second loan matured in December, when 
they were replaced by a fourth loan in the form of a credit for a larger 
amount, to be made available as required. Repayment in full of this 
credit is due not later than June 15, 1940. The third loan, which was 
not covered by the fourth, was repayable in February 1940. Amounts 
outstanding on December 31, 1939, under the third and fourth loans 
totaled $5,020,000. 

LEGISLATION RELATING TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

Renewal of Loans to Executive Officers of Member Banks.—By an 
Act of Congress approved June 20, 1939, section 22(g) of the Federal 
Reserve Act was amended so as to permit loans made to an executive 
officer of a member bank prior to June 16, 1933, to be renewed or ex
tended, subject to the other provisions of the law, for periods expiring 
not later than June 16, 1944. (The law had previously limited such 
renewals or extensions to June 16, 1939.) 

Repeal of Compulsory Federal Reserve Membership of Insured State 
Banks.—The Act of June 20, 1939, which amended section 22(g) of the 
Federal Reserve Act as indicated above, also repealed section 12B(y) 
(1) of the Federal Reserve Act which had required that after July 1, 
1942, each State bank with average deposits of $1,000,000 or more must 
be a member of the Federal Reserve System in order to have its deposits 
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation under section 12B 
of the Federal Reserve Act. 

Government Obligations as Collateral for Federal Reserve Notes.—By 
an Act of Congress approved June 30, 1939, the second paragraph of 
section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act was amended so that the authority 
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to permit 
direct obligations of the United States to be used as collateral for Federal 
Reserve notes was extended from June 30, 1939, until June 30, 1941. 

Existing Interlocking Bank Directorates.—A bill, S. 2150, to amend 
the second paragraph of section 8 of the Clayton Act so as to extend 
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from February 1, 1939, to February 1, 1944, the period during which 
certain interlocking relationships lawfully existing on the date of the 
Banking Act of 1935 might continue was vetoed by the President of 
the United States on August 5, 1939. 

CHANGES IN REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

The regulations of the Board of Governors were changed during the 
year 1939 in the following respects: 

Rediscount of Notes Secured by Adjusted Service Certificates.—On 
April 6, 1939, the Board of Governors repealed its Regulation G, series 
of 1932, relating to the rediscount by Federal Reserve banks of notes 
secured by adjusted service certificates. No notes covered by the regu
lation had been discounted with the Federal Reserve banks in several 
years, and the Board announced that if any applications for the re
discount of any such notes should be received in the future they would 
be handled under the pertinent provisions of the law in the same manner 
as if the provisions of the regulation were still in effect. (As indicated 
below, the designation "Regulation G" was applied later in the year to 
the regulation issued by the Board on noncash collections.) 

Extension of Credit by Brokers, Dealers, and Members of National 
Securities Exchanges.—Effective May 22, 1939, the Board of Gover
nors amended its Regulation T, relating to the extension and mainte
nance of credit by brokers, dealers, and members of national securities 
exchanges. The amendment clarified and liberalized, with appropriate 
safeguards, provisions that relate to bona fide cash transactions in 
securities and to certain other classes of transactions that are not effected 
in margin accounts. 

Loans to Executive Officers.—Effective July 1, 1939, the Board of 
Governors amended the definition of the term "executive officer" con
tained in section 1(b) of its Regulation 0, which relates to loans to 
executive officers of member banks. The regulation had previously 
included as "executive officers," among others, all persons who have 
certain titles, such as chairman of the board, president, vice-president, 
etc., regardless of their actual duties. The amendment provided that 
the term should include only those officers who actually participate or 
have authority to participate in the operating management of the bank 
or a branch, but provided that persons having certain titles, such as 
chairman of the board, president, vice-president, etc., would be assumed 
to be executive officers "unless it is provided by resolution of the board 
of directors or the bank's by-laws that any such officer is not authorized 
to participate in the operating management of the bank and he does 
not actually participate therein." 

The amendment also changed the date in section 4(a) of the regula
tion to "June 16, 1944." This change was made to conform to the change 
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in the law, as referred to above, which extended until June 16, 1944, 
the date to which loans made by member banks to their executive offi
cers prior to June 16, 1933, may be extended or renewed. 

Interlocking Bank Directorates under the Clayton Act.—Effective 
August 1, 1939, the Board of Governors amended sections 3(a) and 
3(e) of its Regulation L, relating to interlocking bank directorates 
under the Clayton Act, so as to extend until February 1, 1940, the time 
during which certain persons who had been serving member banks might 
continue to serve a member bank and not more than one other bank. 

Check Clearing and Collection.—Effective September 1, 1939, the 
Board revised its Regulation J, relating to check clearing and collec
tion. The revision, which made a number of technical changes in the 
regulation, was adopted in connection with the new procedure estab
lished at the Federal Reserve banks to give their member banks more 
prompt credit for checks deposited with the Reserve banks for collec
tion and to reduce the amount of work required in preparing checks for 
deposit with the Reserve banks. 

Trust Powers of National Banks.—Effective November 20, 1939, the 
Board of Governors amended its Regulation F, relating to trust powers 
of national banks. The only substantial change made was in the re
quirements of section 11 regarding self-dealing in the investment of trust 
funds and the sale or transfer of trust assets. The change exempted 
from the requirements of the section all transactions which are specifi
cally authorized by court order. Certain other clarifying and tech
nical changes also were made in the regulation. 

Membership of State Banking Institutions in the Federal Reserve 
System.—Effective November 20, 1939, the Board of Governors amended 
its Regulation H, relating to membership of State banking institutions 
in the Federal Reserve System. A number of technical changes were 
made in the regulation, but the principal changes were those made neces
sary by the repeal, as referred to above, of the statutory requirement 
in subsection (y) of section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act that after 
July 1, 1942, each State bank with average deposits of $1,000,000 or 
more must be a member of the Federal Reserve System in order to have 
its deposits insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation under" 
section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act. 

Regulation on Noncash Collections.—On December 26, 1939, the 
Board of Governors adopted a regulation governing the collection by 
Federal Reserve banks of notes and bills and other "noncash items" for 
member banks and nonmember clearing banks. The new regulation was 
made effective February 1, 1940, and was designated Regulation G. 
(The designation "Regulation G" had previously applied to the Board's 
regulation relating to the rediscount by Federal Reserve banks of notes 
secured by adjusted service certificates, but that regulation, as indi-
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cated above, was repealed on April 6, 1939.) The regulation on noncash 
collections was issued by the Board in order that the principal terms 
and conditions relating to the collection of such items might be pub
lished in the Federal Register and it required no change in the existing 
practices of the Federal Reserve banks. Other provisions regarding the 
collection of noncash items are contained, as heretofore, in the circulars 
of the individual Federal Reserve banks. 

BANK EXAMINATIONS 

Federal Reserve Banks.—Each of the 12 Federal Reserve banks was 
examined during the year by the Board's Division of Examinations. 

Foreign Banking 'Corporations.—The head office of the one banking 
corporation now in active operation organized under the provisions of 
section 25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act to engage in foreign or inter
national banking was examined during the year by the Board's Division 
of Examinations. 

Member Banks.—All member banks are examined by a Federal 
agency; national banks by the Comptroller of the Currency, and State 
member banks by the Federal Reserve System. 

State member banks are subject, under the provisions of the Federal 
Reserve Act, to examinations made by direction of the Board of Gov
ernors of the Federal Reserve System or of the Federal Reserve banks 
by examiners selected or approved by the Board of Governors. The 
policy approved by the Board of Governors for examinations pursuant 
to such provisions is that at least one regular examination of each State 
member bank, including its trust department, be made during each 
calendar year by examiners for the Federal Reserve banks. In order to 
avoid duplication of examinations and to minimize inconvenience to the 
banks examined, the policy of making joint examinations in cooperation 
with the State banking authorities wherever practicable was followed 
during the past year as in previous years. 

GRANTS OF AUTHORITY 

During the year 1939, 20 national banks were granted authority by 
the Board to exercise one or more trust powers under the provisions of 

section 11 (k) of the Federal Reserve Act. This num-
natimud banks ^eY m c m d e s grants of one or more additional powers 

to three banks which previously had been granted cer
tain trust powers; it also includes one grant of trust powers contingent 
upon the consolidation of a national bank with a State institution hav
ing a trust department, and one grant of trust powers contingent upon 
the conversion of a State bank into a national banking association, neither 
of which transactions had been consummated by the end of the year. 
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In ten cases the grant of trust powers did not represent the establish
ment of new trust facilities. In nine of such cases the grants were made 
in connection with the conversion of a State bank into a national bank 
or the consolidation of a State bank with a national bank, thereby 
enabling the national banks concerned to continue operation of trust de
partments acquired by reason of such conversions or consolidations. In 
the other case the grant was made to a newly organized national bank to 
enable it to acquire the trust business of its predecessor national bank. 

One grant of trust powers was made to a newly chartered national 
bank which was organized solely for the purpose of doing a trust busi
ness. I t appears that this is the first instance of a national bank being 
chartered under such circumstances. 

During the year, 12 operating national banks surrendered their trust 
powers, and the trust powers of 15 other national banks were terminated, 
14 because of the banks being placed in voluntary liquidation and one 
because of a consolidation with another national bank having trust 
powers. The reasons generally given for the surrender of trust powers 
were either the entire lack of trust business, or that the small amount of 
such business, past or prospective, did not justify maintenance of a trust 
department. 

The net result of the various actions with respect to trust powers 
during the year 1939 was a decrease of ten in the number of national 
banks holding one or more general powers, and a decrease of one in the 
number of national banks holding restricted trust powers. 

On December 31, 1939, 1,873 national banks held permits to exercise 
trust powers. A list of such banks with indication of the power or powers 
each bank is authorized to exercise will be supplied to those requesting 
it. This list does not include 12 national banks which had authority at 
that time to exercise restricted trust powers only. 

The term "restricted trust powers" as used above refers to powers 
granted a bank to acquire certain trust accounts but not to acquire other 
fiduciary business. Such restricted powers have been granted to enable 
a newly organized, consolidated, or converted institution to acquire the 
trust business held by a predecessor bank or banks, or to enable a bank 
to administer one or more specific trust accounts, when, in the light of 
all the facts and circumstances in the particular case, such action was 
deemed warranted. 

During the year 1939 the Board acted upon the applications for vot
ing permits submitted by holding company affiliates of member banks 

in accordance with the provisions of section 5144 of 
?ff i l i l t l s

C O m p a n y t h e R e v i s e d Statutes and section 9 of the Federal Re
serve Act, and authorized the issuance of six permits 

for general purposes and six permits for limited purposes. 
Under the authority of section 301 of the Banking Act of 1935, the 
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Board determined that seven organizations were not engaged directly 
or indirectly as a business in holding the stock of, or managing or con
trolling, banks, banking associations, savings banks or trust companies, 
and that, therefore, they were not holding company affiliates except 
for the purposes of section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act. 

During the year there were no changes in the list of foreign banking 
corporations operating under agreements entered into with the Board of 

Governors pursuant to section 25 of the Federal Re-
Foreign banking serve Act and of foreign banking corporations char-
corporations i -r» i i . . 

tered by the Board under the provisions of section 
25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act, 

The 4 corporations organized under State law and operating under 
agreements with the Board pursuant to the provisions of section 25 of 
the Federal Reserve Act relating to the investment by member banks 
in stocks of corporations engaged principally in international or foreign 
banking are: Bankers Company of New York, which is affiliated with 
the Bankers Trust Company of New York; International Banking Cor
poration, which is affiliated with the National City Bank of New York; 
First of Boston International Corporation, wrhich is affiliated with the 
First National Bank of Boston; and French American Banking Corpora
tion, wrhich is owned by the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, the 
First National Bank of Boston, and the Comptoir National D'Escompte 
of Paris. 

The Chase Bank, which commenced business in 1930 and is affiliated 
with the Chase National Bank of New York, is the only banking cor
poration in active operation organized under the provisions of section 
25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act to engage in international or foreign 
banking. 

Two of the five corporations referred to above have no foreign 
branches. The other three corporations operate, either directly or 
through subsidiary corporations, 11 foreign branches or offices. There 
has been no change in the list of such branches during the past year, 
and they are located as follows: in England, 3; France, 3; Spain, 2; 
China, 2; Hong Kong, 1. 

During the year the Board granted a member bank permission to 
establish two foreign branches, which, however, had not been formally 

opened for business by the end of the year. Due to 
Foreign branches w a r cono}itions certain member banks with branches 
of member banks 

in London obtained the Board's permission to transfer 
the banking activities of the branches to points outside that city when
ever such action is deemed necessary during the present emergency. 
Two London offices of member banks have been temporarily closed by 
reason of exigencies of the war. 

At the end of the year, 7 member banks were operating a total of 92 Digitized for FRASER 
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branches or offices located in 62 cities in 22 foreign countries or depen
dencies or insular possessions of the United States. Of the 92 branches 
and offices, 4 national banks were operating 83, and 3 State bank mem
bers were operating 9. The foreign branches were distributed geogra
phically as follows: 

Argentina 9 Dominican Republic. . 6 Peru 
Belgium 3 England 11 Philippine Islands . . . 
Brazil 4 France 2 Puerto Rico 
Canal Zone 4 Hong Kong 1 Straits Se t t lements . . . 
Chile 2 India 4 Uruguay 
China 7 Japan 4 Venezuela 
Colombia 2 Mexico 1 
Cuba 16 Panama 4 

Under section 8(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the 
Board's Regulation T, brokers and dealers subject to the Act may not 

borrow in the ordinary course of business from a non-
Regulation T— member bank on registered securities (other than 
agreements wi th . . ° 

nonmember banks exempted securities) unless such nonmember bank has 
signed an agreement with and in the form prescribed 

by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. At the end 
of the year there were 152 nonmember banks with such agreements in 
force. 

MEETINGS OF THE FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE 

Meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee were held in Wash
ington on the following dates in 1939: March 6-7, March 20, April 19, 
June 20-21, September 18, and December 13. The executive committee 
of the Federal Open Market Committee met from time to time through
out the year as occasion required. A record of actions taken by the 
Committee on questions of policy relating to open-market operations is 
published as an appendix to this report, 

MEETINGS OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Four meetings of the Federal Advisory Council were held in Wash
ington during 1939 on the following dates: February 13-14, June 5-6, 
October 9-10, and November 20-21. Recommendations of the Federal 
Advisory Council to the Board of Governors are published in the appen
dix to this report. 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS-STAFF AND EXPENDITURES 

Mr. Lauchlin B. Currie, who had been serving as an Assistant Di
rector of the Board's Division of Research and Statistics since Decem

ber 1934, was appointed as Administrative Assistant 
Change in t o t h e p r e s id e nt of the United States, effective July 
Board staff ' J 

17, 1939. 
The total cost of conducting the work of the Board during the year Digitized for FRASER 
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1939 was $1,577,825.41. Details are shown in table 8 on pages 44-45. 
For the general expenses of the board two assessments 

Board were levied against the Federal Reserve banks aggre-
expenditures . ° 

gating $1,621,463.77 or about one-half of one per cent 
of their average paid-in capital and surplus for the year. Under an 
arrangement with the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago the accounts of 
the Board were audited twice during the course of the year 1939 by the 
Auditor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, who certified them to 
be correct. 
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